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Preface

THE SEEDS for this project were sown many years ago
when I first visited Japan to spend a summer at Hōkōji, a
remote monastery of the Rinzai school in Shizuoka
prefecture. Before coming to Japan, I had imagined that
life at a Japanese Zen monastery would be relatively
quiet, but to my surprise I encountered a rich
soundscape. The sounds of various instruments regulated
our schedule, and we chanted sacred texts at least twice
a day. What especially caught my attention as a jazz
musician was a ritual we performed every morning—a
rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of
Wisdom. It started with a recitation of the Heart Sutra at
a very fast tempo to dynamic drum playing. The sound of
the energetic drum, which at points reminded me of a
jazz improvisation, together with our loud voices, broke
the silence of the morning.

I left Japan with a deep impression of the vivid
soundscape that characterizes a Japanese monastery. As I
approached the end of my MA program at the University
of Hamburg, I decided to combine my interests in music,
Japanese culture, and Buddhism in my master’s thesis.
With a declared interest in the aural landscape, I started
a six-month field study in 2004 to explore the role of
music in Japanese Buddhism. At that time, I was
introduced to Sawada Atsuko, an ethnomusicologist
working on Buddhist music, who in turn kindly
introduced me to many temples and monks. Among the
latter was Maekawa Bokushō, a well-known specialist in
shōmyō (Buddhist chant) of the Sōtō school, who has
taught at Sōjiji and Nittaiji Senmon Sōdō. Maekawa was



very supportive and organized a research trip for me that
inspired my study of Sōtō Zen rituals in the years to
come.

First I visited Eiheiji, the place where Japanese Sōtō
Zen originated and one of the two head temples of the
Sōtō school, located deep in the mountains of Fukui
prefecture. It was early October, and I fortunately arrived
just a few days before the memorial day of Bodhidharma,
the semi-legendary Indian monk who is said to have
transmitted Chan from India to China. Hearing that I was
interested in Buddhist music, a senior monk encouraged
me to stay one day longer in order to witness the Daruma
kōshiki, a ritual for Bodhidharma that was to be
performed during the memorial service—it was, he
assured me, one of the most musical observances of the
Sōtō school. Thus, I stayed. And indeed the ritual truly
impressed me: the novices sang elegant, solemn melodies
in several distinctive styles, and all their movements
were carefully choreographed.

I then left the green mountains of Fukui for the gray
metropolis of Yokohama to visit Sōjiji, the other head
temple of the Sōtō school. Again, I arrived just in time to
see another kōshiki, this one performed in remembrance
of Keizan Jōkin, the founder of Sōjiji. The monks warmly
welcomed me, and thanks to their interest in my research
—and to the introduction of Maekawa, who had taught at
Sōjiji—I was able to attend several rehearsals that are
usually closed to outsiders, especially a foreign woman.
The monk in charge of the musical training of the novices
was Akiba Tairyū, and I observed the meticulous care
with which he taught them how to read the musical
notation and sing the challenging melodies. Akiba’s clear
voice and elegant singing style invested the whole ritual
with a special atmosphere. A month later, when I
returned to Sōjiji, the monks were again performing a
kōshiki—on this occasion, a Rakan kōshiki, a ritual for the



Sixteen Arhats that had originally been performed by
Dōgen, the founder of the Japanese Sōtō school, and
subsequently by Keizan.

These encounters with the liturgical genre called
kōshiki, which had been almost entirely overlooked in
Western Zen studies, piqued my curiosity, and I decided
to write my master’s thesis on the Rakan kōshiki. In the
course of that work, I came to realize that the genre’s
rich history in the Sōtō school had not yet been
thoroughly studied, even by Japanese scholars: Zen
scholarship revolved around Dōgen and his thought,
while scholars of kōshiki focused on works associated
with the earlier Nara schools. I therefore decided to
explore the historical development of this genre in the
Sōtō school in order to illuminate the vital role of music
and ritual in Sōtō Zen. I spent six years in Japan, from
2007 to 2013, fully engaged in research on this topic, and
after finishing my PhD in 2014, I have visited Japan once
or twice a year to continue it. Memory, Music,
Manuscripts represents the results of this long and
intense period of work on kōshiki.

My research was possible because I was able to
establish fruitful connections to Sōtō priests and
institutions while living in Japan. First of all, Maekawa
Bokushō aided my research in countless ways. He has a
wide network, mainly of Sōjiji-affiliated priests, and he
introduced me to many individuals and institutions.
During my years in Japan, I was a visiting researcher at
the Research Institute for Japanese Music Historiography
at Ueno Gakuen University, where I was able to use the
institute’s large collection of manuscripts and woodblock
prints. I was also a graduate student at Komazawa
University in Tokyo, the flagship university of the Sōtō
school. Being a student there offered me another
network, as well as access to an excellent library with a
good rare book collection. Komazawa University is also



the home of the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai
(Committee for the study of cultural assets of the Sōtō
school), which conducts archival work at Sōtō temples
across Japan and has many facsimiles of premodern texts
in its archive. The scholars of the Sōtōshū Bunkazai
Chōsa Iinkai helped me gain access to other temples as
well. For example, Itō Ryōkō introduced me to Tamamuro
Fumio, who allowed me to join his research group in the
archive of Sōjiji Soin for two subsequent summers.
During that time, I had the rare privilege of unlimited
access to all the texts in this archive, where I discovered
many valuable manuscripts, including a kōshiki whose
existence had been forgotten.

Although I established strong connections to Sōtō
priests and institutions early on, I still needed to request
formal permission both to do research in temple archives
and to observe the rituals conducted at a particular
temple. Usually a priest friend of mine would call the
head priest of the temple to introduce me informally, and
I would write a formal letter requesting permission
whenever I set out to visit a temple for the first time. For
subsequent visits, I again wrote a letter asking
permission to see a certain text or ritual. When I planned
to film a ritual or take photos of texts, I likewise
requested permission, and in many cases I had to sign
forms that detailed how the images were to be used. If I
did not know anyone who could introduce me to the
temple in question, I wrote a formal letter to the head
priest, enclosing an article or two I had written in
Japanese to demonstrate that I had worked in archives
before, and to show my sincerity. Since articles on rituals
rarely appear in Japanese scholarship on Zen, whereas
many Sōtō priests are interested in the history of their
ritual practice, they kindly permitted me access and
supported my research.



A scholar doing fieldwork usually grows closer to her
interlocutors over the years. This was also the case for
me, and I naturally became friends with some of my
informants. At the large Sōtō temple of Tōkōji, I twice
had the honor of playing saxophone in a ceremony that
we newly created combining elements of shōmyō and
jazz. Shortly after, I helped organize a concert tour to
Germany for the Sōtō priest choir Zen-Kūge Ryūgin Kai.
Through these collaborations, my bonds with the Sōtō
priests who participated in these events grew stronger
and I was able to learn more about ritual practices than
would have been possible otherwise.

In these ways and myriad others, my research has
been indebted to the support and guidance of numerous
people, foundations, and institutions, to whom I am
deeply grateful. Klaus Vollmer, my dissertation supervisor
at LMU Munich, provided unwavering guidance and
insightful advice. I am also very grateful to Steven Heine,
who has given me invaluable feedback and
encouragement over the years since we first met in
Japan. Niels Gülberg provided help on many occasions
and openly shared his vast knowledge of kōshiki and his
collection of manuscripts and woodblock prints with me. I
would also like to express my gratitude to my early
teachers at the University of Hamburg, especially Roland
Schneider, Judit Árokay, and Jörg Quenzer.

In Japan, Satō Shūkō, my doctoral supervisor at
Komazawa University, offered constant advice on rituals
and manuscripts. At Komazawa University, Hareyama
Shun’ei, Hirose Ryōkō, Ishii Kōsei, Ishii Seijun, Ishii
Shūdō, Matsuda Yōji, Ogawa Takashi, Okuno Mitsuyoshi,
Takahashi Shūei, Tsunoda Tairyū, the late Yoshizu
Yoshihide, and Yotsuya Kōdō provided counsel and
encouragement. Matsuda Yōji, Itō Ryōkyū, and Tanaka
Hiroshi of the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai kindly
offered access to their archive and valuable assistance. I



also benefited from the expertise of the members of the
Research Institute for Japanese Music Historiography of
Ueno Gakuen University—first of all its director,
Fukushima Kazuo, as well as Arai Kōjun, Iso Mizue,
Steven Nelson, Sakurai Rika, and Tanaka Yukie. Ozaki
Shōzen, Shimizu Yūshō, and Sawada Atsuko also
provided selfless guidance on many occasions.

Many priests supported my research and generously
shared their knowledge and ideas with me. As mentioned
above, I am deeply indebted to Maekawa Bokushō. I also
wish to express my gratitude to the late Akiba Tairyū,
Baba Gijitsu, Imamura Genshō, Inoue Gishin, Kōya
Keinin, Maekawa Shinshō, Matsumoto Jōtai, Munakata
Gihō, Nozaki Taiyū, Suzuki Bunmei, Suzuki Eiichi, Taga
Sōjun, and Terakura Shōyū, as well as to the members of
the shōmyō choir Zen-Kūge Ryūgin Kai for helping me
gain insight into the sounding world of Sōtō Zen. I would
also like to thank Sōjiji, Sōjiji Soin, Yōkōji, Eiheiji, Eiheiji
Betsuin in Tokyo, Eiheiji Betsuin in Nagoya, Nittaiji
Senmon Sōdō, Tōkōji, Kasuisai, Kenchōji, Engakuji, and
Tōfukuji for allowing me to pursue fieldwork and archival
studies at their temples. Without their assistance, this
research would never have been possible.

During the writing of this book, I benefited from the
feedback of several colleagues. Carl Bielefeldt, Ronald
Grimes, John Kieschnick, Richard Jaffe, and Jacqueline
Stone kindly took the time to read a completed draft of
this manuscript and provided important comments during
a book manuscript workshop hosted by the Stanford
Humanities Center. I am very grateful to two anonymous
readers for their valuable and detailed responses, which
helped immensely in my final revisions. Joshua Capitanio
read chapters at different stages and gave detailed
suggestions. Pamela Winfield and Tom Owens also read
parts of my manuscript and provided helpful comments.
Robert Buswell, director of the Kuroda Institute for the



Study of Buddhism and Human Values, was very
supportive in guiding me through the review process. I
would also like to thank Stephanie Chun and Cheryl Loe
of University of Hawai‘i Press for their attentiveness
during the publication process, Stuart Kiang for his
thorough copyediting, and Mary Mortensen for preparing
the index.

Many other colleagues and friends offered support,
suggestions, and feedback, whether by helping me obtain
resources or by championing me in other ways during my
research and writing. Among them are Heidi Buck-
Albulet, Barbara Ambros, Arai Ikkō, Marcus
Bingenheimer, William Bodiford, Clara Böhme, James
Ford, Griffith Foulk, Oliver Freiberger, Hanawa Kōmei,
Martin Hanke, Paul Harrison, Hasegawa Keiichi, Xi He,
Mack Horton, Ute Hüsken, Vanessa Kam, Kamata Mukan,
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Schmitt, Takai Shōjū, Tahara Ryōhei, Tanaka Genjō, Luke
Thompson, Robban Toleno, Katja Triplett, Wakayama
Yūkō, Thorsten Wettich, Yamaguchi Seishō, and my
senpai in Professor Satō’s PhD course.

I was fortunate to spend two inspiring years as a
Shinjō Itō postdoctoral fellow at the University of
California, Berkeley, and wish to thank especially Mark
Blum, Robert Sharf, and Alexander von Rospatt for their
advocacy. During my stay, Mark Blum organized a
conference on Buddhist music that not only provided a
wonderful occasion to discuss the history, role, and
performance practices of numerous traditions of Buddhist
music, but also included performances by many groups.



At Stanford University, where I have taught since
2016, I have benefited from stimulating conversations
with faculty and graduate students in the Department of
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has hosted numerous talks, workshops, and other events,
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Stanford Humanities Center (together with the
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workshop that proved very helpful, and Regan Murphy
Kao and the staff of the East Asia Library made precious
resources available and provided superb service.

My research has received generous financial support
from the Bukkyō Dendō Kyōkai, the Japanese Government
(MEXT), the Japan Foundation, the German Academic
Exchange Service (DAAD), Komazawa University, the
University of Hamburg, the headquarters of the Sōtō
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Abbreviations

Bunkazai Sōtōshū bunkazai chōsa mokuroku kaidaishū
DZO Dōgen zenji zenshū. 2 vols. 1969–1970.
DZSK Dōgen zenji shinseki kankei shiryōshū
DZSS Dōgen zenji shinpitsu shūsei
DZZ Dōgen zenji zenshū. 7 vols. 1988–1993.
JDZ Jōsai daishi zenshū
K Shohon taikō Eihei kaizan Dōgen zenji gyōjō Kenzeiki
Komonjo Sōtōshū komonjo
KZ Keizan Zen
Monzenshi 2   Shinshū Monzenchō shi, Shiryōhen 2: Sōjiji
MSS Myōe shōnin shiryō
NKS Nihon kayō shūsei
Shūhō Sōtōshū shūhō chōsa mokuroku kaidaishū
SZ Sōtōshū zensho
T Taishō shinshū daizōkyō
X Shinsan Dai Nihon zoku zōkyō
ZGD Zengaku daijiten (shinpan)
ZSZ Zoku Sōtōshū zensho



Conventions

JAPANESE IS TRANSCRIBED using a modified Hepburn system.
Chinese names, terms, and titles are given in pinyin.
Japanese and Chinese terms are generally written in
lowercase letters. Only names and titles, including the
titles of shōmyō pieces, are capitalized. Terms indicating
a genre of liturgical texts, such as hōon kōshiki or
shikimon, are not capitalized.

The romanization of premodern Japanese remains a
question of critical debate. This is especially so in a work
on kōshiki, because “traditional” readings, on the one
hand, are preserved in liturgical texts and, on the other,
the pronunciation of certain words differs according to
the school or lineage. In my translations, I follow the
reading indicated in the ritual handbooks, or, if no
pronunciation is given, I provide the contemporary
reading.

I observe the Japanese custom of giving surnames first,
followed by given names.

For dates until Meiji 5 (1872), I provide the reign name
and year followed by the corresponding year in the
Gregorian calendar in parentheses. If applicable, it is
followed by the month and day in the lunar calendar. On
January 1, 1873, the Japanese government switched to
using the Gregorian calendar. Therefore, for dates from
1873 onward, I only indicate the Gregorian calendar year.



Introduction

AS THE CLEAR TONES of bells resound in the Hall of the Great
Ancestors, monks file in. Once seated, they lift their
voices in the exquisite and solemn melody of a Chinese
chant while three monks circumambulate the hall. One of
them scatters golden paper flowers, one sprinkles water,
and another carries an incense vessel. Soon the
fragrance of fine incense fills the air. A Sanskrit
incantation praising the Four Wisdoms follows, creating a
unique atmosphere. Each syllable is energetically sung
several times on one pitch, with small melodic inflections
incorporated now and again. At the beginning and end of
this piece, two monks play on cymbals in fixed patterns of
short and long strokes with carefully choreographed
movements. Next, a monk recites a text in Japanese that
praises Keizan Jōkin 瑩山紹瑾 (1264 / 68–1325), known as
the great popularizer of Japanese Sōtō Zen, asking him to
accept offerings placed on the altar with highly
formalized gestures. Thereafter, the assembly sings a
verse expressing their devotion to Keizan. Another monk
intones a highly melismatic piece praising the Buddha. Its
vocalization style, with a profusion of melismas on the
single syllable “me,” naturally forms a musical climax in
the ritual. The following three liturgical pieces, each sung
with a cheerful melody in an arresting, almost jazzy
rhythm, stand in contrast to the preceding ones, all sung
in free rhythm. Finally, the officiant reads the central text
of the ceremony, which first narrates the transmission of
the Dharma from the Buddha to the Chinese Chan
patriarchs, and then to Japanese Zen masters, before
detailing the biography and virtues of Keizan. The



recitation of the officiant is interspersed with Chinese
verses sung by the assembly to solemn melodies,
followed by full prostrations, expressing veneration to
Keizan. The ritual concludes with the singing of a verse to
transfer the merit produced by the performance.

This scene describes a ritual annually performed on
the evening of October 14 at Sōjiji 總持寺, one of the two
head temples of the Sōtō school of Japanese Zen. It is the
Tōjō dentō kōshiki 洞 上 傳 燈 講 式  (Kōshiki on the
transmission of the light in the Sōtō school), a ritual in
the kōshiki 講 式  genre that Sōjiji’s monks perform to
commemorate the founder of their temple, Keizan. This
kōshiki is part of a larger ritual program performed
during the joint memorial service for Keizan and Sōjiji’s
second abbot, Gasan Jōseki 峨山韶磧  (1276–1366), who
are commemorated together from October 12 to 15 each
year. I have attended this service many times, most
recently in 2018. It is an occasion at which hundreds of
Sōtō clerics from all over Japan gather to pay respect to
their lineage founder Keizan and to perform a series of
rituals in the Hall of the Great Ancestors from early
morning to afternoon. Among them are several head
priests from other Sōtō temples who serve as officiants
during the sutra-chanting rituals. The kōshiki on the
evening of October 14, however, differs from the other
rituals. Most of them feature sutra chanting in a constant
rhythm with very limited or no melodic inflections,
whereas the kōshiki incorporates a wide range of styles,
from solemn melodic verses in free rhythm to chants with
a cheerful melody, to highly melismatic pieces.
Additionally, only monks living at Sōjiji actively
participate in the kōshiki, which takes place in the
evening when the doors of the large hall are closed,
preventing any lay devotee from seeing or hearing the
ritual. It is thus a private remembrance of the temple
founder, performed by Sōjiji’s monastic congregation.



The Tōjō dentō kōshiki is one of eleven rituals in the
kōshiki genre that Sōtō clerics still perform today.
Although Sōtō monks have performed kōshiki since the
thirteenth century, their significance as an important
ritual form has been almost entirely overlooked in
Western Zen studies so far.1 Memory, Music, Manuscripts
ventures into this terra incognita for the first time,
exploring the intricate interplay of doctrine, devotion,
music, literature, and ritual that characterizes this genre,
and shedding new light on the practice of Zen Buddhism
as a lived tradition.

Aims of This Study

For most of the twentieth century, Western publications
described Zen as an iconoclastic school of meditation.
This view developed from a narrow focus on certain
textual genres, such as the collected sayings of Zen
masters, with the result that scholars tended to overlook
aspects of Zen Buddhism that receive little or no
emphasis in doctrinal texts. Another reason was that Zen
officials in the Meiji era (1868–1912) emphasized the
iconoclastic discourse found in Song dynasty sources,
imagining “a ‘pure Zen’ ( junsuizen) relatively free of
Buddhist rituals for dealing with spirits and meeting the
religious needs of lay patrons.”2 In the 1990s, however,
scholars began to move beyond a preoccupation with
doctrine to explore what Zen monks actually did, and still
do, in concrete times and places.3 As a result, the study
of rituals became a major research field in contemporary
Zen studies, redefining our understanding of Zen by
showing that Zen monks have continually been engaged
in a wide range of ritual practices, including some not
previously associated with the Zen tradition.4



Memory, Music, Manuscripts adds another vital
dimension to the revaluation of Zen Buddhism by offering
the first systematic study of the history and development
of kōshiki in the Sōtō school.5 It reveals how Zen monks
created a ritual practice that expresses devotion, founder
worship, and communal memory in a highly musical
ceremony. The liturgical genre known as kōshiki was
invented several centuries before the founding of
independent Zen schools in Japan when most laypeople
could not understand the content of the sutras chanted in
Chinese during Buddhist ceremonies. In response,
Japanese clerics in the tenth century began to reform
their liturgy by creating ritual texts recited in Japanese.
This reform signaled the beginning of new liturgical
genres that soon contributed to the spread of Buddhism
across different social strata. Among the new genres, the
most important was kōshiki, and its invention proved a
milestone in the development of a liturgy in the
vernacular language. Kōshiki were composed and
performed for a wide range of objects of veneration,
including buddhas, bodhisattvas, kami, eminent monks,
and even music and poetry. With the rapid spread of
works in this genre throughout all Buddhist traditions
during the early medieval period, it was perhaps
inevitable that Sōtō clerics would also adopt this ritual
genre. Yet, while kōshiki in other schools have received
increasing scholarly attention in recent years, kōshiki in
the Zen schools, as well as their development, have
eluded systematic study so far.6

Western scholars have frequently viewed Japanese
Buddhism through a sectarian lens, rarely venturing to
explore the relations among different schools. That
constraint is in part due to the influence of Japanese
Buddhist scholarship, which has largely reflected
sectarian identities. Zen in particular has often been



represented as though it is independent of other
Japanese Buddhist traditions. Nevertheless, some
Western scholars have analyzed Japanese Zen rituals
against the backdrop of Chinese ritual practices and
argued that Japanese Zen Buddhism has preserved many
of the ritual forms that were originally transmitted from
China to Japan.7 In this study, I show that Japanese Zen
clerics also practiced rituals that were invented in Japan,
kōshiki chief among them, and used elements of a ritual
repertoire widely shared in Japanese Buddhism. Indeed,
by demonstrating how kōshiki are embedded in a ritual
culture shared across Buddhist schools and lineages, this
book not only challenges long-standing sectarian
approaches to the study of Japanese Buddhism, but
confirms that studying a shared ritual language is vital
for understanding both the evolution of Japanese
Buddhist rituals and the way Zen Buddhists came to
develop a distinctive tradition of their own within the
broad religious landscape of Japan.

While Sōtō kōshiki draw on elements from a shared
ritual repertoire, the performance of particular kōshiki,
as well as the performance practice, expresses the
school’s identity. By highlighting the role of rituals in
community building, I argue that the performance of
kōshiki is inherently an affirmation of collective memory.
Many of the kōshiki performed in the Sōtō school
commemorate important Zen patriarchs by narrating
their biographies. Through the performance, the
performers are connected not only to the Zen patriarch
who is being commemorated by the ritual, but also to
earlier generations of clerics who performed the same
ritual. Thus each performance connects them with their
lineage and heritage, and regular communal
performances help create a community of memory.



Importantly, however, I also show how monks revised
liturgical texts when certain key stories in their
communal memory or the biographic images of eminent
monks changed. In this way, liturgical texts can be seen
as fluid, and their fluidity is an aspect of ritual change.
Although common definitions of the term “ritual” suggest
that rituals are relatively invariant, it is often
acknowledged that no single performance is like
another.8 In spite of that, few attempts have been made
so far to track the development of a ritual genre over
time through a combination of archival and ethnographic
research. This book does so by highlighting the
innovations that occurred in kōshiki composition and
performance over centuries, and it demonstrates that
such changes were often due to factors that lay outside
the ritual context per se, involving institutional interests,
evolving biographic images, and changes in cultural
memory.

I understand rituals as multidimensional and
multisensorial performances that comprise multiple
registers or dimensions, such as places, texts, materials,
actions, gestures, and sounds. Therefore, I approach
kōshiki from a performative perspective and employ an
interdisciplinary approach in the analysis of how these
different dimensions work together in the performance of
the ritual. This approach stands in contrast to that of
previous kōshiki studies, which have focused chiefly on
the content of ritual texts. The same tendency can be
observed in Buddhist studies in general, since earlier
generations of Buddhist studies scholars tended to
examine the content of the texts and the ideas embedded
in them rather than how those texts might have been
performed or vocalized. Nonetheless, in order to fully
understand rituals, we need to explore them as embodied
practices and multidimensional performances.



A central feature of most rituals is the aural dimension
—music and sounds. Curiously, scholars have rarely
examined this facet of rituals.9 Yet musical practice is
central for many ritual specialists, precisely because the
acquisition of ritual expertise is often a matter of learning
the proper ways of vocalizing sacred texts and playing
musical instruments. The liturgical texts of kōshiki, for
example, are sung with melodies, and clerics spend many
years learning how to vocalize them. Additionally, musical
instruments create a special soundscape that demarcates
ritual time from non-ritual time. These musical aspects
strongly contribute to the ritual’s aesthetic quality and
affective experience. Japanese Zen Buddhism, in
particular, has often been depicted as a silent tradition
despite the fact that sounds and chanting reverberate in
Zen monasteries throughout the day.10 Among the
various Sōtō rituals, kōshiki are undoubtedly the most
musical. By introducing Western readers to this vital
aspect of Japanese Sōtō Zen, I argue that the sonic
dimension of rituals is just as significant as the other,
more intensively studied dimensions.

Further, by highlighting the importance of chanting
and liturgical performance, I show that vocalization often
plays a greater role in Buddhist cultivation than doctrinal
study or introspective contemplation. Apart from studies
focusing on chants of specific traditions, such as the
nenbutsu (recitation of a buddha’s name, often Amida
Buddha’s) or esoteric mantras, only scant attention has
been paid so far to the importance of Buddhist vocal
practice. This book therefore offers a corrective to our
understanding of Zen, long represented as a tradition
focused on silent contemplation, and shows it to be a
bodily practice accompanied by a rich aural component.

Liturgy and Music in Japanese Buddhism



Musicologists use the term “music” to describe sounds
that are organized by humans and differ from ordinary
speech.11 In the context of Japanese Buddhism, we find
various styles of music that contemporary Japanese
clerics and musicologists call “Buddhist music” (bukkyō
ongaku 仏教音楽).12 This rubric includes a wide range of
different musical forms, and we can broadly distinguish
between music within a ritual context and music outside
it.13 Most Buddhist rituals feature vocal music, with
instruments often used solely to provide cues. This vocal
music is called shōmyō 声明  (lit., bright voice), a term
usually translated as “Japanese Buddhist chant.” This
term was originally a translation of the Sanskrit term
śabda vidyā, which refers to the science of grammar and
linguistics, one of the five sciences in ancient India. In
Japan, shōmyō became the general term for Buddhist
liturgical chant around the twelfth century. Prior to this,
Buddhist chant was generally called bonbai 梵 唄  (Ch.
fanbei; lit. Sanskrit hymn, or pure hymn), a term still
used in China and in the Ōbaku school of Japanese Zen.14

Over the centuries, many shōmyō lineages with
distinct repertoires and performance practices
developed, several of which have been handed down to
the present day. Buddhist chant was first transmitted
together with Buddhist ideas and practices from Korea
and China; later Japanese clerics developed new
liturgical genres. One of the earliest references to
Buddhist music in Japan states that hundreds of monks
recited sutras and sang the standard liturgical pieces
Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibai 如来唄), Falling
Flowers (Sange 散華), Sanskrit Sound (Bonnon 梵音), and
Sounding Staff (Shakujō 錫杖 ) during the Eye-Opening
Ceremony of the Great Buddha of Tōdaiji 東大寺 (Nara) in
Tenpyō 17 (752).15 With the founding of the Shingon and
Tendai schools in the Heian period (794–1185), many new



liturgical pieces were introduced from China to Japan:
Kūkai 空海 (774–835), the founder of the Shingon school,
is said to have introduced the core repertoire of Shingon
shōmyō, while Ennin 円 仁  (794–864), a disciple of the
Tendai school founder Saichō 最 澄  (767–822), laid the
foundation for Tendai shōmyō. Monks of these two
schools have emphasized the importance of Buddhist
chant. Over the centuries, they wrote many treatises on
shōmyō, and some clerics made vital contributions to the
development of musical notation systems.16 Remarkably,
the oldest dated printed musical notation in the world is a
shōmyō notation of the Shingon school produced on Mt.
Kōya 高野山 in Bunmei 4 (1472).17

The new Kamakura schools that emerged in the
thirteenth century developed their own musical
traditions, but most of them were influenced by Tendai
shōmyō because all of those schools’ founders had
originally studied Tendai Buddhism. Although the new
schools did not produce musical treatises to the same
extent that monks of the Shingon or Tendai schools did,
they were nonetheless engaged in the vocalization of
Buddhist texts. For example, the chanting of Amida
Buddha’s name and the recitation of the title of the Lotus
Sutra are part of the sounding world of Japanese
Buddhism. The Zen schools founded during the
Kamakura period remained part of this world,
incorporating manifold sounds and shōmyō, as this book
details. In the seventeenth century, new styles of
Buddhist chant were again introduced when the Chinese
monk Yinyuan Longqi 隠元隆琦  (J. Ingen Ryūki, 1592–
1673) came to Japan and founded the Ōbaku school of
Zen.

The Meiji era was a major turning point for Buddhist
music, as well as for the Japanese music landscape in
general. When Meiji officials began the modernization of



Japan based on the adoption of Western models, Buddhist
leaders also undertook to reform their religion. Some
clerics enthusiastically embraced newly introduced
Western musical styles and composed Buddhist songs
using those styles, creating new musical forms for
expressing Buddhist devotion. At the same time, Western
music was being taught in schools and soon became
popular throughout Japanese society. This development
began to vitiate the status of traditional Japanese music,
including shōmyō, and these styles were slowly rendered
less familiar to many Japanese. In the twentieth century,
clerics and musicologists became conservationists,
researching shōmyō and preserving some of it through
audio recordings and other means. Additionally, clerics
began to perform shōmyō on the concert stage, both in
Japan and abroad. As a result, shōmyō came to be
appreciated as a unique element of world music, a
Buddhist counterpart to Gregorian chant.

Despite these developments, clerics continue to sing
shōmyō at Buddhist temples, where laypeople can hear it.
Each school of Buddhism has its own ritual repertoire
with distinctive styles of vocalization and
instrumentation. These styles have been transmitted from
teacher to disciple over the centuries, primarily orally but
often supplemented by musical notation. Traditional
Buddhist chant occurs throughout a wide range of rituals,
from daily services to diverse monthly and annual
observations, to death-related rites. Among the yearly
observances are the memorial service for the Buddha’s
passing, the Lotus Repentance Ceremony (Hokke senbō
法華懺法) in the Tendai school, the Contemplation of the
Rishu Sutra (Rishu zanmai 理 趣 三 昧 ) in the Shingon
school, and the Kannon Repentance Ceremony (Kannon
senbō 観 音 懺 法 ) in the Zen schools. These annual
ceremonies accommodate complex liturgical structures
with elaborate chants, attracting numerous lay devotees



and visitors in many cases. Both in premodern times and
in the present, lay devotees sometimes participate in the
vocalization of “simpler” chants, such as the recitation of
Amida’s name. Shōmyō, however, requires special
training and is performed solely by clerics.

During the first centuries after Buddhism’s
introduction to Japan, clerics chanted texts written in
either Chinese or Sanskrit. Then, in the tenth century,
Japanese clerics started to invent new liturgical forms
that were vocalized in Japanese, including hyōbyaku 表白
(pronouncement of intention), saimon 祭 文  (offertory
declaration), wasan 和讃  (Japanese hymns), and kōshiki.
As a result, the shōmyō repertoire consists of liturgical
pieces in three different languages—Sanskrit, Chinese,
and Japanese—and most rituals include chants in at least
two languages. In addition, most rituals contain a range
of different styles of Buddhist music, which helps create
an interesting soundscape throughout the ritual. The
various genres of shōmyō can be categorized into song
(utau shōmyō 歌う声明), recitation (kataru shōmyō 語る声

明), and reading (yomu shōmyō 読む声明 ), depending on
how many melodic inflections a genre or piece uses.
These categories suggest that Buddhist ritual music
includes styles ranging from highly melismatic pieces in
free rhythm to more syllabic chanting of sutras in a fixed
rhythm with one character per beat. When defining
shōmyō, pieces on one pitch in fixed rhythm are
sometimes excluded from this category because they lack
melodies. This is typically done by Sōtō clerics who
exclude the recitation of sutras from shōmyō.18

The vocalization of sacred texts has long been an
essential practice in many Buddhist schools, serving, on
the one hand, as a way to reach soteriological goals, and,
on the other hand, as an expression of devotion to
buddhas, bodhisattvas, and other objects of veneration,



or as a means to asking them for protection. Learning
how to perform the vocal art of shōmyō has therefore
been an essential component of monastic training, and it
can take many years of devoted study. In addition,
Buddhist music creates a social space that serves as a
medium of interaction between laity and clergy. Rituals
and the musical performances they contain offer
entertainment and enjoyment to lay devotees, giving us
insight into how practitioners engage their congregation
through the aural senses in their practice. By focusing on
some of these aspects in this book, I hope to inspire more
scholars to engage in studying the sonic dimension of
Buddhism.

Zen Liturgy

Since the advent of Japanese Zen Buddhism in the
thirteenth century, Zen monks have performed a wide
range of rituals that include the vocalization of sacred
scriptures. These rituals play a major role in the liturgy of
Zen monasteries,19 and the transmission of ritual
expertise constitutes a large part of the monastic
curriculum. As many observers have noted, all activities
in the monastery, from eating meals to taking a bath, are
highly ritualized. Even practices that are described as
expressions of “pure Zen,” such as zazen, ascending the
Dharma hall to preach, and Dharma combats, are highly
stylized and can be considered rituals in themselves.
Zazen in particular, especially as understood in the Sōtō
school, has been interpreted as ritualized sitting.20  The
correct performance of all these activities is considered
by Sōtō clerics to be an essential part of their practice.

Japanese Zen temples generally fall into two broad
categories: training temples or monasteries and temples
that mainly perform rituals for lay parishioners. In



contemporary Japan, all young monks undergo an
initiatory period at a monastery for a fixed period of time
—usually one year, although a few novices elect to stay
for several years—during which they engage in zazen and
a wide range of ritualized activities. When they finish
their training at a monastery, most novices return home
to assist at and later take over their family temple, where
they chiefly perform funeral and memorial services for
their parishioners. Ian Reader therefore described the
life of monks at parishioner temples as “zazenless” Zen.21

The rituals at a training temple are usually categorized
into daily, monthly, and annual observances. Within these
categories, sutra-chanting services ( fugin 諷経 ) are the
most common. Several times a day, the assembly chants
sutras. Every month, Sōtō clerics perform additional
sutra-chanting services that are conducted for important
patriarchs or deities on fixed days of the month. For
example, a sutra-chanting service is performed on the
first and fifteenth days of every month, first for the
emperor and then for the tutelary deities (chinju 鎮守 ).
Some monthly rituals can be more elaborate than a sutra-
chanting service, such as the Ryaku fusatsu 略 布 薩
(Abbreviated repentance ritual), a simplified version of
the Grand Precepts Meeting, held on the fifteenth of
every month.

In addition to these observances, Sōtō clerics perform
a number of special annual rituals at their monasteries:
the New Year’s celebration; the three rituals for the
Buddha’s birthday (4 / 8), enlightenment (12 / 8), and
death (2 / 15); the other shore assemblies (higane 彼岸会)
at the spring and autumn equinoxes; the O-Bon festival
for feeding the hungry ghosts (segaki 施餓鬼 or sejikie 施
食会) in summer; the Grand Precepts Meeting (Daifusatsu
bosatsu shiki 大布薩菩薩式); the annual memorial services
for the founder(s) and other influential Zen patriarchs;



and the birthday celebrations of Dōgen 道元 (1200–1253)
and Keizan, among others. Many of these annual
observances consist of sutra-chanting services, but
several feature more complex ritual forms. For example,
during the New Year’s celebration, which usually lasts
three days, clerics perform a rolling reading (tendoku 転
読 ) of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom
(Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra), a highly theatrical ritual
centered on the speed-reading of this lengthy sutra,
which is thought to produce great merit. On that
occasion, clerics at many monasteries also conduct the
Ceremony of Praising the Buddhas (Tanbutsue 歎仏会), a
very musical ritual, and monks at the head temple Eiheiji
永 平 寺  conduct a kōshiki on the Great Sutra on the
Perfection of Wisdom.22 Likewise, Eiheiji monks perform
a kōshiki during the memorial service of Bodhidharma,
the semi-legendary Indian monk who is said to have
introduced Chan to China.

Additionally, many monasteries offer funerals and
prayer rituals for lay devotees, sharing in that way some
of the functions of smaller temples. One example is the
head temple Sōjiji, which gained hundreds of new parish
ion-ers after its 1911 relocation to Yokohama from the
remote village of Monzen on the Noto peninsula. As a
result, its novices are kept busy performing funeral and
memorial services for lay parishioners, and this has led to
the shortening of some of the traditional rituals, as well
as the time for zazen. Other examples are the three great
prayer temples of the Sōtō school—Daiyūzan Saijōji 大雄
山最乗寺 , Toyokawa Inari Myōgonji 豊川稲荷妙厳寺 , and
Zenpōji 善宝寺—where the novices spend a great deal of
time performing prayer rituals for visiting lay devotees.23

It is important to note that the efficaciousness of these
rituals, from the daily sutra-chanting services to special
prayer rituals and funeral services, depends on the logic



of merit. On this rationale, merit is produced by the
performance of good deeds—in the case of rituals, by the
chanting of sutras and the provision of offerings. At the
end of the ritual, the merit is dedicated to patrons,
ancestors, deities, or universally to all beings, and such a
bestowal lies at the heart of the performance of many
Buddhist rituals.24

The rituals just described are further characterized by
a diverse soundscape. In the sutra-chanting services,
sutras in Sino-Japanese are vocalized on one note, often
in unison, to the beat of the wooden fish (mokugyo 木魚),
a round hollow wooden drum. This is likely the
soundscape most often associated with Zen rituals in
Japan. But some of the special rituals that are performed
as part of an annual observance, such as the Grand
Precepts Meeting and the Ceremony of Praising the
Buddhas, together with the various kōshiki, differ
markedly from the sutra-chanting services in that musical
chants with elaborate melodic inflections, most of them in
free rhythm, are featured, and thus these rituals belong
to the category of shōmyō. On this basis, we can say that
kōshiki are the most musical rituals that Sōtō clerics
perform, and if we overlook them, we miss the fact that
Sōtō Zen possesses its own unique shōmyō tradition, one
that deserves recognition as an important facet of the
religious culture and practice of Zen.

Methods and Sources

The task of studying kōshiki requires an interdisciplinary
approach combining historical-philological,
anthropological, and musicological methods in order to
grasp the various elements that comprise a kōshiki. In
particular, I combined historical-philological work with
ethnographic fieldwork.



Since only a few kōshiki are available in modern print
editions, handwritten kōshiki manuscripts and woodblock
prints served as my primary sources, with prefaces,
postscripts, and colophons providing valuable
information about kōshiki performance and transmission.
I also examined monastic codes and official documents.
The manuscripts and woodblock prints of Niels Gülberg
(Kadono Konzen Library Collection), the Research
Institute for Traditional Japanese Music Historiography
at Ueno Gakuen University, and the library of Komazawa
University, as well as facsimiles available at the Sōtōshū
Bunkazai Chōsai Iinkai, were vital for my study.
Additionally, I conducted research in temple archives,
including Sōjiji Soin 摠持寺祖院  (Monzen, Noto), Sōjiji
(Tsurumi, Yokohama), Yōkōji 永光寺  (Hakui, Noto), and
Dairyūji 大隆寺 (Takayama).

To study the contemporary performance practices of
kōshiki—in other words, the continuationof ritual
practices established centuries ago—I conducted
extensive fieldwork in Japan over a period of more than
six years, observing and filming rituals as well as
interviewing Sōtō clerics. My primary field site was the
head temple Sōjiji in the Tsurumi ward of Yokohama. The
choice to focus my research on Sōjiji sprang from its
historical importance as one of the two head temples of
the Sōtō school and the fact that it has had famous
shōmyō teachers in the last decades. There were two
other reasons for this decision as well. One was that I
was based in Tokyo for around six years, so Sōjiji was
nearby. The second and more important reason was that
when I first started to work on Buddhist music, I was
introduced to Maekawa Bokushō 前 川 睦 生 , a highly
acclaimed shōmyō specialist who is affiliated with Sōjiji
and has taught there. Since he has been a cornerstone of
my fieldwork, it was comparatively easy to obtain
permission to attend and film rituals at Sōjiji, as well as



to interview monks there. Maekawa also taught at Nittaiji
Senmon Sōdō 日泰寺専門僧堂 and invited me to visit this
training temple. Furthermore, Suzuki Bunmei 鈴木文明 ,
one of his former students, taught shōmyō at Kasuisai 可
睡斎 , where I was also warmly welcomed. Later, when I
again visited Kasuisai, Haruki Shōshū 春木正秀, who had
formerly taught at Eiheiji, now worked there, and I was
able to learn about the shōmyō practice of a different
lineage. I also visited other temples that regularly
perform kōshiki, such as Eiheiji’s satellite temples in
Tokyo and Nagoya. In addition, monks at Eiheiji have
performed many kōshiki over the centuries, so I visited
Eiheiji a few times to attend rituals and interview priests.
But since this head temple was located far away, and my
close network did not include senior monks teaching
there, my access to Eiheiji was limited. Nevertheless,
through my extended fieldwork at Sōjiji and the contacts
I developed, I was able to observe both ritual
performances and rehearsals. Thanks to the support of
my interlocutors, I was also able to acquire contemporary
materials that Sōtō monks have produced for the study of
rituals, such as audio and video recordings that are not
available in regular bookstores. Thus I was able to gain
insights into aspects of monastic life that are usually
hidden to outsiders.

It is important to note that my research has focused on
the historical development of rituals. My fieldwork
centering on participant observation was originally done
to supplement my textual work, in order to overcome the
limitations of textual analysis when studying rituals.
Fieldwork has allowed me to better understand the
instructions in the ritual handbooks, as well as to develop
a deeper understanding of ritual practice in general. In
this way, my experience in the field was crucial, and this
book introduces results from my long-term fieldwork in
Japan.



Overview of the Book

This book is divided into two parts. Part I, consisting of
chapters 1–3, explores Sōtō kōshiki in broad terms.
Chapter 1 introduces the diverse worlds of kōshiki and
analyzes their history in Japanese Buddhism in general
and in the Sōtō school in particular. Kōshiki were
performed in all Buddhist schools and can be considered
a form of vernacular Buddhism as well as part of a shared
ritual vocabulary within Japanese Buddhism. The
historical development of kōshiki in the Sōtō school
shows that it has played a vital role in Sōtō Zen liturgy
since the time of the founder, Dōgen. Sōtō monks adopted
kōshiki from other Buddhist traditions as well, including
the Tendai, Hossō, and Kegon schools. The ritual tradition
of the Japanese Sōtō school is therefore highly eclectic
and needs to be approached with a broad understanding
of Japanese Buddhist liturgy.

Chapter 2 examines the performance practice and
ritual structure of kōshiki within the Sōtō school, showing
how specially composed kōshiki texts were placed within
a distinctive ritual frame. In other words, Sōtō monks
used a more or less fixed ritual structure into which they
inserted the central text of a kōshiki, either adopted from
another tradition or newly composed. I show that this
ritual structure consists not only of texts but also of
acoustic, kinetic, and material components. Each of the
schools, moreover, developed its own way of arranging
liturgical modules, as can be seen in a comparison of the
Rakan kōshiki 羅漢講式  in the Sōtō, Rinzai, and Shingon
schools. Thus, although many of the liturgical elements
and texts belonged to a shared tradition, the ritual
structure actually used in performance was sectarian and
contributed to reinforcing group identity.

The most important elements in the performance of a
kōshiki are singing and reciting. The vocalization



breathes life into the text, and only through its
vocalization can the ritual text fulfill its function.
Additionally, the transmission of ritual expertise is closely
tied to instruction in vocal performance. Chapter 3
therefore studies the sonic dimension of kōshiki. After
introducing the vocalization styles and instrumentation,
as well as the musical notation that has been used for
kōshiki since the sixteenth century, I analyze how
contemporary Sōtō monks view their own ritual practice,
based on essays they have written and my fieldwork in
Japan. I demonstrate that many ritual specialists
interpret their ritual practice in the same way they
interpret zazen. For them, vocalizing texts and practicing
zazen share the same soteriological foundation.

Part II, consisting of chapters 4 and 5, explores the
narration of communal memory in the kōshiki composed
and performed in remembrance of Keizan. I show how his
biography was set into a ritual frame, and how the
kōshiki thus created functioned not only to repay
benevolence but also to form a community, to contest
status, and to establish in the collective memory a
foundation on which a particular temple or Sōtō lineage
could thrive in the future. Chapter 4 first considers the
differences between two transmission lineages of the
Butsuji kōshiki 仏慈講式  (Kōshiki on Zen Master Butsuji)
dating from the Tokugawa period (1603–1868) and
performed at Sōjiji and Yōkōji on the Noto peninsula.

Chapter 5 then turns to the Tōjō dentō kōshiki, a
kōshiki written in the Meiji era (1868–1912), to show how
the development of a new biographic image of Keizan in
the second half of the nineteenth century inspired monks
at Sōjiji to compose a new kōshiki commemorating him.
At the same time, the monks at Yōkōji, who were using
the memory of Keizan to revive their temple, undertook
their own revision of the Butsuji kōshiki to emphasize the
position their temple had held in medieval Japan. The two



chapters together illustrate how kōshiki have been used
both to narrate and to enact the cultural memory of a
particular lineage or temple community.

The epilogue synthesizes the findings of the previous
chapters. The appendices provide additional materials
related to the kōshiki performed in commemoration of
Keizan, including translations and facsimiles of the
central texts of the Butsuji kōshiki and the Tōjō dentō
kōshiki.

An online supplement, viewable through the Stanford
Digital Repository, makes available video recordings of
kōshiki performed at contemporary Sōtō temples. These
videos are intended to give readers an idea of how these
rituals are performed. Hopefully, they can also help
preserve the current state of kōshiki and shōmyō
performance practice for future generations.

1.  Only two of the kōshiki performed in the Sōtō school have
been previously studied by Western scholars: Paula Arai (2000,
2008) and Barbara Ambros (2016a, 2016b) have analyzed the
Anan kōshiki (Kōshiki on Ānanda), a ritual specifically
performed by Sōtō nuns, and Marinus Willem de Visser (1923)
provided an abbreviated translation of the Rakan kōshiki
(Kōshiki on the arhats).

2.  Foulk 2008, 26. For a discussion of the image of “pure Zen”
and the discourse concerning the importance of a “meditative
experience” since the Meiji era, see also Sharf 1993 and 1995.

3.  Without presuming to give a comprehensive overview of this
trend, a few exemplary studies can be noted: William
Bodiford’s (1993) study of institutional development and
practices such as ordinations and funerary services in
medieval Sōtō Zen; Bernhard Faure’s (1991, 1996) innovative
use of postmodern theory to problematize the traditional Zen
narrative, including a study of Keizan that illuminates the
interplay of imagination, local cults, and dreams; Duncan
Williams’s (2005) monograph on Sōtō Zen in Tokugawa Japan,
which explores pilgrimages, healing practices, and funerals;
and the recent volume Zen and Material Culture, which



highlights the intimate relations between doctrine, practice,
and material culture (Winfield and Heine 2017).

4.  For studies on the use of Chan portraits, icons, robes, and
medicine in Zen rituals, see the essays in Faure 2003 and
Heine and Wright 2008. Foulk (1987) and Yifa (2002) further
demonstrate how Chan monastic codes were intimately related
to ritual customs of Chinese Buddhism broadly considered. On
the monastic codes known as “rules of purity” (qinggui 清規, J.
shingi), see also Collcutt 1983 and Foulk 2004 and 2006.
Borup (2008), Irizarry (2011), and Graf (2017), moreover, have
detailed the role of rituals in contemporary Zen Buddhism. On
rituals performed by Sōtō nuns, including the Anan kōshiki 阿
難講式, see Arai P. 2008 and Ambros 2016a and 2016b. For a
study of a contemporary Kannon festival celebrated once every
thirty-three years, see Bodiford 1994. For a study of how the
Rinzai monk Tōrei Enji 東嶺円慈 (1721–1792) believed sutra
chanting would aid meditative concentration, provide
protection from negative influences, and promote good health,
see Joskovich 2019.

5.  Nakano Tōzen (1984) offered a very brief overview of the
history of Sōtō kōshiki. Since that publication, however, many
new manuscripts and woodblock prints have been discovered
that provide vital new information about the evolution of Sōtō
kōshiki.

6.  Despite the fact that Marinus Willem de Visser’s (1923)
partial translation of the Sōtō Rakan kōshiki appeared nearly
one hundred years ago, only in the last twenty years have
Western scholars begun to acknowledge the importance of this
liturgical genre. The first book-length publication on kōshiki in
a European language was Niels Gülberg’s (1999) study of the
development of kōshiki and its influence on literature, which
provides an overview of the history of kōshiki in all Buddhist
schools. Gülberg also maintained an invaluable kōshiki
database (1997–2019), and his innovative work was followed
by a number of publications analyzing the content of specific
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2016) has studied the Hōon kōshiki 報恩講式 (Kōshiki to repay
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Paula Arai (2000, 2008) and Barbara Ambros (2016a, 2016b)
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of music in the kōshiki of the Shingon schools has been
illuminated by Steven Nelson (2001b, 2009) and myself (Mross
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PART ONE

Development and Performance of Kōshiki



1

History of Kōshiki

Kōshiki, as a cultural property of our school, are important
ceremonies that express [our] feelings of making recompense
for the benevolence we have received, and of longing for the
buddhas and patriarchs of ancient times.

— Inoue Gishin

IN 2002, the Sōtō school commemorated the 750th
anniversary of the death of its founder, Dōgen.
Throughout the year, a stream of Sōtō clerics and lay
devotees visited the head temple Eiheiji in Fukui
prefecture to pay their respects to Dōgen and to
participate in the ceremonies honoring him. Among them,
a group of clerics closely affiliated with Eiheiji’s satellite
temple in Nagoya performed a new kōshiki for Dōgen, a
special ritual composed by one of their leaders, Inoue
Gishin 井上義臣. That same year, another monk, Imamura
Genshū 今村源宗 , heavily revised the kōshiki that had
been performed for Dōgen for over two centuries. It was
then performed by the monks at Eiheiji’s satellite temple
in Tokyo during their commemoration of Dōgen’s grand
death anniversary, and a recording of the performance on
compact disc was also produced.

Sōtō clerics have conducted kōshiki on other special
occasions as well. In 1990, the Sōtō nuns’ association
performed a kōshiki for the bodhisattva Jizō 地 蔵  to
celebrate the inauguration of a hall for lay devotees at
Sōjiji, the other head temple of the Sōtō school. Twenty-



seven years later, when Eiheiji’s satellite temple in
Nagoya opened a new Dharma hall, the monks of that
temple performed a kōshiki for Hakusan 白 山  (White
Mountain), the protector deity of a sacred mountain
range on the borders of Fukui, Gifu, and Ishikawa
prefectures. In all these instances, the kōshiki
performances highlighted the importance of the occasion
with the special qualities that render these rituals
distinct from other Sōtō ceremonies, in which clerics
chant sutras on a single pitch in a steady rhythm. Kōshiki
are the most musical rituals the Sōtō school has to offer,
creating a celebrative mode with chants set to elaborate
melodies, mostly in free rhythm. Unlike sutra-chanting
services, which do not require rehearsals, a kōshiki must
be practiced intensively by the monks performing it.
Indeed, the very act of preparing for the ceremony
emphasizes the special character of the occasion.

The history of kōshiki spans more than one thousand
years. First developed by Tendai monks in the late tenth
century to express their devotion to Amida and his Pure
Land, the genre spread to other Buddhist denominations,
including the new Kamakura schools. In medieval Japan,
kōshiki became very popular, and people from all strata
of society were involved in their performance. One major
reason for their ready acceptance was that the texts,
although written in Chinese, were recited in Japanese,
allowing audiences to follow the content. In rituals in the
eighth and ninth centuries, by contrast, clerics mainly
recited texts in Chinese, and few Japanese were able to
understand what they heard. The invention of kōshiki was
thus an important milestone in the development of ritual
genres in the vernacular language.1

Monks of various traditions composed kōshiki for
different objects of veneration, such as buddha(s),
bodhisattvas, sutras, kami, and even music or poetry.



Over time, works for the same object of worship were
written, and thus kōshiki with the same title can actually
be different ritual texts—we know of at least five different
works titled Kannon kōshiki (Kōshiki on Kannon), for
example. The comprehensive Kōshiki database compiled
by Niels Gülberg lists 374 kōshiki, mostly written during
the medieval period, but it is likely that well over four
hundred works in this genre were composed, a number
whose magnitude reflects the great popularity of kōshiki
in premodern Japan.

The influence of kōshiki extended beyond the formal
boundaries of Buddhist liturgy to a wide range of other
cultural practices. In Japanese music, kōshiki belong to
the repertoire of Japanese Buddhist chant (shōmyō 声明),
and it is acknowledged that their distinctive recitation
style strongly influenced other genres of traditional
Japanese music, including heikyoku 平曲 (recitation of the
Heike monogatari to the accompaniment of the biwa),
yōkyoku 謡曲 (recitation in nō drama), and jōruri 浄瑠璃 (a
musical genre of epic tales recited to the accompaniment
of the shamisen). In Japanese literature, kōshiki texts,
considered to be part of Buddhist preaching literature,
influenced works in other literary genres such as setsuwa
説 話  (tale literature), monogatari 物 語  (epic tales),
enkyoku 宴曲 (medieval songs), and waka 和歌 (poetry).2

This chapter traces the historical development of
kōshiki in Japanese Buddhism in general and the Sōtō
school in particular. I will show that the ritual tradition of
the Sōtō school was very eclectic: Sōtō clerics did not
simply import all their rituals from China; they also
adopted liturgical forms unique to Japanese Buddhism,
including kōshiki. To trace the trajectory of this
development, the next section explains the term kōshiki
and the significance of this genre in Japanese Buddhism;



then I turn to exploring how Sōtō clerics adapted it to
meet their own needs.

Kōshiki in Japanese Buddhism

Defining Kōshiki
Since there is no ritual similar to it in the Western
tradition, I leave the term kōshiki untranslated in this
book because any translation would be misleading.
Instead, it is best to begin by explaining the term’s
meanings and then proceed to defining the genre. The
first character, kō 講, can describe, among other things, a
lecture that explains a sutra or set of doctrinal ideas in an
easily comprehensible manner. In Japanese, kō also has a
special usage that can indicate a group gathering for a
certain purpose—in the context of a kōshiki, it refers to
an association of devotees seeking to deepen their
understanding and to support each other in their
practice. One such association was the Twenty-Five
Samādhi Society (Nijūgo zanmai e 二十五三昧会), a group
of twenty-five monks founded in the late tenth century.
This group was instrumental in the invention of kōshiki,
as the next section of this chapter explains. The second
character, shiki 式, describes a ceremony or the structure
of a ceremony. Accordingly, the term kōshiki can be
interpreted as the ceremonial structure for meetings of a
religious association, or a ceremony with a lecture at its
center, or the structure of this type of ceremony.3
Originally, kōshiki texts were written for meetings of
associations whose members promised to support each
other in their religious practices. Over time, as kōshiki
began to be used for other purposes, such as expounding
doctrine or fundraising, the meaning of the term shifted
toward a ceremony with a lecture at its center. This is the
meaning often emphasized in modern scholarship, as in



Steven Nelson’s translation of kōshiki as “lecture-
sermon” and Lori Meeks’s “chanted lecture.”4

But there is yet another level where the meaning of the
term can be seen to oscillate between two poles. Kōshiki
is a liturgical genre defined by its literary form.
Concretely, a work in this genre consists of a
pronouncement of intention (hyōbyaku 表白) followed by a
number of sections (dan 段 )—usually an odd number—
with one or more Chinese verses (kada 伽陀 , Skt. gāthā)
after each section. This structure is what defines the
genre. Nonetheless, in a ritual centering on this kind of
text, other liturgical pieces are usually vocalized as well.
Niels Gülberg thus distinguishes between a narrow
definition of the term, referring only to the genre-defining
text consisting of a pronouncement of intention, sections,
and verses, and a broad definition, which includes all
texts vocalized during the ritual. As a consequence of the
broad use of kōshiki, another term, shikimon 式文 (central
text of the ceremony), was then used to refer to the
genre-defining text. The Buddhist schools still differ in
their use of the term kōshiki. For example, Shingon
clerics employ a narrow definition, whereas Zen monks
typically use a broad one. Since scholars usually work
with the definition used by the school they study, in the
rest of this chapter I shall use the term kōshiki as it has
been defined by the tradition I am discussing.

That said, a kōshiki in the narrow sense (i.e., a
shikimon) has an internal structure that is demarcated
with set phrases at important junctures. The
pronouncement of intention explains the meaning of the
ritual and addresses the object of veneration and the
participants. Customarily, it opens by addressing the
object(s) of veneration: “Humbly I speak to [names of the
objects of worship] and say …” (uyamatte 敬って  … ni
mōshite mōsaku に白して言さく). Then it provides a digest



of the virtues of the object of veneration before listing the
topics of the following sections, as in a table of contents.
Each section that follows introduces a theme, explores it
in detail, and closes by asking the assembly to sing a
verse and perform prostrations. After singing a Chinese
verse—or, in rare instances, a Japanese poem (waka)—the
assembly intones words of worship (raihai no kotoba 礼拝

の詞), a short phrase starting with “Homage to …” (namu
南 無  …), and performs one or more prostrations. Most
shikimon consist of three or five sections, but there are
also some with no sections following the pronouncement
of intention, and others with as many as nine, ten, or
twelve sections. The last section of a shikimon is often a
transfer of merit.5

During the shikimon, the officiant recites the
pronouncement of intention and the sections in kundoku
訓読, a Japanese reading of the Chinese text that involves
a complete syntactical reordering according to Japanese
grammar.6 The assembly, by contrast, usually sings the
verses of the shikimon in Chinese—in other words, the
verses retain the Chinese word order but are vocalized
with Sino-Japanese pronunciation. This means that when
kōshiki are described as a ritual genre in the vernacular
language, that description is based on the practice of
reciting the pronouncement of intention and the sections
in kundoku, when texts composed in literary Chinese are
realized in Japanese. Some texts notated in Japanese
using kana 仮名  (syllabic Japanese script) have survived,
which less literate people (including women) might have
used for reading or recitation, but those works, too, were
originally composed and written in Chinese.7

The signposting throughout the text of the shikimon
and its overall structure make it easy for listeners to
follow the content. Singing the verses and performing
prostrations after each verse further integrate the



assembly into the flow of the narrative formed by the
pronouncement of intention and the subsequent sections.
In this way, expressions of devotion to the object of
worship are closely interwoven with the explanation of its
virtues during the ritual.

From the standpoint of content, shikimon are highly
intertextual: they usually quote sutras or other doctrinal
texts, and most of the verses are selected from sutras.
This means that while a kōshiki author did not
necessarily need to compose new sentences, he could still
give a kōshiki his fingerprint through his selection of
quotations.

This explanation has covered the primary features of a
shikimon (or kōshiki in the narrow sense). As mentioned
earlier, the broad definition of kōshiki, meaning the ritual
as a whole, includes the vocalization of additional
liturgical texts. These other pieces differ according to the
school or lineage, the temple, and the occasion, as well as
the scale of the ceremony. Manuscripts that contain only
a shikimon frequently do not specify the variable
elements, only giving the instruction “proceed as usual”
(tsune ni gotoshi 常に如し ). Nonetheless, many of the
usual elements can be specified: early in the ritual, the
assembly sings a communal obeisance (sōrai 総 礼 ) in
unison, expressing their veneration to the object of
worship.8 Other common elements are the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms (Shichisan 四智讃 )9 and the Four Shōmyō
Melodies (Shika hōyō 四箇法要 ).10 The assembly might
also vocalize an invitation (kanjō 勧 請 ) addressing the
object(s) of worship and asking them to appear at the
ceremonial place and accept the offerings, or a text
invoking deities ( jinbun 神分) who protect the ritual space
and will help to spread the merit produced through the
ritual. Other pieces that might be vocalized are songs of
edification (kyōke 教化),11 Japanese hymns (wasan 和讃),12



an offertory declaration (saimon 祭文),13 and the Transfer
of Merit to Six Offerings (rokushu ekō 六種回向 ).14 Of
these pieces, around half are vocalized in Chinese (and
one in Sanskrit) rather than Japanese, preserving
elements of earlier ritual practices. From them it can be
seen that the description of kōshiki as a liturgy in the
vernacular language is based on a narrow understanding
of the term.

The Development of Kōshiki in Japanese Buddhism
Many aspects of the early development of kōshiki remain
unclear due to the scarcity of surviving texts. The
manuscripts and woodblock prints that were produced
were intended to be used in rituals, and unless written by
eminent monks and treated as temple treasures, they
were subjected to normal wear and tear without great
concern for their preservation. Therefore, not all of the
kōshiki that were composed and performed over the
centuries are still extant. In that light, some of the details
in the following sketch must be regarded as provisional in
that they are based on information in the available
sources.

Kōshiki emerged from shorter liturgical forms
vocalized in Japanese, such as hyōbyaku,15 as part of a
movement to develop a liturgy in Japanese that began
sometime in the tenth century. The earliest acknowledged
work in this genre is the Nijūgo zanmai shiki (Ceremony
of the twenty-five samādhi), composed by the Tendai
monk Genshin 源信  (942–1017) in Kanna 2 (986) for the
Twenty-Five Samādhi Society.16 The members of this
society met each month at the Yokawa temple complex on
Mt. Hiei to renew their vows to help each other attain
rebirth in Amida Buddha’s Pure Land (Gokuraku jōdo 極楽
浄土 ). Once born in the Pure Land, they believed, they



would never fall back into the realms of samsaric rebirth
and were certain to attain enlightenment.

The Nijūgo zanmai shiki had far-reaching influence,
inspiring other kōshiki compositions. Later it was revised
as the Rokudō kōshiki 六道講式 (Kōshiki on the six realms)
and widely performed.17 In the next century, the Tendai
monk Meiken 明 賢  (1026–1098) composed a Seigan
kōshiki 誓 願 講 式  (Kōshiki on [Amida’s] vow), and the
Sanron monk Yōkan 永観 (or Eikan, 1033–1111) wrote an
Ōjō kōshiki 往生講式 (Kōshiki on rebirth [in Amida’s Pure
Land], ca. 1079), which became the primary structural
model for later kōshiki.18 Yōkan, a former monk of Tōdaiji
and a strong advocate of Amida’s Pure Land, is said to
have had his Ōjō kōshiki performed at his deathbed,
further highlighting the kōshiki’s function to help
practitioners attain rebirth in Amida’s Pure Land.19 A
century later, it was recorded that Jien 慈円 (1155–1225),
head of the Tendai school, instructed his disciples to
perform the Nijūgo zanmai shiki in order to transfer
merit for his well-being after his passing.20 These cases
suggest that the origins of kōshiki and its early
development lay in rituals related to preparing for rebirth
in Amida’s Pure Land and the afterlife. Together with the
rise of Pure Land devotion—and related deathbed and
memorial practices to achieve rebirth in Amida’s Pure
Land—kōshiki were performed at numerous sites in many
different local areas as a means of deepening the faith of
aspirants who wished to take refuge in Amida Buddha at
their final hour.

While most of the early kōshiki authors were Pure
Land adherents in the Tendai tradition, clerics of other
traditions soon adopted this genre. One of them was
Kakuban 覚 鑁  (1095–1144), the founder of the Shingi
branch of the Shingon school, who is credited with the
composition of more than ten kōshiki.21 Yamada Shōzen



suggests that Kakuban composed many of them not for
the propagation of Buddhist doctrine to a wider audience
but for his own private practice.22 Many scholars have
acknowledged the role of kōshiki for proselytization,23

but it was also the case, as Kakuban’s kōshiki show, that
some clerics performed kōshiki as part of their own
devotional and soteriological practice.

As kōshiki grew increasingly popular, many new works
in this genre appeared—most of them written by highly
educated clerics, and some by retired emperors and
other literary men.24 The pinnacle in the creation of
works in this genre came in the late twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries when the Hossō monk Jōkei 貞 慶
(1155–1213) and the Kegon-Shingon monk Myōe 明 恵
(1173–1232) became its two most prolific authors. Jōkei
is credited with over twenty-nine kōshiki, his Kannon
kōshiki and Jizō kōshiki in particular achieving wide
popularity.25 Myōe is credited with twenty-three kōshiki,
and his Shiza kōshiki (Kōshiki in four sessions), composed
for the Buddha’s memorial day, is considered a
masterpiece by Japanese clerics and scholars alike.26

Because it was taken up by clerics of different
traditions, the kōshiki genre became part of a ritual
repertoire widely shared throughout Japanese Buddhism.
In fact, although kōshiki originated in the context of
Tendai Pure Land devotion, the majority of the extant
compositions in the genre are devoted to objects of
worship other than Amida. According to James Ford, the
increase in number of compositions was also related to
socio-political changes in the early medieval period.27 As
power shifted from the nobility and aristocratic families
such as the Fujiwara to the Minamoto and the Kamakura
shogunate, established temples no longer could rely on
state support or aristocratic patrons alone and had to
look for new support from a broad range of social strata.



In this context, kōshiki seem to have been an effective
means of securing new patronage as well as devotional
allegiance.

Overall, the development of kōshiki can be situated
amid the broad process of “Japanization” of religious
practices and artistic forms introduced from China. This
genre emerged at a time when other Japanese liturgical
forms, such as wasan and hyōbyaku, were being
developed together with the adaption of Chinese musical
styles to suit Japanese tastes. In that sense, these forms
of expression became localized practices. The fact that
kōshiki were vocalized in Japanese and so spoke directly
to Japanese audiences was of course a major factor in the
popularization of the new genre.

After peaking in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
the number of kōshiki compositions steadily declined, and
very few kōshiki were written in the Tokugawa period.
Most of the late compositions in the genre were by Sōtō
monks, and one of these was created in the Meiji era.
Then, around twenty years ago, Inoue Gishin, a Sōtō
priest from Aichi prefecture, composed two new kōshiki.
Other than these, I know of no other kōshiki composed in
the last two centuries. According to Gülberg’s
chronology, the last kōshiki composed in schools other
than the Sōtō school were the Sanbutsu kōshiki 讃仏講式
(Kōshiki on praising [Amida] Buddha), written by the
Jōdo-shin monk Jakunyō 寂 如  (1651–1725), a
Nishihonganji 西本願寺 abbot, and the Taishi kōshiki 太子
講式  (Kōshiki on Shōtoku Taishi) composed in Enkyō 4
(1747) by Hongakubō Hōjun 本覚坊方順 (n.d.), who might
have been associated with Hōryūji 法隆寺 in Nara.28

At the same time, it should be noted that the
composition or invention of a new kōshiki is “just” the
starting point of a more complex and continuous
transmission. After their composition, works were



integrated into the liturgical calendar of different
Buddhist temples, and the texts were handed down from
generation to generation. But over time, many kōshiki
ceased to be performed and were largely forgotten, their
only traces being the ritual handbooks created for them
and stored in temple archives. Yet the genre remains
alive, and kōshiki are still performed in most Japanese
Buddhist schools, the most prominent examples being the
Ōjō kōshiki in the Tendai school and the nightlong
performance of Myōe’s Shiza kōshiki on Mt. Kōya.

Remarkably, eleven different kōshiki are performed in
the Sōtō school today—more than in any other Buddhist
school. One reason might be the centralization of
monastic training in the Sōtō school. At each of the two
head temples, around 150 novices are in training at any
given time, making it possible for monks at these temples
to perform rituals that require a large number of
performers. Another reason might be that schools with a
strong shōmyō tradition have other elaborate rituals in
their repertoire, whereas kōshiki, for Sōtō clerics,
constitute the most melodic rituals in their tradition. In
any case, kōshiki as a genre has continued to thrive over
many centuries and are still a vital part of the liturgical
repertoire of Japanese Buddhism.

Kōshiki Performance: Actors, Ritual Places, and Music
Performances of kōshiki have varied to a high degree.
Although kōshiki started as rituals performed exclusively
by clerics, there were also times when they were
performed by mixed groups of lay devotees and clerics,
or by groups of laypeople only. Today only monks or nuns
perform kōshiki—that is, if laypeople are present, they
only listen and watch. The exact reason for this reversion
to clericalization is unknown, but it might be related to



the increasing complexity of both the rituals and the
skills required to perform them.29

The group of clerics who perform a kōshiki (or any
other Buddhist ritual) is known as shikishū 識衆  / 式衆  or
daishū 大 衆 , and the number of participants varies.
Kōshiki can be performed by small or large assemblies.
The ceremony is led by the officiant, called the dōshi 道師
or shikishi 式師.

Texts of kōshiki—unlike many doctrinal texts or literary
works meant to be read in private—are vocalized during
the ritual.30 They have become integrated in highly
musical ceremonies that feature several styles of
Japanese Buddhist chant. A ritual centering on a kōshiki
often includes all three styles—song (utau shōmyō 歌う声

明 ), recitation (kataru shōmyō 語る声 明 ), and reading
(yomu shōmyō 読む声 明 )—and together they shape its
sonic landscape. The art of vocalizing liturgical texts
requires extensive training and is transmitted from
master to disciple as part of the latter’s education. Since
each school preserves a distinctive style of vocalization,
the characteristics of the musical performance differ
depending on the school.

Initially, the vocalization of a shikimon may have been
improvised using fixed melodic patterns on three
different pitch levels. A change in the pitch level
highlighted important passages and added variety.31 Until
the Muromachi period (1336–1573), this style of
vocalization was probably the common practice, and
monks recited shikimon in a way they thought could
transmit the content most effectively. But as the accent of
the Japanese language gradually changed, it became
increasingly difficult to improvise the melodies of
shikimon.32 As a result, beginning in the early
Muromachi period, monks in the Buddhist schools that



had a strong shōmyō tradition—primarily Shingon and
Tendai—added musical notation to the shikimon to ensure
the transmission of a “traditional” recitation style, albeit
without improvisation, through succeeding generations.33

Clerics in other schools, including Sōtō monks, chose not
to add musical notation, and so we no longer know how
shikimon were recited in the Sōtō school. However, the
lack of notation does not mean that a liturgical text was
recited without melodic embellishments; even today one
can hear some improvised melodic embellishments in the
Sōtō school. This kind of improvisation would be
unthinkable in the Shingon school, where clerics are
taught to follow the traditional musical notation.
Nevertheless, although the melodic embellishments in a
recitation by Zen monks sometimes resemble those of
Shingon or Tendai monks, I have never heard a Sōtō
monk reciting a shikimon on three different pitch
levels.34

In the medieval period, some of the kōshiki
performances were even more elaborate musically.
Wealthy temples or patrons occasionally hired
professional musicians to play gagaku 雅楽 (court music)
between the sections of certain kōshiki, and so
instrumental music, chosen to fit the tonal mode of the
shikimon, was integrated into its performance.35 Such
rituals were called kangen kō 管弦講  (lit., assembly of
wind and string instruments), and some kōshiki were
originally composed for this performance style, such as
the Junji ōjō kōshiki 順次往生講式 (Kōshiki on rebirth in the
Pure Land), composed in Eikyū 2 (1114) by the Tendai
monk Shingen 真源 (d. 1136), and the Ongaku kōshiki 音楽

講式  (Kōshiki on music).36 The Junji ōjō kōshiki featured
texts praising Amida and his Pure Land that were set to
gagaku pieces of Chinese origin (tōgaku 唐楽) and saibara
催馬楽  (songs in Japanese that might derive from folk



melodies).37 Kōshiki that had not been composed as
kangen kō, such as Yōkan’s Ōjō kōshiki and Jōkei’s Shari
kōshiki in five sections, were later arranged to be
performed with gagaku. A description of an elaborate
kangen kō that featured both instrumental music and
shōmyō can be found in the medieval war tale Genpei
jōsui ki (Record of the rise and fall of the Minamoto and
Taira). In this tale, the Heike perform the Ongaku kōshiki
for the deceased Taira no Kiyomori, with sixteen
members of the Heike clan playing musical instruments:
two play the shō 簫  (a flute), two the fue 笛  (transverse
flute), two the shō 笙 (mouth organ), one the wagon 和琴
(Japanese zither), one the kakko 羯 鼓  (an hourglass-
shaped drum), one the shōgo 鉦鼓  (gong), one the hōkei
方磬  (metallophone), one the big drum (taikō 太鼓 ), two
the kin 琴 (zither), and three the biwa.38

In many rituals, the object of worship is made present
through a visual representation, whether it be a statue or
a painting. Likewise, kōshiki are performed in front of an
image of the central object of veneration. The object of
worship is both the buddha, bodhisattva, deity, or text to
whom a given ritual is directed and the concrete
representation of that sacred entity as a statue or
painting enshrined on the altar. Yamada Shōzen
interprets the image as the focal point of the ritual
because the participants usually face the image.39 The
use of a statue or a painting varied depending on the
location of the kōshiki performance.

As for the performance site, kōshiki were mostly
performed in temple halls, as one might expect, but
occasional performances also took place in the houses of
lay devotees. The elaborateness of the ritual depended on
the financial status of the temple or the lay patron.
Kangen kōshiki, the most elaborate kōshiki, could only be
performed at wealthy temples like Tōdaiji (Nara),



Kōfukuji 興福寺 (Nara), Shōmyōji 称名寺 (Yokohama), and
Mt. Kōya, or in the houses of nobility who could afford to
engage musicians.40

Interestingly, some kōshiki were performed outdoors.
Myōe is said to have conducted his Jūmujin’in shari
kōshiki 十 無 尽 院 舎 利 講 式  (Kōshiki on the relics of
Jūmujin’in) outdoors on the Buddha’s memorial day. On
this occasion, he declared a tree to be the bodhi tree,
erected a pile of stones to represent the diamond throne
(kongōza 金剛座 ), and built a stupa next to it.41 In this
case, nature replaced the images used in temple halls
and represented the sacred sites mentioned in the
kōshiki.

Even more colorful were kōshiki in which participants
enacted scenes from sutras or performed dances. Yamada
calls the acts performed during these rituals “theater
techniques” (gekiteki sahō 劇的作法).42 For example, the
Yokawa kadaiin geikō kiroku 横川花臺院迎講記録 (Record of
the mukae kō at Yokawa’s Kadaiin) describes
performances of Yōkan’s Ōjō kōshiki in Jōwa 2 and 3
(1346–1347) as a kangen kō dramatized as a mukae kō 迎
講, a ceremony that reenacts the arrival of Amida Buddha
with twenty-five bodhisattvas to usher a deceased person
to the Pure Land.43 These rituals were undoubtedly lively
events, as the people acting the roles of the bodhisattvas
were dressed in costumes and danced or moved to the
music. Another example of a kōshiki performance in
which participants enacted Buddhist scenes is the
previously mentioned outdoor performance of Myōe’s
Jūmujin’in shari kōshiki. On that occasion, the lay
devotees watered the tree representing the bodhi tree,
reenacting a scene from the Ayuwang jing 阿育王經 (Sutra
of King Aśoka) in which, upon the king’s wish, an
outcaste maid revived the dying bodhi tree by giving it
milk.44 This shows theater and ritual are closely related



in Japanese culture. Early Buddhist rituals could include
bugaku dances or mask dances known as gigaku 伎楽 ,
and the melodies used in the recitation style of Buddhist
chant (kataru shōmyō) influenced the vocalization style of
nō theater.

The foregoing examples demonstrate the diversity of
kōshiki performances in premodern times. Depending on
the situation and the resources, kōshiki could be made
more elaborate by adding instrumental music and more
performers, or could be simplified. The colorful
performances mentioned in this section by no means
represented the typical kōshiki performance, just as the
financial resources of most temples or ritual sponsors
were more modest. Over time kōshiki performances
became standardized, and certain styles of performance,
such as kangen kō, were lost. Nonetheless, the
performance practices in different Buddhist schools
remain diverse, and we still find manifold ways of
performing kōshiki in contemporary Japan.

History of Kōshiki in the Sōtō School

Of Japan’s two major schools of Zen, only the Sōtō school
has developed a rich kōshiki tradition.45 The Sōtō school
emerged in the first half of the thirteenth century, and
most of its kōshiki were composed in later centuries.
Thus Sōtō kōshiki developed for the most part after the
peak of kōshiki production in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, presenting a special case in the development
of kōshiki as a whole. Nevertheless, although Zen clerics
typically downplay the influences of other Japanese
Buddhist schools on Japanese Zen, the adoption of
kōshiki by Sōtō clerics shows how elements of a shared
ritual vocabulary entered Zen practice and subsequently



were integrated into a distinctive ritual tradition of Sōtō
Zen.

Sōtō Definition of Kōshiki
Before examining the history of Sōtō kōshiki in detail, it
is necessary to explain how the term kōshiki is used in
the Sōtō school. Sōtō clerics in contemporary Japan
generally use the term kōshiki in a broad sense, applying
it to the entire ritual. They refer to the central text,
consisting of a pronouncement of intention and thematic
sections followed by verses (in other words, kōshiki in the
narrow sense), as the shikimon. In my discussion of Sōtō
kōshiki, I will follow this usage.46

Additionally, Sōtō clerics since the Tokugawa period
use the term kōshiki in another very particular, even
broader sense, applying the term to rituals that are not
kōshiki in the original sense.47 These include Tanbutsue
歎仏会  (Ceremony of praising the buddhas), Daifusatsu
bosatsu shiki 大布薩菩薩式  (Grand precepts meeting),48

and Kannon senbō 観 音 懺 法  (Kannon repentance
ceremony) despite the fact that these rituals do not
contain a shikimon, usually the defining criterion for a
kōshiki. From the perspective of kōshiki studies in
general, these rituals cannot claim to be kōshiki. Yet Sōtō
clerics and most scholars of the Sōtō school seem
unaware or unconcerned with the discrepancy;49 they
understand kōshiki to be grand rituals that include
shōmyō and therefore belong to the school’s shōmyō
repertoire. In fact, compared to other Sōtō rituals, all the
rituals they consider kōshiki are relatively similar in
terms of their melodic realization. Nevertheless, rather
than follow this very broad definition, I use the term
kōshiki only to refer to rituals that include a shikimon, as
described above.



Early History of Sōtō Kōshiki: Medieval Japan
The history of kōshiki in the Sōtō school starts with its
founder, Dōgen, who in addition to being an avid
practitioner of zazen was also involved in the
performance of rituals. During his lifetime, kōshiki
production was at its peak, and kōshiki were widely
performed in all Buddhist traditions. Although the
sources we have give us no information about why or how
often he might have been involved himself in kōshiki
performances, it is reasonable to assume that it was not
unnatural for Dōgen to conduct rituals in this genre.

Dōgen is credited with the composition of the Rakan
kōshiki, a work praising the Sixteen Arhats, a group of
Śākyamuni’s direct disciples. According to the Record of
the Perpetuity of the Dharma, Narrated by the Great
Arhat Nandimitrā (Skt. Nandimitrāvadāna, Ch.
Daaluohan nantimiduoluo suoshuo fazhuji), Śākyamuni
ordered these disciples to remain in this world rather
than enter nirvāṇa so that they could protect his
teachings and followers after his departure.50 The
attribution to Dōgen is in part based on two fragments of
a Rakan kōshiki manuscript in his original handwriting,
which were designated as national treasures (fig. 1.1).51

It has been assumed that Dōgen wrote this manuscript
around Hōji 3 (1249), when he recorded that heavenly
flowers appeared during a ceremony for the arhats—
probably the Rakan kōshiki—that he conducted at Eiheiji,
interpreting the auspicious sign as proof that Eiheiji is a
special sacred place, the equal of Mt. Tiantai in China.52

There are still many questions concerning the origins
of this kōshiki. Two theories have been proposed based
on premodern sources. The first cites the Zuichō
manuscript of the Dōgen biography Kenzeiki 建撕記 from
Tenshō 17 (1589), which states that according to a
colophon of a Rakan kuyō no shikisahō 羅漢供養の式作法



(Ritual procedure for the offerings to the arhats), Yōsai 栄
西  (or Eisai, 1141–1215), the founder of Japanese Rinzai
Zen, composed a Rakan kōshiki, and it was transmitted in
the Sōtō school.53 However, neither the original
postscript nor a Rakan kōshiki by Yōsai has been
found.54 It is possible that Yōsai wrote or edited a Rakan
kōshiki that served as a model for both Myōe’s earlier
Jūroku Rakan kōshiki and Dōgen’s Rakan kōshiki. This
would explain the similarities between these kōshiki as
well as some passages in the text of the Rakan kōshiki of
the Sōtō school—for example, the statement that the
correct teaching of the Buddha was transmitted to Japan
through Saichō and Kūkai, a statement that probably
would not have originated with Dōgen.55



Figure 1.1. Rakan kuyō shikimon
(1249?) in the hand of Dōgen. Archive of



Zenkyūin, Toyohashi. Photo by Toyohashi
City Museum of Art and History. Used
with permission.

The second theory is based on the claims of Menzan
Zuihō 面山瑞方 (1683–1769), one of the great reformers of
Sōtō Zen in the Tokugawa period. He wrote that Dōgen
shortened Myōe’s Shiza kōshiki, which consists of the
Nehan kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Buddha’s passing), Jūroku
rakan kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Sixteen Arhats), Yuiseki
kōshiki (Kōshiki on the remaining traces), and Shari
kōshiki (Kōshiki on relics).56 But only the Jūroku rakan
kōshiki and Shari kōshiki of Myōe’s Shiza kōshiki are
thematically incorporated in the Rakan kōshiki. Myōe
also composed a Rakan wasan (Japanese hymn for the
arhats) and a Rakan kushiki (Offering ceremony for the
arhats).57 Because Dōgen’s Rakan kōshiki and Myōe’s
ritual texts praising the arhats contain many similar
sentences and phrases, we can assume that Dōgen was
strongly influenced by Myōe’s text.58 Both theories
suggest that Sōtō monks neither invented an entirely new
ritual for themselves nor simply adopted rituals from the
Chinese Chan tradition: rather, they developed their
ritual practice from within a Japanese environment and
adapted elements from already established Japanese
Buddhist schools. This led to the formation of a highly
eclectic ritual tradition.

Keizan also performed rituals for the arhats. According
to his diary, he performed a Rakan kuyō 羅漢供養 (Offering
for the arhats) every month since Gennō 1 (1319) at the
request of the arhats themselves.59 We can assume that
this ritual was a Rakan kōshiki. The version in the Keizan
shingi (Pure rules of Master Keizan), a ritual manual
compiled by Keizan, became the standard version of the
Rakan kōshiki and remained so until the publication of a
revised edition of the kōshiki in 1966. A Rakan kōshiki,



however, is included only in the Rinkō manuscript (Rinkō
shoshabon 麟広書写本 ) of the Keizan shingi written in
Meiō 10 (1501) and in the print edition edited by Manzan
Dōhaku 卍山道白  (1636–1715) in Tenna 1 (1681).60 The
Rinkō manuscript contains a detailed description of the
Rakan kōshiki and a Nehan kōshiki (fig. 1.2). Unlike
Dōgen’s manuscript, the two kōshiki in the Rinkō
manuscript contain musical notation—the oldest extant
musical notation of the Sōtō school. This is significant
because singing and recitation are probably the most
important elements in the performance of a kōshiki, and
musical notation is one of the very few means to gain
insight into the aural world of Buddhist rituals. This
manuscript shows that the Sōtō school had a shōmyō
repertoire by the early sixteenth century.



Figure 1.2. Rakan kōshiki, in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan
shingi (1501). The right side shows the end of the Gāthā of the
Sounding Staff, and the left side the beginning of the shikimon. The
lines next to the Chinese characters in the Gāthā of the Sounding
Staff indicate the melodic movement. This is the oldest extant
musical notation of the Sōtō school. Archive of Yōkōji, Hakui. Photo
by the author.

The Nehan kōshiki, which narrates the Buddha’s passing
and explains his last teaching, has been performed
during memorial services for the Buddha at Sōtō temples
since the Muromachi period. Several different Nehan
kōshiki have been composed; the one vocalized at Sōtō
temples is a variation of the Nehan kōshiki attributed to
Genshin.61 It was included in the Rinkō manuscript of the
Keizan shingi, but it was probably not performed during
Keizan’s time at Yōkōji, because there is no mention of a
Nehan kōshiki in the oldest surviving copy of the Keizan
shingi, the manuscript held at Zenrinji (Zenrinji-bon 禅林



寺 本 , Eiwa 2 [1376]), or in Keizan’s temple diary, the
Tōkokuki (Record of Tōkoku[san]).62 Yet as it is included
in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan shingi copied in
Meiō 10 (1501), we can infer that it was performed at
Sōtō temples from at least the beginning of the sixteenth
century. Also, a number of Tokugawa-period manuscripts
and prints have been discovered, confirming its
widespread use during this period.

A third Sōtō kōshiki that can be traced back to the
medieval period is the Hokke kōshiki (Kōshiki on the
Lotus [Sutra]) written for Dōgen’s memorial service by
Giun 義 雲  (1253–1333), the fifth abbot of Eiheiji.63

Although this kōshiki was performed in remembrance of
Dōgen, the shikimon does not give an account of Dōgen’s
life; rather, it praises the Lotus Sutra and explains some
of its doctrinal concepts. In its form, the Hokke kōshiki
belongs to a subgroup of kōshiki that Niels Gülberg calls
kōkyō kō 講経講, kōshiki that are similar to sutra lectures
and whose sections can be separated into three parts:
general overview, explanation of the name of the sutra,
and expounding on and classification of the sutra.64 It is
the only kōshiki adhering to this form in the Sōtō school.

There may well have been other kōshiki performed at
medieval Sōtō temples, but from the extant sources we
can only confirm the performance of these three kōshiki.

The Tokugawa Period
The Tokugawa period seems to have been the heyday for
the invention of new Sōtō kōshiki. During this period,
Sōtō monks composed at least nine new kōshiki and
adopted at least five kōshiki from other schools. These
new works and the high number of extant manuscripts
and woodblock prints from this period suggest that
kōshiki were widely performed at Sōtō temples. However,
it should be noted that no temple conducted all the



kōshiki discussed here; liturgies were highly localized,
and some kōshiki were performed only at one or a few
temples.

The boom in woodblock printing during the Tokugawa
period ensured that large numbers of Buddhist texts
were produced. From the seventeenth century on,
Japanese monks strove to establish an orthodoxy and
orthopraxy in their respective schools, and the print
medium played a major role in that trend. Accordingly,
ritual manuals were produced as print editions, leading
to a standardization of ritual practices. Still, the print
medium did not completely replace handwritten texts,
which continued to have a place.65 The numbers of both
manuscripts and woodblock print editions of Sōtō kōshiki
in this period demonstrate the vitality of this genre in the
Sōtō school.

The increase in kōshiki does not suggest a burgeoning
in the number of rituals performed in the Sōtō school, as
most of the kōshiki discussed in this section did not
involve the invention of completely new ritual
observances. Rituals for most of the deities venerated in
the kōshiki were already being performed; however, they
consisted of simpler forms, based mostly on sutra
chanting, and were in some cases replaced with kōshiki—
in other words, more elaborate musical rituals. Thus, the
increase in kōshiki represents an augmentation in the
ways of performing a ritual for a certain object of
veneration.

 
New kōshiki composed in the Tokugawa period. A high
percentage of the new works, five out of the nine
currently known kōshiki, were written in remembrance of
influential Sōtō monks. It had been customary to perform
memorial services for school and temple founders, and
Sōtō monks accordingly composed kōshiki narrating the
life and accomplishments of their patriarchs. These works



constitute a subgenre of kōshiki called hōon kōshiki 報恩
講式 (kōshiki to repay benevolence received).

Current sources suggest that the first hōon kōshiki
composed for a Sōtō monk was the Butsuji kōshiki for
Keizan, written before 1679 by an unknown author. This
kōshiki was performed at both Sōjiji and Yōkōji and is
studied in detail in Part II of this book.66

In Hōei 4 (1707), two hōon kōshiki for Dōgen were
composed independently. One was the Dōgen zenji
kōshiki 道元禅師講式  (Kōshiki on Zen Master Dōgen) by
Zuihō Daiki 瑞峰大奇 (d. 1737), the head priest of Hōshōji
法祥寺  (Yamagata prefecture). The other was the Eihei
shoso Dōgen zenji kōshiki (Kōshiki on Zen Master Eihei
Dōgen) written by Zenzui Shōzen 禅 瑞 性 泉  (n.d.) of
Shinano province (present-day Nagano prefecture).67

Why Daiki and Shōzen composed kōshiki in remembrance
of Dōgen is unclear. The 450th anniversary of his death
had already been commemorated in Genroku 15 (1702), a
few years earlier. As both were in Manzan’s lineage—
Daiki a direct disciple of Manzan and Shōzen a disciple of
Meishū Shushin 明 州 珠 心  (1636–1724), Manzan’s
successor at Daijōji68—they might have been influenced
by the reform movement of the Sōtō school (shūtō fukko
undō 宗統復古運動), in which Manzan was a leading force.
This movement lasted from around the middle of the
seventeenth century until the middle of the eighteenth
century, and its advocates aimed to return to Dōgen’s
style of Zen and to establish an official orthodoxy.
Consequently, Sōtō monks began to intensively study and
comment on Dōgen’s works, especially the Shōbōgenzō.

Around fifty years later, Menzan composed the Eihei
kaisan Hōon kōshiki (Kōshiki to repay benevolence
received from the founder of Eihei[ji]), or Hōon kōshiki
for short, for the five hundredth anniversary of Dōgen’s
death. According to Menzan, the two hōon kōshiki by



Daiki and Shōzen contained many mistakes and
misspellings, so he composed a new kōshiki to correct
those mistakes and incorporate new knowledge about
Dōgen’s life.69

During my archival work at Sōjiji Soin, I discovered
several manuscripts containing the verses for a kōshiki
that had been completely forgotten. It was the Gasan
kōshiki, written for Gasan Jōseki, Sōjiji’s second abbot
(fig. 1.3). As the first full-time abbot of Sōjiji, Gasan was
very important to his temple’s success, and monks in his
lineage performed an annual memorial service for him
that lasted several days. For this annual observance, an
unknown author composed the Gasan kōshiki, most likely
in the eighteenth century.70

Figure 1.3. Verses of the Gasan kōshiki. Tokugawa period. Archive of
Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the author.

The hōon kōshiki for Dōgen, Keizan, and Gasan were
not performed in every Sōtō temple. Temples had their
own observances and liturgical calendars, and not all
chose to conduct rituals for these patriarchs. To a great
extent, the liturgy was highly localized. It is therefore



likely that the Gasan kōshiki was performed only at Sōjiji
and the Butsuji kōshiki only at Yōkōji and Sōjiji, because
Keizan was Yōkōji’s and Sōjiji’s founding abbot and Gasan
was Sōjiji’s first full-time Zen abbot. Since neither Gasan
nor Keizan had any relation to Dōgen’s temple, Eiheiji,
these kōshiki would not have been performed by the
monks there.

At some temples, the presence of particular sacred
images led to the performance of rituals dedicated to
them. For example, the temple Dairyūji 大 隆 寺  in
Takayama, Gifu prefecture, has a hall in which the
bodhisattva Myōken 妙見 (Skt. Sudarśana), an astral deity
of the pole star or the Northern Dipper (Ursa Major), is
enshrined. This bodhisattva is thought to provide
protection from various calamities and to bring rich
harvests, ward off disease, and increase longevity. In
Japan, he is also believed to cure eye diseases.71 In the
eighteenth century, monks at Dairyūji performed a
Myōken kōshiki 妙見講式 (Kōshiki for Myōken), as recently
discovered manuscripts attest, one copied in An’ei 9
(1780) (fig. 1.4).72 This was most likely a commissioned
work written by Daini Sōryū 大而宗龍 (1717–1789), a very
active Zen monk who traveled throughout Japan to teach
and to administer the bodhisattva precepts to laypeople.



Figure 1.4. Myōken kōshiki (1780). Pronouncement of intention and
the first section of the shikimon. The officiant read the prose
sections, and the assembly sang the verse, following the musical
notation to the right of the characters. Archive of Dairyūji,
Takayama. Photo by the author.

Another example of a local kōshiki is the Kasekison
nōke kōshiki, venerating a sacred stone, which was
published by the Sōtō temple Tōunji 洞雲寺 in Edo (Tokyo)
in Ganji 2 (1864).73 This kōshiki is exceptional in the Sōtō
school’s kōshiki corpus in that it was clearly written for a
lay audience who could not read Chinese characters: the
text is completely written in Japanese with furigana
(Japanese reading aids) next to all the Chinese characters
(fig. 1.5).

Another kōshiki composed in response to a request,
this time from the head priest of Chōfukuji 長福寺  (Nara
prefecture), was Menzan’s kōshiki on the Great Sutra on
the Perfection of Wisdom (Mahāprajñāpāramitā Sūtra),
the Daihannya kōshiki, written in Meiwa 6 (1769). A
rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of
Wisdom had been performed in Japan since the early



eighth century in the belief that the speed-reading of this
long sutra would produce great merit.74 Japanese Sōtō
clerics have performed it since the founding of their
school in the thirteenth century. During this ritual, the six
hundred volumes of the text are divided among the
available clerics, who skim through the text by having the
pages of the concertina-folded booklets glide from one 
hand to the other, creating a dramatic visual effect of
accordion-like pages cascading through the air. Menzan
wrote a shikimon narrating the benefits of this sutra and
integrated it into the ritual of the rolling reading.75

Figure 1.5. Kasekison nōke kōshiki (1864). General obeisance and
the beginning of the shikimon. From the Kadono Konzen Library
Collection. Used with permission.

Kōshiki adopted in the Tokugawa period. In addition to
composing new kōshiki, Sōtō monks did not shrink from
appropriating kōshiki performed in other schools,



demonstrating their openness to adopting ritual texts
from different traditions. When that happened, a cleric
would usually take the offertory declaration and shikimon
of an existing kōshiki and insert them into the standard
ritual frame used for Sōtō kōshiki. The resulting
performance would be Sōtō in style, and probably the
monks in the assembly would only know where the text
had originated if the ritual handbook disclosed it. In this
way, liturgical texts imported from other lineages became
part of the ritual tradition of the Sōtō school.

The first text to be so adopted in the early Tokugawa
period was apparently the Daruma kōshiki (Kōshiki on
Bodhidharma), and it was the effort of Bannan Eiju 万安英
種  (1591–1654), one of the first monks in this period to
advocate a return to Dōgen’s Zen. The authorship of this
kōshiki has been a matter of debate. According to the
postscript of one edition, it was composed by Myōe.76

Menzan, however, asserted that the Daruma kōshiki was
composed by Kakua 覚阿 (1143–?), who had been credited
with the earliest transmission of Zen from China to Japan
in the early medieval period.77 Of course, rituals
venerating Bodhidharma are of central importance in the
Zen schools, and monks of other Zen traditions
independently composed Daruma kōshiki. One was
written by the Rinzai monk Lanxi Daolong.78 Another was
composed by an unknown monk of the Daruma school,
the first independent Zen movement in Japan, founded by
Dainichi Nōnin 大日房能忍 (n.d.) at the end of the twelfth
century, which was soon marginalized and then
disappeared.79 So far it seems that Sōtō monks did not
perform a Daruma kōshiki until the early Tokugawa
period.

Another kōshiki that was adopted is the Busshōe
kōshiki (Kōshiki for the ceremony of the Buddha’s birth),
which Myōe composed in Karoku 1 (1225).80 When it was



brought into the Sōtō school is unknown. The earliest
record of its performance can be found in a ritual manual
used at Eiheiji that was written in the first half of the
eighteenth century.81 According to the postscript of a
woodblock print from Kan’en 4 (1751), Sugawara
Shigehiro 菅原重熈, a local head officer of Kaga, Noto, and
Mikawa, requested that the monk Gidō 宜道 of Hōenji 宝円
寺  revive the Busshōe kōshiki and perform it during the
seventh memorial service for his father.82 This example of
a Sōtō kōshiki’s performance during a memorial service
for a layperson is quite rare.

In the late Tokugawa period, Mugaku Guzen 無学愚禅
(1733–1829), former abbot of Daijōji in Kanazawa, edited
Jōkei’s Kannon kōshiki in Bunka 6 (1809), adding it to the
repertoire of Sōtō kōshiki.83 Since the medieval period,
the Kannon senbō 観音懺法 , a repentance ritual directed
toward Kannon, had been widely performed in Rinzai and
Sōtō temples,84 but it was replaced by the Kannon
kōshiki at a few temples toward the end of the Tokugawa
period. While the Kannon senbō is highly musical, it does
not contain a shikimon. Thus the adoption of the Kannon
kōshiki added a ceremony narrating Kannon’s virtues in
Japanese to the ritual repertoire of the Sōtō school.

Most likely the last kōshiki adopted during the
Tokugawa period was a gender specific one: the Anan
kōshiki, venerating Ānanda, which was adopted by
Jakushū Kankō 寂宗観光  (1785–1868), a Sōtō nun whose
scope of activity in that period was extensive, including
participation in the revival of the Rinzai convent Yōrin’an
in Kyoto. Śākyamuni was thought to have allowed women
to join the Buddhist order through the intercession of
Ānanda, so Buddhist nuns traditionally performed rituals
for Ānanda to repay their debt to him. Kankō apparently
discovered the kōshiki for Ānanda in Bunsei 10 (1827) in
the archive of Kōzanji, Myōe’s temple in the northwest of



Kyoto.85 According to its preface, Myōe was thought to
have written the text for a nun, but this attribution is
considered questionable,86 with some scholars
suggesting it was probably written by a Tendai monk on
the basis of an earlier Anan keka 阿難悔過.87 After copying
the text she found, Kankō edited it and asked Kōsen
Mujaku 黄泉無著 (1775–1839), the head priest of Manshōji
万松寺 (Owari province) and a well-known Sōtō reformer,
to compose an offertory declaration. It was printed in
Bunsei 12 (1829) and distributed to Sōtō nuns. Paula Arai
writes that the Anan kōshiki is a ritual of gratitude for
Sōtō nuns “communally renewing their commitment to
life as monastic women,” whereas Barbara Ambros
maintains “that the ritual has functioned polysemously,
affirming nuns’ marginalization and their lesser status
vis-à-vis the male clergy, while also serving as a means
for nuns to celebrate their gender difference.”88

The widely performed Jizō kōshiki composed by Jōkei
might also have been adopted during this period.89 One
of the most popular deities in Japanese Buddhism, the
bodhisattva Jizō is thought to be a savior of beings
dwelling in the hells, and he is often invoked in funeral or
memorial services. Jōkei’s kōshiki explains that until the
appearance of the future buddha Miroku 弥 勒  (Skt.
Maitreya), Jizō saves all sentient beings in the evil time
stained with the five defilements (gojoku akuse 五濁惡世)
together with those suffering in the three lower realms.
When Sōtō clerics adopted Jōkei’s kōshiki is unclear. The
oldest edition I was able to locate was printed in 1882 by
the abbot of Jigenji 慈眼寺 , a Sōtō temple in Kyoto, and
while we can confirm that the Jizō kōshiki was performed
there in the Meiji era, it might have been adopted
earlier.90

Last but not least, a manuscript of a Yakushi kōshiki 薬
師 講 式  venerating the Medicine Buddha was recently



discovered at Yōmeiji 永明寺 , a Sōtō temple in Shimane
prefecture. The origins of this work are unclear, and the
manuscript was most likely copied in the Tokugawa
period.91 We cannot say whether it is a new work by a
Sōtō monk or a work adopted from another school.
Because no other copy of this kōshiki has been found, we
must assume that it was not widely performed at Sōtō
temples and belonged to a local tradition. Nonetheless,
its existence underscores the fact that a wide range of
kōshiki were performed at Sōtō temples.

Except for the Yakushi kōshiki, whose author is
unknown, all the adopted kōshiki I have mentioned were
composed by or attributed to well-known authors in other
traditions, such as the Tendai monk Genshin, the Hossō
monk Jōkei, and the Kegon-Shingon monk Myōe. The
adopted kōshiki were also directed toward different
objects of veneration: Śākyamuni, the Medicine Buddha,
Kannon, Jizō, Ānanda, and Bodhidharma. Of these,
Bodhidharma was typically an object of devotion only for
Zen monks; the others were venerated in all Japanese
Buddhist schools. The adoption of these kōshiki shows
that the ritual tradition of Sōtō Zen incorporated texts
from other schools at a time, under the Tokugawa, when
the boundaries between schools were as clearly defined
as they had ever been, a consequence of the head and
branch temple system controlled by the bakufu.

Table 1.1. Kōshiki performed at Eiheiji and Sōjiji in the Tokugawa
period

Eiheiji Sōjiji
Rakan kōshiki (1 / 8, 5 / 8, 9 / 8) Rakan kōshiki (1 / 15 and 6 / 1)
Nehan kōshiki (2 / 15) Nehan kōshiki (2 / 15)
Busshōe kōshiki (4 / 8) —
— Butsuji kōshiki (8 / 14)
Hokke kōshiki (8 / 21–28) —



Daruma kōshiki (10 / 5) —
— Gasan kōshiki (10 / 19)

Nevertheless, the temple liturgies remained highly
localized during that period, and clerics at a particular
temple performed only a limited number of kōshiki.
Monks at the two Sōtō head temples, for example, did not
follow the same observances or conduct the same kōshiki
(table 1.1). The monks of Eiheiji performed the Rakan
kōshiki three times a year (1 / 8, 5 / 8, and 9 / 8), the
Nehan kōshiki on the Buddha’s memorial day (2 / 15), the
Busshōe kōshiki on the Buddha’s birthday (4 / 8), the
Daruma kōshiki on Bodhidharma’s memorial day (10 / 5),
and the Hokke kōshiki eight times during Dōgen’s
memorial service (8 / 21–28).92 Monks at Sōjiji performed
the Rakan kōshiki twice a year (1 / 15 and 6 / 1), the
Nehan kōshiki on the Buddha’s memorial day, the Butsuji
kōshiki during Keizan’s memorial service (8 / 14), and the
Gasan kōshiki during Gasan’s memorial service (10 / 
19).93 This comparison shows that the liturgy at Sōtō
temples shared common themes such as the Rakan
kōshiki and the Nehan kōshiki while also honoring local
traditions through rituals for temple founders and the
like.

New Sōtō Kōshiki from the Meiji Era to the Present
The Meiji era was marked by dramatic changes in all
areas of Japanese society, including Sōtō institutions and
doctrine. Nonetheless, Sōtō clerics continued to perform
kōshiki established in earlier times and produced new
print editions for these ceremonies. In addition, they
introduced ritual innovations within traditional liturgical
genres. In 1893, well after the last creation of kōshiki in
other schools, Bukkan Bonjō 仏鑑梵成  (d. 1906), a monk



affiliated with Sōjiji, composed a new ritual, the Tōjō
dentō kōshiki, which is a hōon kōshiki for Keizan.94

Innovations have continued to the present day. Around
twenty years ago, Inoue Gishin, then head of training
(tantō 単頭 ) at Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Nagoya and
head priest of Hana’iji 花井寺  in Aichi prefecture, wrote
two new kōshiki. The first was a Hakusan kōshiki
composed for Haga Jōmyō’s rite of passage in becoming
head priest of Tōshōji 東 昌 寺  in Nagoya, a temple
containing a small Hakusan shrine. Hakusan is a sacred
mountain range close to Eiheiji and a few other early
Sōtō temples such as Hōkyōji 宝慶寺  and Daijōji. Sōtō
clerics have venerated the mountain’s kami as an
important protector deity of their school. At Eiheiji, there
is a spring said to contain water from Hakusan, and
novices make a pilgrimage to the mountain every summer
even today. In an interview, Inoue told me that he has a
deep connection to the mountain and therefore erected a
small Hakusan shrine at Eiheiji’s satellite temple in
Nagoya, which had no tutelary deity at the time.95 When
the main hall of the temple was rebuilt and opened in
October 2017, he and his colleagues performed the
Hakusan kōshiki to celebrate this occasion.

Inoue’s second kōshiki was the Jōyō daishi kōshiki
(Kōshiki for Great Master Jōyō), commemorating Dōgen.
He composed it for the Shōwakai 正 和 会 , a group of
Eiheiji-affiliated monks in Aichi prefecture, of which he
has been a leading member. This group had been invited
to perform a ritual at Eiheiji to pay respect to Dōgen on
the 750th anniversary of his death, and Inoue composed
the Jōyō daishi kōshiki for the occasion, performing it at
Eiheiji on May 20, 2002. Inoue had two aims in this
kōshiki: to create a shorter ritual and to compose an
offertory declaration and shikimon that are easily
understandable. His kōshiki is also unusual in that he



added goeika 御詠歌 (Buddhist devotional hymns), a style
of hymn chanting that differs significantly from shōmyō.
Sōtō clerics invented this style of chanting in the early
1950s as a religious practice for lay followers,96 and its
integration into a kōshiki is remarkable because goeika
and shōmyō are usually regarded as belonging to
different spheres, and most shōmyō specialists do not
sing goeika. In my interviews with Sōtō priests who
specialize in shōmyō, some openly admitted that they
dislike the singing of goeika in traditional rituals, since,
to them, it represents a departure from their tradition.
Nevertheless, Inoue created a modern kōshiki that could
be performed in only ninety minutes—a ritual whose
vocal music and gracious movements would, he hoped,
offer enjoyment to Sōtō clerics and visitors alike.97

At the same time that Inoue was composing his new
kōshiki, Imamura Genshū, then head of training at
Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Tokyo, undertook a revision of
Menzan’s Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki (also called Jōyō
daishi Hōon kōshiki) that aimed to create a historically
accurate account of Dōgen’s life based on medieval
sources. Inspired by the Sōtō human rights movement, he
also minimized the traditional account of Dōgen’s
ancestry, barely mentioning his supposed descent from
imperial and aristocratic clans, and omitted the honorary
posthumous titles given to Dōgen by Japanese
emperors.98 The kōshiki was performed at Eiheiji’s
satellite temple in Tokyo, which issued an audio
recording on compact disc to document its contribution
to the celebration of Dōgen’s anniversary.99 Today the
two new kōshiki are performed at Eiheiji’s two satellite
temples—Inoue’s in Nagoya and Imamura’s in Tokyo—
while monks at Eiheiji still perform Menzan’s version. It
will be interesting to see whether the monks of Eiheiji
adopt one of the new kōshiki in the coming years.



The evolution of Sōtō kōshiki illustrates the ways in
which Sōtō clerics composed new rituals or adopted
ritual texts from other traditions, demonstrating the
vitality of the genre up to the present. Table 1.2 lists the
twenty kōshiki performed in Sōtō temples in
chronological order according to the first known
performance or the date of the oldest extant manuscript
or printed edition.100 In these twenty kōshiki, the objects
of veneration range from buddhas and bodhisattvas to
disciples of the Buddha, eminent Zen monks, and even
kami and individual sutras (table 1.3).

Table 1.2. Historical outline of kōshiki in the Sōtō school

Date Title Author Editor
ca. 1249 Rakan kōshiki Dōgen?  
14th c. Hokke kōshiki Giun  
1501 Nehan kōshiki Genshin?  
First half 17th
c.

Daruma kōshiki Kakua /
Myōe?

Bannan Eiju

Before 1694 Butsuji kōshiki ?  
First half 18th
c.

Busshōe kōshiki Myōe  

1707 Dōgen zenji kōshiki Zuihō Daiki  
1707 Eihei Dōgen zenji

kōshiki
Zenzui
Shōzen

 

1753 Eihei kaisan Hōon
kōshiki

Menzan
Zuihō

 

1769 Daihannya kōshiki Menzan
Zuihō

 

1780 Myōken kōshiki Daini Sōryū
?

 

18th c. ? Gasan kōshiki ?  
1809 Kannon kōshiki Jōkei Mugaku

Guzen
1829 Anan kōshiki Myōe ? Jakushū



      Kankō /
Kōsen

      Mujaku
1865? Kasekison nōke

kōshiki
   

Tokugawa
period?

Yakushi kōshiki ?  

1882 Jizō kōshiki Jōkei  
1893 Tōjō dentō kōshiki Bukkan

Bonjō
 

2001? Hakusan kōshiki Inoue Gishin  
2003 Yōjō daishi kōshiki Inoue Gishin  

Some of the twenty kōshiki listed in the tables are no
longer performed, for manifold reasons. Earlier kōshiki
honoring Dōgen and Keizan were replaced by new rituals:
the Tōjō dentō kōshiki replaced the Butsuji kōshiki, and
Menzan’s kōshiki for Dōgen replaced the earlier kōshiki
for Dōgen (Hokke kōshiki, Dōgen zenji kōshiki, and Eihei
Dōgen zenji kōshiki). The kōshiki performed for Gasan
ceased to be performed because monks at Sōjiji in the
Meiji era merged the memorial services for Keizan and
Gasan into one service and began performing a kōshiki
only for their first abbot, who had been officially declared
one of the two great patriarchs of Sōtō Zen. In the cases
of the Busshōe kōshiki, Myōken kōshiki, Kasekison nōke
kōshiki, and Yakushi kōshiki, we do not know why Sōtō
monks stopped performing them, but we can speculate,
for the latter three works, that it was due to changes not
only in the ritual calendar of Sōtō temples but in their
relationship to parishioners in the Meiji era. Today the
birthday of the Buddha is still celebrated at Sōtō temples,
but the Busshōe kōshiki, which requires great expertise
in ritual performance and shōmyō, has been replaced
with a simpler ritual.



Table 1.3. Sōtō kōshiki categorized according to objects of veneration

Object(s) of veneration Kōshiki
Buddhas Busshōe kōshiki
  Nehan kōshiki
  Yakushi kōshiki
Bodhisattvas Kannon kōshiki
  Jizō kōshiki
  Myōken kōshiki
Disciples of the Buddha Rakan kōshiki
  Anan kōshiki
Eminent monks Daruma kōshiki
  Dōgen zenji kōshiki
  Eihei Dōgen zenji kōshiki
  Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki
  Yōjō daishi kōshiki
  Butsuji kōshiki
  Tōjō dentō kōshiki
  Gasan kōshiki
Kami Hakusan kōshiki
  Kasekison nōke kōshiki
Sutras Hokke kōshiki
  Daihannya kōshiki

Kōshiki Practice in Contemporary Sōtō Zen

Traditional rituals are sometimes described as stagnant
or meaningless remnants of earlier times, but throughout
my research in Japan, I witnessed kōshiki as a living
tradition. By no means are kōshiki just a relic—some
priests still revise kōshiki creatively or adopt elements of
kōshiki for new rituals. Members of the young monks’
associations gather to practice kōshiki and shōmyō, and
shōmyō specialists of the Sōtō school teach in study clubs



of different local areas. In contrast to the Shingon and
Tendai schools especially, the Sōtō school has a rather
limited repertoire of shōmyō pieces. But when one
surveys the performance of kōshiki in contemporary
Japan, one finds that most of the performances are in the
Sōtō school. At least eleven kōshiki are still performed in
Sōtō temples (table 1.4), showing that kōshiki are a
vibrant part of ritual practice in contemporary Sōtō Zen.

Yet this list is deceptive, for no Sōtō cleric performs all
these rituals. Depending on the temple and its area, a
cleric might perform one or two, or at most five different
kōshiki. Most of the kōshiki performances take place at
the head temples or training temples as part of their
annual observances (fig. 1.6). Monks at Eiheiji, for
example, annually perform the Daihannya kōshiki (1 / 2),
Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki (1 / 26), Nehan kōshiki (2 / 15),
Rakan kōshiki (6 / 15), and Daruma kōshiki (10 / 5),101

whereas monks at Sōjiji perform the Rakan kōshiki (11 /
16) and Tōjō dentō kōshiki (10 / 14) every year.102 At
these temples, novice monks start practicing the
challenging chants a month before each ceremony.
Through the practice and performance of these rituals,
they acquire the skills to chant in a certain way and to
perform ritual functions in a Sōtō style.

Table 1.4. Kōshiki performed in contemporary Sōtō Zen

Object(s) of veneration Kōshiki
Buddha(s) Nehan kōshiki
Bodhisattvas Kannon kōshiki
  Jizō kōshiki
Disciples of the Buddha Rakan kōshiki
  Anan kōshiki
Eminent monks Daruma kōshiki
  Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki



  Yōjō daishi kōshiki
  Tōjō dentō kōshiki
Kami Hakusan kōshiki
Sutras Daihannya kōshiki

Figure 1.6. Rakan kōshiki, performed at Eiheiji on June 15, 2015.
Photo by the author.

Sōtō nuns continue to perform kōshiki as well, even
though the kōshiki are not included in the annual
observances of the Aichi Senmon Nisōdō 愛知専門尼僧堂 in
Nagoya, the only operating Sōtō nunnery today. The nuns
have regular classes in shōmyō, and they perform kōshiki
on special occasions. The classes are currently taught by
Maekawa Bokushō, an acclaimed ritual specialist who
teaches full-time at Sōjiji. In personal conversations with
me, he commented on the nuns’ high motivation and how
well they progress in their shōmyō skills between his
classes.

The most important kōshiki for the Sōtō nuns is the
Anan kōshiki. Only performed by nuns, it celebrates the
existence of their order and reaffirms their identity.
Therefore, they perform it at special occasions such as
the one hundredth anniversary of the founding of the



Nagoya nunnery in 2003. This performance was captured
on video, and a commentary on the kōshiki was provided
by the abbess Aoyama Shundō 青山俊董.103 The nuns also
perform the Rakan kōshiki and Jizō kōshiki on occasion.
In March 2018, for example, they performed the Jizō
kōshiki at the graduation ceremony for nuns who had
finished their monastic training. The Sōtō nuns’
association had also performed this kōshiki at the
inauguration ceremony for Sōjiji’s Sanshōkaku 三松閣 , a
building intended to serve as a training center for lay
devotees, in 1990. Remarkably, Sōjiji published an audio
recording of it as part of the celebration of its relocation
to Tsurumi eighty years earlier.104

Some kōshiki have been performed to celebrate rites
of passage. In an interview, Inoue Gishin mentioned that
the Rakan kōshiki used to be performed at a shinsanshiki
普 山 式 , the occasion when a monk becomes the head
priest of a temple, as had happened when he became
head priest of his temple. Notably, the Hakusan kōshiki
he subsequently composed was similarly performed for
one of his priest friends. On such occasions, it is the
distinctive musical nature of kōshiki, so different from
regular sutra chanting, that serves to underscore the
significance of the rite of passage.

In contemporary Sōtō Zen, kōshiki are rarely
performed at the request of lay devotees—indeed,
laypeople are seldom present when these rituals take
place at training temples or the head temples. But in
certain areas of Akita prefecture, the Kannon kōshiki has
been performed during elaborate funeral services for lay
devotees.105 At such a time, the kōshiki fulfills the same
ritual function as the Kannon senbō that is performed at
funerals in Niigata prefecture.106 On the whole, however,
kōshiki are seldom performed at local temples, primarily
because ten or more priests are usually needed and the



vocalization of the liturgical texts is challenging for
priests who are not used to performing them
frequently.107

Occasionally, kōshiki are performed outside regular
temple observances. Terakura Shōyū 寺 倉 昭 雄 , for
example, who taught shōmyō at Sōjiji and is head priest
of Sōgenji 曹源寺  in Niigata prefecture, once sang the
Rakan kōshiki by himself during a tea ceremony. For that
occasion, he shortened its length to around thirty
minutes. In an interview (October 2015), he also
mentioned that he sometimes reads the offertory
declaration of the Nehan kōshiki during the Buddha’s
memorial service at his temple, because he feels that it
offers a beautiful and instructive account of the Buddha’s
passing. This has proved especially effective when the lay
devotees hear the text while gazing at a pictorial
representation of the event.

Finally, some priests do perform concerts on stage or
collaborate with musicians representing other musical
genres. For these collaborations, Sōtō priests often select
liturgical pieces from kōshiki—or other ceremonies that
feature shōmyō—and then integrate these chants into a
new performance. These creative projects suggest that at
least some Sōtō priests regard the vocalizations of
kōshiki as an important legacy that can serve to
introduce their own religious culture to a wider audience.

From Manuscript to Print

The transmission of kōshiki down through the centuries
was only possible because the ritual texts were
transmitted in written form. Indeed, since kōshiki are
essentially embedded in manuscript and print culture,
one could say that the transmission of kōshiki depended
on the production of ritual manuals. Originally, kōshiki



were always handwritten and copied from previous
manuscripts by hand. The manuscript medium made local
differences and parallel text versions possible, as every
new copy offered the possibility of changing the text—a
reminder of the fluid nature of ritual texts.108 One
example is the Nehan kōshiki, for which there were a
number of transmission lineages in the Tokugawa
period.109

Woodblock prints of kōshiki texts began to be
produced in the Tokugawa period, around the time of the
reform movement when Sōtō monks strove to establish
an official orthodoxy and orthopraxy. The change from
manuscript to print inevitably led to a standardization of
kōshiki and a process of canon formation.110 After their
original publication, ritual handbooks were often
reprinted or sometimes used as models for new
woodblock print editions.

One important change during this period was that
many print editions provided all clerics in the assembly
access to the offertory declaration and shikimon of a
kōshiki. Previously, the assembly used ritual handbooks
that only contained the choral pieces, while the clerics
who vocalized liturgical texts solo additionally used
manuscripts of these texts. Consequently, only the clerics
who vocalized the offertory declaration and shikimon
could read them. Most print editions, in contrast, include
all the texts of the ritual, and so all clerics could now
read along with the offertory declaration and shikimon.
Many editions also contain detailed instructions for how
to perform the ritual (fig. 1.7).



Figure 1.7. Rakan kuyō shiki. Late Tokugawa period. This detail
shows the first piece, the Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, sung to purify
the ritual space. The liturgical pieces in this handbook are printed in
large script, and the text in smaller script provides instructions for
the performers. Collection of the author.

But even after the introduction of print editions, some
temples continued to use manuscripts, especially if a
particular kōshiki was not widely performed or if the
temple’s version differed from that in the print edition. At
Sōjiji, for example, the monks continued to use
manuscripts until the middle of the Meiji era, enabling
the temple to preserve its own ritual tradition.
Remarkably, the monks at Sōjiji produced beautiful and
precious manuscripts, written on fine paper, with gold
and silver decorations on the covers and gold-inflected
paper glued to the inner front cover.111 The ritual
handbooks used at Sōjiji were thus a cut above any
woodblock print edition, and their quality reflected the
high status of the temple (figs. 1.8 and 1.9).



Even when clerics used printed manuals, they
sometimes emended the texts by adding lines with brush
and ink or gluing small pieces of paper with a different
text over the original. We can also see these practices in
manuscripts. Today monks sometimes make changes to
print editions by writing the additions on sticky notes and
attaching them to the text. Needless to say, this results in
a truly fluid text, because once the sticky notes are
removed, no traces are left.

Figure 1.8. Cover of the ritual manuscript Hōyō (1694).
Archive of Sōjiji Soin. Photo by the author.



Figure 1.9. Hōyō (1694). Beginning of the Gāthā of Falling Flowers.
Archive of Sōjiji Soin. Photo by the author.

Figure 1.10. Ryaku kōshiki (Daijō shōin). Late Tokugawa period. The
text on the right, the Universal Transfer of Merit, is the last verse of
the Rakan kōshiki. Following it are the choral pieces of the Daruma
kōshiki, starting with the general obeisance and the verses of the
first two sections of the shikimon. Collection of the author.



The standardization of kōshiki alluded to earlier was
especially fueled by the production of multivolume print
editions. The first editions of this type were the Five
Kōshiki of the Sōtō School (Tōjō go kōshiki),112 and the
Six Kōshiki of the Sōtō School (Sōtō roku kōshiki),113

both published in the middle of the eighteenth century.
The volumes of these two editions contain all the texts
vocalized during the rituals, as well as instructions for
the performance. Also, sometime in or before Hōreki 12
(1762), monks at Daijōji, a major temple in Kanazawa
said to have been very influential in the development of
Sōtō shōmyō, edited a ritual handbook containing the
choral pieces for the Rakan kōshiki, Daruma kōshiki, and
Nehan kōshiki (fig. 1.10).114

In 1966, a new five-volume edition of elaborate Sōtō
rituals was published, titled Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan
(Regulations for shōmyō, revised in the Shōwa era), or
Shōmyō kihan for short, another milestone in the
standardization of kōshiki.115 Today the Shōmyō kihan is
the standard ritual manual for shōmyō in the Sōtō school
—one shōmyō specialist I talked with called it the “bible
of Sōtō shōmyō.”116 In this edition, some of the
standardized chants were abbreviated to reduce the
length of the ritual, and the shōmyō notation was
simplified.117 Changes like these have carried over to
new editions of other kōshiki and have had a long-lasting
influence on the performance practice of Sōtō shōmyō
and kōshiki. A monk who had been in training at Sōjiji
when the Shōmyō kihan was published told me in an
interview that the influential shōmyō specialist Maekawa
Hakuhō 前 川 博 邦  (1918–2006), who taught shōmyō at
Sōjiji at that time, introduced both the old and new styles
to the novices during the transition period but instructed
them mainly in the new style. In other words, the clerics



were fully aware of the changes their performance
practice was undergoing at the time.

Conclusions

This chapter has traced the development of kōshiki since
the tenth century and revealed the great diversity within
this ritual genre. Although kōshiki originated as an
expression of Pure Land devotion in the Tendai tradition,
it quickly spread throughout the different schools of
Japanese Buddhism, and most works in the genre
venerate objects of worship other than Amida. Indeed,
Sōtō monks did not perform a kōshiki for him.

Sōtō clerics have composed, edited, and performed
more than twenty different kōshiki since Dōgen’s lifetime.
Some of these were widely performed, such as the Rakan
kōshiki, but others were performed only at certain
temples, because they addressed an object of worship
specific to a temple, lineage, or group. Thus liturgies
were highly localized. Although the composition of
kōshiki generally declined after the thirteenth century,
Sōtō monks displayed a continuous vitality and creativity
in creating new kōshiki and adapting older texts. Long
after kōshiki ceased to be written in other schools, Sōtō
monks such as Bukkan Bonjō and Inoue Gishin composed
new works in this genre.

The ritual tradition of Sōtō kōshiki has been
remarkably eclectic. Sōtō clerics adopted several kōshiki
written by monks of other schools, such as Jōkei’s Kannon
kōshiki and Myōe’s Busshōe kōshiki. Moreover, the genre
itself belongs to a ritual vocabulary that is widely shared
in Japanese Buddhism. This shows how Sōtō clerics
developed their own ritual tradition within the  Japanese
religious landscape. By performing kōshiki, Sōtō clerics
not only express devotion to an object of worship but also



connect to clerics of previous generations who performed
the same rituals. The performance of the Rakan kōshiki,
for example, connects the monks to Dōgen, who is said to
have composed it. As a senior monk at Sōjiji once said to
me, the reason to perform Dōgen’s kōshiki is to continue
the ritual tradition established by the school founder.
Thus the performance of kōshiki reaffirms the school
identity of the clerics. Another example of a kōshiki that
expresses group identity is the Anan kōshiki; performed
only by nuns, it celebrates the existence of their order.

Some Sōtō clerics view kōshiki as an important
cultural asset of their school. This chapter’s epigraph
eloquently expresses the feelings of Inoue Gishin on this
matter.118 Therefore, Sōtō clerics have been given to
composing, editing, and reprinting kōshiki at special
times, such as the grand death anniversaries of eminent
monks commemorated at fifty-year intervals. Special
occasions have also been moments when clerics perform
kōshiki, because what is called for at these times are the
most festive and musical rituals the Sōtō school has to
offer.

While kōshiki has often been described as a genre
directed toward lay devotees, many performances in the
Sōtō school seem to have been private monastic rituals or
to have taken place during important observances of the
liturgical year, such as the Buddha’s memorial service.
Very few sources attest to the involvement of laypeople in
Sōtō kōshiki. Two rare examples are the Busshōe kōshiki
and the Kannon kōshiki, which were performed as part of
death rituals. Another kōshiki that probably involved lay
devotees was the Kasekison nōke kōshiki. Because it was
written in Japanese with readings for all Chinese
characters, we can assume that lay devotees may have
vocalized some of the liturgical texts of the ritual. Some
other kōshiki that might have been performed for lay



devotees are the Daihannya kōshiki, Myōken kōshiki,
Yakushi kōshiki, and Jizō kōshiki, all of which describe
the worldly benefits that their respective objects of
worship provide. Unfortunately, current sources do not
throw any light on the participation of lay devotees in
these rituals. Hopefully, new manuscripts will be
discovered that will enable us to fill in our understanding
of the social side of Sōtō kōshiki.
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2

Ritual Structure of Sōtō Kōshiki

THE PREVIOUS CHAPTER traced the evolution of kōshiki by highlighting the
invention of new rituals involving the composition or adoption of a
shikimon, the central text of the ceremony. This chapter examines the
structure of kōshiki in detail, together with the performance practice
that distinguishes the Sōtō school, in order to reveal the dynamics
underlying the process of ritual innovation and change.

Like other rituals, most kōshiki consist of well-established elements
and sequences, with scope for invention limited to only a few
components.1 “New ritual items, even new ritual configurations,” noted
Victor Turner, “tend more often to be variants of old themes than radical
novelties.”2 Authors or editors of rituals borrow elements from
preceding rituals that may belong to the same tradition or to others.
Burkhard Gladigow refers to this phenomenon as interrituality, an
extension of the concept of intertextuality that designates the
interrelations between the textual and performative dimensions of
rituals.3 The use of previously established elements connects new rituals
to an existing ritual tradition. In her study of a new godparent ritual
performed in one of the Mi’kmaq First Nations, Anne-Christine
Hornborg suggests that “by practicing interrituality—borrowing minor
ritual acts or elements including ritual objects from other rituals—it is
possible to simultaneously both invent rituals and refer to them as
‘tradition.’”4

These tendencies are also at play in the invention and performance of
Sōtō kōshiki. A kōshiki author composes a shikimon and maybe an
offertory declaration, or a cleric selects a shikimon written by a monk in
another Buddhist dhist school. In either case, the composer or editor
inserts the shikimon and offertory declaration into a structure typical for
kōshiki of his school. I call this structure a ritual frame and demonstrate
below that a ritual frame is built from previously established elements
that are assembled in accordance with the customs of a particular ritual
tradition. Thus while the kōshiki genre itself, along with many of the
liturgical pieces vocalized during the ritual, belongs to a ritual language
shared throughout Japanese Buddhism, the structure and performance
practice of a particular ritual signify school or lineage identity.



In this chapter, I analyze the Rakan kōshiki, an offertory ritual for the
Sixteen Arhats. By examining its structure, including its textual,
acoustic, kinetic, and material elements, I demonstrate that the
principle of modularity is foundational in kōshiki composition and
performance. Moreover, the Rakan kōshiki is often considered a
representative work in that it served as a model for other Sōtō kōshiki.
But versions of it were also performed in the Rinzai and Shingon
schools, and a comparison of their respective ritual frames shows how
school identity was vested in, and expressed through, those different
frames.

Modules and Frames: Theoretical Considerations

While scholars have proposed a number of models for analyzing the
structure of rituals, including ritual grammar and syntax,5 I prefer the
concepts of modules and frames as a more productive way to examine
how elements are combined to form the ritual structure of a kōshiki.
Modules are the individual building blocks of rituals.6 In his book Ten
Thousand Things: Module and Mass Production in Chinese Art, Lothar
Ledderose argues that the use of modules was vital to the creation and
production of ancient bronzes, terra-cotta figures, porcelain,
architecture, and printing. The use of modules, he writes, made it
possible to create a large range of variations from a limited repertoire of
components.7 In rituals, modularity is similarly important, making it
easy for ritual specialists to learn and perform a variety of rituals while
also providing a foundation for the composition of new rituals in which
existing modules are assembled together with new or innovative
elements. Michael Oppitz further likens these basic building blocks to
prefabricated elements that are mobile and transferrable to other or
new rituals by following a construction plan:

The prefabricated structural elements or units from which rituals are made are the
building blocks with which they are composed. They come simultaneously from a
number of levels: a material level in the form of certain objects required to conduct
the ritual at a set time and at a designated place; a linguistic level of ready
formulated utterances such as prayers, magical formulae or recited myths; an
acoustic level in a broader sense, with musical and other sonic means of expression;
and a kinetic level with special actions, movements and gestures.8

All these dimensions come into play in the construction of a kōshiki, and
I will consider each, together with their interaction, in the structure of
the Rakan kōshiki.

The concept of ritual frames is another idea central to this study. The
concept of framing originated with Gregory Bateson, who wrote: “The
first step in defining a psychological frame might be to say that it is (or



delimits) a class or set of messages (or meaningful actions).” Bateson
then used the analogy of a picture frame to describe what he meant:

The frame around a picture, if we consider this frame as a message intended to
order or organize the perception of the viewer, says, “Attend to what is within and do
not attend to what is outside.” Figure and ground, as these terms are used by
gestalt psychologists, are not symmetrically related as are the set and nonset of set
theory. Perception of the ground must be positively inhibited and perception of the
figure (in this case the picture) must be positively enhanced…. The picture frame
tells the viewer that he is not to use the same sort of thinking in interpreting the
picture that he might use in interpreting the wallpaper outside the frame.9

For Bateson, frames are psychological concepts for structuring
subjective reality. In his monograph Frame Analysis, Erving Goffman
(1974) developed Bateson’s concept further and made it applicable to
the analysis of more complex social interactions. In these and other
psychological or sociological approaches to the concept, frames are
understood to be an abstract form of meta-communication or meta-
cognition that influences the experience, emotions, interpretations, and
actions of a subject. In contrast, I use the term “ritual frame” primarily
in a structural sense.10

In a structural analysis of kōshiki, the metaphor of a picture frame is
useful in that certain modules can be said to frame a shikimon. But in
Sōtō kōshiki, the ritual frame is large and elaborate—and it is not
symmetrical.11 It bears a psychological dimension, too, because it
informs ritual specialists what kind of ritual they are going to perform—
or, to use Bateson’s expression, it tells the participants that they are not
to use the same sort of thinking during the ritual that they might use in
interpreting activities and events outside the ritual setting.

Moreover, frames may interlock, and small frames may enclose larger
ones. Don Handelman discusses the differences between outward-facing
framing (how the frame of a ritual relates to the world around it) and
inward-facing framing (frames within a ritual), asking, “How it is that
the ritual moves through them, frame after frame, frame within frame,
frame entangled with frame?”12 In my analysis of the ritual structure of
the Rakan kōshiki, I show how the ritual progresses through multiple
framed sequences while at the same time creating a larger ritual frame
into which the shikimon is set.

A Brief History of the Arhat Cult

As the oldest kōshiki in the Sōtō school, the Rakan kōshiki has often
served as a model for other kōshiki.13 Before delving into its structure
and performance, it is helpful to understand its origin in the long-
standing veneration of the arhats.14



The term arhat has multiple definitions. In Mahāyāna Buddhism,
arhats are often polemically depicted as the human ideal projected in
the so-called Hīnayāna Buddhism (the “Lesser Vehicle”). They are
further described as practitioners interested only in their own salvation,
in contrast to the bodhisattvas who strive to reach enlightenment for the
sake of all beings. However, Mahāyāna Buddhists also venerated the
arhats, describing them as embodying the very same qualities as a
bodhisattva. Of these, the Sixteen Arhats and Five Hundred Arhats were
especially venerated. The locus classicus for the veneration of the
Sixteen Arhats is the Record of the Perpetuity of the Dharma, Narrated
by the Great Arhat Nandimitrā (Daaluohan nantimiduoluo suoshuo
fazhuji), translated by Xuanzang 玄奘 (600–664). This text, the earliest to
name all of the Sixteen Arhats, recounts that Śākyamuni ordered sixteen
of his direct disciples not to enter nirvāṇa after his passing but instead
to remain in this world to protect his teachings and followers.15

Beginning a century after Xuanzang’s translation, the Sixteen Arhats
became a subject for paintings, and arhat veneration slowly grew in
popularity.16 Certain sites became famous, such as the stone bridge on
Mt. Tiantai, where the Five Hundred Arhats were thought to live.17

Among the many pilgrims who made their way to this bridge were a few
Japanese monks, notably the Tendai monk Jōjin 成  尋  (1011–1081),
Chōgen 重源  (1121–1206), who later raised funds for the rebuilding of
Tōdaiji, and the Rinzai monk Yōsai.18

When returning from China, many Japanese monks brought back
paintings of the arhats. The Tōdaiji monk Chōnen 奝然 (938–1016) is said
to have brought the first images of the Sixteen Arhats to Japan in Ei’en 1
(987). Members of the Fujiwara family began to perform rituals for the
arhats after that date, often to secure the well-being of a deceased
family member in the afterlife.19 With the rise of Zen Buddhism in the
Kamakura period, the arhat cult grew in importance, and Dōgen is said
to have brought back from China images of the arhats attributed to Li
Longmin 李竜 眠  (d. 1106), creator of a noted iconographic style for
paintings of the Sixteen Arhats.20

Although doctrinal Zen texts rarely mention the arhats, ritual texts
and extant images do give indications of the significance of the arhat
cult; as Bernard Faure observed: “It is impossible to overestimate the
role of these figures in Chan and Zen.”21 It should not be surprising,
then, that the first and most widely performed kōshiki of the Sōtō school
was a kōshiki for the Sixteen Arhats. Dōgen is credited with the
composition of its shikimon, and two fragments of a Rakan kōshiki
written by Dōgen himself survive.22 That text is thought to date from
around Hōji 3 (1249), when heavenly flowers were said to have
appeared before the arhat images during a ritual for the arhats. Dōgen
recorded this miraculous event and interpreted it as proof that Eiheiji



would be a sacred place equaled only by Mt. Tiantai in China.23 Later
hagiographies embroidered the idea, stating that the arhat images
emitted light or that the arhats appeared on a pine tree in front of the
temple, placing Eiheiji under the protection of the arhats themselves
(fig. 2.1).24 Besides Dōgen, other prominent Sōtō Zen monks such as
Keizan and Menzan also had close ties to devotional activities
venerating the Sixteen Arhats.25

Figure 2.1. Dōgen’s performance of a ritual for the arhats. Detail of
Teiho Kenzeiki zue (1806). Courtesy of East Asia Library, Stanford
University. Used with permission.



Although scholars have often emphasized the popularity of the arhat
cult in the Zen schools, veneration of the arhats was not confined to this
tradition. The earliest extant Rakan kōshiki was written not by a Zen
monk but by the Kegon-Shingon monk Myōe.26 Myōe is also credited
with another ritual text for the Sixteen Arhats, the Rakan kushiki.27 Both
texts heavily cite the Record of the Perpetuity of the Dharma and most
likely served as models for the Sōtō school’s Rakan kōshiki. Later ritual
texts written or performed by monks of other schools are also extant,
suggesting that the cult of the arhats was widespread.28

Many manuscripts and woodblock prints of the Rakan kōshiki have
been discovered in Sōtō temples, attesting to its popularity. After
Dōgen’s time, the version included in the Keizan shingi seems to have
been widely circulated.29 This version differs to some extent from the
manuscript attributed to Dōgen. Based on that manuscript, Menzan
edited the shikimon and published a woodblock print edition entitled the
Tōjō Rakan kōshiki. But it seems that Keizan’s version was still
performed at many Sōtō temples after Menzan’s edition was published.
In the 1960s, however, the editors of the Shōwa kaitai Shōmyō kihan, in
which the Rakan kōshiki was included, decided to return to Dōgen’s
version and accordingly revised the shikimon based on Dōgen’s text.30

One senior priest at Sōjiji told me that they continue to perform the
Rakan kōshiki not because they believe in the arhats but to perpetuate
the ritual tradition established by Dōgen. This aspiration was a likely
motivation for the revision of the kōshiki in the 1960s, suggesting that
the performance of the Rakan kōshiki has become an enactment of
collective memory that connects the clerics to their school founder, the
author of the ritual.

Today, Sōtō clerics at Zen monasteries perform a number of arhat
rituals, not only the elaborate Rakan kōshiki for the Sixteen Arhats, but
also a sutra reading for the arhats on mornings when the morning
service is not abbreviated, and a Rakan pai 羅漢拝  on the first and
fifteenth days of the month, a relatively simple ritual in the arhat hall on
the second story of the main gate.31

Many of these arhat rituals, including the Rakan kōshiki, also praise
the relics of the Buddha. The connection of the Sixteen Arhats to the
Buddha’s relics is explained in the Record of the Perpetuity of the
Dharma, which narrates a sermon by the arhat Nandimitrā in response
to the questions of his disciples concerning how long the Dharma will
continue to exist in this world. Before foretelling the advent of the
future buddha Maitreya, Nandimitrā explains that the Dharma would
continue to exist and that the Sixteen Arhats, whom the Buddha had
instructed to protect the teaching after this death, would continue to
dwell in this world, protecting the teaching, helping practitioners, and
bringing great rewards to donors. However, when the life span of



humans in Jambudvīpa reaches seventy thousand years, the Dharma
would cease to exist. At that time, the Sixteen Arhats and their retinues
will gather and build a magnificent stupa in which they will enshrine all
the relics of the Buddha. After circumambulating and paying respect to
the stupa, the arhats will ascend into the air and enter nirvāṇa, their
bodies bursting into flames and leaving nothing behind. The stupa will
then sink deep into the earth and disappear.32 The text suggests that the
relics and the arhats will preserve and represent the Buddha’s teaching
after his passing until the advent of Maitreya.33 In this way, both the
relics and the arhats can establish a connection to the Buddha during
the time of his physical absence, and they came to be worshiped
together in some rituals, including the Rakan kōshiki.34 In effect, the
arhats served as contact relics of Śākyamuni Buddha—objects that had
direct contact with the Buddha and can in turn offer practitioners a way
to connect with him through their intermediation. Thus, they can reduce
the sense of longing for the Buddha long after his passing.35

Performance of the Rakan kōshiki in Contemporary Japan

The following description is based on my fieldwork at the Sōtō head
temple of Sōjiji in 2004 and from 2007 to 2013, together with an
analysis of the handbooks used for the ritual. I saw the Rakan kōshiki
performed several times and observed how the annual performances
differed slightly from year to year. This was mostly a result of the unique
voices or styles of the individual performers: a lead vocalist might add
additional melodic embellishments, or the officiant might improvise
subtle melodic variations when vocalizing the shikimon, which could
also be read with almost no melodic inflections. Based on these
observances, I will generalize the performance practice at Sōjiji and not
describe any particular performance.

The basic ritual structure is always the same, and the Rakan kōshiki
is performed in a similar way at other Sōtō temples. Looking back
historically, it is not known how Dōgen performed this kōshiki, but the
earliest extant source containing a description of the Rakan kōshiki in
the Sōtō school, written in Meiō 10 (1501), lays out the same ritual
structure that is used today.36 This structure is given in subsequent
ritual handbooks as well. Nevertheless, it remains likely that the melodic
realization of liturgical texts and other details of the performance
differed to some degree from today’s practice.37

Rituals are repetitive. Participants repeat highly formulaic gestures
and actions. Performers vocalize certain texts several times. Musical
instruments provide the same cues for ritual actions throughout the
ritual. Likewise, kōshiki are characterized by repetition. As a
consequence, the following account is itself repetitive. I hope that it



conveys an impression of the various characteristics of the ritual,
including its formality and repetition.

Ritual Space and Ritual Actors
At Sōjiji, the Rakan kōshiki is performed annually on November 16 as
part of the rituals that come midway through the ninety-day training
period. More than fifty monks usually participate, and the performance
takes place in the Hall of the Great Ancestors (Daisodō 大祖堂 ), the
largest hall at Sōjiji, where most major observances are conducted. At
other temples, the Rakan kōshiki may be performed in the Dharma hall
or the arhat hall located on the second story of the main temple gate. As
a rule, lay devotees do not actively participate in the ritual. A few times
during my fieldwork at Sōjiji, the members of the temple’s women’s
association attended the ritual but acted more as an audience.38

Before the ritual, the novices who are responsible for the hall prepare
the ceremonial space (fig. 2.2). Arhat images are not permanently
enshrined in the Hall of the Great Ancestors, so the monks first hang
scrolls of the Sixteen Arhats above the altar. Then they set up small
tables in the central area of the hall for the monks who will perform the
main ritual acts (fig. 2.3). On a table in front of the altar, they place
ritual implements and the handscrolls that contain the text of the
address of invitation (fig. 2.4).39 They also assist in the preparation of
offerings that will be delivered during the ritual. During the ceremony
itself, their job is to rearrange the ritual space and bring in implements,
texts, or other paraphernalia as needed.

The most important ritual actions take place directly before the altar
in the central area of the hall, called daima 大間 . In this area sit the
monks who perform the main ritual functions. Their seating order is
strictly prescribed, and no one is able to move around freely. In front of
each monk is a small table, on which the ritual handbook is placed. The
cantor or chanting leader and the monk who plays the musical
instruments sit at the back of the central area.40 All monks who sit in
the central area face the altar. To the left and right of the central area
sit the two monks who lead the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, facing each
other. They are thus situated in front of the monks in the assembly, who
sit on either side of the central area, facing toward the center. The
officiant sits on the right side of the altar outside the central area, also
facing the altar. Another senior monk, whose role is to lead the delivery
of offerings during the address of invitation, sits at the left side of the
altar (fig. 2.5). During the ritual, lay devotees are not allowed to enter
the central part of the hall or the area where the assembly sits. If
members of Sōjiji’s congregation are present, they sit behind the
assembly on the left or right side. Occasional visitors are not permitted



to enter the tatami area and must remain at the very back of the hall,
where chairs are set up.

The allocation of roles in the kōshiki usually reflects the temple
hierarchy. The officiant is a senior priest, most often the godō 後堂 (rear
hall)41 or tantō 単頭  (head of the meditation platform).42 The cantor is
usually the ino 維那, a senior teacher responsible for instructing novices
in etiquette, discipline, ritual performance, and shōmyō.43 He usually
sings the solo parts in rituals, but at the head temples a novice who has
been in training for several years may be assigned the role of cantor to
gain experience in leading a ritual. Advanced novices may also perform
other important pieces or ritual actions.44 The role allocation thus
reflects hierarchy, but it also correlates to the length of training and
depth of ritual expertise.



Figure 2.2. Diagram of the setup and positions of the performers. From the
Shōwa kaitei Rakan kōshiki, 36v–37r. Used with permission.

Implements: A. Images of the arhats (rakan no zō 羅漢の像); B. Flower
vase (kebyō 華瓶); C. Offerings (kumotsu 供物); D. Text of the offertory
declaration (saimon 祭文); E. Flowers to be scattered (sange 散華); F. Pure
water (shasui 洒水); G. Portable incense vessel (shuro 手炉); H. Incense vessel
(ro 炉); I. Text of the address of invitation (kanjōmon 勧請文); J. Candle holder
(shokudai 燭台); K. Flowers (hana 花); L. Scripture stand (kendai 見台); M.
Incense vessel (ro 炉); N. Candle (shoku 燭); O. Small bell (reisu 鈴子); P.
Golden tray (ekoku 衣裓); Q. Sounding bowl (keisu 鏧子); R. Gong (nyōsu 鐃
子).

Performers: 1. Cantor (ino 維那); 2. Cleric who scatters flowers during
the first liturgical piece (sange 散華); 3. Cleric who sprinkles water during
the first liturgical piece (shasui 洒水); 4. Cleric who carries the incense vessel
during the first liturgical piece (shōkō 焼香); 5. Lead singer of the Hymn of
the Four Wisdoms (santō 賛頭); 6. Lead singer of the address of invitation



(kanjō 勧請); 7. Lead singer of the address of invitation (kanjō 勧請); 8. Cleric
who recites the offertory declaration (saimon 祭文); 9. Lead singer of the
Gāthā of Falling Flowers (sange 散華); 10. Lead singer of the Gāthā of
Sanskrit Sound (bonnon 梵音); 11. Lead singer of the Gāthā of the Sounding
Staff (shakujō 錫杖); 12. Singer of the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms (santō 賛
頭); 13. Cleric who sings the Praise of the Thus Come One (shuso 首座); 14.
Cleric who sings the Praise of the Thus Come One (baishi 唄師); 15. Officiant
(shikishi 式師); 16. Assembly (daishū 大衆).

Special places: I. Place of the officiant (shikishii 式師位); II. Place of
worship (haiseki 拝席); III. Place to assemble at the beginning and end of the
ritual (rojii 露地位).

Figure 2.3. Ceremonial space for the Rakan kōshiki in the Hall of the Great Ancestors
at Sōjiji. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.



Figure 2.4. Table in front of the altar, showing the setup for the Dentō kōshiki at Sōjiji.
Photo by the author.



Figure 2.5. Seating diagram for the Rakan kōshiki at Sōjiji. The positions here slightly
differ from those shown in fig. 2.2 in that a cantor’s assistant (3) plays the musical
instruments, and a senior monk (17) leads the delivery of offerings during the address
of invitation; both positions are absent in the Shōwa kaitei Rakan kōshiki. Diagram by
Ilona Mross.

1. Officiant; 2. Cantor; 3. Monk who plays the main musical instruments; 4. Monk
who scatters flowers; 5. Monk who carries the incense vessel; 6. Monk who sprinkles
water; 7–8. Monks who sing the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms; 9–10. Monks who lead
the address of invitation; 11. Monk who recites the offertory declaration; 12–13.
Monks who sing the Praise of the Thus Come One; 14. Lead singer of the Gāthā of
Falling Flowers; 15. Lead singer of the Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound; 16. Lead singer of the
Gāthā of the Sounding Staff; 17. Monk who leads the delivery of offerings during the
address of invitation.

Purifying the Ritual Space
While the vibrant peal of the tenshō 殿鐘 bell resounds, the clerics slowly
enter the Hall of the Great Ancestors. The monks of the assembly, all
novices, sit down in neatly arranged rows to the left at the back of the
hall, while the monks designated to perform the main ritual actions line
up in two rows behind the central area, facing each other (see fig. 2.2,
rojii, III). The officiant takes a seat in a special area to the very right of
the altar, flanked by his two assistants, who face him. A third assistant,
responsible for ushering the officiant at the beginning and end of the
ritual, takes a seat in front of them, facing the officiant. The monks of
the assembly walk through the rows of the monks who had lined up in
the back. Passing through the back of the central area, they go to the
left or the right of the central area and stand at their assigned places.
The officiant, his two assistants, and the usher stand up. The assistants
bow three times, while the officiant only lowers his head. Then the
officiant and the assistants bow to the left, right, and center. These



movements are all coordinated by the clear, high-pitched sound of the
handbell (shukei 手鏧 or inkin 引鏧), played by the usher, who also bows
with the other monks. Then the usher solemnly leads the officiant and
his assistants to the two rows in the back of the central area, where all
take their places. The monks in the two rows, including the officiant,
bow, again to the left, right, and center. One monk after another
ceremoniously enters the central area and walks to his assigned place,
where he stands. When all the monks have taken their places with the
officiant in the center and have spread out sitting cloths (zagu 坐具), the
cantor’s assistant strikes a handbell to coordinate three prostrations.
The officiant then moves to his seat at the right side of the altar.

Approaching the three monks who sit in the first row on the left, the
cantor invites them to carry out their designated functions during the
first chant by performing a full bow in gasshō 合唱  (monjin 問訊 ), first
spreading his arms wide apart, then bringing his palms together in front
of his chest and respectfully bending his head and upper body. (The
cantor repeats this formal gesture of invitation whenever he invites
other monks to lead chants or perform ritual actions during the ritual.)
The three monks respond to this invitation with a bow and stand up.
Once the cantor has returned to his place, he and the three monks
simultaneously perform one prostration.

Moving to the table in front of the altar, each of the three monks
takes up a ritual implement: one an incense holder, one a water vessel
and a stick to sprinkle the water, and one a golden tray (ekoku 衣裓) with
paper flowers on it.45 The cantor’s assistant strikes a large singing bowl
(keisu 鏧子) three times normally, and once muted. The cantor vocalizes
the first line of the Gāthā to Scattering Flowers (Sange no ge 散華偈 ).
Singing slowly in free rhythm, he adds a slight melodic embellishment
on the second character, “flower,” and then adds longer melismatic
embellishments on the last syllable of the line. Another stroke of the
singing bowl gives the cue for the assembly to join the chant at the
second line, and the cantor’s assistant strikes it again at the beginning
of each following line. All monks sing the verse in unison, with melodic
inflections at the end of each line. They sing:

Falling flowers decorate all ten directions.
We scatter many precious flowers forming a curtain (chō 帳).46

We scatter many precious flowers in all ten directions
And offer [these] to all Tathāgatas.47

Their singing in free rhythm with slow melodic embellishments, always
gliding from one tone to the next, creates a solemn atmosphere.

When the assembly joins the singing of the cantor, the three monks
who stand in front of the altar start to circumambulate the hall, one
carrying the incense burner, one sprinkling water, and one scattering



paper flowers. The water is supposed to cleanse the room; the flowers,
to decorate the hall; and the fragrance of incense, to attract buddhas,
bodhisattvas, and other deities. After the circumambulation, the three
monks put the implements back on the table and return to their places,
where they perform one prostration simultaneously with the cantor and
sit down.

The cantor goes to the middle of the central area of the hall, on the
same level with the two monks who lead the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms,
and invites them with a formal bow. The two monks rise and walk
toward the center, bow toward one another with hands crossed in front
of their chests, and kneel down. Two assistants quickly glide in to bring
them cymbals. The two monks stand up and start to play the cymbals
loudly, in rhythmic patterns of long and short clashes interrupted by a
small gong, struck by the cantor’s assistant. Before each long stroke, the
monks spread their arms far apart and shift their weight onto the tips of
their toes, but when they clash the cymbals in front of their chests, they
lower their heels back to the ground. The beautifully choreographed
movements add an impressive visual component to the dynamic play of
the cymbals (fig. 2.6).48

Figure 2.6. Hymn of the Four Wisdoms. The photos of the Rakan kōshiki in this section
were all taken on November 16, 2019, at Sōjiji. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.

After this instrumental introduction, the two monks sing the Hymn of
the Four Wisdoms, the only Sanskrit text vocalized during this ritual.49

The assembly joins in after one stroke of the handbell, sounded by the
monk who played the gong and also plays the main musical instruments.



This hymn differs markedly from all other pieces: each syllable is sung
energetically several times on the same pitch, followed by a very short
pause, and when the syllable is sung for the last time, the melody
usually drops in glissando fashion. Occasionally, a short melodic pattern
is inserted. This piece is thus characterized by an alternation between
strongly sung repeated syllables and brief passages with light melodic
inflections. Now the two monks who lead the chant clash the cymbals,
again intersected by the gong, creating a finale to the chant. Then they
hand the cymbals over to the assistants, who take them away. The two
monks bow, return to their places, and perform a prostration.

Because the text is a transliteration of the original Sanskrit hymn and
not a translation, the monks cannot understand the text when vocalizing
it.50 Although there are explanations written by and for Sōtō monks, the
monks who perform the ritual rarely consult them. Reading the
transliterated Sanskrit, the monks sing:

Om. Bazara satanba
Sōgyaraka bazara
Ratannō madotanran
Bazara daramagyayana
Bazara gerumagya rohaba (3r–v)51

A possible translation into English:

Om. Through receiving the blessing of Vajrasattva,
We obtain the ultimate Vajraratnaḥ.
By chanting Vajradharma’s name,
May we attain the Vajrakarma of enlightenment.52

The hymn praises the four wisdoms by invoking the names of the four
directional bodhisattvas—Vajrasattva (J. Kongōsatta 金 剛 薩 埵 , east),
Vajraratnaḥ (J. Kongōhō 金剛玉, south), Vajradharma (J. Kongōhō 金剛法,
west), and Vajrakarma (J. Kongōgō 金剛業 , north)—who are thought to
represent the four wisdoms. Vajrasattva represents the wisdom that
reflects all phenomena as they are; Vajraratnaḥ, the wisdom of
observing the ultimate sameness of everything; Vajradharma, the
wisdom of discerning the distinctive features of all phenomena; and
Vajrakarma, the wisdom of accomplishing what is to be done to benefit
sentient beings. Modern commentaries written by Sakauchi Ryūyū and
Inoue Gishin explain that this chant is a praise of Mahāvairocana, the
cosmic Buddha who is the central object of worship in esoteric
Buddhism. They also mention the four directional buddhas who
represent the four wisdoms in connection with Mahāvairocana, whose
wisdom of understanding the fundamental nature of all phenomena
encompasses all four wisdoms.53 Inoue further writes that in the Sōtō
school this chant is vocalized as a praise for all buddhas and
bodhisattvas.54 Because the four directional bodhisattvas represent the



four directions, we could say that through the invocation of the four
directional bodhisattvas, a sacred space like a mandala is established.
However, I have never heard a Sōtō monk explain this chant in this way.

Inviting the Objects of Veneration
Having purified and prepared the ritual space, the monks invite the
objects of veneration. Again this part of the ritual starts with a gesture
of invitation to the priests who perform ritual actions in the central area.
After the cantor has performed a prostration at his place, he approaches
the senior monk who is responsible for the delivery of offerings, seated
to the left of the altar. They both bow. Then the cantor goes to the two
monks who lead the next liturgical piece, the address of invitation
(kanjōmon 勧請文 ), and they all bow to each other. These two monks
move to the middle, spread their sitting cloths, and perform three
prostrations. They walk to the table in front of the altar and offer
incense. Each takes an envelope containing a handscroll of the text and
moves it over the smoke from the incense burner to purify the texts with
the fragrance of incense. After returning to the middle of the hall, the
two monks sit down in lotus position on sitting cushions, brought by an
assistant. After untying the bands of the handscrolls, they start singing
the address of invitation, a long liturgical piece characterized by
alternate duo and choral chanting (fig. 2.7).55

The two monks first sing, “The great assembly should together
venerate the relics of the bodily remains of the Thus Come One, the
Sixteen Great Arhats, and the Five Hundred Great Arhats” (5r). Then
they invite all Sixteen Arhats individually; the Five Hundred Arhats of
the stone bridge on Mt. Tientai; Mahākāśyapa, regarded as the first
Indian patriarch; Ānanda; Kuṇḍadhāna (J. Kundobakan 君屠鉢漢), one of
the four great arhats; and the Buddha’s relics. For each, the two monks
sing the phrase “Reverently prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in
[name] with his entourage of [number of] arhats.56 May they accept our
humble offerings and our veneration with the three activities [of speech,
actions, and thought]” (5r–11r). The assembly joins in at the line
requesting acceptance of the offerings and veneration. Everyone then
performs one prostration except for the two monks leading the piece,
who continue singing.57 In order to invite each object of veneration
individually, the monks repeat this phrase twenty-one times.



Figure 2.7. Address of invitation. Rakan kōshiki. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.

The address of invitation features a solemn melody that gradually
builds up tension. The monks start the beginning of each invocation with
light melodic inflections on a middle pitch level, rise to a higher pitch
level when they name the object of worship, and then continue with
increasing melodic embellishments. However, they sing the short phrase
“with his entourage of [number of] arhats” on one tone on the lower
pitch level with gusto. Finally, when the assembly joins in, the last part
of the phrase is vocalized with light melodic inflections. These melodic
variations give each invocation its own dynamic.

While the monks sing the address of invitation, the senior monk
responsible for leading the delivery of the offerings and his assistants
provide water, rice, sweets, and tea for all the arhats and objects of
veneration. They form a half circle around the altar with the senior
monk in the middle. One assistant brings in the offering, which is
handed from one monk to the next. When it reaches the senior priest, he
lifts it up and censes it over the smoke from the incense burner. The
offering is then passed on from one monk to the next and placed on the
altar. This is a long ritual sequence as all Sixteen Arhats are thus invited
and presented with offerings one by one.

To conclude the invitation, the two monks sing, “Reverently
prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Sixteen Great Arhats and
the Five Hundred Arhats. May they remember their original vow, come,
and manifest themselves” (11v). Most of the first sentence is vocalized
on one pitch, but starting with its last syllables, the monks sing with
slow melodic movements, first descending, then ascending, and finally



ending the piece with a tremolo that fades out. They roll up the
handscrolls and put them back into the envelopes. Then they walk to the
table in front of the altar, bow, and put the texts back on it. They return
to the middle of the hall, and everyone performs three prostrations.
Finally, the two monks return to their original places.

The cantor now approaches the officiant, and the two bow to one
another. The cantor spreads his sitting cloth and performs a quick
prostration (toppai 頓拝) while the officiant bows once. When the cantor
stands with his sitting cloth folded over his arm, he and the officiant bow
toward each other again. Then the cantor goes to the monk who will
recite the offertory declaration, invites him in the usual manner, and
returns to his seat.

Suddenly the sound of the large drum breaks the silence. A novice
plays it with strong strokes that become faster and faster, highlighting
the significance of the upcoming ritual offering. The officiant,
accompanied by his two assistants, walks to the middle, where another
assistant has already placed a small tatami mat. On it, one of the
assistants spreads out the officiant’s sitting cloth. The officiant goes to
the table in front of the altar, where he offers incense, and then
performs three prostrations in the middle of the central area of the hall.
He offers water, rice, sweets, and tea in red lacquerware, aided by his
two assistants and other ritual assistants (fig. 2.8). They form a line
around the table in front of the altar, with the officiant in the center, and
provide offerings in the same formal way as during the address of
invitation. Afterward, the officiant returns to his place in the middle,
performs three prostrations, and returns to the table, where his
assistants are waiting. All of them bow once. Then the officiant returns
with his assistants to the place in the middle of the hall and performs
three prostrations. Three loud strokes of the large drum resound
through the hall. The officiant then reads Dharma words for the incense
offering (nenkō hōgo 拈香法語 ), a brief address to the Sixteen Arhats
asking them to accept the offerings (fig. 2.9). He walks with his
assistants to the table in front of the altar and offers incense. One
assistant hands a long incense stick to the other, who takes it up to the
altar. The officiant again returns to the place in the middle, bows once,
and returns to his original seat.58



Figure 2.8. The officiant offers tea. Rakan kōshiki. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with
permission.

Figure 2.9. The officiant reads Dharma words to the offering of incense. Rakan kōshiki.
Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.



Figure 2.10. Offertory declaration. Rakan kōshiki.
Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.

The monk who will read the offertory declaration performs one
prostration at his place and goes to the middle of the hall, where he
spreads out his sitting cloth and performs three prostrations. At the
table in front of the altar, he offers incense, then takes the envelope with
the handscroll containing the offertory declaration, and censes it.
Standing in front of his place in the middle, he takes the scroll out of the
envelope, kneels down in chōki 長跪  (kneeling upright with both knees
on the ground while not lowering his buttocks onto his calves),59 and
starts reading the offertory declaration (fig. 2.10):

Today, on [date], the disciples of the teachings left by Śākyamuni, the Thus Come
One, have heard from a distant past that the Sixteen Great Arhats and the Five
Hundred Great Arhats have received the direct order of the Buddha. They still dwell
in this world and spread the Buddha’s teachings. Therefore, in order to repay [their]
benevolence (ontoku 恩徳 ), we respectfully offer incense, flowers, tea, sweets, and
vegetarian food, though humble, to the Sixteen Great Arhats. (12v)



When the date is read, the monk who plays the main instruments sounds
the handbell once, and all clerics (except the monk reciting the offertory
declaration) bow until they hear the words “have heard.” The offertory
declaration continues to praise the arhats, stating, for example, that the
venerable arhats hoisted the brocade sail of wisdom and crossed the
ocean of afflictive desire (bonnon no yokukai 煩惱之欲海). The bodies of
the arhats are compared to refined gold and their minds to the full
moon. Then the text describes their various appearances and dwelling
places. They are praised as unicorns (rin 麟) and dragons of the Dharma
world and for possessing the three wisdoms (sanmyō 三明 ) and the six
supernatural abilities (rokuzū 六 通 ) (12v–13v). Finally, the monk
responsible for the offertory declaration reads:

If one respectfully prepares incense, flowers, and candles, makes food offerings
(saigu 斎供), and reverently prays, then for certain [the arhats] will come and answer
the request. Even if it is one hundred million ri away, [for them] it is like a strong
man who closes and opens his arms. They come to the ritual site (dōjō 道 場) and so
accept the offerings. We respectfully wish that the Sixteen Great Arhats lead the
whole family of great arhats and come equally to [receive] the offerings (nōkyō 納亨)
at this place. May they accept them. (13v–14r)

This liturgical piece has a similar function to the address of invitation.
Although the monks of the assembly do not vocalize this text, they all
hold the ritual handbooks in a prescribed manner and read along.

When the monk has finished reading the offertory declaration, he rolls
up the handscroll, stands up, puts it into the envelope, bows, and brings
it back to the table in front of the altar. He offers incense and bows
again. As he bows, the cantor’s assistant strikes the singing bowl once.
The monk returns to the place in the middle, and when he bows again,
the singing bowl is struck mutely. The cantor starts singing the
communal obeisance (sōrai no ge 総礼偈) while the monk performs one
prostration and then returns to his original place. After the first line of
the communal obeisance, the cantor’s assistant strikes the singing bowl
again, and the assembly sings the verse of the communal obeisance in
unison:

Our place of this rite (dōjō 道場) is like the jewels of Indra’s palace (daiju 帝 珠),60

The reflections of all the saints [i.e., the arhats] appearing in each one.
We face the reflections of the saints
and place our foreheads at their feet, taking refuge in them. (14r–v)61

This verse is sung in a similar style to the opening Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers and uses the same melodic patterns. At the end of this verse, all
perform a prostration, coordinated by the sound of the handbell.62

The text suggests that the arhats are thought to have responded to
the invitation and arrived at the ceremonial place. This concludes the
section of the invitation summoning the objects of worship to the
ceremonial space.



A Feast for All Attending
Now the monks perform the Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shika hōyō). This
ritual sequence was performed at the Eye-Opening Ceremony of the
Great Buddha of Tōdaiji in Tenpyō 17 (752) and is usually thought to
function as a symbolic feast for all attending: the objects of veneration,
monks, nuns, and lay believers.63 It is an integral part of the shōmyō
repertoire shared throughout Japanese Buddhism.

The sequence starts with the gesture of invitation to the monks who
will lead the four chants. Approaching the monk or pair of monks who
will sing the Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibai 如来唄), the cantor
extends the formulaic gesture. (This first chant is most often performed
by two monks, hence my use of the plural in the following description.)
The cantor then does the same with the three monks who will lead the
Gāthā of Falling Flowers (Sange no ge 散華偈),64 the Gāthā of Sanskrit
Sound (Bonnon no ge 梵 音 偈 ), and the Gāthā of the Sounding Staff
(Shakujō no ge 錫杖偈). The three chants are together called the “San-
Bon-Shaku” 散梵錫.

The two monks who perform the Praise of the Thus Come One stand
up, and when the cantor has returned to his original place, all three
perform one prostration. Then the two monks go to the table in front of
the altar, offer incense, go to the middle, spread out their sitting cloths,
and perform three prostrations. An assistant places sitting cushions, on
which they sit in lotus position. Another assistant brings in a notation
stand with elegant movements, each step under total control. Raising
his body and standing on the tips of his toes, he lifts the stand high
above his head, quickly squats, and places the stand on the tatami,
sliding it into position in front of the two monks, who prepare to sing the
Praise of the Thus Come One. His finely choreographed movement
foreshadows the impressive nature of the upcoming chant.

One of the two monks takes up a handbell from the stand in front of
him. He strikes it three times and then both monks sing, “Un nyo ra-i” ウ
ン如来  (Om, Thus Come One) in a soft voice (15r). After another strike of
the handbell, the two monks raise their voices and begin singing
elaborate melismas on the syllable “me”—staccato tones, glissandi, and
large vibratos interchange and build a dramatic, magnificent
performance of the text: “Hail, Thus Come One, the marvelous!” (15r–
16r) (fig. 2.11).65 Although the text is short, its performance takes
around ten minutes, due to the melismatic vocalization. It is the most
difficult piece in the Sōtō shōmyō repertoire, and the two novices who
must sing it practice intensively in the knowledge that every mistake
will be immediately audible as they sing together in unison.



Figure 2.11. Praise of the Thus Come One. This piece is
often sung by two monks in unison, but one monk sung it
solo during the Rakan kōshiki at Sōjiji in 2019. Photo by
Sōjiji. Used with permission.

At the end of the piece, one of the two monks strikes the handbell
twice and returns it to the stand. The other monk, who had placed his
ritual handbook on the stand, puts it back into his robe and both stand
up. The assistant who brought in the stand returns and takes it to the
back of the altar area, again with precise, elegant movements. The two
monks stand up, and another assistant comes to take away the sitting
cushions. Then the two monks perform one prostration, bow, and return
to their places. At the sign of their bow, the three monks who will sing
the next three liturgical pieces stand up, and when the previous pair



have returned to their places, all five simultaneously perform one
prostration at their places.

The three monks who will sing the San-Bon-Shaku now take up the
flower trays from their small tables. One of them additionally picks up a
sounding staff (shakujō 錫杖), which had been prepared at his place. This
staff has six metal rings attached to its upper end that make a metallic
rattling sound when it is shaken or beat on the ground. The monk
holding it now strikes the tatami with the bottom of the staff and shakes
it three times in a fixed, short rhythm. Then the three monks walk in a
prescribed way to the table in front of the altar: they first turn to the
right, then to the front, then to the left, then to the front again, and
finally to the right, going up to the table in front of the altar. Every time
they turn at 90 degrees, the monk with the sounding staff strikes it on
the tatami and shakes it.

Figure 2.12. Three monks lead the San-Bon-Shaku. Rakan kōshiki. Photo by Sōjiji.
Used with permission.

When they arrive at the table, the monk with the sounding staff
strikes it on the tatami again and shakes it three times. All three bow,
and then proceed to lead the three successive chants (18v–21v) (fig.
2.12). The Gāthā of Falling Flowers praises Śākyamuni and explains that
the ritual participants offer incense and flowers to him. The Gāthā of
Sanskrit Sound declares that the participants offer flowers to Śākyamuni
and all bodhisattvas. The Gāthā of the Sounding Staff describes how
clerics dedicate themselves to Buddhist practice holding a sounding
staff in their hands. The monk leading each piece sings the first line, and



then is joined by the whole assembly on the next line, each piece
alternating between solo and communal singing. In contrast to what has
gone before, these three pieces are sung with a fixed rhythm, and all
three have a cheerful melody. The monk who leads the Gāthā of Falling
Flowers scatters paper flowers during the first and third chants, and the
monk who leads the third chant beats the tatami with the sounding staff
in a lively rhythm three times at the end of each communally sung
section of the Gāthā of the Sounding Staff. When the three monks have
completed this ritual sequence, they bow and return to their places in
the same way that they had come forward, again with the monk holding
the sounding staff playing it with the same lively rhythm several times
during their progression. When they arrive at their places, the monk
with the sounding staff strikes it three times on the tatami again. All
bow, put down their implements, perform one prostration, and sit.

The Central Ritual Sequence: Shikimon
Now the shikimon, a vocalization of the longest text of the ritual, begins.
Including the verses, its full performance would most likely take at least
thirty minutes or longer, depending on how quickly the officiant reads
the text. Sōtō clerics often abbreviate it, however, choosing to recite
three of the five sections to shorten the time required to perform the
ritual. For example, in 2010 when Morita Shōkō 盛田正孝, then godō at
Sōjiji, served as officiant, he read the pronouncement of intention and
the first, third, and fifth sections.66 In the following description, I
provide summaries of all five sections while indicating where cuts in the
performance of the shikimon were made.67

Again, a gesture of invitation signals the start of the shikimon. The
cantor invites the officiant to begin his recitation with the same
movements used for the Dharma words earlier. When the cantor has
returned to his place, the officiant moves into the middle of the hall,
helped by two attendants who carry his incense vessel and sitting cloth.
Two ritual assistants take the small ceremonial table and the tatami mat
on which the officiant sat and carry these to the middle. The officiant
bows, goes to the table in front of the altar, and offers incense while the
assistants finish their task. Returning to the middle, he performs three
prostrations and sits. Then he rings a small bell (rei 鈴) three times and
recites the words of worship: “Homage to the Sixteen Great Arhats who
protect the transmitted teachings. May we meet them lifetime after
lifetime” (22r). At the end of this phrase, he rings the bell again and
bows once. He repeats this phrase two more times and then reads the
beginning of the pronouncement of intention (fig. 2.13):



Figure 2.13. The officiant reads the shikimon. Rakan
kōshiki. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.

Reverently, I address the great compassionate teacher, Śākyamuni, the World-
Honored One; the eighty thousand sacred teachings such as the Kegon and Lotus
Sutras; the Sixteen Arhats, who protect the teachings left by the Buddha; the nine
billion nine hundred millions of saints who have exhausted all practices (mugaku 無
学 ); the realms of the Three Treasures [Buddha, Dharma, and Saṃgha] that are as
small as single particles of dust or the tip of a hair and as vast as the universe
(sekkai 刹海), so inexpressible; and say: (22v)

When he reads the first word, the cantor’s assistant strikes the handbell
once and all lower their heads until the next sound of the handbell,
which is struck when the officiant voices the words “Sixteen Arhats.”
When Morita performed in 2010, he read the shikimon at a moderate



speed, lengthening the last syllable of each sentence or adding a pause
between sentences. Consequently, his vocalization was easy to follow.
His intent was to clearly convey the content of the text, and so he read it
as recitative, although without adding melodic inflections.68

The pronouncement of intention briefly explains the transmission of
the Dharma from India to China and Japan, proclaiming that the Dharma
was transmitted by Saichō and Kūkai to Japan, and praising the arhats
for having protected the teaching. Then the text states that the
assembly has prepared incense and flowers to offer to the Buddha’s
relics, as well as tea and sweets for the arhats (22v–23v). Thereafter, it
elucidates the reason for the ritual:

Respectfully, we ask the Three Treasures to illuminate the thoughts of the disciples.
Today’s lecture has a particular reason: we only bathe in a single drop of the ocean
of virtue (tokudai 徳海) and hope to be saved from the towering waves of the ocean
of suffering (kukai 苦 海 ). The Sixteen Venerable Arhats internally conceal the
practice of bodhisattvas while externally appearing in the form of śrāvakas.69 Step
by step, they transform the Dharma world; moment for moment, they respond to the
good deeds of donors. They understand the profound meaning of the scriptures of
the twelve divisions of the Buddhist canon and the treatises on the five ancient
sciences (gomyō 五 明 )70 and four vedas (shii 四 韋 ).71 Their eloquence is never
obstructed. The praise of their virtues cannot be exhausted. (23v–24r)

The pronouncement of intention ends with a statement of the topics
of the ensuing five sections (24r). Although Morita only delivered the
first, third, and fifth sections, he still read the whole list. These sections
explore aspects of the Sixteen Arhats in detail.

The first section introduces the names of the Sixteen Arhats and
where they reside. Their teaching activities and practices for which they
are known are also described: Some of them meditate, some preach the
Dharma, others hold precept meetings, and still others explain the
commentaries on the precepts. The section ends with the stipulation
that to invite the arhats, one should face in the direction of their abode,
burn incense, offer flowers, and perform prostrations. If one invites the
arhats once, they will come once; if one invites them three times, they
will appear three times. It is the same for one hundred or one thousand
times. Just as the moon’s reflection appears on the water, the arhats
certainly come (24r–26r). Then the officiant proclaims the line:
“Therefore, assembly, we should rely on their promise [to follow the
Buddha’s order], intone a verse, and perform a prostration. We sing a
verse” (26r–26v). When Morita served as officiant, he held the last word
and added a subtle melodic inflection, providing a cue for the entrance
of the cantor.

The cantor’s assistant strikes the singing bowl once, muted, and the
cantor sings the first line of the verse by himself. The assembly enters
on the second line, and the cantor’s assistant sounds the singing bowl at
the beginning of each line. The verse following the first section says:



We bow our heads down to the great arhats.
The Dharma nature is pure and clear as the moon.
When the mind of sentient beings is like still water,
The reflections of the arhats will appear in it.72

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge (namu kimyō chōrai 南無帰命頂礼) in
the Sixteen Great Arhats. May we meet them lifetime after lifetime. (26v–27r)

The monks sing this verse with melodic patterns that are similar to
those in the opening Gāthā to Scattering Flowers. The shikimon thus
offers two contrasting styles of vocalization: the officiant’s reading of
the shikimon is performed with very few if any melodies, while the
singing of the verses by the assembly is replete with solemn melodies.
Both convey devotion to the arhats, but in different modes. When the
verse is concluded, all the monks perform a prostration to the sound of
the handbell.

The second section explains how the Buddha on his deathbed
instructed his disciples not to enter nirvāṇa but to remain in this world
after his passing to help all sentient beings and protect the Dharma until
the coming of the next buddha, Maitreya. The section describes the
lament of the Sixteen Arhats when they heard the Buddha say that he
was about to enter nirvāṇa: they all cried like small children, fell on the
ground, and lost their senses. But when the Buddha consoled them, they
regained consciousness, drank their tears, and agreed to follow the
Buddha’s order. Since then, they have used their supernatural powers to
extend their lives and protect the Dharma. The text poetically describes
how the practitioners are able to encounter the Buddhist teaching due
to the accomplishment of the arhats and expresses joy about this (27r–
29r) before ending by addressing the assembly: “Therefore, assembly,
you should rejoice, praise [the arhats], and perform a prostration. We
sing a verse” (29r).

When this section is performed, the assembly sings the following
verse:

The Buddha’s true Dharma has two [sides]:
Namely, doctrine (kyō) and enlightenment (shō) as its essence.73

If people live who embrace, explain, and practice [the teaching accordingly], [The
true Dharma] abides in this world.74

 
Humbly prostrating ourselves we take refuge in the Sixteen Great Arhats. May we
meet them lifetime after lifetime. (29r–v)

Morita skipped over this second section when he performed the
ceremony in 2010. After the concluding verse of the first section, he
rang the small bell and then read the third section, which expounds the
benefits of providing offerings to the arhats. Those who venerate arhat
images, the text states, will always be free from enduring poverty, and



the friends who invoke the names of the arhats will quickly receive
protection. Whether reward or punishment, the results of one’s actions
will be right in front of one’s eyes. The text then summarizes a passage
from the Record of the Perpetuity of the Dharma that explains how the
arhats appear incognito in multiple forms when devotees prepare a
vegetarian feast and offer it to the clergy. Secretly receiving the
offerings, they let the donors receive superior rewards in turn. Further
examples of the benefits to be gained in this world from arhat
veneration are recounted in four miracle tales describing the
appearance of a gushing spring in an arid land, the transformation of a
poor woman into a queen, the acquisition of riches after making
offerings to the arhats, and the light emitted by arhat sculptures on
fasting days. The section closes by praising the benefits of arhat
veneration and admonishing listeners to take delight in the arhats’
unlimited response to prayers. The officiant invites the assembly to
perform a prostration in front of the Sixteen Arhats, pray for the
benefits of the field of merit, and sing a verse (29v–31v). The assembly
responds by vocalizing this verse:

The Sixteen Great Arhats
Are the greatest superior field of merit.
Those who venerate them and give offerings,
Will naturally obtain great benefit.

Humbly prostrating ourselves we take refuge in the Sixteen Great Arhats. May we
meet them lifetime after lifetime. (31v–32r)

The fourth section, which Morita skipped over, describes at length
how the arhats help to prevent or eliminate misfortunes. Following a
string of stories and quotations, the text offers this summary: “Thus we
know that it is solely the supernatural abilities of the arhats that can
eliminate the misfortunes of humans and gods” (33r). The section then
lauds the disciples who gave rise to the thought of attaining
enlightenment and traveled throughout China and Japan seeking the
pure teaching of Śākyamuni. Without fail they held bimonthly precepts
meetings and provided offerings every single day, setting an example of
zealous practice for all people who believe in the Dharma. This is due to
the protective power of the arhats, which also manifests in the capacity
of the Dharma to abide forever in this world (33r–33v). The officiant
finally addresses the assembly: “Therefore, assembly, in order to
eliminate misfortune, bestow happiness, and enable the Dharma to
abide forever, we should perform a prostration. We sing a verse” (33v).
The assembly sings the following verse (when this section is vocalized):

The Sixteen Great Arhats
Are like jewels protecting the country.
One invocation and one prostration
Can eliminate all calamities.



Humbly prostrating ourselves we take refuge in the Sixteen Great Arhats. May we
meet them lifetime after lifetime. (34r)

The fifth section, which Morita read and is the shortest, explains the
significance of making offerings to the Buddha’s relics. The text first
establishes that the arhats continue to dwell in this world and protect
humans, because the Buddha out of pity had ordered them to do so. And
to further benefit deluded beings, the Buddha has left physical relics
(34v). The text closes by saying:

At dusk under the Sāla trees, the Buddha shed tears of pity and great compassion
and entrusted us to the bodhisattvas and śrāvakas. In the morning of the five evils,
he left solid bodily relics (kengo kosshari 堅固骨舍利 ) and thus carried out buddha
acts that provide miraculous benefits. The pity (awaremi 哀) [expressed] during his
lifetime and after his entry into nirvāṇa, and the compassion (megumi 恵) [expressed
through] his physical body (shōshin 生身 ) and dispersed body (saishin 碎身 ) are
beyond expression. Therefore, in order to venerate this inexhaustible benefit, we
should sing a verse and perform a prostration. We sing a verse. (34v–35r)

All the monks sing the last verse of the shikimon and then perform a
prostration, concluding this ritual sequence:

Unborn, he showed his birth in Kapilavastu.
Undying, he showed his death in Kuśinagara.
Eternally abiding on the Vulture Peak, he saves all sentient beings.
Therefore we bow before the venerable Śākyamuni.

Humbly prostrating ourselves we take refuge in the relics of the remaining body.
May we meet them lifetime after lifetime. (35r–v)

Closure: Transfer of Merit
The ritual ends with a transfer of merit. Because kōshiki in the Sōtō
school are usually not sponsored by lay devotees, the merit is not
dedicated to a specific individual. Instead the monks transfer the merit
to all beings. The cantor’s assistant strikes the singing bowl once,
muted, and then the cantor sings the first line of the Universal Transfer
of Merit (Fuekō 普回向). The assembly comes in on the second line, and
the cantor’s assistant strikes the singing bowl at the beginning of each
line. The monks sing:

We wish that this merit
Extends universally to all.
May we and all sentient beings
Together realize the Buddha way. (36r)75

They sing this chant with melodic patterns similar to those in the
opening Gāthā to Scattering Flowers. After the verse, the cantor alone
vocalizes the final phrase: “Homage to the Dharma realm of self and
others. May we equally benefit.” He ends the line with a tremolo that
becomes softer and softer and so concludes the ritual.



The monks of the assembly turn to face the altar and perform three
prostrations synchronized by strikes of the handbell. The monks sitting
in the middle area of the hall—except the officiant—return to their
starting positions at the back of the hall, and when they arrive at their
place they bow to the left, right, and center. The officiant resumes his
starting place among the other monks, and all bow again in the same
manner. As the monks of the assembly disperse, the usher leads the
officiant and his two assistants back to his seat to the right of the altar.
Once there, he and his assistants bow three times, and then all bow to
the left, right, and center, thus departing from the ceremony.

At Sōjiji, a group photo of the monks who performed the central ritual
functions, most of them advanced novices, is usually taken before the
ritual assistants start the hall cleanup. The photo not only documents
the occasion in the ritual tradition of Sōjiji, but also serves as a
memento of the monks’ training when they have left the head temple.

Although the foregoing description has detailed the movements that
occur during the ritual, the performance of the Rakan kōshiki actually
requires very little movement on the whole, and most monks stay at
their place the whole time, only performing prostrations when required.
For the monks in the assembly, who do not have an opportunity to move
throughout the ritual, the experience of kneeling for over two hours can
be an ordeal. Yet the well-rehearsed and finely choreographed
movements of the monks with central roles and their assistants add
immensely to the aesthetic character of the ritual; and anyone filming or
photographing strives to capture the subtlety of their elegant and
refined gestures. Early in my fieldwork, a young instructor who
sometimes accompanied me during filming took delight in directing my
attention to special movements. It seemed that the monks who
performed these movements enjoyed them as well. One of the teachers
at Sōjiji said that when he was a novice at Sōjiji over twenty years ago,
they tried to refine the movements as much as they could and would
showcase them to a higher degree than today’s novices would. This
bespeaks the physicality of ritual practice as well as the embodied
nature of Zen practice.

Ritual Frames and the Structure of the Rakan kōshiki

Having described the performance of the Rakan kōshiki in detail, I now
turn to examining its ritual structure. I show how the shikimon was set
into a ritual frame and how smaller frames encompass sequences that
form the larger frame, creating a flow in which the ritual unfolds. Other
than naming the liturgical texts incorporated in the ritual, Sōtō monks
do not propose a structural analysis of their kōshiki. Yet, as the
preceding sections of this chapter have outlined, the order and content



of the chants suggest a structural division into five parts (table 2.1). The
first consists of the purification of the ritual space, and it incorporates
the Gāthā to Scattering Flowers and the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms.
The second part invokes the objects of veneration and invites them to
come to the place. It comprises the address of invitation, the Dharma
words during the offering of incense, the offertory declaration, and the
communal obeisance—at the end of which, the objects of veneration are
thought to be present at the ritual site. The third part, the Four Shōmyō
Melodies, functions as a symbolic feast. All the liturgical pieces
performed so far, from the opening Gāthā to Scattering Flowers to the
Gāthā of the Sounding Staff, the last of the Four Shōmyō Melodies,
constitute the preparatory sequences leading into the central sequence
of the kōshiki: the shikimon, which I interpret as the heart of the
ceremony. The function of the shikimon is twofold: it addresses the
invisible audience, consisting of the objects of veneration—in this case,
the arhats as well as the Buddha relics—and praises them. Vocally and
semantically, this is done through the pronouncement of intention and
thematic sections recited by the officiant and the verses and words of
worship sung by the assembly. In addition, the performers express their
devotion bodily by performing full prostrations after each verse. The
recitation of the officiant can further be interpreted as a lecture about
the virtues of the objects of veneration for the clerics and lay devotees
attending the ritual. The fifth and last part is the transfer of merit and
closing of the ceremony. Because the shikimon is the central sequence
of the ritual, I view the preceding and concluding sequences as forming
a ritual frame, in which the shikimon is set. This frame is not
symmetrical, as the preparatory sequences are much longer than the
concluding transfer of merit. But like a picture frame enclosing a
picture, the ritual frame of the kōshiki encloses the shikimon.

Table 2.1. Standard ritual form of kōshiki in the Sōtō school

Ritual sequence Function
Gāthā to Scattering Flowers (Sange no ge 散 華
偈)

Purification of the ritual space

Hymn of the Four Wisdoms (Shichisan 四 智 讃)  
Address of invitation (kanjōmon 勧請文) Invitation to the objects of

veneration
Offertory declaration (saimon 祭文)  
Communal obeisance (sōrai no ge 総礼偈)  
Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shika hōyō 四箇法要): Feast
– Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibai 如 来
唄)

 

– Gāthā of Falling Flowers (Sange no ge 散 華 偈)  



– Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound (Bonnon no ge 梵 音偈)  

– Gāthā of the Sounding Staff (Shakujō no ge 錫杖
偈)

 

Shikimon 式文 Lecture / praise / worship
Universal Transfer of Merit (Fuekō 普回向) Transfer of merit
The pieces highlighted in gray constitute the ritual frame. (Because the
Dharma words that accompany the incense offering [nenkō hōgo] are
not included in the ritual handbooks, I do not list them among the ritual
sequences for the invitation to the objects of veneration.)

During the ritual, texts that were written for a particular kōshiki are
vocalized along with standard liturgical pieces used in other rituals. The
opening and closing parts—the purification of ritual space and transfer
of merit—along with the third part of the symbolic feast, tend to be
standard liturgical pieces. The second and fourth parts—the invitation
and shikimon—address the objects of worship directly and therefore
incorporate texts that were composed or adapted for the needs of a
particular kōshiki. Consequently, we find an alternation between
standard liturgical pieces, which belong to a shared ritual vocabulary of
Japanese Buddhism, and newly composed texts or pieces that have been
adapted for the kōshiki.

The beginning and the end of the ritual are mirrored: the monks
assemble in a prescribed fashion at the back of the hall close to the
doors, while the officiant waits in a back area to the right of the altar,
from which he is the last to enter the central space. The ritual ends in
the same way, but in the reverse order. So the frame enclosing the
shikimon is set into a larger frame consisting of entering and exiting the
hall.

Within the kōshiki, we also find smaller frames. Each ritual sequence
is framed by a set of related actions: when the opening action is the
cantor’s gesture of invitation to the monks who will lead a certain
liturgical piece and their movement into the middle of the hall, the
closing action is the return of the monks to their original places. The
first three pieces—Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, the Hymn of the Four
Wisdoms, and the address of invitation—are all framed in this way. The
closing action of a ritual sequence usually overlaps with the opening
action of the next sequence, because the cantor times his movement to
initiate the next invitation to coincide with the final prostration of the
monks who have completed the last sequence. Hence ritual sequences
are framed by corresponding actions, and these frames are coordinated
with one another and set within the overall frame of the kōshiki.

Some sequences are tied together by the fact that they are initiated at
the same time. For example, the cantor invites the officiant who reads
the Dharma words and the monk who vocalizes the offertory declaration



one after the other, and these sequences thus share the same starting
point. Then, when the monk who read the offertory declaration performs
a final prostration, the cantor begins to sing the communal obeisance,
creating a transition to the next piece and tying the three pieces into a
unit. Similarly, the performers of the Four Shōmyō Melodies are invited
by the cantor at the same time, and the interlocking structure knits the
four individual pieces and the sequences together.

The larger ritual structure, moreover, follows a guest-host paradigm.
That is, the ritual is seen as a banquet or entertainment to which the
deities (the guests) are invited by the performing clerics (the hosts).
During the Rakan kōshiki, for example, the clerics chant the Gāthā to
Scattering Flowers and the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms to prepare the
ritual space. Then they vocalize the address of invitation and the
offertory declaration to invite and welcome the objects of worship, and
they sing a communal obeisance paying respect to the deities who are
thought to have just arrived at the ceremonial site. The Four Shōmyō
Melodies subsequently serve as a banquet of praise for the objects of
worship. During the shikimon the clerics continue praising the objects of
worship, expressing devotion while detailing their virtues. And at the
close of the ritual, we can assume that the Universal Transfer of Merit
serves to send off the objects of worship, although it does not state this
aim.76

While the guest-host model is well known as an analytical framework
for interpreting Shingon rituals, many other Buddhist rituals are also
based on it.77 For example, during the memorial services for Chan
patriarchs and former abbots in Song China, the spirit of a patriarch or
former abbot was invited to attend as the honored guest, and offerings
of hot water, tea, and food were provided for him.78 Another example is
the sutra-chanting services performed at Sōtō temples. While the
objects of worship might not be explicitly invited through a particular
invocation, offerings for them are still provided and the merit is
transferred to them at the end of the ritual.

Surprisingly, while the shikimon, the genre-defining text, was
originally the main ritual sequence in a kōshiki, contemporary Sōtō
monks do not always see that text as the center of the ritual. Officiants
today rarely vocalize the entire text and usually choose to abbreviate it.
What the clerics seem more interested in is the performance of the
shōmyō pieces, which they sing with melodies, in contrast to the
recitations that occur with few if any melodic inflections. The liturgical
piece that often receives the most attention—and consequently feels like
the musical climax of the ritual—is the Praise of the Thus Come One.
When I took part in the creation of a new ritual that incorporated
elements of a kōshiki while stopping short of being one, the Sōtō monks
I worked with regarded the Praise of the Thus Come One as the high



point, insisting that it had to be placed in a position to form the climax
of the ritual. Likewise, when I mentioned that I was studying kōshiki to
classmates at Komazawa University, who were all young Sōtō clerics,
some immediately started half humming, half singing to vocalize the
Praise of the Thus Come One in a halting way, as if to indicate that, to
them, this piece was the most memorable part of the ritual. Thus, even
though it was not intended to be the center of the ritual, it draws
attention to itself due to its dramatic musical quality. That contemporary
Sōtō clerics seem to value the shōmyō pieces more highly than the
shikimon may also be reflected in their definition of kōshiki as any ritual
featuring a high percentage of shōmyō. The results of my fieldwork
suggest that the frame—the shōmyō pieces—do in fact receive more
attention than the picture—the shikimon. We could even say that among
contemporary Sōtō clerics there has been a reversal of figure and
ground with the music of the ritual eclipsing its original logic.

Variations of the Basic Ritual Form
The structure of the Rakan kōshiki served as a model—or template—for
other kōshiki.79 Clerics composing a new kōshiki drew from a repertoire
of ritual elements—or modules—derived from earlier kōshiki, and they
usually inserted an offertory declaration and a newly composed or
adapted shikimon into a standard ritual frame. This meant that the
process of innovation was deeply rooted in a preexisting ritual tradition,
yet that grounding did not preclude the possibility of introducing
variations in the standard ritual frame as well. Such changes were
evidence of a dynamic vitality in an otherwise static-seeming ritual form.

Of the nineteen Sōtō kōshiki that I studied, eleven follow a basic
ritual structure derived from the Rakan kōshiki with some variations.80

Most do not contain an address of invitation or Dharma words during
the incense offering—perhaps unsurprising in that the latter goes
unmentioned in the ritual handbooks for the Rakan kōshiki and seems to
be a special addition by Sōjiji’s monks.81 According to the extant ritual
handbooks, even when a kōshiki follows the standard ritual form, there
can be variations depending on the particular needs of the temple or
occasion. If necessary, the form can be simplified, or it can be
elaborated by the addition of other ritual elements. A typical elaboration
might be to add a sutra recitation to the kōshiki. For example, according
to some ritual handbooks, the Nehan kōshiki at Sōjiji and Menzan’s
Hōon kōshiki ended with sutra recitations.82 Adding a closing hymn
might be another possibility, as the monks at Sōjiji may have done in the
Tokugawa period by singing the Final Praise (Gobai 後唄)83 at the end of
their kōshiki.84 In other circumstances, kōshiki could also be
abbreviated, as in the performance of the Nehan kōshiki and Daruma



kōshiki at Yōmeiji 永明寺  in Shimane prefecture where monks omitted
the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, Praise of the Thus Come One, and
possibly the San-Bon-Shaku. By omitting these five chants, the form of
the ritual became relatively simple, consisting of the Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers, the offertory declaration, the communal obeisance, the
shikimon (including the respective verses), and the Universal Transfer of
Merit.85

A more complex kind of variation occurred when kōshiki deviated in
more substantial ways from the standard ritual structure. In these cases,
important liturgical texts, taken from well-established rituals related to
the object of worship, were incorporated to align the kōshiki more
closely with its actual object of worship. The modularity that allowed
these texts to be integrated into a kōshiki proved vital for the design of
new rituals.

Six of the kōshiki I studied do not adhere to the standard ritual
structure of Sōtō kōshiki. In Menzan’s Daihannya kōshiki, for example,
the monks sing the piece Gāthā of Praising Incense (Kōsan no ge 香讃偈)
before the invitation and omit the Praise of the Thus Come One and San-
Bon-Shaku. After the shikimon, the monks recite the Heart Sutra and
perform a rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom
before ending with a dhāraṇī and a special transfer of merit. In other
words, for a kōshiki on the Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom,
Menzan fused elements of a kōshiki with a rolling reading of that sutra,
a ritual that was widely performed in Japanese Buddhism.86 Similarly,
the author of the Myōken kōshiki omitted the Praise of the Thus Come
One and San-Bon-Shaku while adding an invocation, sutra readings, and
dhāraṇī before the shikimon. He also added a votive text and the Final
Praise at the end of the ritual.

A contrasting example is the Kannon kōshiki, edited by Mugaku
Guzen, which was simplified. Mugaku decided to omit the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms, offertory declaration, and San-Bon-Shaku, using the Ten
Great Vows [of Kannon] (Jū daiganmon 十 大 願 文 ) instead. He also
replaced the Praise of the Thus Come One with the Verse of the Praise
of the Thus Come One. Then, after the Universal Transfer of Merit, he
added a recitation of the Kannon Sutra with an optional
circumambulation of the hall and a final Transfer of Merit for the
Offerings to the Great Kannon (Kannon daishi jōgu ekō 観音大士上供回

向).87

Table 2.2 shows at a glance the structural innovations of the six
kōshiki that deviate from the standard ritual structure of the Rakan
kōshiki. It reveals that underlying the many variations is a common
substrate consisting of a communal obeisance, shikimon, and transfer of
merit. The communal obeisance, a verse that expresses veneration for
the object(s) of worship, is selected for each kōshiki and can differ



accordingly, but there are a few verses that are often used for this
purpose. A shikimon, as the genre-defining text, is required in all
kōshiki. Since it is customary for all Buddhist rituals to transfer the
merit produced through the performance of the ritual, all kōshiki end
with a transfer of merit. In other words, the communal obeisance,
shikimon, and transfer of merit are the basic elements shared by all
kōshiki, and the variations in structure shown in the table illustrate the
modularity, fluidity, and interrituality of this ritual genre.

Table 2.2. Comparison of the Rakan kōshiki and kōshiki that deviate from its ritual
form

Rakan
kōshiki

Daihannya
kōshiki

Myōken
kōshiki

Eihei shoso
Dōgen
zenji
kōshiki

Kannon
kōshiki

Busshōe
kōshiki

Kasekison
nōke kōshiki

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

Communal
obeisance

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

   

  Gāthā of
Praising
Incense

Invocation
(keibyaku
啓白)

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

Ten Great
Vows [of
Kannon]

   

Hymn of
the Four
Wisdoms

  Hymn of
the Four
Wisdoms

Hymn of
the Four
Wisdoms

     

Invitation Invitation Invitation        
Offertory
declaration

Offertory
declaration

Offertory
declaration

Offertory
declaration

     

Communal
obeisance

Communal
obeisance

Communal
obeisance

  Communal
obeisance

Communal
obeisance

Communal
obeisance

    Heart
Sutra,
Marvelously
Beneficial
Disaster
Preventing
Dhāraṇī,
Dhāraṇī of
Myōken,
other
dhāraṇī,
Shingon of
Universal
Offerings

       

Praise of
the Thus
Come One

    Praise of
the Thus
Come One

Praise of
the Thus
Come One

Praise of
the Thus
Come One

 

San-Bon-
Shaku

    San-Bon-
Shaku

  Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

 



Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon
  Heart

Sutra
  “Ease in

Practice”
chapter of
the Lotus
Sutra

    Dhāraṇī,
words of
worship

  Rolling
reading of
the Great
Sutra on
the
Perfection
of Wisdom

         

  Disaster
Preventing
Dhāraṇī

         

Universal
Transfer of
Merit

Transfer of
merit

Universal
Transfer of
Merit

Universal
Transfer of
Merit

Universal
Transfer
of Merit

Universal
Transfer
of Merit

Universal
Transfer of
Merit

    Votive text
(ganmon 願
文)

  Verses of
the
Kannon
Sutra

Section
for
protector
deities
(jinbun 神
分)

Text for
arousing the
aspiration for
enlightenment
(bodaishin 菩
提心)

    Final praise
(Gobai 後貝)

  Transfer
of merit
for
offerings
to the
Great
Kannon

Transfer
of merit

 

I used the following texts for comparison:
– Tōjō Rakan kōshiki (1756); Rakan kuyōshiki (ZSZ 2: 787–803); Shōwa kaitei Rakan

kōshiki (1966).
– Daihannya kōshiki (1773).
– Myōken kōshikibon (1780); Myōken kōshikibon zen (n.d.).
– Eihei shoso Dōgen zenji kōshiki (1707).
– Kannon kōshiki (1871), Komazawa University.
– Busshōe kōshiki (1751; 1865); Busshōe ryaku kōshiki (1886; n.d.). (However, there

is one edition in the archive of the Research Institute for Japanese Music
Historiography at Ueno Gakuen University produced in 1894 that does follow the
standard ritual form.)

– Kasekison nōke kōshiki (1864).
Although the Yakushi kōshiki in the archive of Yōmeiji probably differed from the
standard form, it is not included in this table because the ritual handbook does not
clearly outline its ritual form.

Modules in the Rakan kōshiki



The preceding sections have shown that the ability of clerics to create a
ritual frame or structure for kōshiki out of selected liturgical pieces
depended on a modularity that was vital in the invention of rituals. In
the actual performance of kōshiki, we find the deployment not only of
textual modules but of sonic, kinetic, and material ones as well. This
section introduces the multiple dimensions in which the complex
modularity of Sōtō kōshiki plays out in performance.

Many of the elements introduced below appear in other rituals
besides kōshiki and thus are part of the embodied knowledge that
clerics acquire during their training. The interrituality of these building
blocks, both within the Sōtō repertoire of rituals and across the
Japanese Buddhist traditions, enables Sōtō clerics to perform a wide
range of rituals without extensive rehearsals.

Textual Modules
While kōshiki authors have a high degree of freedom in the composition
of a shikimon and the selection of complementary liturgical pieces, the
performers do not. They cannot utter any words spontaneously, and all
texts are fixed. An officiant might choose to abbreviate the shikimon, but
he does not change its words. Rituals, as Roy Rappaport suggested, are
“performances of more or less invariant sequences of formal acts and
utterances, not entirely encoded by the performers.”88 Such utterances
function as textual modules. Some are relatively short, whereas others
are more extensive and may consist of entire liturgical pieces.

When a monk creates a new kōshiki, he composes a new shikimon
and maybe an offertory declaration. Texts in these liturgical genres use
certain phrases at particular junctures—for example, the offertory
declaration usually ends with a phrase asking the objects of worship to
accept the offerings. Or in the thematic sections of a shikimon, phrases
like “first / second / third, I explain …” and “let us all perform a
prostration and sing a verse” appear at the beginning and end of each
section. Moreover, if an author chooses to include a passage from a
sutra, he also adds connecting sentences. All of these formulaic phrases
are textual modules that a kōshiki author has at his command.

Additionally, the ritual frame into which a kōshiki author sets his
shikimon and offertory declaration consists of standard liturgical pieces
and further employs shorter common phrases such as the patterns used
in the address of invitation or the words of worship sung after certain
verses, many of which are learned by the clerics in other rituals or
kōshiki. All of these textual passages can be regarded as building blocks
or modules that an author selects for a new ritual, which consequently is
highly intertextual.

Acoustic Modules



Sounds and music, while often overlooked in ritual studies, play a
central role in many Buddhist ceremonies. In kōshiki, the texts may be
foundational in the invention of a new ritual, but they are only realized
in the vocalization that takes place during the performance. That is,
ritual languages “even when written, remain tacitly sonic.”89 Sōtō
monks usually speak of “kōshiki shōmyō” when they talk about these
rituals, acknowledging music as a vital component of kōshiki.

Acoustic modules fall into two categories. The first is vocal music:
most pieces are performed with melodies, and the clerics vocalize the
texts using melodic inflections or patterns. Each melodic pattern has a
name, clearly demarcating it from other patterns, and when combined
they form the melody of a piece.

The second category comprises the sounds of the musical
instruments. These specific sounds signal the beginning of a piece or a
line of verse and coordinate physical movements. They also frame
liturgical pieces or sequences. Most of the patterned sounds—for
example, the strikes of the handbell to coordinate prostrations—are
similarly used in other rituals and thus are very familiar to the clerics,
accentuating the interrituality of kōshiki. Moreover, the sounds of the
instruments not only structure the ritual but give it a rhythm: “By
demarcating a beginning, ending, transition, or high point, sounds can
lay out a narrative track even when they don’t contain narratives.”90 The
musical soundscape of kōshiki will be studied in detail in the next
chapter.

Kinetic Modules
Conduct in a Sōtō monastery is regulated by precisely executed
postures, gestures, and movements. This concentration on etiquette is a
core doctrine of Sōtō Zen, often expressed in the proverb: “Proper
conduct is the Buddha Dharma; etiquette is the principle of our school”
(igi soku buppō, sahō kore shūshi 威儀即仏法、作法是宗旨 ).91 Novices
learn the proper forms of bodily conduct during their training, and the
exact execution of these forms is drilled over and over again. As a result,
the performance of these postures, gestures, and movements is integral
to the deeply internalized embodied knowledge that Sōtō clerics
acquire.92 This same knowledge informs kōshiki as the kinetic modules
employed in the ritual. Some convey important messages, functioning
“as a second language articulated simultaneously alongside of words.”93

Others frame ritual sequences and can be interpreted as punctuation
marks (periods, colons, or commas) that create a pulse on which the
ritual unfolds.

Sitting and hand postures follow the common etiquette of ritualized
actions in the Sōtō school. In the basic sitting posture, the monks kneel
while resting the buttocks on their heels (seiza 正坐 ). All other sitting



postures indicate the special character of a certain liturgical piece or
sequence. For example, the monks leading the address of invitation and
the Praise of the Thus Come One sit in lotus position, the posture of
seated meditation, whereas the monk who recites the offertory
declaration takes an upright kneeling posture. In his explanations of
kōshiki, Inoue Gishin suggests that sitting in lotus position during the
Praise of the Thus Come One underscores the high skill that is
necessary to perform this piece well. The offertory declaration is an
expression of yearning for the arrival of the objects of veneration at the
ceremonial place, so upright kneeling declares one’s veneration. He
points out, too, that the Praise of the Thus Come One and the offertory
declaration are traditionally vocalized by senior monks, and the San-
Bon-Shaku is usually led by young monks while standing. Thus the
sitting (or standing) postures and the role allocation reflect the temple
hierarchy. He further remarks that the changes in sitting posture, which
usually does not happen in other rituals, add color to the ritual.94 The
hand postures of the monks are also prescribed. Either they join their
palms together in front of their chests (gasshō 合唱), or they place the
left hand on top of the right hand, palms up on their lap with the tips of
their thumbs lightly touching (hokkaijō in 法界定印 ), or they hold the
ritual handbook in front of their eyes in a specified way.

The numerous prostrations performed by the monks during the ritual
express deep respect and devotion to the object of worship and give
additional weight to the statements vocalized. When the monks invite
the arhats one by one to appear at the ceremonial site, they perform a
prostration after each invocation. They also perform at least one
prostration whenever they sing words of worship. Thus they convey the
meaning of their words not only vocally but also physically.95

Other ritual actions are also minutely prescribed, such as how to
enter the central area of the hall, how to walk to reach an assigned
place, how to bow in greeting, how to circumambulate the hall, and how
to deliver offerings. Kinetic modules, as noted above, enclose the ritual
as a whole, as well as all ritual sequences. Framing the entire ritual is a
distinctive style of entering and exiting the hall, and ritual sequences
are framed by the cantor’s gesture of invitation to perform a particular
ritual function and by the monks’ return to their places at the end of the
sequence. Using the metaphor of punctuation marks, one could
interpret these actions as semicolons or periods marking the end of a
message that is conveyed, and the beginning of another.

Material Modules
Another type of module is formed by the objects and materials used in
the ritual. Some traditions do not sacralize their ritual objects and
instead try to minimize costs. The iconoclastic discourse found in some



records of Chan encounters might suggest that Zen monks would
devalue icons and ritual objects. However, during my fieldwork, I
witnessed how clerics at Sōjiji are accustomed to using highly refined
materials that display their temple’s status to visitors and guests, and
how other wealthy temples openly show off their new acquisitions.96

During the kōshiki, material modules fulfill various functions, some vital
to the particular ritual, others needed to bring off the performance, and
still others part of clerical attire in general.

The most important consideration is that the object of worship must
be made present through an image. If there is none present in the hall,
images are prepared. In the case of the Rakan kōshiki, sixteen hanging
scrolls depicting the arhats are usually suspended in the center of the
hall beside or behind the altar area. In the Nehan kōshiki, which is
concerned with the Buddha’s entry into nirvāṇa and is sometimes
performed during his annual memorial service, a scroll depicting the
scene of the Buddha’s last night is hung as the central image in the hall,
and the participants in the ritual gaze at it while listening to the
recitation of the officiant.

Texts are both heard and handled during the ritual. They are present
not only as a vocalized text, but also as material objects in the form of
printed books and manuscripts. All monks use a ritual handbook; even
when they do not vocalize a particular text themselves, they hold the
ritual handbook in front of their eyes and read along.97 The handbooks
they use are concertina-fold booklets, the standard format for sutra
books used in Buddhist rituals. The address of invitation and the
offertory declaration are produced as handscrolls, however, and are put
on the table in front of the altar in a special envelope. Both the format of
these texts and their placement in ceremonial envelopes underscore the
special character of these liturgical pieces.

There are other materials that fulfill essential functions during the
ritual. To invite the objects of veneration to the ritual space, implements
such as the water vessel and stick for sprinkling water, the paper
flowers that are scattered, and the incense holder are used at the
beginning of the ritual to purify and prepare the ritual space. Offerings
to welcome the objects of worship, such as incense, tea, sweets, and
rice, are provided in special vessels. The particular offerings made and
their manner of delivery will be familiar to the monks who place them on
the altar, since offerings similar to those in the Rakan kōshiki are
provided in other Sōtō rituals as well. Also, the room is decorated.
Flowers and candles are set up on the altar, and an open vessel for
offering incense sticks is put on the table in front of the altar. Some of
the other decorations, however, are permanent fixtures in the hall that
do not need to be set up beforehand.



In addition to regular articles of attire, such as clerical robes, sitting
clothes, and other accessories, the monks also carry a sitting cloth on
which they sit in rituals. The officiant holds a scepter staff (nyoi 如意) to
signify his status (see fig. 2.9),98 and he wears red shoes at the
beginning and end of the ritual when he walks to the back of the central
area where the monks wait and then back to the right side of the hall.
His ceremonial place is also specially set up: he sits in front of a small
table on which a candle and flowers have been prepared. In the middle
of the table is a special bookstand, which is sometimes covered with fine
fabric, and a small bell is placed to its right, which he plays at the
beginning of all sections during the shikimon (see fig. 2.13). Moreover,
while the other monks spread their sitting cloths directly on the floor,
the officiant has a mat under his sitting cloth as a further sign of his
status.

Ritual paraphernalia include small tables set up for the monks sitting
in the central area of the hall, on which round golden trays with five-
colored cords are sometimes placed. These trays are only brought out
on special occasions, such as when the abbot of Sōjiji serves as the
officiant in an important ritual. Common implements that aid a
successful performance of the ritual include a sutra stand for the cantor
and the singers of the Praise of the Thus Come One, microphones, and
sitting cushions for the monks who perform the Praise of the Thus Come
One and the address of invitation.

Ritual sequences and the larger structures of the ritual fuse the
textual, acoustic, kinetic, and material modules, forming new wholes
that exceed the sum of their parts. Additionally, some central ritual
objects are complex in themselves, occupying two or more dimensions:
Liturgical texts, for example, are simultaneously present as linguistic
entities, sound (linguistic patterns vocalized with or without melodies),
and material objects (the books and handscrolls present in the ritual).
Moreover, since the ritual handbook contains procedural directions as
well as liturgical texts, which are then embodied or put to action in the
ritual, we can say that the text is also realized kinetically. Musical
instruments are another example. They are objects in themselves, but it
is their sound in the acoustic dimension that is essential, and they are
played by monks moving their bodies in prescribed ways. Probably the
most vivid example is the cymbal playing, which the monks perform with
carefully choreographed movements. And of course the music notation
in the texts makes the musical instruments present in the form of text.

The Rakan kōshiki on the Move

The Rakan kōshiki, credited to Dōgen and performed by Keizan, was
adopted and performed by monks in the Rinzai and Shingon schools,



providing a strong basis for comparison of the ritual frames used in
different traditions. Apart from minor variants, the shikimon and the
offertory declaration are the same in the three schools, reflecting a pan-
sectarian understanding of arhat veneration. However, the ritual
structure in which the common elements are held differs according to
the school, for each developed its own unique way of performing
kōshiki. The following comparison, it should be noted, is based on ritual
manuals from different time periods, but that latitude does not vitiate
the observation that the separate identities of the schools are reflected
in the different ritual frames they developed.

The Rakan kōshiki in the Rinzai School
The origins of this kōshiki in the Rinzai school are unclear, but we know
that Yōsai (or Eisai, 1141–1215), the so-called founder of Rinzai Zen in
Japan, annually performed an arhat ceremony in the first month of the
year.99 At Tōfukuji 東福寺, the influential Rinzai temple in Kyoto founded
in Katei 2 (1236), monks have performed arhat rituals since the late
thirteenth century, but we do not know when a Rakan kōshiki was first
performed at a Rinzai temple or who might have introduced it.100 The
only two ritual handbooks that I was able to study were produced by the
print shop Baiyōshoin 貝葉書  院  in Kyoto for Myōshinji 妙心寺  (Kyoto),
another major Rinzai monastery (fig. 2.14), and Tōfukuji.101 At the latter
temple, the Rakan kōshiki is still performed annually during the first
three days of the year. The Myōshinji version was originally edited in
Ansei 6 (1823), but the corresponding date for the Tōfukuji version is
not known. Nevertheless, according to both ritual handbooks, the ritual
form of the kōshiki was as follows:



Figure 2.14. Meiji shinkoku Rakan kōshiki, Myōshinji. Edited in 1823; woodblock
recarved in the Meiji era. This excerpt shows the offertory declaration and communal
obeisance. The markings to the right of the Chinese characters indicate the melodic
inflections. Collection of the author.

Invitation
Offertory declaration
Communal obeisance
Shikimon 102

Universal Transfer of Merit

At first sight, it is already clear that this structure is much simpler
than its counterpart in the Sōtō school: the Rinzai Rakan kōshiki
contains fewer liturgical pieces. The same structure is outlined in both
handbooks, but the texts of the invitation differ, with the Myōshinji
version being similar to the Sōtō text.103 The offertory declaration, the
communal obeisance, and the shikimon are more or less identical. The
Rinzai kōshiki also ends with the Universal Transfer of Merit in the same
way as the kōshiki of the Shingon and Sōtō schools.104 During the Rakan
kōshiki performed at Tōfukuji that I attended in 2010, the monks
additionally performed a rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the
Perfection of Wisdom after the kōshiki.

The Rakan kōshiki in the Rinzai school also differs from its
counterparts in the Sōtō and Shingon schools in its musical
performance. In general, Rinzai monks do not sing elaborate melodies or
pieces with many melodic inflections. Nonetheless, as the musical
notation in the ritual handbooks indicates, they vocalize the offertory
declaration with a few melodic inflections. In addition, the communal
obeisance and the verses of the shikimon contain a musical notation that
consists mainly of straight lines, which most likely indicate a sustained
tone. Therefore, I assume that the verses were sung mostly on one pitch



with very limited melodic variation. In sum, the limited melodic
realizations of the texts reflect the fact that the Rinzai school does not
have an extensive shōmyō repertoire.

The Rakan kōshiki in the Shingon School
Monks on Mt. Kōya, the center of the Nanzan Shin school 南山進流  of
Shingon shōmyō, also performed the Rakan kōshiki.105 They called it
Sakujitsu Rakan kōshiki 朔日羅漢講式 (Kōshiki for the arhats on the first
day of the year), as they usually performed it on that day. Extant
manuscripts and woodblock prints suggest that they performed it from
the Muromachi until the Tokugawa period.106 Unfortunately, we do not
know when it was first performed at Mt. Kōya or who introduced the
ritual text to this branch of the Shingon school. Today, Shingon monks
no longer perform this kōshiki.

One of the ritual manuals for the Rakan kōshiki printed on Mt. Kōya
in the Tokugawa period was the Rakan kō hossoku, edited in or before
Bunka 8 (1811) (fig. 2.15). Because it is the only ritual handbook that I
was able to find that contains all the texts vocalized by the assembly, I
use it here to analyze the ritual form. According to this handbook, the
form of the Rakan kōshiki on Mt. Kōya was as follows:

Invitation107

Hymns for the Delivery of Offerings: 108

Sanskrit Hymn of the Four Wisdoms (Shichi no bongo 四智梵 語)109

Sanskrit Hymn of Mahāvairocana (Shinryaku no bongo 心略梵 語)110

Hymn of Vajrakarma (Kongōgō 金剛業)111

Offertory Declaration
Communal Obeisance
Four Shōmyō Melodies:

Praise of the Thus Come One
Gāthā of Falling Flowers
Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound
Gāthā of the Sounding Staff
Shikimon 112

Universal Transfer of Merit 113

Praise of Relics (Shari rai 舎利礼)114



Figure 2.15. Rakan kō hossoku, printed at Mt. Kōya (1811?). This excerpt shows the
invitation (kanjō) at the beginning of the ritual. The lines to the left of the Chinese
characters indicate the melodies of the chant. Courtesy of East Asia Library, Stanford
University. Used with permission.

This structure is more complex than the ritual form in the other two
schools. However, this brief overview also shows that the Shingon
version shares more similarities with the Sōtō than with the Rinzai
version. Importantly, the order of liturgical pieces at the beginning is
different. In the Sōtō school, the ritual starts with the Gāthā to
Scattering Flowers, which is not included in the Shingon version. On Mt.
Kōya, the Rakan kōshiki started with an address of invitation, which in
the Sōtō school follows the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms. Moreover,
instead of only one Sanskrit piece—the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms—
Shingon clerics vocalized three Sanskrit hymns during the delivery of
offerings. And at the end of the ritual, they sang the Praise of the Relics,
which is absent from the Sōtō version. The fifth section of the shikimon
praises the Buddha’s relics, and by including the Praise of the Relics,
Shingon monks added another piece that expresses veneration for the
Buddha’s relics. Yet, despite these differences, the ritual structures in
both schools share many similarities.

Finally, I would like to note that the Shingon school is one of the
mainstream traditions of kōshiki. Many kōshiki originated within this
school, and Shingon monks have performed rituals in this genre over the
centuries. Additionally, this school has a rich shōmyō repertoire, and
shōmyō has always been a central element of the school’s monastic
curriculum. Therefore, Shingon clerics spent considerable time and
effort mastering and refining their vocal skills, developed detailed
musical notation systems, and wrote treatises on shōmyō. As expected,
the Rakan kōshiki performed at Mt. Kōya had more musical features



than the corresponding ritual in the Sōtō or Rinzai schools: The
manuscripts of the shikimon and the offertory declaration include
musical notation indicating melodic inflections on every syllable.115

According to that notation, the shikimon was recited with melodic
patterns on three different pitch levels. The officiant started on the first
pitch level, occasionally went up to the second pitch level, and in the
fourth and fifth sections recited certain passages on the highest pitch
level. These alterations in pitch emphasized changes of topic, the words
of the Buddha or the arhats, and other important passages. In this way,
the narrative part of the shikimon became an expressive musical piece
that required training and practice to perform well.116 All the other
pieces were also sung with distinct melodies, spanning a wide range of
shōmyō styles, creating a rich sonic landscape.

Ritual Form and School Identity
This brief overview of the ritual structures used in the respective
schools has highlighted the differences between them. Yet there were
also significant similarities. All three schools use the invitation, offertory
declaration, communal obeisance, shikimon, and Universal Transfer of
Merit. These elements constitute the basic form used in the Rinzai
school. In contrast to the five-part structure outlined above, the Rinzai
version omits the first part devoted to purifying the ritual space and the
third part featuring the Four Shōmyō Melodies. Therefore, the ritual
frame in the Rinzai school consists only of the invitation of the objects of
worship and the transfer of merit. In the Sōtō and Shingon schools, the
form is more complex. Sōtō monks sing a Gāthā to Scattering Flowers,
Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, and the Four Shōmyō Melodies, while the
Shingon monks vocalized three Sanskrit hymns, the Four Shōmyō
Melodies, and at the end the Praise of the Relics. The Sōtō and Shingon
versions are similar in many ways. Interestingly, the Shingon monks
sang the invitation at the beginning of the ritual before the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms—in effect, reversing their order. In the Sōtō version, I
have interpreted the Gathā to Scattering Flowers and the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms as a preparation and purification of the ritual space, and
the invitation, offertory declaration, and communal obeisance as a
welcoming of the objects of worship. In the Shingon version, the ritual
starts with the invitation, and the monks vocalize the three Sanskrit
hymns during the delivery of offerings before the offertory declaration.
Consequently, the first part consists of a relatively long invitation to the
objects of worship, and basically includes the preparation of the ritual
space.117

Table 2.3. Comparison of the Rakan kōshiki’s structure in the Sōtō, Rinzai, and
Shingon schools



Sōtō school Rinzai school Shingon school
Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers

   

    Invitation
Hymn of the Four
Wisdoms

  Sanskrit Hymn of the Four Wisdoms

    Sanskrit Hymn of Mahāvairocana
    Hymn of Vajrakarma
Invitation Invitation  
Offertory declaration Offertory declaration Offertory declaration
Communal obeisance Communal obeisance Communal obeisance
Praise of the Thus Come
One

  Praise of the Thus Come One

Gāthā of Falling
Flowers

  Gāthā of Falling Flowers

Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound   Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound
Gāthā of the Sounding
Staff

  Gāthā of the Sounding Staff

Shikimon Shikimon Shikimon
Universal Transfer of
Merit

Universal Transfer of
Merit

Universal Transfer of Merit Praise of
Relics

These contrasting frames and performance practices seem to reflect
the different ways the three schools valorize the performance of rituals
in general and shōmyō in particular. The Rinzai school, with the simplest
ritual form, places less importance on refined performance—for
example, exact positioning of the body is not demanded as it is in the
Sōtō school—and focuses instead on kōan study. Furthermore, the Rinzai
school has a very limited shōmyō repertoire. Shingon clerics, on the
other hand, place high value on ritual practice, especially the
vocalization of sacred texts, and novices intensively practice the singing
of liturgical pieces. Daily services in the Shingon school, moreover,
integrate fundamental shōmyō chants, giving the clerics ample practice
in vocalizing texts with melodic embellishments. The Sōtō school lies
somewhere in the middle; it has a shōmyō repertoire, but most Sōtō
clerics (with some regional exceptions) do not sing shōmyō on a regular
basis as part of their duties. Also, the shōmyō repertoire in the Sōtō
school is more limited than that in the Shingon school. Nevertheless,
most Sōtō clerics do not question the value of their shōmyō tradition and
see it as an essential part of their religious culture. Furthermore, they
especially emphasize in their training the acquisition and execution of
precise bodily postures, not only in zazen and kinhin 経 行  (walking
meditation) but also in the performance of kōshiki and other Sōtō
rituals. The highly choreographed precision of their movements in these



rituals is a distinguishing trait of the tradition they treasure, going back
to Dōgen’s own emphasis on correct body position.

Although these schools use many of the same chants and draw on a
shared ritual vocabulary, they have each developed their own ways of
structuring and performing kōshiki such that priests or devoted
laypeople can readily tell when a performance represents a different
tradition than the one they are familiar with. Additionally, such
differences—observable in any or all of the concrete dimensions of
kōshiki (textual, acoustic, kinetic, and material)—can signify allegiances
that extend beyond school identity down to specific lineages. At Eiheiji
and Sōjiji, for example, the etiquette slightly differs. Monks at these two
temples not only tie their robes differently, they even have different
ways of holding a handbell. Thus, minute details can indicate lineage
identity.

Conclusions

This chapter has explored the interrituality of Sōtō kōshiki to show that
many of the liturgical elements they incorporate are part of a ritual
repertoire widely shared in Japanese Buddhism. The modularity at the
core of these rituals allows clerics easily to add new rituals to their
repertoire, since the basic modules—various kinds of prostrations or
hand gestures, for example—are part of the embodied knowledge they
acquire during their training. By the same token, the use of already
familiar elements allows a kōshiki composer to create a new ritual by
writing a new shikimon and offertory declaration and setting them into
the standard ritual frame of Sōtō kōshiki.

I also showed that a kōshiki consists of ritual frames: smaller frames
that enclose all ritual sequences, a larger frame into which the shikimon
is set, and a still larger frame regulating entry to and exit from the
ceremonial place. Thus we find frames within frames. I further argued
that the ritual structure or frame into which a shikimon is set signifies
the school’s identity. Although the Rakan kōshiki has been performed in
the Sōtō, Rinzai, and Shingon schools and all schools use the same
shikimon, each encloses the shikimon in a ritual frame that follows its
own tradition.

Finally, this chapter has demonstrated that a kōshiki performance is
complex and consists of many more elements than just the written texts
that have been the main focus in most scholarship so far. In fact, kōshiki
are multidimensional ritual performances that incorporate carefully
choreographed movements as well as elaborate vocalizations, often with
refined melodies. Since Sōtō clerics themselves emphasize the sonic
dimension of kōshiki, the next chapter explores their understanding of
musical performance as a Zen practice.
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50.  This text is also vocalized in the Shingon and Tendai schools. The pronunciation
differs in each school, but the Sōtō pronunciation is closer to the one in the
Tendai school; see Watarai and Tsukamoto 1983, 20–21.

51.  This chant is based on the mantra: Oṃ vajra sattva saṃgrahād vajra ratnam
anuttaraṃ / vajra dharma gāyanaiḥ vajra karma karo bhava.

52.  For the translation, I used the Chinese translation that has been handed down
in the Shingon and Tendai schools; see Sakauchi 1973, 4; Watarai and
Tsukamoto 1983, 20; and Bukkyō ongaku jiten, 125. In the Shingon tradition this
chant is interpreted as a praise of Mahāvairocana, whose wisdom encompasses



the four wisdoms; see Arai K. 1999, 327; Mikkyō daijiten 2, 969; and Nelson
1998, 477. In contrast to this interpretation, the Bukkyō ongaku jiten states that
this chant is a praise of Vajrasattva. Accordingly, the following translation would
also be possible:

Through receiving the blessing of Vajrasattva,
We obtain the ultimate diamond treasure.
By chanting the diamond words,
May we fulfill the result of the diamond actions.

53.  The four directional buddhas and Mahāvairocana are together called the five
wisdom buddhas (gochi nyorai 五智如来). They are: Akṣobhya (J. Ashuku 阿閦),
representing the east and embodying mirrorlike wisdom; Ratnasaṃbhava (J.
Hōshō 宝生), representing the south and embodying equality wisdom; Amitābha
(J. Amida), representing the west and embodying observational wisdom; and
Amoghasiddhi (J. Fukū 不空) or Śākyamuni, representing the north and
embodying the wisdom of perfect practice or accomplishing activities.
Mahāvairocana takes the position in the center and embodies the all-
encompassing wisdom of understanding all phenomena—in other words,
emptiness.

54.  Sakauchi 2010a, 260–262; and Inoue 2000, 14r–v.
55.  An address of invitation is only chanted in the Rakan kōshiki, Myōken kōshiki,

and Daihannya kōshiki. In the Tendai school, an address of invitation is not sung
during kōshiki. Therefore, Watarai and Tsukamoto (1983, 23) argued that the
performance of an address of invitation in Sōtō kōshiki was influenced by the
Shingon school.

56.  The phrase “with his entourage of [number of] arhats” is sung only for the
Sixteen Arhats.

57.  In 2010, monks at Sōjiji performed a bow instead of a prostration after each
invocation.

58.  The ritual sequence of the Dharma words is not included in the ritual handbook
currently used or in any premodern ritual handbook of the Rakan kōshiki that I
have seen. The Dharma words are written by the officiant himself and thus vary
depending on the priest and year. At Eiheiji and Eiheiji’s satellite temple in
Tokyo, the officiant does not read Dharma words. Instead the officiant leads the
delivery of offerings during the address of invitation. At Sōjiji, the delivery of
offerings during the address of invitation is led by another senior monk.

59.  However, in 2010, the monk who read the offertory declaration sat down in
seiza. In the following year, a different monk recited the text and he sat upright
kneeling.

60.  Daiju are the jewels reflecting each other endlessly on the vertices of the vast
net that hangs over Indra’s palace. This metaphor, taken from the Flower
Garland Sutra, describes mutual interpenetration.

61.  This verse is a variation of a verse from the Fahua sanmei xingshi yunxiang
fuzhuyi (J. Hokke zanmai gyōji unsō fujo gi), T 46: 956a2–3, that is widely used
for the communal obeisance in kōshiki. In the Sōtō school it has also been used
in the Hokke kōshiki (ZSZ 2: 821) and the Butsuji kōshiki (Ozaki 1998c, 64). In
general, the communal obeisances in most kōshiki differ, because the stock
verses that are often used are usually modified to fit the specific object of
veneration.

62.  The Showa kaitei Rakan kōshiki (14v), as well as the Sozan gyōhō shinan (3:
116) used at Eiheiji, indicates that three prostrations should be performed, but
only one is performed at Sōjiji.

63.  Todaiji yōroku, 50.



64.  This Gāthā of Falling Flowers has the same title as the Sange no ge at the
beginning of the ritual, but it is a different chant. To avoid confusion, I translate
the earlier Sange no ge as Gāthā to Scattering Flowers and this Sange no ge as
Gāthā of Falling Flowers.

65.  Originally, the text was “The wondrous body of the Thus Come One, [unequaled]
in the world,” but the editors of the Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan shortened it in
the 1960s. The text is the beginning of a verse from the Śrīmālā Sūtra (Ch.
Shengman shizi hou yisheng da fangbian fangguang jing). The whole verse is
known under the title Verse of the Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibaimon
如来唄文), which is sometimes sung instead of the Praise of the Thus Come One.
The complete verse is: “The body of the Tathāgata, excellent in form, Is
unequaled in the world, Being incomparable and inconceivable. Therefore, we
now honor you. The Tathāgata’s form is inexhaustible And likewise his wisdom.
All things eternally abide [in him]. Therefore, we take refuge in you.” (Paul 2004,
10; for the original, see T 12: 217a24–27.) However, we rarely find the Verse of
the Praise of the Thus Come One in premodern Sōtō manuscripts, and
substituting this piece for the Praise of the Thus Come One seems to be a
relatively new development. Nonetheless, the Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan
provides it as an alternative.

66.  The following year, Suzuki Eiichi, then godō at Sōjiji, only vocalized the
pronouncement of intention and the first and fifth sections of the shikimon. In
June 2015, I attended the Rakan kōshiki at Eiheiji. During the ritual, the officiant
read the pronouncement of intention and the first, third, and fifth sections of the
shikimon. He did not read the complete first section, but omitted the list of
names and dwelling places of the Sixteen Arhats at the beginning of the section.
During my fieldwork at Sōjiji, Eiheiji, and Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Tokyo, I
never heard a recitation of a complete shikimon. But even with abbreviations,
the performance of a kōshiki still takes around two hours.

67.  For a detailed analysis of the sources used in the Rakan kōshiki, see Mross
2007, 74–89.

68.  I have seen many kōshiki performances at a number of Sōtō temples.
Sometimes the shikimon is read very quickly without pauses, making it difficult
to understand the text. When the reading occurs at such a fast tempo, the verses
that are sung during the shikimon, which are slowly vocalized in free rhythm,
contrast sharply with the officiant’s reading and sound even more solemn.

69.  The term śrāvaka (shōmon 声聞, or voice-hearer) originally described direct
disciples of the Buddha. In later Mahāyāna texts, śrāvakas were depicted as
disciplined renunciants who strive for arhatship for their own sake, following the
so-called Hīnayāna (Lesser Vehicle). This path was seen as inferior to that of
bodhisattvas, the Mahāyāna ideal, who strive for buddhahood for the sake of all
beings.

70.  Gomyō 五明 are the five sciences in ancient India. These were grammar and
linguistics (śabda vidyā, J. shōmyō 声明), logic (hetu vidyā, J. inmyō 因明),
psychology (adhyātma vidyā, J. naimyō 内明), medicine (cikitsā vidyā, J. ihōmyō 医
方明), and craft (śilpakarma sthāna vidyā, J. kugyōmyō 工巧明).

71.  The four vedas are the Rig Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda, and Atharva Veda.
72.  This verse is a variation of the following gāthā: 菩薩清涼月 遊於畢竟空 衆生心水淨

菩提影現中, which is included in the Nianfo sanmei baowang lun (J. Nenbutsu
zanmai hōō ron), T 47: 137a29–b1, and Qixinlun shubi xiaoji (J. Kishinron
shohissakki), T. 44: 393c25–26. The first two lines are taken from the Flower
Garland Sutra (T 9: 670c21).

73.  According to the explanation following this verse in the Jushelun (J. Kusharon),
kyō 教 are sutras (kaikyō 契經, i.e., sermons), regulations (jōbuku 調伏, a
translation of the term Vinaya), and abhidharma (taihō 對法, i.e., philosophical
treatises) (T 29: 152b03–04). Shō 証 are the factors of enlightenment (bodai



bunpō 菩提分法) of the three vehicles, i.e., the vehicles of śrāvaka 声聞,
pratyekabuddha 緣覚, and bodhisattva 菩薩 (T 29: 152b04).

74.  This is a verse from the Jushelun, T 29: 152b1–2.
75.  This verse, taken from the Lotus Sutra (T 9: 24c21–22), is sung in many kōshiki

and other rituals. Notably, it was sung in the earliest kōshiki on record,
Genshin’s Nijūgo zanmai shiki; see NKS 4: 254.

76.  Maekawa Bokushō ([2000–2001], 48) suggests that the transfer of merit
functions to send off the objects of worship.

77.  For an analysis of the guest-host model in esoteric rituals, see Payne 1991, 88–
89, and Sharf 2003. For an analysis of Myōe’s Shiza kōshiki through the lens of
the guest-host paradigm, see Mross 2016a, 110–111.

78.  See Foulk and Sharf 1993, 193–194; and Foulk 1993, 173–174. Stevenson
(2015) analyzes the structure of Buddhist rituals in Song China (mostly
repentance rituals) and finds that they also began with invocations and offerings
of incense and flowers, followed by veneration of the assembled deities,
confession, transfer of merit, and profession of vows (318–390 and 443–448).
Such rituals can be interpreted as instances of the guest-host paradigm as well.

79.  For example, the afterword of the Dōgen zenji kōshiki states that the sitting
order and role allocation of the kōshiki follows the Rakan kōshiki. Inoue Gishin
also used the same standard structure (with the exception of the invitation) in
the two new kōshiki he recently composed (Hakusan kōshiki and Jōyō daishi
kōshiki). He considers the structure without the address of invitation to be the
representative form of kōshiki (Inoue 2000, 9r, 12v–13r).

80.  The eleven kōshiki are the Nehan kōshiki, Daruma kōshiki, Dōgen zenji kōshiki,
Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki, Inoue’s Jōyō daishi kōshiki, Butsuji kōshiki, Dentō
kōshiki, Jizō kōshiki, Hakusan kōshiki, Hokke kōshiki, and Anan kōshiki.

81.  Only two other Sōtō kōshiki, the Daihannya kōshiki and the Myōken kōshiki,
contain an invitation. Interestingly, these kōshiki diverge from the standard
form.

82.  According to the San kōshiki narabini hōyō, written in Bunka 10 (1813) at Sōjiji,
the monks read the Sutra of the Teachings Left by the Buddha (Yiyao jing) and
the chapter Lifespan of the Buddha (Juryōbon 寿量品) of the Lotus Sutra before
the Universal Transfer of Merit during the Nehan kōshiki. As for Menzan’s Hōon
kōshiki, the clerics had the option to recite the chapter Peace and Contentment
(Anrakugyōbon 安楽行品) of the Lotus Sutra at the end of the ritual; see, for
example, Jōyō daishi Hōon kōshiki in ZSZ 2: 732.

83.  The Final Praise, usually vocalized at the end of a ritual, praises the buddha(s)
for abiding undefiled in this world. In the Sōtō school, it is also called Sho sekai
(no) bon 処世界梵 (Hymn of abiding in this world), as the hymn begins with these
words. Sōtō monks have vocalized it during the Grand Precepts Meeting and
after the morning meal since Dōgen’s time; see the Shōbōgenzō fascicle Jukai 受
戒 (Receiving the precepts), DZO 1: 621; DZZ 2: 299; and T 82: 307c26; and
Fushuku hanpō 赴粥飯法 (Procedures for taking food), DZO 2: 356; DZZ 6: 70;
and T 82: 329a23–24. Today, Sōtō clerics do not sing this piece during kōshiki
anymore, and it seems to have been a rare case in premodern times. For a
translation of this verse, see Ichimura 1994, 10.

84.  No extant handbook indicates the ritual structure of kōshiki performed at Sōjiji
in the Tokugawa period. But the ritual handbooks used for kōshiki at Sōjiji
include the Final Praise, and therefore I suspect that monks at Sōjiji sang this
liturgical piece; see Kada narabini hōyō and San kōshiki narabini hōyō.

85.  Kakuōzan Yōmeizenji nai shingi (Hōei 7, 1710).
86.  The oldest extant edition of the Daihannya kōshiki was edited in Meiwa 6 (1769)

and printed in Anei 2 (1773). For a kundoku, see Shiina and Sakauchi 2010.



87.  A woodblock print edition of the Kannon kōshiki from Meiji 4 (1871) is in the
Komazawa University Library. For a typographical reprint, see Watarai 1986.

88.  Rappaport 1999, 24.
89.  Grimes 2014, 275.
90.  Grimes 2014, 274.
91.  The origins of this proverb are unknown, but it was likely created in the late

Meiji era to describe the detailed etiquette that Dōgen promotes in his writings.
Dōgen himself does not use this phrase. The second part is said to be based on a
passage in the Shōbōgenzō fascicle Senjō 洗淨 (Washing and purifying), in which
Dōgen states: “Etiquette is the principle of our school, attaining the way is
etiquette” (sahō kore shūshi nari, tokudō kore sahō nari 作法これ宗旨なり、得道こ
れ作法なり); see DZO 1: 466; DZZ 2: 81; and T 82: 30a19–20. Ishihara Jōmyō
(2020, 179), who studied the origins of this proverb, found the earliest recorded
instance in a report of a Sōtō leadership meeting, published in 1915 in the
Sōtōshūhō 曹洞宗報.

92.  The Shōwa kaitei Sōtōshū gyōji kihan, the current ritual manual of the Sōtō
school, includes a section on bodily etiquette, bows, prostrations, and sitting
positions (391–395). For an English translation, see Foulk 2010a, 497–503.

93.  Grimes 2010, 77.
94.  Inoue 2000, 21r, 30v–31r.
95.  Tambiah (1979, 130–142) argued that the transmission of the same message on

different channels can be seen in various rituals and that this redundancy helps
to support ritual efficacy.

96.  On Zen and material culture, see Winfield and Heine 2017.
97.  The only exception is the two monks who vocalize the Hymn of the Four

Wisdoms by heart.
98.  At Sōjiji, usually the officiant holds a scepter staff (nyoi), but at a few other

temples, such as Eiheiji and Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Tokyo, the officiant holds
a fly-whisk (hossu 払子). For a discussion of Zen staffs, see Heine 2017.

99.  Kōzen gokoku ron, T 80: 15a12, 15a15.
100

.  The earliest record of an arhat ceremony at Tōfukuji is included in Kuge Kantō
ōdanna kitō tō chūshin bun 公家関東大檀那御祈祷等注進文, written by Enni Ben’en
円爾弁円 (1202–1280) in Kōan 3 (1280). This text states that the monks at
Tōfukuji performed an arhat ceremony on the first day of every month (Shiraishi
1930, 139). According to the Enichi Tōfukuzenji gyōrei kihō 慧日山東福禅寺行令規
法, a monastic code of Tōfukuji written in Bunpō 2 (1318), the monks at Tōfukuji
performed an arhat ceremony in the first seven days of the new year as a prayer
(kitō 祈祷) for the year and on the first day of the other months (Ozaki 1999b,
58–60). Although these sources provide evidence of the early performance of
arhat rituals at Tōfukuji, we do not know whether the monks performed a
kōshiki or not. Interestingly, a manuscript in the archive of Zōfukuin on Mt. Kōya
states that the author of this Rakan kōshiki would be Enni (Shōketsu sho 聲 决
書, n.d., Zōfukuin). However, I have not come across any other attribution of this
kōshiki to Enni.

101
.  Meiji shinkoku Rakan kōshiki (Myōshinji-ban), originally edited in Ansei 6

(1823), re-carved in the Meiji era; and Kaisei Rakan kōshiki (Tōfukuji-ban), n.d.
102

.  The shikimon is not called shikimon in the Rinzai school. According to the
Tōfukuji ritual handbook, it was called kōshiki, and in the Myōshinji handbook it
was entitled “hyōbyaku.” However, for ease of comparison, I have adopted the
Sōtō terminology here.



103
.  The Tōfukuji version uses a different pattern for the invitation, starting each

invocation with isshin bujō namu 一心奉請南無 (Single-mindedly, we respectfully
pay homage to …) instead of kimyō chōrai …, as in the Myōshinji and Sōtō
versions. The Myōshinji and Sōtō texts also state the place where the respective
arhat dwells and how many arhats are in his entourage, details that the Tōfukuji
version omits. Furthermore, the objects of worship and their order differ slightly
in the different versions. The Tōfukuji version first addresses the bodhisattvas
Mañjuśrī (J. Monjū) and Samantabhadra (J. Fugen), who are often depicted as
Śākyamuni’s attendants, and thereafter addresses the ten great disciples of the
Buddha, who are not invoked in the other versions, and then the Sixteen Arhats.
These different forms of the invitation indicate a ritual change that cannot yet be
accounted for but also show that similar liturgical texts can fulfill the same
function. These differences further suggest that lineage identity can be
expressed by slight variations in the texts of shared rituals.

104
.  The shikimon of the Myōshinji version and the Tōfukuji version differ to a

certain extent. Interestingly, the Myōshinji version is closer to Menzan’s edition
of the Rakan kōshiki, which the editor of the Myōshinji version in his afterword
mentions having consulted.

105
.  For a detailed study and comparison of the Shingon school’s shikimon with the

Sōtō school version, see Mross 2013c.
106

.  The Kōyasan kōshikishū contains the following manuscripts of the shikimon of
the Sakujitsu Rakan kōshiki (in chronological order): 四1 (Muromachi period); 四
2 (Tenbun 6, 1537); 四 53 (Muromachi period); 四3 (Genroku 14, 1701); 四4
(Tokugawa period); 四6 (Kanpō 3, 1743); 四49 (Kansei 1, 1789); and 四5
(Tokugawa period). Other ritual manuscripts from the Tokugawa period provide
information for the assembly in how to perform this ritual: Rakan kō hossoku
(around 1811); Shokō sahō shū (Manji 4 [1661], printed on Mt. Kōya); Shōketsu
sho (n.d.); Jūnigatsu shōmyō kō yakusha hossoku (n.d.); and Kōgon shūyō shū
(Tenpō 5, 1834).

107
.  The address of invitation in the Shingon school is very similar to the one in the

Sōtō school, but the order of the words is slightly different. Furthermore, the
Sōtō version also addresses Ānanda, whereas the Shingon version invokes
Kūkai, the founder of Japanese Shingon Buddhism. Consequently, the Shingon’s
address of invitation became more representative of the school.

108
.  The following three shōmyō pieces are sung during the delivery of offerings to

the objects of veneration. Therefore, this ritual sequence is called “delivery of
offerings” (tengu 伝 供, also read as dengu).

109
.  This piece, also called Shichi no bongo san 四智梵語讃, is the same as the Hymn

of the Four Wisdoms in the Sōtō school. In the Shingon school, two versions of
the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms exist: one is a transliteration called Shichi no
bongo, which is sung here, and the other is a Chinese translation called Shichi
no kango 四智漢語 (Chinese hymn of the four wisdoms).

110
.  This chant praises Mahāvairocana (J. Dainichi 大日) of the womb realm and is

therefore also known under the title Dainichi san 大日讃. Like Shichisan, this
chant was originally a śloka and was composed in seventh-century India. Again,
two versions exist: a transliteration (Shinryaku no bongo) and a translation into
Chinese (Shinryaku no kango 心略漢語). As Nelson explains, “The term shinryaku



may be translated as ‘abbreviation of the heart,’ and refers to the fact that the
text of this san is an abbreviation of a longer text which is 32 verses in length”
(1998, 488). For a translation, see Nelson 1998, 489.

111
.  The full title of this shōmyō piece is Kongōgō bosatsu san 金剛業菩薩讃 (Hymn of

the bodhisattva Vajrakarma). It is a praise of the bodhisattva Vajrakarma, who
dwells in the north. Therefore, this chant is also called Hymn of the North
(Hoppō no san 北方讃). It is a Sanskrit piece and was originally a śloka,
composed in seventh-century India. The Hymn of Vajrakarma is also used as a
praise of the Buddha; see Arai K. 2008, 27, and Shōmyō jiten, 245.

112
.  Shingon clerics usually call the shikimon kōshiki. However, for ease of

comparison, I adopt the Sōtō terminology here.
113

.  Shingon clerics call this piece ekō kada or ekō no kada 回向伽陀 (gāthā for
transferring merit). However, for ease of comparison, I adopt the Sōtō
terminology here.

114
.  The Praise of the Relics is a Chinese text praising the Buddha’s relics. It is

performed in many Buddhist schools, often during funerals. Several ritual
manuals that contain descriptions of various rituals contain also an entry on the
Rakan kōshiki. The form in these ritual handbooks differs slightly from the form
in the Rakan kō hossoku. First, the other ritual handbooks offer two or three
variations for the pieces chanted during the tengu. The printed ritual handbooks
(Shokō sahōshū and Kōgon shūyō shū) state that the clerics chant the Sanskrit
Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, the Sanskrit Hymn of Mahāvairocana, and either the
[Sanskrit] Hymn of Fudō (Fudō no san 不動讃) or the Auspicious Chinese Hymn
(Kikkyō no kango 吉慶漢語). The manuscripts in the archive of Zōfukuji (Shōketsu
shō and Jūnigatsu shōmyō kō yakusha hossoku) additionally provide the option
of singing the Sanskrit Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, the Sanskrit Hymn of
Mahāvairocana, and the Hymn of Vajrakarma; this is the only option indicated in
the Rakan kō hossoku. Second, some ritual handbooks postulate that the clerics
only sing the Praise of the Thus Come One and the Gāthā of Falling Flowers, in
other words, the sequence Two Shōmyō Melodies (Nika hōyō 二箇法要) instead of
the Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shokō sahōshū, Kōgon shūyō shū, Shōketsu shō, and
Jūnigatsu shōmyō kō yakusha hossoku).

115
.  The following manuscripts contain the offertory declaration: Sakujitsu Rakan kō

saimon 朔日羅漢講祭文, in Shosaimon (printed in Kan’ei era, 1624–1645), and
Sakujitsu Rakan kō saimon 朔日羅漢講祭文, in Shosaimon (printed in Enbō era,
1673–1681).

116
.  For a detailed description of the style of vocalization, see Nelson 2008b, 2009;

Tokita 2015, 34–50; or Mross 2016a, 113–122. In the Tendai school, the
shikimon is also vocalized on three different pitch levels. For a study of how
Tendai kōshiki are vocalized, see Amano 2000, 74–95.

117
.  It seems that there is some freedom for variation in the order of liturgical

pieces in the Shingon school. For example, the memorial service for the
Buddha’s passing, which features Myōe’s Shiza kōshiki, starts with the
invitation, communal obeisance, the three hymns for delivery of offerings, and
the offertory declaration; see Mross 2016a, 105.



3

Kōshiki as Music Practice

All of life is music. In my case, it is shōmyō; I only sing shōmyō,
nothing else.
Shōmyō is the voice of the realization of buddhahood.

—Maekawa Bokushō

MUSIC AND SOUNDS have long been vital components in
religious rituals. Distinctive soundscapes help to separate
ritual time and space from daily life, to transport
participants into a different world, and to evoke
particular emotions. Special sounds and music also serve
as vehicles for communication with the sacred. Sounds
can also carry cosmological and soteriological
significance and help to make the sacred present. Rituals
can have manifold soundscapes, consisting of the sounds
of instruments such as drums and bells and the
vocalization of sacred texts, as well as silence or ambient
sounds.

The sonic dimension also plays a vital role in Buddhist
rituals, including kōshiki. Buddhist clerics sing or recite
texts, but only the monks who vocalize the liturgical
pieces read them; lay devotees usually just listen. In
some cases, liturgical texts are vocalized in a language
unintelligible to listeners, and the sound of the
vocalization eclipses the meaning of the text.1 Scholars
working on Buddhist rituals, however, have tended to
focus on ritual texts and their content without
acknowledging that most of these texts were meant to be



vocalized, and only through their vocalization do they
fulfill their function.

Ritual procedures (hosshiki 法 式 ) also play an
important role in the performance of Sōtō rituals.
“Kōshiki offer something for the eyes and the ears,”
Inoue Gishin writes, emphasizing that kōshiki are
impressive not only because of their music but as an
aesthetic whole, a Gesamtkunstwerk (total work of art),
so to speak.2 Thus, carefully choreographed movements
are a vital part of the performance, as the previous
chapter has shown. Contemporary Sōtō monks use the
term hosshiki shōmyō 法式声明  (ritual procedures and
Buddhist chant) or hosshiki kōshiki 法 式 講 式  (ritual
procedures and kōshiki) to describe the fusion of music
and ritual procedures in the performance of kōshiki. This
terminology underscores the fact that Sōtō priests do not
regard the music as independent from the movements
and ritual procedures; rather they understand rituals
holistically.

However, many of the movements and gestures
performed in kōshiki are also part of other rituals; what
actually distinguishes kōshiki from other ceremonies is
the style of vocalization. Accordingly, this chapter focuses
on the sonic aspect of kōshiki, mainly in contemporary
Sōtō Zen, in order to demonstrate the significance of
chanting as a Zen practice. First I introduce the
vocalization styles and musical instruments to illustrate
the diverse sounds and shōmyō styles that characterize
Sōtō kōshiki. Next I briefly discuss the musical notation,
touching on the long history of shōmyō in the Sōtō
school. Based on my fieldwork in Japan, I then detail how
Sōtō monks learn to sing shōmyō and show how the art of
vocalizing liturgical texts is still transmitted orally
despite the recent use of audio and video recordings to
aid the acquisition of ritual expertise. Finally, I elucidate



how contemporary Sōtō priests interpret shōmyō and
kōshiki, demonstrating that for many of them the musical
realization of kōshiki is inseparable from the
soteriological goals of Zen practice.

The Music of Kōshiki

Kōshiki as Vocal Music
The musical styles of liturgical pieces vary widely: a few
are sung with many melismas in free rhythm, three are
sung with a clear melody and a fixed rhythm, and others
are vocalized with only minor melodic inflections. Broadly
speaking, all the pieces belong to the shōmyō categories
of song (utau shōmyō) and reading (yomu shōmyō).3 The
different styles create a manifold soundscape that leads
the participants sonically through the ritual. Moreover,
the different vocalization styles have a strong influence
on the listeners’ comprehension of the content; some
pieces are sung in a way that makes it impossible to
understand the text, whereas others are read or recited
so as to remain intelligible.

Pieces categorized as reading are usually performed
by a solo voice and without melodies apart from a few
minor melodic inflections at the end of the text or section.
This style of vocalization was originally chosen for
liturgical texts that should be easily understandable to
the audience—so naturally all the texts belonging to this
category of shōmyō are vocalized in Japanese. In a Sōtō
kōshiki, the category of reading is represented by the
offertory declaration and the shikimon’s pronouncement
of intention and thematic sections.4 Because these texts
were composed in Chinese but are vocalized in Japanese,
a reading of these two texts includes frequent Sino-
Japanese terms and the use of a rather formal language,
described by Steven Nelson as a “hard Japanese.”5



Although the shikimon is considered the central ritual
sequence in a kōshiki, its performance is usually
shortened in contemporary Japan because Sōtō priests
strive for rituals that last around one hour, and a kōshiki
with a reading of even an abbreviated shikimon lasts
more than two hours. Therefore, some officiants
additionally read the shikimon at lightning speed, making
it difficult for listeners to actually understand the text.
Inoue Gishin complains about this state of affairs and
encourages clerics to read the shikimon more slowly and
with more attention to its content.6

Pieces classed as song are written in different
languages and are vocalized with melodies in a wide
range of styles. Most of these are choral pieces sung by
the assembly. In general, they are vocalized slowly in free
rhythm, and the melodies glide from one tone into the
next, creating a smooth flow that fits the free rhythm
well. Considering the different styles and languages, I
group these pieces into four subcategories: (1) Chinese
verses sung with Sino-Japanese pronunciation; (2) highly
melismatic chants on a few syllables; (3) Sanskrit hymns;
and (4) prose pieces. Most of the liturgical pieces
vocalized in a Sōtō kōshiki belong to the first
subcategory, Chinese verses. This group includes the
Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, the communal obeisance,
the Verse of the Praise of the Thus Come One,7 the three
pieces of San-Bon-Shaku, the verses sung during the
shikimon, and the Universal Transfer of Merit. All feature
choral singing in unison, although the voices sometimes
break off in spontaneous tone clusters. San-Bon-Shaku
has a special status in this subcategory: it is sung with a
clear rhythm and a songlike melody, so that one could
leave the ceremony humming it,8 whereas every other
piece in this subcategory is sung in free rhythm, as is
typical for shōmyō. Moreover, while all other pieces are



led by the cantor, who sings the first line solo and then is
joined by the assembly, San-Bon-Shaku is led by three
other monks and consists of alternations between soloists
and choir.

The second subcategory—highly melismatic chants—
has just one representative in a Sōtō kōshiki: Praise of
the Thus Come One. Its short text is sung with long and
elaborate melismas on the syllabi me. Consequently, it is
the most impressive piece in a kōshiki and forms a
musical climax in the ritual. It is also the most difficult
piece in a Sōtō kōshiki. Usually it is sung by two monks in
unison, which makes it even more challenging, as a
mistake by one of the two is immediately audible to
everyone. Needless to say, the countless melismas make
it impossible to understand the text that is sung.9

Only one piece, the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms,
belongs to the subcategory of Sanskrit hymns. The
vocalization style is to hold each syllable on one pitch and
then repeat the syllable on the same pitch a few times,
inserting only a few melodic embellishments at the end of
certain lines. This chant is led by the two monks who play
the cymbals, using long and short clashes intersected by
a strike on a small gong, before and after the chant.

The fourth subcategory is represented by the address
of invitation, a prose text in Chinese that invites the
objects of worship to the ritual site by invoking each
object of worship individually. This text is sung with
melodic patterns similar to those used in the Chinese
verses, but it has a larger pitch range. The invocation
formula for each object of worship is initiated by two
monks, and the assembly joins in for the close of each
formula. With the separate invocations for the objects of
worship—the Sixteen Arhats in the Rakan kōshiki, for
example—there is a constant alternation between the duo



chanting of the two monks and the choral singing of the
assembly.

Since most of the pieces categorized as song are
vocalized in Chinese or Sanskrit, large parts of the
kōshiki are difficult for listeners to understand. As
George Tanabe notes:

Chanting produces liturgical rhythms valued for their audible or
musical effects rather than their textual messages. Since chants
consist of words, they have linguistic meaning, but chanting often
produces sounds that cannot be recognized as a regular spoken
language. The Heart Sūtra (Prajñāpāramitāhṛdaya-sūtra), for
example, is popular in East Asia as a Chinese text about
emptiness, a fundamental Mahāyāna teaching, but when it is
chanted in Japan, each Chinese character is given a Japanese
pronunciation without any change in the Chinese grammatical
word order of the text. The audible result is neither Japanese nor
Chinese, but a ritual language unto itself.10

This kind of sonic ritual language can also be found in
Sōtō kōshiki. Apart from the recitation in Japanese of the
shikimon and the offertory declaration, listeners (lay
devotees or visiting clerics) are not able to understand
the words being sung unless they can see the text. The
participating monks see all texts and can thus understand
the Chinese verses, but they too cannot understand the
content of the Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, as that text is
a transliteration of the Sanskrit sounds and no translation
is given in the ritual handbooks. In these cases, the sound
eclipses the content.

Instrumentation
Although kōshiki are known for their vocal music,
percussion instruments play an essential role during the
ritual.11 These instruments are called narashimono 鳴物 ,
literally “sounding things.” The use of instruments is not
limited to rituals like kōshiki; instead the sounds of these
instruments guide the monks through their daily life at



the head or training temples with a cumulative effect that
has been described as a grand percussion concert.12

Starting with the wake-up bell in the early morning,
instruments signal the beginning and end of activities,
but the sounds they make, as Watarai Sōjun and Sawada
Atsuko suggest, are not just signals but the rhythm of
shingi 清規  (rules of purity), which transmits unlimited
reverberations.13 Thus, one can interpret these sounds as
a pillar of monastic discipline and etiquette.

Ritual manuals explain when and how to play the
instruments, and a few monastic codes contain sections
on them.14 For example, Dongyang Dehui’s 東 陽 徳 輝
Chixiu Baizhang qinggui (Imperial revision of Baizhang’s
rules of purity), compiled from 1335 to 1338, includes a
section on Dharma instruments (hōgi 法器), which states
that the Buddha introduced various sound signals to
assemble his followers, and that Chinese monks inherited
this custom from their Indian predecessors:

Following the practice of the sound instruments used in Indian
monastic temples, the Zen institution has continued to use various
sound instruments after their fashion even today for the purpose
of warning against confusion and idleness, encouraging
compliance with the teachings and regulations, giving guidance
for those who abide in dark subhuman states, and pleasing gods
and humans.

If great concentration (dading 大定) is always maintained and if
transcendent function (dayong 大 用 ) always remains quiescent,
while hearing one does not hear, and while being aware one has
no awareness. Thinking thus, one strikes a sound object and the
mysterious wind [of religion] should suddenly arise (i.e.,
spontaneous transformation). There is neither thinking (wusi 無思),
nor is there any orientation toward achieving a goal (wuwei 無思無
爲 ), the Buddha’s spontaneous conversion in itself shines forth
forever, and the world of his benevolent longevity opens
limitlessly. Is this not the veritable capital city of purity and peace?
15

In this way, the Chixiu Baizhang qinggui stresses the
importance of the musical instruments in Buddhist



practice and their soteriological function to guide
practitioners on their path.

Instruments are to be found in all Sōtō temples, but
the larger temples have more instruments as well as
better sounding ones. Priests value well-sounding
instruments, and the head temples are known for the
high quality of their large singing bowls and mokugyo (lit.
“wooden fish,” a round hollow wooden drum). One senior
priest who occasionally helps out at Sōjiji explained to me
what kind of reverberation a good singing bowl makes
and proclaimed that Sōjiji’s large singing bowl would
have exactly that kind of sound. The quality of the
instruments, which is immediately apparent to the
trained ear, reflects the status and relative wealth of a
temple.

In the rest of this section, I introduce the instruments
that are sounded in a kōshiki. The clerics play them in a
prescribed way; nothing is improvised. I consider the
sounds produced as acoustic modules, as explained in the
previous chapter. Most of them give monks cues to
perform movements or to start singing. Some also frame
a ritual sequence or the ritual as a whole, and others are
thought to serve as a vehicle for communication with the
objects of worship. Over time, some of the instruments or
the way they are played have inevitably changed. Rather
than describe these changes in detail here, I will give just
a few examples in order to demonstrate the fluidity in the
performance of kōshiki through their history.

 
Tenshō and kanshō bells. In a Sōtō kōshiki performed in
contemporary Japan, the beginning of the ritual is
signaled by the tenshō 殿鐘, the bell of the hall (fig. 3.1).
The tenshō hangs from the ceiling and is struck from the
outside with a wooden stick or beam, depending on the
size of the bell. At Sōjiji, the tenshō is in a small gallery
along with several other musical instruments. To



announce the beginning of the ritual, there are four
strikes of the bell. When the monks hear its sound, they
know it is time to assemble in the hall. After the four
strikes, the kanshō 喚鐘, a small bell that hangs in a small
rack and is played with a wooden stick, is sounded twice.
Then a monk plays the tenshō in three long sequences
according to a predetermined pattern (san’e 三会 ). After
the second sequence, the handbell (see below) is played
twice, guiding the monks of the assembly.

Figure 3.1. Tenshō in the Hall of the Great Ancestors at Sōjiji.
In other halls, the tenshō is not as large and usually hangs
from the ceiling on a thick cord. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with
permission.



Kōshiki handbooks before the publication of the Shōwa
kaitei Shōmyō kihan in the 1960s indicate that a monk
was to strike the large temple bell to signal the beginning
of the ritual.16 The sound of the large temple bell, which
is housed in a wooden frame outside the hall in the
temple complex, was thought to have the capacity to
reach into the lower realms of existence to save the living
beings there.17 While the change to the tenshō is only a
detail, it nonetheless indicates that kōshiki performances
have continued to change over time.



Figure 3.2. Handbell. This photo was taken
during the Dentō kōshiki performed at Sōjiji on
October 14, 2020, when all monks wore face
masks due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Photo by
Sōjiji. Used with permission.

Handbell. The instrument played most often in a kōshiki
is the shukei 手鏧 , which I translate as handbell. It is a
small singing bowl mounted on a handle so that it can be
played while walking or standing (fig. 3.2). It is struck
with a metal or wooden rod from the outside and has a
clear, bright sound. This instrument is also called inkin 引



鏧 . The first character, in, indicates that the handbell
guides the monks throughout the day. During a kōshiki, it
is played in clearly defined patterns to coordinate
movements, such as prostrations and bows. For example,
every time all the monks in the assembly perform three
prostrations, the cantor or his assistant first plays the
handbell with slowly accelerating strikes. He then
indicates the start of the first and second prostrations
with a single strike and then sounds the handbell twice,
with a brief pause between the strikes, for the third. If all
are sitting and must perform one prostration, he strikes
the handbell twice to give the signal for all to stand, then
once more for the onset of the prostration, followed by
another strike to indicate that no subsequent prostration
follows. To give the signal for all to sit again, he sounds
the handbell twice. During the Hymn of the Four
Wisdoms and San-Bon-Shaku—in other words, during
choral pieces that are not led by the cantor—the handbell
has an additional function to give cues for the assembly
to join the singing.

 
Large singing bowl. The large singing bowl (daikei 大鏧)
rests on a brocade cushion and is played with a thick
wooden striker with a fabric-covered top (fig. 3.3). At
Sōjiji the daikei has a diameter of around 70 cm.18 Its
mellow, deep sound reverberates with rich overtones.
There are two ways to play it: One is to strike it and let it
reverberate until its sound fades out. The other way is to
mute its reverberation after it is struck, either with the
striker or the sleeve of the monk’s robe.

In the Rakan kōshiki, the cantor or his assistant sounds
the singing bowl to give cues for entrances during the
Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, address of invitation,
communal obeisance, verses of the shikimon, and
Universal Transfer of Merit. He strikes it at the beginning
of a piece and then at the start of each line except for the



address of invitation, during which he only strikes it
once, when the assembly joins the singing. At the
beginning of the Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, the first
piece in the ritual, he strikes it three times in synchrony
with the movements of the three monks who
circumambulate the hall during this piece. At the first
strike, the monks leave their place to go to the table in
front of the altar. The cantor or his assistant strikes it a
second time when the three monks arrive at their
position, and a third time when they bow. Then he strikes
it once muted and the cantor starts singing the piece. The
reverberations of the singing bowl mark the beginning of
the central ritual acts, as it is only then that this
instrument is played four times. At the beginning of other
verses, it is struck once with letting it reverberate and
then once muted, or only once muted. Nonetheless, in all
instances, the sound of the singing bowl provides cues for
the performers to begin singing.



Figure 3.3. Large singing bowl. Photo by Sōjiji.
Used with permission.



Figure 3.4. Cymbals. Photo by Arai Ikkō. Used with permission.

Cymbals and gong. In contrast to the other instruments,
the cymbals (hatsu or hachi 鈸 ) and small gong (nyō 鐃 )
do not give cues for entrances but frame the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms (figs. 3.4 and 3.5). This is the only
instrumental play during a kōshiki. The monk who plays
the large singing bowl and the main handbell (either the
cantor or his assistant) is responsible for striking the
gong, while the two monks who lead the Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms play the cymbals with carefully
choreographed movements. Preparing to clash the
cymbals, they lift the cymbals up to shoulder level and
stand on their toes. When they clash the cymbals, they
move their hands together in front of their chests and
come down onto their feet. In this way, as Inoue said, the
performance offers something for the eyes and ears.19



Figure 3.5. Small gong. Photo by Sōjiji. Used
with permission.

The cymbals are played in fixed patterns of slow long
and short clashes, producing a powerful sound. After
most patterns, the gong is sounded, reverberating softly.
The instrumental play develops through introductory,
middle, and final parts. Today the first two parts are
performed before the hymn, and the last part after,
framing the hymn. However, earlier handbooks provide
different instructions: The Hymn of the Four Wisdoms
was to be sung three times and the cymbals and the gong
were played after each time through the piece.20 First
the monk who stood on the left led the chant, the
assembly joined in, and then the monk leading the chant



played the cymbals’ introductory part, accompanied by
the gong. Thereafter the monk on the right started
singing the piece, all joined in, and the monk leading this
repetition played the cymbals’ middle part. Finally the
piece was sung a third time, with both monks leading the
piece. When the assembly finished singing, both monks
played the cymbals’ final part together. One can imagine
that this structure led to an interesting sonic experience:
first, the sound came from one side, then from the other,
and finally, the volume increased when both monks sung
together and played the cymbals at the same time,
creating a finale to the chant. Assuming the tempo did
not change, this ritual sequence must have lasted over
twice as long as it does today.

 
Sounding staff. The sounding staff (shakujō 錫 杖 ) is a
wooden staff on whose upper end a round metal ring is
affixed, from which six smaller metal rings are attached
(figs. 3.6 and 3.7).21 The six rings are supposed to
symbolize the six practices of a bodhisattva: charity,
morality, forbearance, effort, meditation, and wisdom.22 If
one moves the sounding staff or hits it on the ground, the
rings make a metallic sound upon contact with each
other.

The sounding staff, called khakkhara in Sanskrit,
originated in India and is one of the eighteen essential
belongings of monks. According to the Mūlasarvāstivāda
Vinaya, the Buddha is said to have told his disciples “to
affix a ring as big as the mouth of a cup to the end of
their sticks and to attach small rings to the big ring” and
to shake the stick in order to signal their approach to
donors.23 In contemporary Sōtō Zen, clerics still use the
sounding staff in the same way during their begging
rounds. In the Four Part Vinaya, it is further said that the
monks should use this staff to scare away insects.24 The



Chixiu Baizhang qinggui explains the meaning of the
sounding staff (here translated as pewter staff):



Figure 3.6. Sounding staff (shakujō). The
monk carrying the staff walks to the
place where he will lead the Gāthā of the
Sounding Staff. Photo by Sōjiji. Used
with permission.



Figure 3.7. Top of the
sounding staff. Photo by
Sōjiji. Used with
permission.

According to the Pewter Staff Sutra 錫 杖 經
(Dedaotichengxizhangjing), the Buddha is said to have told his
disciples that they should keep a staff topped by pewter because
all the buddhas of the past, present, and future have kept and will
keep [such a staff]. The staff in question is also called a “wisdom
staff” or “staff of virtue,” because it symbolizes the source of
insight and practice and their merit. Mahākāśyapa asked the
Buddha, “Why does the cane have pewter rings on top?” The
Buddha replied, “Xi 錫 (‘pewter-top’) symbolizes lightness. Relying
on this staff, its holder can remove his defilements and escape
from this triple world. Xi symbolizes insight. Because it helps its
holder to realize wisdom and insight, xi symbolizes awakening.
Because it awakens its holder to the ultimate nature of the triple
world as suffering and empty, xi symbolizes separation. That is to
say, its holder is to be freed from the five kinds of desires.”25

In the Sōtō school, the sounding staff has a long shaft
that is pounded on the ground, but other schools also use



a version with a short shaft, which is shaken in the air. In
a kōshiki, the monk who leads the Gāthā of the Sounding
Staff plays the sounding staff as he and the other two
monks who lead the San-Bon-Shaku go to the front and
later return to their places, marking the beginning and
end of the San-Bon-Shaku. The monk who leads the
Gāthā of the Sounding Staff also shakes it three times at
the end of each choral section during this chant. At some
temples, clerics just strike the sounding staff on the floor
a couple of times without a discernible rhythm, but
monks at Sōjiji often shake it in a jazz-like rhythm, which
gives the piece a lively character.

 
Small bell. During a kōshiki, the officiant plays a small
handheld bell (rei 鈴) with a clapper inside that makes a
piercing high-pitched sound when it is rung (fig. 3.8). The
officiant rings it three times at the beginning of the
shikimon, at the conclusion of each section of the
shikimon just before the assembly sings the verse, and at
the beginning of a new section. Its sound thus frames the
shikimon and its sections. It is said that the sound of this
small bell attracts the attention of buddhas, bodhisattvas,
and other deities and invites them to the ceremonial
place.26



Figure 3.8. Small bell (rei).
Photo by Arai Ikkō. Used
with permission.

Large drum. The only membranophone played during a
kōshiki at Sōjiji is the large drum (fig. 3.9).27 Played with
a thick wooden stick, it is the loudest instrument in a
kōshiki, and its deep sound reverberates in one’s body. At
Sōjiji, this drum is placed in the small gallery of the hall,
like the tenshō. The sound of the drum announces the
delivery of offerings by the officiant and the reading of
his Dharma words, a statement addressing the arhats.
When the officiant goes to the front to present the
offerings delivered to the altar, a novice plays the drum
with strong strikes in accelerando. When the officiant has
finished the delivery of offerings and has performed his
prostrations, the novice strikes the drum three times with
great force. Then the officiant reads a statement asking
the Sixteen Arhats to accept the offerings. The two pieces
that are vocalized before and after this ritual sequence



invite the objects of worship to the ceremonial place. One
can imagine that the loud strikes of the large drum
support this aim by capturing the attention of the objects
of worship.

These are the instruments that are played during a
kōshiki in the Sōtō school. The mokugyo, often heard in
other Sōtō rituals, is not played in kōshiki unless the
kōshiki ends with a sutra reading (fig. 3.10).28 The reason
is that sutras are recited in a steady rhythm and the
mokugyo is used to indicate the tempo, whereas most
shōmyō pieces of the Sōtō school, with the exception of
San-Bon-Shaku, are sung or recited in free rhythm.
Kōshiki offer a very different soundscape from that of
other Sōtō rituals, due to the melodic character of the
liturgical pieces and the musical instruments played—or
not played.29



Figure 3.9. Large drum. Photo by
Sōjiji. Used with permission.

It is also important to mention that there are many
silent moments during the ritual. These occur when
monks prepare to move to the designated place for
leading a chant or fulfilling a ritual function. These silent
spaces stand in contrast to the manifold sounds of the
ritual, creating pauses of anticipation.

Music and Ritual Form
Among Sōtō rituals, kōshiki are characterized by the
abundance of musical variation. Its five parts (with one
exception, the fifth, which consists of only one piece)
each contain at least two different vocalization styles and
feature an instrument whose sound is unique to that part.



As a result, the music creates a rich multicolored arc
through which the ritual unfolds.

The ritual starts with the clear sound of the tenshō
played in a sequence of strikes with pauses in between,
creating a slow-paced atmosphere. The first part of the
ritual, the purification of the room, starts with the Gāthā
to Scattering Flowers, a solemn Chinese verse. The
cantor leads this chant, which is sung in free rhythm with
the melodic patterns often used for Chinese verses. Upon
its conclusion, the soundscape dramatically changes
when two monks energetically play the cymbals,
interspersed by the soft sound of a gong. This
instrumental play frames the Sanskrit piece Hymn of the
Four Wisdoms, which is sung in a more dynamic and
forceful way than the opening gāthā.



Figure 3.10. Large mokugyo in the Hall
of the Great Ancestors at Sōjiji. Other
mokugyo are not as large and usually
played while sitting. Photo by Sōjiji.
Used with permission.

The second part, which invites the objects of worship
to the ceremonial place, starts with the address of
invitation, a solemn piece that uses patterns from the
gāthā and similar verses but with a larger pitch range.
The repetitions of the invocations for each object of
worship—sixteen times for the Sixteen Arhats—intensify
a sense of gravity. This is punctuated by the loud drum
strikes announcing the offerings and Dharma words
delivered by the officiant. Then a monk reads the



offertory declaration in Japanese, praising and
supplicating the objects of worship. This part of the ritual
ends with the communal obeisance, a Chinese verse
vocalized in a style similar to that of the opening gāthā,
returning to the musical style of Chinese verses.

The next part, which I interpret as a feast, is musically
distinct from all the others. The vocalization of the first
piece, Praise of the Thus Come One, offers dramatic
melismas and represents the musical climax of the ritual,
while the following three pieces, composing the San-Bon-
Shaku, are sung with clear rhythm and a cheerful melody.
Unique to this part is the sounding staff, whose bright
metallic ring adorns the San-Bon-Shaku.

The fourth part is the shikimon, the center of a kōshiki,
and it alternates between the officiant’s recitation of the
prose in Japanese with little or no melodic inflections and
the assembly’s choral singing of verses in Chinese with
melodic patterns reminiscent of the opening gāthā. At the
beginning of each section of the shikimon, the officiant
rings a small, high-pitched bell, which resonates in a high
sound to attract the attention of the objects of worship.

In the fifth part, the only piece that is sung is the
Universal Transfer of Merit, a Chinese verse vocalized
with melodic patterns similar to those in the first piece.
The kōshiki ends with the sound of the handbell
coordinating the final prostrations. So the ritual
concludes as it began—with the sounds of bells and the
singing of Chinese verses.

In this musical arc, only the second and fourth parts
contain liturgical texts that are intelligible to the
listeners, and these pieces are framed by chants sung in
Chinese or Sanskrit—ritual sequences in which the sound
eclipses the meaning of the text. The sounds of the
instruments, moreover, provide cues to the performers
throughout the ritual, the deep reverberations of the
singing bowl signaling entry into solo or choral singing,



and the clear ring of the handbell prompting the
prostrations performed at the end of liturgical pieces.
The overall effect is inescapable: participating in the
ritual is a multisensory experience in which the textual
component is one part of a larger whole, and perhaps a
smaller part than most text-oriented scholars have
acknowledged. The manifold soundscape of kōshiki—
including the interplay of instrumentation and
vocalization styles that characterizes each part of the
ritual—is summarized in table 3.1.

Musical Notation in the Realm of Oral Transmission

Because it is inherently fluid, music cannot be grasped
after its moment of production as a picture or a sculpture
can. However, the extant ritual handbooks containing
musical notation (hakase 博 士 ) gesture toward sounds
that ceased long ago.30 Musical notation has a long
tradition in Japanese Buddhism with the earliest extant
examples dating from the eleventh century.31 Many
different styles of musical notation were developed,
which vary according to the school and time period.
Attesting to the importance of music in Japanese
Buddhism, the oldest printed musical notation in the
world is a shōmyō notation printed at Mt. Kōya in Bunmei
4 (1472).32 The earliest extant musical notation of Sōtō
shōmyō was written around three decades later and is
included in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan shingi,
copied in Meiō 1 (1501) (fig. 3.11).

This manuscript proves that Sōtō monks have
vocalized texts with melodies since at least the sixteenth
century. Since then, many kōshiki handbooks with
musical notation were produced, and Sōtō clerics
continue to use a traditional musical notation today. In
learning to read this notation, a novice needs a teacher.



As many priests emphasized in interviews, shōmyō is part
of the realm of oral transmission. The musical notation
serves as an aid to memory, a function it similarly had in
Christian chanting practices in the early ninth century, as
Susan Rankin has shown:

Table 3.1. Musical performance of kōshiki

Part Title Style of
vocal
performance

Performer Instruments

Purification of
the ritual
space

Gāthā to
Scattering
Flowers

Song
(Chinese
verse)

Cantor (1),
assembly

Singing
bowl,
handbell

Hymn of the
Four
Wisdoms

Song
(Sanskrit
hymn)

Two monks
(5,12),
assembly

Cymbals,
gong,
handbell

Invitation to
the objects of
veneration

Address of
invitation

Song (prose) Two monks
(6,7),
assembly

Singing
bowl,
handbell

Dharma
words to
incense
offering

  Officiant
(15)

Large
drum

Offertory
declaration

Reading One monk
(8)

—

Communal
obeisance

Song
(Chinese
verse)

Cantor (1),
assembly

Singing
bowl,
handbell

Feast Praise of the
Thus Come
One

Song (highly
melismatic
piece)

One or two
monks (14)

Handbell

Gāthā of
Falling
Flowers

Song
(Chinese
verse)

One monk
(9),
assembly

Handbell

Gāthā of
Sanskrit
Sound

Song
(Chinese
verse)

One monk
(10),
assembly

Handbell

Gāthā of the
Sounding

Song
(Chinese

One monk
(11),

Sounding
staff,



Staff verse) assembly handbell
Lecture /
praise
/worship

Shikimon Reading Officiant
(15)

Small bell

Song
(Chinese
verse)

Cantor (1),
assembly

Singing
bowl,
handbell

Transfer of
merit

Universal
Transfer of
Merit

Song
(Chinese
verse)

Cantor (1),
assembly

Singing
bowl,
handbell

Instruments that are unique to a ritual sequence are
indicated in bold. The numbers identifying the
performers indicate their seating position as shown in fig.
2.2

Figure 3.11. The Gāthā of Falling Flowers, followed by the first line
of the Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound. Rakan kōshiki in the Rinkō
manuscript of the Keizan shingi (1501). The lines next to the Chinese
characters indicate melodic movements. Archive of Yōkōji, Hakui.
Photo by the author.



That memory and recall continued to play a central part in musical
practice is abundantly evident in the notations created in the ninth
century. These notations remind the reader of sounds that he has
heard, but do not provide primary instructions as to how to make
those sounds…. [I]f oral practice was the primary basis of
transmission, the purpose of notation was to lead the reader back
into remembrance of it.33

Notation was therefore a way of “music writing in a
context of highly trained musical memory.”34 Likewise,
the purpose of shōmyō notation is to prompt one’s
memory to recall the melodies and subtleties of the
performance learned from one’s teacher.

The use of musical notation shows that the vocalization
and the playing of the instruments are not done randomly
but are performed in a structured and precisely
controlled manner. Sōtō monks have taken great efforts
to notate the melodies and instruments in the ritual
handbooks in order to support clerics in their
performance and preserve the traditional performance
practice. One of them, for example, was the monk
Shinryū 真龍  (n.d.), who copied several manuscripts at
Sōjiji in Bunka 10 (1813). In a colophon, he remarked
that the oral transmission of shōmyō was starting to
disappear: monks sang however they liked and had
difficulty in singing the melodies skillfully. Therefore, he
encouraged his fellow monks to practice shōmyō and
copied earlier manuscripts that had started to show signs
of wear and tear.35

Over the centuries, Sōtō clerics employed two different
notation systems. In the early stages, they adopted a
system that visually represents the contours of the
melodic movement by the direction of lines. This system
derived from the early musical notation used in other
schools, especially Tendai, and is called tada bakase 只博
士 (lit. hakase—), that “which lacks any standard criterion
for indicating pitch.”36 We find this kind of musical



notation in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan shingi and
in kōshiki manuscripts written at Sōjiji in Genroku 7
(1694) and Bunka 10 (1813) (figs. 3.11–3.14).37

Unfortunately, it is not possible to reconstruct the
melodies in the old notations because no explanation of
how to read them has been found. Additionally, Sōtō
monks cannot sight-read this notation system anymore,
as it was gradually superseded by a new system
developed by Sōtō clerics in the Tokugawa period that
formed the basis for today’s musical notation (figs. 3.15
and 3.16).38 We do not know exactly when the change
occurred, who made the  decision to invent a different
system of notation, or how the new system became the
standard notation used in the Sōtō school. While the
older notation represents the contours of the melodies by
the direction of lines, the new notation employs a fixed
set of standardized symbols (or symbolic lines) that
indicate melodic patterns. These patterns, as well as the
symbols themselves, are called fushi 節.



Figure 3.12. First page of the Nehan kō kada narabini Shichisan, a
manuscript containing the verses of the Nehan kōshiki (1694). The
verse shown here is the general obeisance. The musical notation next
to the Chinese characters is written in red ink. Archive of Sōjiji Soin,
Monzen. Photo by the author.



Figure 3.13. Old style of
Sōtō shōmyō notation.
Verse of the first section of
the Nehan kōshiki, in the
Rinkō manuscript of the
Keizan shingi (1501).
Archive of Yōkōji, Hakui.
Photo by the author.



Figure 3.14. Old style of Sōtō shōmyō notation. Verse of the first
section of the Nehan kōshiki, in Nehan kō kada narabini Shichisan
(1694). Archive of Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the author.



Figure 3.15. New style of Sōtō
shōmyō notation. Verse of the
first section of the Nehan kōshiki,
in a text added to the Nehan kō
kada narabini Shichisan around
the end of the Tokugawa period
or the early Meiji era. Archive of
Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the
author.



Figure 3.16. New style of
Sōtō shōmyō notation.
Verse of the first section of
the Nehan kōshiki, in the
Ryaku kōshiki (Daijō
shoin), a widely used ritual



handbook printed during
the late Tokugawa period.
From the Kadono Konzen
Library Collection. Used
with permission.

The new notation system was in use as early as the
seventeenth century. However, it did not immediately
replace the older system; instead both systems were in
use for a long period of time, and there seem to have
been local differences as to when a given temple adopted
the new system. Monks at Sōjiji, for example, most likely
continued to use the older system into the nineteenth
century, because it was still employed in the ritual
handbooks that Shinryū copied in Bunka 10 (1813).39 The
first indication that Sōjiji monks were using the new
notation system does not appear until the late Tokugawa
period or early Meiji era, when they inscribed texts using
the new system in older kōshiki manuscripts in their
possession.40 That cache of manuscripts had been copied
using the old style of notation in Genroku 7 (1694); at
around the same time, clerics at other temples were
writing ritual manuals using the new system, including
Kankai 観 海  (n.d.) of Hōenji 玉 円 寺  (Kanazawa), who
copied the Four Kōshiki in Jōkyō 3 (1686),41 and monks at
both Shōbōji 正法寺 (Iwate prefecture) and Saifukuji 西福
寺 (Nagano prefecture), who copied the Nehan kōshiki in
Genroku 5 (1692) and Genroku 9 (1696), respectively
(fig. 3.17). Over time, the new system became the
standard. A major factor was that woodblock print
editions of kōshiki, which began to appear in the
eighteenth century, used the new notation system, and
these print editions became a driving force in
standardizing ritual practice across Japan.

It seems likely that the new style of musical notation
proved attractive to many clerics because it provided



more information about the performance than did the
earlier notations (figs. 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17). Next to the
fushi we find indications about the pitch level: low (ge
下), middle (chū 中), and high ( jō 上). Long melodic lines
include notations as to where the monks should take a
breath (切). Some texts give additional information, such
as the pronunciations for a few characters or when the
assembly should join the chanting. Over the course of its
development, the musical notation of shōmyō in general
has become increasingly detailed over time, motivated by
the aim to better preserve shōmyō as much as to provide
clerics with more details regarding the performance. The
same development can be found in the Sōtō notations.



Figure 3.17. Shikimon of the Nehan kōshiki (1692), showing the end
of the first section, verse with musical notation, and beginning of the
second section. This manuscript contains an early form of the new
style of shōmyō notation; in later texts, the squiggly lines used here
are replaced by other symbols (cf. 3.16). Archive of Shōbōji, Iwate
prefecture. Facsimile produced by Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai.
Used with permission.

In some cases, the change in musical notation
coincided with a change of melodies. For example, a close
comparison of the fushi for the verses of the Butsuji
kōshiki written at Sōjiji in Genroku 7 (1694) and on the
back of the same manuscripts sometime in the nineteenth
century hints at melodic change: The curvy line next to
the first character (一) in the third line in the Genroku 7
manuscript (fig. 3.18) indicates several melodic
inflections, whereas no fushi appear in the notation from
the nineteenth century (fig. 3.19), suggesting that the



character was now sung on one pitch without any
melodic inflection. The notation from Genroku 7 further
shows different melodies for the last characters in the
first and third lines (食 and 結), but those characters were
later sung with the same melodic patterns according to
the new notation.

Both notation systems reveal the same concept of
melodic organization. When comparing the notation for
the verses sung during the shikimon, we see that the
same melodic patterns were used for the verses, similar
to songs where the melody stays the same while the text
changes with each verse, making it easier for the monks
to learn the melody and sing the verses (fig. 3.20).42



Figure 3.18. Verse of the second section of the Butsuji
kōshiki, in Butsuji kō kada narabini Shichisan (1694). From
the Kadono Konzen Library Collection. Used with permission.



Figure 3.19. Verse of the second
section of the Butsuji kōshiki, in a
text added to the Nehan kō kada
narabini Shichisan (1694) around
the end of the Tokugawa period
or early Meiji era. Archive of
Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the
author.



Figure 3.20. Verses of sections one through four of the Rakan
kōshiki, in Rakan kō kada narabini Shichisan (1694). This notation
shows that verses were sung with standard melodic patterns, as the
melodic movement appears to be almost the same for all verses.
Archive of Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the author.

It is important to note that the individual fushi have
names. When learning to sing the different pieces, monks
in contemporary Japan first learn how to sing the
individual fushi. The Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan (80v–
81r) lists thirteen basic fushi, some of which have
additional variations (fig. 3.21). I interpret these fushi or



patterns as melodic modules, which are assembled to
form melodies. One example of a fushi is marubushi 円節,
which is represented as a circle with an opening at the
top. The melody starts on the middle pitch, goes to the
lower pitch, and then returns to the middle pitch, which
usually means going from one pitch a fourth lower and
then back. This simple version is called one marubushi
(ichijū marubushi 一 重 円 節 ). A close variation is two
marubushi (nijū marubushi 二重円節), which is the same
melodic pattern repeated; this is represented by two
circles with openings on the top that merge with each
other. Marubushi is one of the most basic fushi, and its
graphic representation resembles the melody. However,
there are also fushi where the graphic representation
does not resemble the melodic movement.





Figure 3.21. Explanation of the standard melodic patterns (fushi)
used in Sōtō shōmyō. From Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan (1966), 79v–
81r. Used with permission.

As noted earlier, the Praise of the Thus Come One
holds a special status within the ritual and forms a
musical climax with its many magnificent melismas. The
special character of this piece is reflected in its musical
notation, which additionally hints at the eclectic nature of
Sōtō rituals. Today the notation looks very similar to the
notation used in the Tendai school, called meyasu hakase,
which is based on the simple hakase notation (tada
bakase) with additional information about
embellishments. This kind of notation can be seen in
several manuscripts and in the extant Sōtō print editions



from the Tokugawa period (figs. 3.22 and 3.23).43

Remarkably, however, the notation produced at Sōjiji in
the Tokugawa period looks similar to the musical notation
for the Praise of the Thus Come One used in the Shingon
schools (figs. 3.24 and 3.25). This notation provides
detailed explanations of how the chant is sung—for
example, textual notes written next to the lines indicate
how many vibratos to sing on a certain note or where to
take a breath.44 The oldest extant musical notation for
the Praise of the Thus Come One in the Sōtō school looks
again different: in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan
shingi, this piece is notated with the same simple hakase
used in old Tendai manuscripts (fig. 3.26).45 This form of
notation is actually similar to the earlier notation system
used for verses. Thus Sōtō clerics have employed three
different notation systems for the Praise of the Thus
Come One throughout the centuries. This is worth noting
because other researchers have argued that the shōmyō
of the Sōtō school was highly influenced by the Tendai
school.46 However, the different notations of the Praise of
the Thus Come One suggest that the music of the Sōtō
school was highly eclectic because Sōtō monks borrowed
from other traditions.



Figure 3.22. Musical notation of the Praise of the Thus Come One in
“Tendai” style, in Rakan kōshiki, a Sōtō school manuscript from
1779. Collection of the author.



Figure 3.23. Praise of the Thus Come One, in Shōmyō zenshū 声明全
集 (1924), a ritual manual edited by the Tendai monk Taki Dōnin 多紀
道忍 (1890–1949). From the National Diet Library Digital Collections.



Figure 3.24. Musical notation of the Praise of the Thus Come One in
“Shingon” style, in Kada narabini hōyō (1694), a compilation of all
the shōmyō pieces sung during kōshiki at Sōjiji. The bold lines in red
ink indicate the melismas. The katakana script in black next to the
red lines provides detailed instructions. Archive of Sōjiji Soin,
Monzen. Photo by the author.



Figure 3.25. Praise of the Thus Come One, in Gyosan shishō 魚山私鈔
(1646), a shōmyō manual compiled by the Shingon monk Chōe 長恵
(1458–1524). From the National Diet Library Digital Collections.



Figure 3.26. Praise of the Thus Come
One. Detail of the Rakan kōshiki, in the
Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan shingi
(1501). Archive of Yōkōji, Hakui. Photo
by the author.

Moreover, in contemporary Japan the traditional style
of musical notation does not stand alone. First, the
appendix of the Shōmyō kihan includes a   Western
notation for all pieces.47 Yet I have never seen a monk
using the Western notation, most likely because it does
not well represent the characteristics of the shōmyō
melodies that glide from one tone to the next and are
sung very slowly in a free rhythm. Second, some shōmyō



specialists have invented their own notation system to
use as an aid in teaching. Maekawa Bokushō, for
example, uses a staff with five lines, in which each line
indicates a tone in the pentatonic scale (fig. 3.27).48

Suzuki Bunmei, a former shōmyō teacher at the training
temple Kasuisai, uses a more complex system with eight
lines in which the spaces between the lines (alternating
in gray and white) indicate the notes (fig. 3.28).49 These
intricate systems visually capture melodic movements (as
well as some melodic embellishments) and make it easier
for the beginner to learn the melodies of shōmyō
pieces.50 However, as the instructional devices of two
individual teachers, they are not widely used. Instead the
traditional musical notation remains the notation used in
Sōtō rituals as it is a visual representation that well
reflects the musical characteristics of Sōtō shōmyō.

Notation for Musical Instruments
The ritual handbooks also contain a notation for the
musical instruments to be played during the liturgical
pieces. This notation is relatively basic and uses different
symbols or terms to describe the sounds of the
instruments. The earlier ritual handbooks do not contain
detailed instrumental notation, but over time the amount
increased. The oldest extant example is a graph notation
for cymbals and gong of the Praise of the Four Wisdoms,
found in the Rinkō manuscript of the Keizan shingi. Short
and long lines indicate short or long clashes of the
cymbals, and a Chinese character—in later manuscripts,
a circle—indicates one strike of the gong (fig. 3.29). The
playing of the cymbals and gong is the only instrumental
music in a kōshiki, which might have led the copyist of
the Rinkō manuscript to include it. In contrast, notations
for the instruments that are used to signal the beginning



of pieces or lines are not included in the earliest extant
ritual handbooks.

One instrument that is often played during the
performance of a kōshiki is the singing bowl. In the
notation, strikes of the singing bowl are indicated by
circles, and if the sound is muted, a triangle is used (fig.
3.30). These marks are often highlighted in red, both in
manuscripts and in woodblock prints, to give performers
additional visual cues. Among the other instruments, the
handbell is usually notated with small circles, and the
sounding staff is indicated not with symbols but by
statements like “shake once” or “shake three times.”

Figure 3.27. Maekawa Bokushō’s shōmyō notation of the Gāthā to
Scattering Flowers. The upper staff notation indicates the first line of
the verse, and the lower staff the second line of the verse. Each line
of the staff indicates a tone in the pentatonic scale. Maekawa [2000–
2001], 162. Used with permission. (For the traditional notation of
this piece, see fig. 3.30.)



Figure 3.28. Suzuki Bunmei’s shōmyō notation of the first two lines
of the piece Gāthā to Scattering Flowers. The upper two sections
indicate the melodic movement of the first line of the verse, and the
lower section gives the melody of the second line of the verse. The
spaces between the lines of the staff represent the notes of a major
scale, as the solfège on the left and right shows. The notation visually
shows how a performer glides from one tone to the next. Suzuki
2010, 39. Used with permission.



Figure 3.29. Musical notation for cymbals and gong in Kada narabini
hōyō (1694). Archive of Sōjiji Soin, Monzen. Photo by the author.



Figure 3.30. Gāthā to
Scattering Flowers, in the
Shōwa kaitei Rakan
kōshiki (1966), 2r. This is
the musical notation in the
ritual manual used by Sōtō
clerics today. A larger
circle indicates a regular
strike of the singing bowl,
and a triangle a muted



strike. The small black
circles at the end of the
piece indicate strikes of
the handbell. Used with
permission.

The Study and Transmission of Shōmyō

Skillful performance of the musical aspects of the ritual is
the result of intensive training. A novice needs dedication
and, most importantly, a teacher, since the vocalization of
liturgical texts has long been a skill passed on from
master to disciple. Mastering the skills required is a
process that is similar to learning other musical styles,
secular as well as religious, because novices and teachers
employ similar methods to support learning.

Study at Training Temples
Young monks usually begin the study of shōmyō during
their monastic training at one of the two head temples or
a training temple. Participating in sutra-chanting services
every day, they quickly gain expertise in sutra recitation
and have many opportunities to recite sacred texts that
do not require singing elaborated melodies. Shōmyō,
however, requires far more training than sutra chanting
and is only performed on special occasions. Consequently,
the novices need to practice intensively before these
observances.

The ino at a monastery is responsible for instructing
the novices in shōmyō and other aspects of ritual
expertise. At the head and major training temples, the
senior priests who serve as ino are usually well-respected
shōmyō specialists who have spent many years polishing
their vocal skills. For them, teaching novices provides an
opportunity to transmit their skills to the next generation.



How much shōmyō instruction a novice receives
depends on a number of factors, including where he
trained and how long he stayed there. The head temples
generally offer more opportunities to learn shōmyō
because the monks there perform more rituals that
feature elaborate melodies than are performed in smaller
temples. Novices assigned solo parts in a kōshiki or
another shōmyō ritual receive individual instruction. At
the head temples, not all novices are given the chance to
sing a solo part in a kōshiki. Nowadays, most novices stay
for just one year and are therefore too junior to perform a
main part in a kōshiki or any other major ritual. Only
novices in their second or third year or even later are
assigned such important roles. Nevertheless, most
novices do get a chance to sing the choral parts in a
kōshiki and thus learn the choral pieces. The novices who
serve in the dōanryō 堂行寮 (office of ino assistants) at the
head temples usually receive regular instruction in the
vocalization of texts and the playing of the musical
instruments, since they lead the chants and play the
instruments during rituals.

In local training temples, the situation is very different.
If kōshiki are performed, all novices are usually assigned
important roles, as there may be only around ten to
fifteen novices at the temple (versus around 150 novices
at a head temple). Suzuki Bunmei recalls that when he
was a novice at Nittaiji Senmon Sōdō, most novices would
stay longer than one year.51 Back then, the positions for
the next year’s kōshiki were assigned right after they had
finished that year’s performance. In this way, the novices
had a year to polish their shōmyō skills. Today, in some of
the smaller training temples, kōshiki are not performed
at all, either because too few monks are available to
perform these rituals or because ritual practice is
deemphasized at a particular temple.



At temples where kōshiki are performed, shōmyō
instruction and study take place during the preparation
for the performance of a kōshiki or another ritual that
features shōmyō. What surprised me at first during my
fieldwork at Sōjiji was that the monks did a “dress
rehearsal” the night before the actual performance. After
running through the ritual in its entirety, the ino,
together with other senior teachers and possibly a few
advanced novices, would give detailed feedback to the
younger monks. This was the last step in a long process
of group instruction, individual lessons, and rehearsals
that often had begun approximately one month before the
day of the ritual. In the individual lessons, the novices
performing the solo parts would meet with the ino one-
on-one: The teacher would sing a line and the novice
would repeat it. This went back and forth, usually until
they had worked through the entire piece. The same
method was used in group practice sessions for the
assembly: the ino would sing and the novices repeated
what he sang. At Sōjiji, individuals were not asked to sing
alone during group sessions, although that can happen at
smaller training temples. When Haruki Shōshū, who had
been ino at Eiheiji for six years and is currently ino at
Kasuisai, explained to me how he teaches at Kasuisai, he
said that he sings first and then the novices sing one after
another so that he can give feedback to each novice. If all
sing together, he cannot judge the performance of each
one.52

In an interview, Maekawa Bokushō expounded on the
importance of imitation in the learning process apart
from lessons or lectures. He said that a young novice
needs a good role model in order to develop an
understanding of the aesthetics, melodies, dynamics, and
other musical aspects of the ritual. A shōmyō teacher
provides this model when performing himself in rituals,



demonstrating an ideal performance practice to the
novices, who then can imitate him.

Although shōmyō is learned via oral transmission, the
novices do employ new technologies such as voice
recorders to support their learning. After recording a
lesson, they will listen to the teacher over and over in
private. Kōya Kennin 高屋継仁 , the current ino at Sōjiji
and the youngest shōmyō specialist I interviewed,
mentioned that he records the pieces for the novices
himself and then gives them the recordings for practice.
As one might expect, Kōya, as well as other younger
shōmyō specialists, had used recording devices to learn
shōmyō. As Munakata Gihō 宗 像 義 法 , a former ino at
Eiheiji, remarked, if you hear it just once, it is difficult to
remember.53 Thus, recordings can supplement the
memory.54

Some of the shōmyō teachers whom I interviewed
shared their reflections on their own learning experience
and how they have adjusted their teaching methods in
order to transmit shōmyō more effectively. Kōya, for
example, said that what his teacher taught was “perfect
shōmyō.” Rather than laying out the steps to get there,
his teacher jumped right into the performance. Kōya
thinks that a more step-by-step approach might be easier
for the novices. Although he demonstrates all the
variations there are at the very beginning, he teaches the
very basics of the liturgical pieces first and adds
embellishments and other details as he goes along.
Similarly, Haruki said that he first teaches the basic
melodic patterns and then starts to teach Tanbutsue or
other rituals.55

The commitment to improve the skills of the novices is
also shown in the detailed feedback that senior priests
give to young monks after rehearsals and ritual
performances. Remarkably, I occasionally saw the



teachers at Sōjiji giving points for the level of
performance with 100 points for the highest, sometimes
for individual pieces sung by novices and sometimes for
the ritual performance as a whole. They judged the
performances on several levels, including melodic
correctness, vocal production, dynamics, breaks, and
timing. When I asked Maekawa Bokushō about the
custom of grading, he said that it is an important aspect
of the training that young monks receive, because by
getting detailed feedback, they are able to further polish
their skills.

Kōya remarked that he used to give points to the
novices who led the chanting, but recently, instead of
giving points, he tries to explain in greater detail why the
performance fell short of perfection. He thinks that a
novice needs to understand what should be improved and
that points alone do not provide this information. Kōya
further mentioned that he records the performance of a
novice who is leading a ritual for the first time and then
gives the sound recording to the novice along with
detailed feedback.

As mentioned earlier, a number of formulaic
movements are executed by the monks during a kōshiki.
Unlike shōmyō that is only sung in special rituals like
kōshiki, the movements and gestures used in kōshiki are
largely the same as those that the clerics perform in daily
or regular rituals. Therefore, novices learn these
movements early in their training, and the conduct
quickly becomes part of the embodied knowledge they
acquire. Watching their carefully choreographed
movements, kōshiki, as well as most other Sōtō rituals,
feel almost like a dance. The movements seem effortless
—but it is an effortlessness born of intensive training.
Novices who are newly assigned to bring ritual
implements into the central area of the hall or help with
the delivery of offerings to the objects of worship



enshrined on the altar practice their movements daily
under the watchful instruction of one or two senior
novices, until they can perform them skillfully and
simultaneously at the same speed.

Study after Leaving a Training Temple
Once the novices leave a training temple, they might
have fewer opportunities to participate in kōshiki.56 But
those who are interested can continue studying shōmyō.
Joining shōmyō practices organized by their local young
monks’ association is one option. There also are several
shōmyō study groups in different parts of Japan that
allow priests to study under the guidance of a shōmyō
specialist. Between meetings, the members of these
groups make use of sound recordings of the group
sessions to practice at home. They might also use CD or
DVD recordings by a shōmyō specialist to enhance their
study and listen to the performance over and over or sing
along with it.57 These recordings do not typically contain
lectures on the vocal technique or other technical aspects
of shōmyō; instead they consist of performances of
shōmyō pieces or complete rituals. One exception is
worth mentioning here: the second disc in a three-DVD
set featuring Maekawa Hakuhō, probably the most
renowned shōmyō specialist of his generation, provides
more information than most other recordings and seems
to be a good introduction to shōmyō. The video shows the
musical notation on the screen and visually indicates
where in the notation Maekawa is at each point. This is a
great help in learning how to read the musical notation.
Additionally, at the beginning of each piece, a narrator
states what is special about the piece and what aspect
should be given particular attention.58 However, as many
shōmyō specialists remarked in interviews, recordings
alone cannot teach shōmyō. One needs a teacher who



corrects one’s use of the voice and imparts the subtleties
of tone production and melodic movement.59

Nonetheless, the recordings can supplement direct
instruction by a teacher and also preserve the current
chanting style for future generations.60

Dedicated young novices have always sought out
shōmyō specialists for private instruction, and this
guidance proved vital for their becoming well-known
shōmyō singers in their own right. One example is Baba
Gijitsu 馬 場 義 実 , a priest in Yokohama, who is locally
known for his shōmyō skills and often performs as cantor
in the Yokohama area. He intensively studied shōmyō for
around six months with Imai Gen’yū 今井玄雄 , who had
been ino at Eiheiji and tantō at Hōkyōji 宝慶寺 , while
living with Imai at his temple in Niigata. Imai instructed
Baba privately on a daily basis, starting with the basic
melodic patterns before learning whole pieces. Similarly,
Munakata Gihō visited his shōmyō teacher every evening
for three months to study with him, until the teacher was
satisfied with Gihō’s performance. Maekawa Bokushō, as
the son of Hakuhō, studied solely with his father over
decades and continued to receive instruction even when
he had become a teacher at Nittaiji Senmon Sōdō
himself. Terakura Shōyū, who had been ino at Sōjiji and
now is head priest at a temple in Niigata prefecture, is
another very different case, as he studied shōmyō with
several teachers. His training started when he entered
the training temple Hōonji 報 恩 寺  in Morioka, Iwate
prefecture, at the age of fifteen. He recalled that he first
learned the pieces that he needed to recite during
funerals. The master taught shōmyō by instructing
Terakura in various fushi. Later, he went to Sōjiji to study
with Maekawa Hakuhō. After leaving Sōjiji, Terakura
sought instruction from other shōmyō specialists, most of
them active in Niigata prefecture. Thus, Terakura studied



with several specialists over many years. Most of the
shōmyō specialists said that during their intensive study
of shōmyō, they had many opportunities to participate in
rituals that featured shōmyō. Baba further remarked that
although he does not perform these kinds of rituals
regularly anymore, he remembers the melodies very well
and can still sing them, because he had studied them so
intensively.

These four cases demonstrate the need for intensive
study under a master in order to become skilled at
shōmyō oneself. Learning shōmyō and kōshiki resembles
the way traditional art forms in Japan are transmitted. It
is basically a matter of learning by imitating a master,
and for that reason Japanese priests insist that shōmyō
belongs to the realm of oral transmission. Maekawa
Bokushō and Terakura emphasized in interviews the
concept of denjū 伝 授 , transmission from master to
disciple. This is the most important aspect of all
traditional Japanese arts. A master instructs his disciple,
and after years of intensive study the disciple becomes a
master himself. Denjū is, of course, also central in the
transmission of Zen from mind to mind. But in some
cases, a disciple might have only a brief meeting with a
master before receiving a verification of understanding,
or the relationship might be more of a formal nature.
However, in shōmyō and ritual expertise, as well as in
traditional arts, the transmission of knowledge over an
extended time period is a necessity in order to master a
skill.

Vocal Training: From Kangyō to Karaoke
Like singers of secular music, shōmyō specialists also use
strategies to train their voices. A few priests, for
example, told me about kangyō 寒行, or practicing in the
cold—in this case, reciting in the cold.61 Depending on



the area and teacher, the monks who do this either recite
a sutra or just sing a long “hō ” in a very loud voice. For
example, Haruki recalled how as a young monk at Eiheiji
in the cold winter mountains he recited for two to three
hours a day to make his voice stronger. He just sang “hō ”
for as long as he could, holding the tone. Nowadays, he
does it in a car when he drives as nobody can hear him.
Maekawa Bokushō also mentioned that he recited sutras
in the cold wind when he was young. Baba further said
that he also had done kangyō when he went on begging
rounds with his father as a teenager. When he lived with
Imai he did not do it anymore, but when he was driving
home from Imai’s temple, a three-hour drive, he sang
while listening to the tape. Also, sometimes he sang
outside where nobody could hear him, since one has to
recite with a loud voice—otherwise the body does not
remember.

But another priest told me that he would not do
kangyō as there is a chance it will hurt one’s voice; in
fact, Baba said he did actually hurt his voice during
begging rounds. Notably, Haruki and Maekawa seem to
not instruct their novices to do this practice. Maekawa’s
son, for example, does not do it, but during the morning
recitation at his temple, the hall is very cold, and he
thought that this would be a good substitute. The best
would be to read sutras beside the graveyards outside,
Maekawa said, because there are no roofs or walls and
the sound does not reflect back. This would be a good
way to improve the volume of one’s voice.

When I spoke with Kōya, he mentioned another
interesting way he improved his voice: he used to sing a
lot of karaoke as a university student, and that was a very
good preparation for him to study shōmyō, as he had
intensively studied vocal techniques before he learned to
sing shōmyō. In the same way as Maekawa, he
emphasizes that one learns by actually participating in



regular observances; certain texts requiring a long
breath are vocalized daily at Sōjiji and in this way, train
the voice. Thus, the novices practice by the daily
vocalizations and not through some special exercises. It
is a learning by doing.

The learning process of shōmyō showcases how similar
it is to the study of other musical styles. A novice needs
to undergo a long training before he can master the
subtleties of shōmyō and become a skilled performer who
might one day teach shōmyō at one of the head or
training temples. Becoming a shōmyō specialist is like
becoming a professional singer.

Kōshiki Shōmyō as Zen Practice

The last section of this chapter analyzes how
contemporary Sōtō priests interpret their shōmyō
practice and addresses the question: What role does the
vocalization of liturgical texts play in Sōtō Zen?
Unfortunately, there are no historical sources that explain
how monks in the Tokugawa period or earlier understood
the role of shōmyō. However, a few contemporary shōmyō
specialists have written essays or liner notes to
recordings that detail how they interpret shōmyō. I also
interviewed Sōtō priests but soon realized—as other
ritual studies scholars have done—that ritual specialists
and practitioners are mainly concerned about their own
performance practice and often seem unable to answer
theoretical questions. The priests talked more about the
technical details of their performance, the history of
shōmyō and kōshiki in their school, and how they learned
to perform shōmyō. But most of them did not provide
answers to my philosophical or theoretical questions, so
the following analysis is primarily based on the writings



of contemporary Sōtō priests, supplemented by
information from my interviews and fieldwork.

The headquarters of the Sōtō school does not promote
an official interpretation of shōmyō, and thus there seems
to be room for a wide range of individual views regarding
the role of shōmyō and kōshiki in Sōtō Zen. Most priests
interpret shōmyō in accordance with their understanding
of general Buddhist concepts and the core ideas of the
Sōtō school. The views I outline below are not necessarily
shared by all Sōtō clerics. Nevertheless, the monks I cite
are well-respected and influential ritual specialists; most
have taught at one of the two head temples or major
training temples. It is impossible to judge how their
opinions differ from understandings hundreds of years
ago, due to the lack of sources, but the views described
here reflect how some of today’s leading shōmyō
specialists interpret singing as a Zen practice.

An important caveat is that unlike the preceding
chapters, here I follow the Soto priests’ loose definition of
kōshiki as referring to any Sōtō ritual that features
shōmyō. This is in fact how Sōtō priests talk about these
rituals: since the vocalization styles of kōshiki (rituals
centering around a shikimon) and other rituals featuring
shōmyō are similar, Sōtō clerics do not distinguish
between these kinds of rituals, which stand in sharp
contrast to the regular sutra-chanting services of their
school. I start with Maekawa Bokushō and Suzuki
Bunmei’s views on shōmyō and then introduce the ideas
of other shōmyō specialists, mainly those affiliated with
the head temple Sōjiji.

Maekawa Bokushō
One of the leading shōmyō specialists of the Sōtō school,
Maekawa served twice as the ino, then as the tantō, and
currently is the godō at Sōjiji. It is rare for a shōmyō



specialist to become the godō at a head temple, since the
ino, responsible for instructing monks in etiquette and
rituals, and the godō, responsible for instructing monks
in zazen and doctrine, usually represent different fields of
specialization. Maekawa also gives lectures to shōmyō
study groups in several different areas of Japan and
teaches Sōtō nuns at the convent in Nagoya, Aichi
Senmon Nisodō. As the son of Maekawa Hakuhō, the
most acclaimed shōmyō specialist of the postwar
generation, he developed an intimate relation to shōmyō
while listening to his father’s vocalization from an early
age.

Maekawa is an untypical shōmyō specialist because he
has deeply reflected on ritual practice and developed a
philosophical view of it. Other shōmyō specialists I talked
to were mainly concerned with the technical details of
their performance practice and did not readily discuss
the meaning or interpretation of shōmyō. Maekawa,
however, has long been engaged in zazen practice and
studied under the guidance of several masters who were
all disciples of the prominent Zen teacher Sawaki Kōdō 澤
木興道 (1880–1965). These include Kishigami Kōjun 岸上興
詢, Sawaki’s last disciple; Sakai Tokugen 酒井得元 (1912–
1996) and Suzuki Kakuzen 鈴木格禅  (1926–1999), two
Koma zawa University professors; Kawase Genkō 川瀬玄光
(1908–1988), the only nun to receive Dharma
transmission from Sawaki Kōdō; and Okamura Kōbun 岡
村光文 , a nun who widely taught the sewing of the robe.
Maekawa’s practice and understanding of Sōtō Zen have
been doubly influenced by Sawaki’s emphasis on zazen
and his father’s expertise in Sōtō rituals and shōmyō. He
has admitted that when he was young he did not think
that shōmyō was actually important. But Suzuki Kakuzen,
who respected his father’s shōmyō skills, corrected that
view and told him that shōmyō, too, is part of practice.
From then on, Maekawa practiced shōmyō with



enthusiasm. He has also been interested in doctrinal
texts, including the Shōbōgenzō, and has read extensively
in religion, Japanese traditional music, and literature.
This wide reading might have inspired him to reflect
more deeply on his own ritual practice.

Among his writings is a twenty-page essay entitled
“Zen Master Dōgen and Religious Rituals” (Kōso Dōgen
zenji to shūkyō girei), in which he elaborates his views on
shōmyō and sutra recitation as Zen practices.62 In this
essay, Maekawa begins a paragraph on ritual procedures
and shōmyō (hosshiki shōmyō) with the following
statement:

As for zazen, its practice is the realization of buddhahood. The
robe is the fabric of the realization of buddhahood. Thus, shōmyō
is the voice of the realization of buddhahood, and ritual
procedures (hosshiki 法 式 ) are the actions of the realization of
buddhahood. The point to keep in mind when practicing these is to
strictly cut yourself off from the ordinary mental state. Zazen
should not be [done sitting in] seiza, it must be [done sitting in]
full lotus or half lotus position. The robe cannot even be changed a
little from the Buddha’s rules. The words before the altar are
verses (shiika 詩歌 ), and when read, should be sung (shō 唱 ) or
recited ( ju 誦 ); it should not be [like] regular conversation that is
spoken from the ordinary mental state. Also, the actions are not
the actions of the ordinary mental state, and therefore they are
ritual procedures.63

In this paragraph, Maekawa mentions four aspects of
Sōtō Zen—zazen, the robe, shōmyō, and ritual procedures
—and describes them as expressions of the realization of
buddhahood. His interpretation reflects one of the core
principles of Sōtō Zen: the unity of practice and
realization (shushō ittō 修証一等 ), a concept based on
Dōgen’s writings.

One of Dōgen’s earliest works, Bendōwa 辦道話  (Talk
on pursuing the way), is considered the locus classicus
for this idea. To a fictive question on what someone who



has understood the true Dharma should expect from
zazen practice, Dōgen answered:

To think practice and realization are not one is a non-Buddhist
view. In the Buddha Dharma, practice and realization are one and
the same. As your present practice is practice within realization,
your initial negotiation of the Way is in itself the whole of original
realization. That is why from the time you are instructed in the
way of practice, you are told not to anticipate realization apart
from practice. It is because practice points directly to original
realization.64

Thus, rather than seeing practice as a gradual process
that leads to some future enlightenment, Dōgen asserts
that practice and realization are one. Throughout his
Bendōwa, Dōgen advances the superiority of zazen. In
particular, he states that from the start of a consultation
with a teacher, there is no need for incense offerings,
making prostrations, reciting the name of a buddha,
repentance, and sutra recitation; one should just sit and
cast off body and mind.65 This passage is often cited to
show that Dōgen advocated an exclusive practice of
zazen, and it laid a foundation for some interpretations of
Sōtō Zen as focused solely on seated meditation. In other
writings, however, Dōgen promoted various practices,
including those disparaged in the foregoing passage from
the Bendōwa.66 In his famous essay Tenzō kyōkun 典座教
訓  (Instructions for the cook), for example, he explains
how the work of a cook is by no means inferior to
zazen.67 Today, the practice of novices at the head
temples of the Sōtō school is not limited to seated
meditation; rather, they engage in a wide range of
monastic observances, including the performance of
rituals, all of which are intended to be done with the
same mindset as zazen and are viewed as an expression
of realization.



Likewise, Maekawa relates the principle of realizing
buddhahood not only to zazen but also to other practices
such as the wearing of the robe, the singing of liturgical
texts, and other ritual procedures. For Maekawa the
performance of rituals and the singing of shōmyō are not
opposed or subordinated to zazen; rather, they share the
very same quality.68 In this way, the voice of shōmyō and
the singing of sacred texts are also an expression of the
realization of buddhahood. He does not distinguish
between ritual observances and zazen as Zen practices—
for him, both are based on the same principle, the idea
that practice and realization are one. Throughout my
fieldwork at Sōjiji, I saw him performing in numerous
ritual functions. His bearing and posture always seemed
as focused as it was during zazen, and he appeared to be
performing the rituals with the same concentration. One
of the novices was moved to remark on this, saying that
Maekawa is a mihon 見本, a model, for how to practice.

The next section of Maekawa’s essay is devoted to
shōmyō. He first explains the ritual form of kōshiki: the
preparatory pieces before the shikimon function to
decorate the room; the shikimon praises the virtues of
the buddhas, bodhisattvas, and patriarchs while the
monks pay respect to the objects of worship and express
prayers; the transfer of merit serves as a musical send-off
to the objects of worship.69 He goes on to say that
shōmyō hosshiki and musical instruments have other
functions as well:

When the music created to invite the buddhas is performed, then
just by hearing this music we know what [ritual] is performed, and
finally the music confirms their presence. As for the decoration
(shōgōn 荘 厳 ), both the ritual procedures and the music are
performed in time and space; the ritual that cuts off the ordinary
mental state is at the same time the realization of buddhahood.
The person seeing a buddha is nobody else but a buddha.
Therefore, the people providing offerings in front of one’s eyes are
the family of the buddha(s).



Since the olden times, we have strictly avoided departing from
the rules of the ceremonies, because when people perform
Buddhist rituals, solemnity is necessary. It can be said that this
strictness is the separation between the buddhas and the ordinary
mental state….

It can be said that only through shōmyō, the instruments, zazen,
and rituals do we symbolically express the state of the Buddha
without mediation. In other words, all myriad things collectively,
all sentient beings, both ordinary and enlightened, and everything
in existence preserve the reverberation of the universe from the
time of the Buddha. This is called pure sound (bonnon 梵音 ).70 I
conclude that we cannot deny that shōmyō and the instruments
are the expression of this reverberation.71

Maekawa stresses the importance of rituals and again
explains that ritual practice offers the opportunity to
realize buddhahood. Music and ritual procedures differ
from the ordinary mental state and symbolically express
buddhahood. Remarkably, he describes shōmyō and the
sound of the musical instruments as a kind of Ur-sound
that has reverberated through the universe since the
time of the Buddha. Thus he implies that through sound
one can connect with the Buddha in the time of his
physical absence while expressing the state of a buddha
oneself.

He then discusses the necessity of training and
practice:

Further, shōmyō needs special training. One might say that zazen
does not need it, but when conducting sesshin 攝心  it becomes
clear by itself that this needs steadfast physical and mental
stamina. Both ritual procedures and shōmyō are the honing of
[one’s] life. Through Buddhist rituals we extinguish the ordinary
mental state; however, in that respect, shōmyō has an especially
complicated side. Nowadays, everybody performs Buddhist rituals.
But considered from the point of the practitioners, we do not say
that one should conduct hosshiki shōmyō and kōshiki, but instead
one practices and cultivates [them], and as a human expression,
one must reach excellence [in them]. Because it is an action
directed at something that transcends humans, it is called
expression (hyōgen 表現), it is called craft (gigei 技芸), it is called



art (geijutsu 芸術 ). It is not a means for humans to interact with
one another.

There is nothing more difficult than to actually perform
Buddhist rituals while intoning [texts]. But as for old basic
guidebooks, there are close to none; further, of those [that remain]
there are aspects that cannot be learned [from them]. In recent
years, it has become possible to produce sound recordings and the
study has changed completely; nevertheless, there are aspects
that cannot be transmitted [this way]. [Trying to learn from
recordings] does not match the actual [experience of] hearing how
a practitioner intones [a text], as it disappears in an instant. Truly,
there is no substitute for learning step by step, in person, under
the guidance of a master.72

Here Maekawa shifts from a soteriological perspective
to the aesthetic side, emphasizing that one must reach
excellence in shōmyō in terms of practice as well as
aesthetics. On the one hand, shōmyō is an expression of
the realization of buddhahood, and on the other, it is an
art form that requires cultivation in order to achieve
excellence. So, it becomes clear that shōmyō has a
soteriological as well as an aesthetic and artistic side.
Maekawa further emphasizes that one needs to learn
directly from a teacher. In an interview, he further noted
that a beginner would not know what to improve and has
to learn by listening to specialists. A teacher can instruct
a student and tell him what needs to be amended to
cultivate his skills.

In the remainder of the essay, Maekawa discusses
mostly technical aspects of hosshiki shōmyō such as
naturalness, tonal structure, tone production, tone color,
musical notation, speed, and breathing method. In the
following, I translate only the paragraphs that illuminate
his understanding of rituals as a Buddhist practice. The
first explains the conduct of a buddha (butsugyō 仏行):

It is practicing as personal practice and not to intone for other
people. It is to reverently and sincerely practice. As for the
conduct of a buddha, fundamentally it is not skilled or unskilled.
But the emotion of the practitioner must be strong. In the



[Sōtōshū] Gyōji kihan 行持規範 (Standard observances [of the Sōtō
school]) and other texts, there are instructions on vocalization. It
is the voice of delight and sublime beauty; it should not be like
sinking into darkness. On a high tone, it has grace and strictness.
There are many terms, such as singing ( 唱 ), reciting ( 誦 ), and
reading ( 曰 ), but every time [you intone a text] in front of the
Buddha altar you want to keep the tension. To avoid mistakes, you
should practice beforehand, further make all the preparations, and
during reciting you must refrain from coughing and the like.73

Thus, ritual practice requires sincerity, and this devoted
concentration lays the foundation for a graceful vocal
performance. Maekawa’s ensuing elucidation of
naturalness in vocalization concludes with the statement
that “in order to truly reach naturalness, training and
technique are necessary.”74 Although he stated earlier
that a dualistic view of skilled and unskilled cannot be
applied to the conduct of a buddha, this statement points
to the reality that expertise in shōmyō cannot be reached
without devoted training and practice. In the end,
Maekawa, along with other shōmyō specialists,
distinguishes between levels of performance and shows
an appreciation of a skilled vocalization.

Next, Maekawa begins a discussion about tone
production (hassei 発声) with an interesting statement on
the relation between shōmyō and zazen:

For [us] who practice zazen, voice production is clearly influenced
by the breathing method of zazen. It is difficult to explain this fully
in writing, but it involves the stillness that we experience in
shōmyō, the long sensation of the breath, and the calmness. When
the patched-robed monks practice shōmyō, they pay attention to
following the posture of zazen. Shōmyō has a unique voice
production method; although it is very similar to Japanese
traditional music, by no means can you just borrow it [from other
genres]. It can be said that what makes shōmyō shōmyō solely
depends on this voice production method. Awareness of the
posture of zazen is automatically awareness of the posture of the
voice production for shōmyō.75



In suggesting that shōmyō and zazen share a similar
breathing method and an awareness of posture,
Maekawa again describes both practices as equal. We
could say that practitioners bring the breathing method
and concentration of zazen from the meditation hall to
the Buddha or Dharma hall, where they perform rituals.

Then Maekawa explains some details about the special
voice production of shōmyō. First, there are two different
timbres: dark ( jigoe 地声 or yō 陰) and bright (kasei 仮声
or on 陽 ). Second, he comments on the dynamics: in
traditional Japanese music, there is no crescendo; a note
is either loud or soft. There are more subtle aspects of
voice production, such as the sustaining of notes and
accentuation, that are difficult to express in musical
notation, he writes, again emphasizing the necessity of
training in order to be able to control one’s voice to the
extent required.76 Maekawa continues expounding on the
limitations of the musical notation included in the Shōwa
kaitei Shōmyō kihan and the aesthetics of shōmyō:

In Shōwa 40 (1965), the committee members of the Shōmyō kihan
compared and examined the old kōshiki books, and then they
selected and standardized the musical notation (hakase). But
[their] simplification of that musical notation also has
inconsistencies. Traditional melodies come first; notation marks
(fugō 符号) do not. The reason is that between the musical notation
that is not included in the kihan and the musical notation [that is],
there are fushi. Further, it could be thought that the only reason
these fushi cannot be written down is because they are subtle and
extremely difficult to notate; yet combined with the voice
production of the dark tone [the fushi] are very beautiful. This, we
can say, is the key to shōmyō. To rigidly intone [according to] the
musical notation cannot be called shōmyō. Further, there are also
people who display [stylistic] differences depending on [their]
master and [their affiliation with one of] the two head temples; but
that is not the point here. The music of our school is something
that has a position that has been studied and fixed in relation to
Japanese traditional music. It preserves the characteristics of
medieval music well.



To study and perceive the beautiful as beautiful is to train in the
sensibility of our predecessors who have perfected [shōmyō] over
hundreds of years. It truly is profound.77

Since the musical notation is incomplete, oral instruction
is necessary to provide the information that is missing
from the ritual handbooks. But the meaning of shōmyō
study goes further. For Maekawa, shōmyō training
enables the practitioner to connect through his
vocalization with the Buddha himself and the Sōtō
lineage.

Throughout the essay, Maekawa acknowledges the two
sides of shōmyō. On the one hand, it is a religious
practice with soteriological significance that expresses
the realization of buddhahood in the same way that zazen
does. On the other hand, it is an artistic expression that
has its own aesthetic principles and requires dedicated
training. Yet the two sides are intimately connected: in
the practice of shōmyō, it is necessary to polish one’s
artistic and technical skills, and at the same time,
practicing shōmyō is the honing of oneself.

Suzuki Bunmei
Suzuki Bunmei is a priest who trained under Maekawa
Bokushō and his father Hakuhō and formerly taught
shōmyō at the training temple Kasuisai. Interestingly, his
view differs strongly from Maekawa Bokushō’s. Suzuki is
very active in the promotion of shōmyō and helped to edit
the new edition of a book on shōmyō for Sōtō clerics.78 In
the introduction, he recalls that when he was a novice at
the training temple Nittaiji Senmon Sōdō in Nagoya, he
wondered why they, as zazen practitioners, would need to
practice and perform shōmyō. Therefore, he asked
Maekawa Hakuhō, then the godō at Nittaiji Senmon
Sōdō, “Why do we need shōmyō in our school?” Hakuhō
answered, “We must pay respect and provide offerings to



the buddhas and patriarchs.” Suzuki writes that he later
asked other masters the same question, but Hakuhō’s
answer left a deep and long-lasting impression on him.79

Suzuki continues:

We use shōmyō in order to pay respect to the buddhas and
patriarchs and to provide offerings to them. In itself, the meaning
of these words is simple, but somehow it is a magnificent theme.
Who are the buddhas and patriarchs? And what do “paying
respect” (raihai 礼 拝 ), “providing offerings” (kuyō 供 養 ), and
“ceremonies” (hōyō 法要 ) mean? I remember that since that time
my interest in shōmyō shifted from solely focusing on the
technique of shōmyō to the meaning of shōmyō performed during
ceremonies.80

Like many practitioners, Suzuki’s foremost concern as a
young monk was with the technical and aesthetic aspects
of shōmyō, but when he reached a certain level, he began
to inquire into the religious meaning of the ritual. Several
other priests hinted at the same development when I
spoke with them about shōmyō. Baba, for example,
mentioned that he intellectually understood the meaning
of the pieces when he was young, but not with his heart.
His only concern at the beginning was the correct
performance practice of shōmyō, and it was not until
much later that he developed a deep understanding of its
religious meaning. He added that it is probably always
like that when first learning: one is just concerned about
building one’s skills.

Other priests gave a variety of answers when I asked
them Suzuki’s question. Some expounded on the history
of shōmyō and kōshiki in the Sōtō school; others talked
about rituals and their connection to lay devotees.
Maekawa Bokushō’s answer was intriguing, especially as
he is the son of Hakuhō. He said that he does not agree
with his father on this point and then stated, “If one does
not perform shōmyō, then there is no Buddha.” When I
asked him about kōshiki, mentioning the kōshiki for the



Sixteen Arhats, he confirmed: “Only when one performs a
kōshiki do the Sixteen Arhats exist.” Thus he further
emphasized that without shōmyō and rituals the objects
of worship—whether it be buddhas, bodhisattvas, or
other deities—would not exist. Only at the time of the
ritual is their existence affirmed, and only then do they
exist. The same applies to zazen practice: When one
practices zazen, then there is a buddha. When one does
not, then buddha does not exist.81

Interestingly, when I asked Maekawa on another
occasion why shōmyō is necessary, he said that the
priests are artists, and they need to do art. Dōgen and
Keizan were artists who understood music, literature,
and daily life. Today it is the same. He said he only
understood that idea when he was close to fifty, after
having studied shōmyō for thirty years. “All of life is
music,” he said. “In my case, it is shōmyō, I only sing
shōmyō, nothing else.”82

Thus we have two very different perspectives on the
meaning of ritual: while Suzuki and Maekawa Hakuhō
emphasize Buddhist devotion in their interpretation,
Maekawa Bokushō bases his view on the core concept of
Sōtō Zen that practice and realization are one. In his
essay, Suzuki further expounds the definition of Buddhist
ceremonies:

If one looks up hōyō 法 要  in [the dictionary] Daijirin, it says a
“Buddhist ceremony; especially funerals and rituals to transfer
merit to one’s deceased family members.” In other words, it has
the meaning of a ceremony セレモニー . Additionally, it says, “the
central part of the Buddhist teachings.” Of course, it is the latter
that we emphasize when it comes to hōyō. The ultimate goal of
performing hōyō is to use rituals (gishiki) to accomplish the
realization of the correct way taught by many patriarchs, starting
with the Buddha and the two patriarchs [Dōgen and Keizan].
During Śākyamuni’s lifetime, all those who laid out decorations,
such as flowers and lights, intimately received this teaching below
the space that was decorated solemnly and neatly. Also today, after
Ś



Śākyamuni’s passing, when we cannot look up to his [physical]
appearance [anymore], we welcome the buddhas and patriarchs
through images or we welcome the spirits [of the deceased]
through memorial tablets. Below the decorated space, just as in
the time of the Buddha, we intimately meet the Buddha and
receive correct guidance. Although the buddha sculptures do not
speak or preach in the same way as Śākyamuni, by giving life and
voice to the teachings through sutra recitations and by the actual
sermons and Dharma talks of the officiant, we can become
intimate with the teachings of the Buddha. In the ceremonial
space, one can meet the Buddha through rituals that regulate the
space that is decorated, and thus it is a precious space in which
one becomes intimate with the Buddha.83

Hence Suzuki views rituals as special spaces where one
can meet the Buddha and receive his guidance. The ritual
space is special because it is completely regulated and no
ordinary affairs infiltrate the ritual realm. In
distinguishing it from daily affairs, Suzuki invests the
ritual space with the power to make possible an intimate
encounter with the Buddha and his teachings. He
elaborates on this further:

Regarding the sutra readings and the texts of the transfer of
merit, when one performs a ceremony (hōyō), one has to intone
the specified texts. It is the same for the instruments: one has to
play a specific instrument with specific timing and volume;
everything is regulated. Due to the regulated sound, the
atmosphere of the ceremonial place is maintained and the
attention of everybody who is involved in the ceremony is directed
toward the Buddha. On the contrary, when something occurs that
differs from the rules, attention is drawn away from the Buddha.
This is common sense. We protect the place of the Buddha that is
regulated during the ceremony and perform the sounds in order to
maintain [it]. We must also cultivate the [proper] voice production;
it is the same for the instruments.84

Here Suzuki suggests that the strict regulation of
conduct helps to create a space where the Buddha and
his teachings can manifest. Thus he offers an explanation
of ritual that is similar to the definitions proposed by



many ritual studies scholars who maintain that formality
and stereotypy are vital for the efficacy of a ritual.

After expounding on some technical aspects of shōmyō,
such as breathing, tone production, and pronunciation,
Suzuki closes his essay with a statement that expands the
meaning of hōyō (ceremony) beyond the ritual context:

If ceremony is not limited to ritual, then all the more does one
animate the experience of the ceremony in all of daily [life]. This
daily [life] is the Buddha Dharma. All actions are the Buddha
Dharma, and they are the actions of a buddha. [In any case,] with
regard to ceremony as ritual, its meaning shows itself directly to
us. It is an important guidance…. It is not a ceremony to
showcase; shouldn’t we aim to realize ceremony as practice?85

Thus Suzuki touches on the soteriological dimension of
shōmyō within and beyond the ritual setting. Yet his focus
throughout remains on the devotional aspect of rituals, in
contrast to Maekawa’s understanding of shōmyō as a
practice, like zazen, that in itself is an expression of the
realization of buddhahood. For Suzuki, rituals are the
place where practitioners can hear the teaching of a
buddha and receive his guidance, which they can
subsequently put into practice.

Views of Other Shōmyō Specialists
Other priests explained further aspects important for the
practice of shōmyō. One of them is Terakura Shōyū, who
studied under several masters, including Maekawa
Hakuhō. He began an interview with the following
remark:

The most important aspect is that one has to vocalize shōmyō
[pieces] that praise the Buddha with the feeling of praising him. In
the kōshiki for Zen master Keizan, one has to have the feeling of
praising the virtue of Zen master Keizan. If at the outset one
misses this point, then however skillful one is in shōmyō, there will
be no substance [in one’s chanting]. Vocalizing shōmyō also has a
musical element, and it is important. But everyone has his own



fushi [or personal style], because all have their own
individuality…. I personally think that it is good like that. It is like
the flow of water: in the end all [rivers] run into the same sea.86

Then Terakura explained that at Sōjiji there are more
than one hundred novices. Consequently, the teachers
instruct the novices not to display their personality, as
they have to sing together like a choir. Later a novice has
to find his own way and make recitation practice his own.

The ideas that Terakura had stated at the beginning
run through the interview like a red thread. Throughout
the interview, as well as in other conversations, he
emphasized that one must have a clear understanding of
the meaning of the text before one can vocalize it. This
requires that one study the texts before vocalizing them,
and doing so helps one to decide where to take a breath
or put an accent. In this way, the listeners will be able to
actually understand the text. He was mainly referring to
dedications (sho 疏 ) and transfer of merit texts written
specially for a particular ritual when he said this. But we
can assume he would say the same about offertory
declarations and shikimon, since understanding a text is
in fact the basis for being able to recite it with the
requisite praise.

Terakura returned to the musical aspect of shōmyō
several times. He said, for example, that “shōmyō . . . has
a musical element. Of course, it is music (ongaku 音楽 ).
But it is not simply reciting, one has to have the object [of
worship] in mind. When reciting a Rakan kōshiki, if one
does not think about the form of the arhats while reading
it, then it is nothing but empty nenbutsu (kara nenbutsu
空念仏).” He also said, “When one vocalizes but nothing is
conveyed, then it has no value. It is not about whether
‘this is beautiful’ or ‘one has a nice voice.’ . . . If the
listeners are not moved by the heart of this person, then
it is useless.”



Like Terakura, other current or previous ino of Sōjiji,
such as Kōya and Nozaki Taiyū 野崎泰雄, emphasize that it
is important to understand the meaning of the text and to
recite it in a way that listeners can follow. Nozaki even
remarked that it is like karaoke: “There are many people
who are good, but they do not move peoples’ hearts. One
needs tamashii (soul) in one’s chanting.”87 Nozaki went
on to say that zazen is the basis for shōmyō, and every
time I met him during a ritual at Sōjiji, he would reiterate
his view that to understand shōmyō, one has to study
zazen; it cannot be done without it.

Terakura likened chanting to the central practice of
Sōtō Zen, shikan taza 只 管 打 坐  (just sitting).88

Contemporary Sōtō clerics describe shikan taza in
slightly different ways, but it is generally understood as
zazen practice that straightforwardly engages in sitting;
it is not a means to reach enlightenment. There is no
need for a gradual progress to reach enlightenment;
zazen itself is already the fulfillment of the realization of
buddhahood, as Dōgen said in his Bendōwa. Even when
one sits for the first time, all realization is already
attained.89 The official Sōtō school webpage further
explains that the posture one takes when doing zazen is
the posture of the Buddha and therefore the posture of
enlightenment. In this posture realization is attained.90 In
applying this concept to other activities, Terakura said
that shikan 只管, single-mindedness, is what is important,
not just in the act of sitting but also in cleaning, reciting,
and the like. Suzuki Eiichi, former tantō at Sōjiji and
current abbot of Sōjiji Soin, echoed this point when he
spoke of “single-minded shōmyō” (isshin no shōmyō 一心

の声明) and stated that both zazen and shōmyō share the
same foundation of “just doing” (tada yaru). Thus shōmyō
practice can be understood as “just singing,” as it shares
the same foundation as shikan taza. In other words, this



interpretation views singing shōmyō not as goal oriented
or as a devotional practice but as an expression of the
realization of buddhahood based on the principle that
practice and realization are one, as Maekawa also
suggested in his essay.

Tsuruoka Hakuhō 鶴岡白鳳 , another priest who wrote
an essay on shōmyō, also relates shōmyō and other
observances to a Sōtō interpretation of Zen practice:

“Through our observances, we actualize the observances of the
buddhas and thus penetrate the great way of the buddhas”
(Shōbōgenzō, Gyōji 正 法 眼 藏 行 持 ). The characteristic of these
observances, which can be called our school’s profound meaning,
is also directly expressed by the aspects of the melodies that are
transmitted through shōmyō. The melodies do not reach controlled
grandeur; the rhythm is also simple; the mode, the pauses, the
sustaining of notes, and the like are also plain and basic.

However, the rhythm, mode, pauses, and the like
aforementioned bring the deportment of a practicing buddha
(gyōbutsu igi 行佛威儀 ) to life when kōshiki and other rituals are
performed following the pure rules. [The deportment of a buddha
means that] “through shikan taza, we obtain liberation at this time
and place.” We should therefore correct what is heard and seen
[i.e., the vocalization and movements].91

Tsuruoka interprets shōmyō as a fundamental Sōtō
practice and relates it to zazen by quoting Dōgen’s
Shōbōgenzō. Both zazen and rituals, he affirms, are to be
conducted as the practice of a buddha and as such are an
expression of realization.

Kojima Shōin 小 島 璋 允 , a former kannin 監 院
(superintendent) of Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Nagoya
and godō at Eiheiji, surprisingly connects ritual practice,
which he describes as the embodiment of the Dharma, to
the expectations of lay devotees. He wrote the following
statement while serving in Nagoya:

… when all dress in correct robes and follow the proper conduct
(igi 威儀 ) according to the rules (nyohō 如法 ), their sutra reading
and voices completely resemble the sutra reading of a single



person. Then their movements, their circumambulation of the hall,
and their music are all performed with the officiant in the center,
and both walking and sitting are performed synchronously,
solemnly and correctly. Thus the aspects that satisfy the religious
desire of lay devotees flourish. This is the special character of our
school’s ritual tradition, which is expressed by the proverb
“Proper conduct is the Buddha Dharma, and etiquette is the
principle of our school” (igi soku buppō, sahō kore shūshi 威儀即仏

法、作法是宗旨).92

Kojima seems to be tacitly admitting that Sōtō monks
perform rituals for the laity, but the proverb he cites at
the end encapsulates the Sōtō school’s principle that the
correct performance of rituals is the embodiment of the
Dharma. In other words, by affirming that proper conduct
is an expression of the realization of buddhahood in the
same way that zazen is, he suggests that rituals work on
multiple logics: they not only are an expression of
buddhahood but serve the needs of lay devotees as well.

In the same publication, Inoue Gishin, now kannin of
Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Nagoya, gives a detailed
explanation of the history of shōmyō and kōshiki and
writes the following about the meaning of kōshiki:

Now in kōshiki we also vocalize the verses following the
traditional rhythm and praise the virtues of the buddhas. At the
requisite time, the buddhas, bodhisattvas, heavenly beings, and
benevolent deities appear. Therefore, before their eyes, we praise
and provide offerings [to them], and as the merit from vocalizing
[their] names and paying respect accumulates, we receive the
protection and mercy [of the buddhas and bodhisattvas] (kabi
onchō 加被恩寵). May we continue to practice the way and further
answer the pure faith of the devotees and their prayers and
offerings to the ancestors.93

Like Kojima, Inoue relates ritual practices to the wishes
of lay devotees, but he additionally hints at the this-
worldly benefits that rituals are thought to provide.
Interestingly, Maekawa and Suzuki, as well as the Sōjiji-
affiliated priests I spoke with, never mentioned lay



devotees in relation to shōmyō or kōshiki in their writings
or our conversations. For them, shōmyō was a practice as
delineated by the practice-realization paradigm central to
Sōtō Zen doctrine, or an expression of devotion, or—for
Maekawa—an art. But Kojima and Inoue, both active at
Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Nagoya, emphasize the role of
rituals for lay propagation. The reason might be that
Kojima’s and Inoue’s statements appeared in a
publication alongside three rituals, two of which, the
Kannon senbō and Tanbutsue, are sometimes performed
during elaborate services for lay devotees. But like
Suzuki, Inoue also stresses the devotional aspect of
rituals.

Last but not least, several of the priests I talked with
mentioned that they find singing and chanting enjoyable.
This was certainly a reason for focusing on shōmyō and
seeking to improve their chanting skills. Baba, for
example, said that it feels good to recite or perform
shōmyō, and if you become more skilled in singing
shōmyō, it feels even better.94 Munakata Gihō similarly
remarked, “It’s fun to sing shōmyō. It is like karaoke.”95

He said that he had enjoyed learning shōmyō, and so he
tries to teach shōmyō in an enjoyable manner to the
novices at Eiheiji. Several shōmyō specialists also
mentioned that they play musical instruments, such as
electric guitar or electric bass, and had been enthusiastic
about playing music before learning shōmyō. Their
musical background might have played a major role in
their decision to devote considerable time and energy to
the music of Sōtō Zen. Finally, there is an additional,
often vital factor: several priests mentioned that when
they were young, they heard a senior priest sing shōmyō
beautifully and were deeply touched by the performance.
Such a moment seems to have sparked a deep interest in
learning shōmyō in not a few Sōtō clerics.



Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that the performance of
kōshiki is intimately related to music practice. Clerics
vocalize liturgical pieces in a number of styles, ranging
from a reading with very little to no melodic
embellishment to highly melismatic singing. Instruments
are played throughout the ritual to provide cues for
singing and to coordinate ritual actions. These musical
styles and sounds blend to form an arc through which the
ritual unfolds.

Young monks need dedicated training to develop the
ability to sing the liturgical pieces. Most importantly, they
need a teacher who can give them direct instruction in
the correct performance of the melodies and the
subtleties of vocal production in shōmyō. This training
starts when a novice enters a training temple, and upon
his departure it can continue in shōmyō study groups,
local young monks’ associations, and other informal
ways. Monks who are seriously interested in shōmyō
usually seek out a master to continue polishing their
skills through individual lessons. Passed down from one
generation to the next, shōmyō is part of the oral
transmission of ritual expertise in Sōtō Zen. Over the
centuries, this transmission has been supported by
musical notation—an aide-memoire for melodies—and
audio and video recordings more recently, but as all
shōmyō specialists aver, there is no substitute for in-
person instruction.

The shōmyō specialists who teach in the head and
training temples interpret their practice in different
ways. Many view it through the lens of Sōtō Zen doctrine
and regard shōmyō as an integral part of their Zen
practice. Maekawa Bokushō understands shōmyō based
on the core principle of the unity of practice and
realization and suggests that through both zazen and the



vocalization of liturgical texts “we symbolically express
the state of the Buddha without mediation.” Other priests
mention the core idea that “proper conduct is the Buddha
Dharma, and etiquette is the principle of our school,” and
of course they do include shōmyō and rituals in this
paradigm. Others, however, such as Suzuki Bunmei,
approach shōmyō from a more general Buddhist
perspective and interpret it as a devotional practice, one
that expresses devotion to buddhas, bodhisattvas, and
patriarchs. For Suzuki, rituals also offer a space for
receiving guidance from the Buddha’s teachings. Two
priests who have worked in a smaller training temple,
Kojima and Inoue, add another dimension to the
understanding of rituals when they acknowledge their
importance in fulfilling the expectations of lay devotees.
These contrasting views illustrate the multivocality of
interpretations of ritual practice within the Sōtō school.

Most shōmyō specialists evaluate shōmyō and kōshiki
from an artistic standpoint and teach methods that will
lead to a skilled performance. Maekawa, in particular,
details several aspects of shōmyō, including the two
different timbres, tone production, dynamics, and
breathing, whose subtleties cannot be captured by
musical notation. For him, shōmyō cannot be considered
shōmyō if all a performer does is rigidly intone a melody
by reading the musical notation; one has to sing following
the subtle aesthetic ideal of Sōtō shōmyō. These different
ways of approaching shōmyō are not mutually exclusive.
For Maekawa, the aesthetic and soteriological
perspectives form a unity. Singing shōmyō is the honing
of one’s life: by practicing and performing shōmyō, a
practitioner polishes his artistic skills, and this very
practice is at the same time an expression of the
realization of buddhahood. Terakura emphasizes the
devotional nature of rituals by expounding on the need to
understand the texts before one can recite in a way that



communicates the content. But he also relates shōmyō to
shikan taza when he comments that one needs to perform
all activities single-mindedly. All these different
perspectives highlight that shōmyō specialists view the
art of chanting as a musical skill completely intertwined
with religious practice.
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PART TWO

Kōshiki and Collective Memory: The Case of
Keizan



4

Early Modern Lineage Divergences

Suzuki Bunmei: “Why do we need shōmyō in our school?”
Maekawa Hakuhō: “We must pay respect and provide offerings
to the buddhas and patriarchs.”

AT THE END of the seventh month in Bunsei 11 (1828),
Donge Zenzui 曇華禅瑞  (d. 1856), the twenty-first head
priest of Keijūji 渓 寿 寺  in today’s Eihime prefecture,
arrived with three attendants at the head temple Sōjiji in
the remote village of Monzen on the Noto peninsula, to
serve as one of the abbots there for a year. In the next
few days, he met the resident monks at Sōjiji, the current
abbots, and the other soon-to-be abbots. He was also
introduced to Sōjiji’s etiquette and participated in a
number of small-scale rituals. The first major observance
Zenzui attended was the memorial service for Keizan,
Sōjiji’s first abbot, conducted every year from the
thirteenth to the fifteenth day in the eighth month.1 Many
monks from temples affiliated with Sōjiji in the nearby
provinces of Kaga, Etchū, and Noto came to Sōjiji to
attend this service and pay their respects to Keizan.
Among the rituals performed was a kōshiki for Keizan,
the Butsuji kōshiki (Kōshiki on Zen Master Butsuji).2 This
kōshiki was the only ritual during the memorial service
that detailed Keizan’s life, adding a concrete
commemoration of his accomplishments to the memorial
service.



The kōshiki performed for Keizan at Sōjiji echoed a
performance of an earlier version of the same kōshiki
during the memorial service at Yōkōji, another temple
founded by Keizan on the Noto peninsula. The kōshiki
were important rituals for each temple: they not only
served to repay the benevolence of the temple founder,
but also functioned to help consolidate a collective
memory on which the future success of the temple and its
community was based.3 Part II of this book studies the
historical development of these alternate versions of the
kōshiki for Keizan, tracing the modifications that
appeared in each shikimon over time and highlighting the
dynamics of ritual innovation and change.

Both versions of the kōshiki for Keizan express
gratitude to him as the founder of the largest lineage of
Sōtō Zen. They commemorate his life and narrate the
early history of his lineage. Consequently, a performance
of the ritual is a recounting of history in which the
community engages by hearing the shikimon read aloud.
The performance is thus an enactment of a community of
memory—a community of fellow practitioners who
remember their past in the same way and who retell the
same foundational stories about their lineage or school.4

In other religions, similar communities form around
ritual remembrances of saints or decisive events. Derek
Krueger calls these rituals a “liturgy of memory” and
proposes that Byzantine Christian rituals and
hagiographies created a liturgical “we,” a community of
religious individuals demarcated by a shared communal
memory. This liturgical “we” is formed not only by
sharing a set of stories and ideas but also by
experiencing the bodily and vocal expressions of these
beliefs in communal rituals.5 Similarly, Gavin Flood, in
exploring the formation of subjectivity, relates ritualized
practices to the performance of a tradition’s memory.6 He



mainly focuses on ascetic practices, but his ideas can be
applied to commemorative rituals as well: rituals
remembering a saint or an influential religious figure
often retell key narratives that incorporate the central
ritual practices of the tradition.

Preserving the memory of its own history has been
vital to the collective memory of Zen lineages.
Biographies of eminent Zen monks and other forms of
Zen literature, including the kōan collections narrating
old cases, exemplify the central ideas and practices of the
tradition through individual stories and legends. The
biographies are thus part of the constant retelling of the
collective memory—or imaginaire—of Zen Buddhism.

Before unraveling the kōshiki for Keizan, a few words
are in order on kōshiki performed in remembrance of
eminent monks. Memorial services for school founders
and influential patriarchs have been important
observances throughout East Asian Buddhism. However,
the ritual form of these memorial services has varied over
time. In Japanese Buddhism, sutras were read and
sometimes offertory declarations were recited. If the
memorial service was conducted for a school or lineage
founder at a major temple, the clerics would perform
multiday ceremonies during which they conducted a
variety of rituals. The development of the ritual genre of
kōshiki added another option to the repertoire of
Buddhist liturgy, and kōshiki offered the possibility of
narrating the biography of an eminent monk while
expressing gratitude for the benevolence received.
Therefore, kōshiki for school founders were composed in
various schools. For example, Ryūkan 隆寛  (1148–1227)
composed a kōshiki for Hōnen (1133–1212), the founder
of the Jōdo school, entitled Chion kōshiki, and Kakunyo 覚
如  (1270–1351) composed a kōshiki for Shinran 親 鸞
(1173–1263), the founder of the Jōdo-shin school, entitled



Hōon kōshiki.7 Interestingly, most of the kōshiki in the
Sōtō school were actually composed in remembrance of
eminent monks, as seen in the outline of the development
of Sōtō kōshiki in chapter 1. These works constitute a
subgenre of kōshiki called hōon kōshiki (kōshiki to repay
kindness), which express gratitude to eminent monks and
at the same time shape the collective memory of a
lineage—through both the retelling of the biography and
the communal performance of the ritual.8

This chapter explores the first kōshiki composed in
remembrance of Keizan, the Butsuji kōshiki. I show that
the temples Yōkōji and Sōjiji developed alternate versions
of the kōshiki that reflected the rivalry between them
during the medieval period. First, I introduce each
temple’s background and then explain the context of the
ritual’s performance during Keizan’s memorial service.
Turning to the kōshiki itself, I examine its origins and
ritual structure before analyzing the shikimon and the
differences they reveal between the two communities of
memory.

Keizan’s Temples: Yōkōji and Sōjiji

The history of Yōkōji begins in Shōwa 1 (1312) when
patrons donated land to Keizan to found a new temple in
Hakui in Noto province. Five years later, in Bunpō 1
(1317), Keizan moved to Yōkōji upon completion of the
abbot’s quarters.9 In Genkō 1 (1321), Jōken 定賢 (n.d.), a
master of esoteric Buddhism who was the resident priest
of a small Kannon chapel in the northern part of the Noto
peninsula, placed his chapel under the guardianship of
Keizan.10 Keizan renamed it Sōjiji. The details of this
transfer remain unclear, and the nature of the
relationship between Keizan and Jōken is unknown. In the
fifth month of Shōchū 1 (1324), Keizan traveled to Sōjiji



to open its monks’ hall, and he installed Gasan as Sōjiji’s
first full-time Zen abbot two months later. Keizan then
returned to Yōkōji.11

In Shōchū 2 (1325), just a month before his death,
Keizan gave six of his disciples instructions concerning
the succession of Yōkōji’s abbotship and ordered that the
monks of his lineage serve as abbot in the order of their
seniority.12 After his death, four of these disciples—Meihō
Sotetsu 明峰素哲  (1277–1350), Mugai Chikō 無涯智洪  (d.
1351), Gasan Jōseki, and Koan Shikan 壺菴至簡 (d. 1341)—
served successively as abbot of Yōkōji, and the temple
flourished. After completing their own terms, the four
cooperated in appointing their own disciples to Yōkōji’s
abbotship, and Yōkōji was jointly managed by the heirs of
these four monks, ensuring its prosperity. Yet by 1379,
the system had failed, and the next ten abbots all
belonged to Meihō’s lineage.13 At the same time, Gasan’s
disciples established an abbot rotation system at Sōjiji
that did secure stability and institutional success.14

An intense rivalry between Yōkōji and Sōjiji developed.
Both temples had few parishioners, and since they were
not pilgrimage sites, they depended on wealthy patrons
and the support of monks in their lineage. By 1430, Sōjiji,
which had been one of Yōkōji’s branch temples during
Keizan’s lifetime, had become independent and was able
to challenge Yōkōji for preeminence.15 In Genna 1 (1615),
Sōjiji was declared one of the two head temples of the
Sōtō school, alongside Eiheiji, and by the end of the
seventeenth century, it was able to claim more than 90
percent of all Sōtō temples as its branch temples.16 Sōjiji
had eclipsed Yōkōji, and Yōkōji, struggling economically,
would even become a branch temple of Sōjiji later in the
Tokugawa period.17

At the same time, a severe rivalry between Eiheiji and
Sōjiji, the two head temples, had also developed, fueling



disputes over a range of issues.18 The matters that
caused the greatest conflict involved the regulations
governing the changing of the robe (tenne 転衣), a rite of
passage that allowed a cleric to change from a black robe
to a different colored robe and so ascend the
ecclesiastical ranks. Since the fees paid by the monks
were an important source of income for the two head
temples, the monks of both temples tried to influence the
Bureau of Temples and Shrines (Jisha Bugyō 寺社奉行) to
issue regulations that favored their temple. Aware of its
favorable location, Eiheiji argued that it should be
possible to conduct the ceremony of changing the robe at
both head temples, whereas Sōjiji averred that branch
temples should undergo the changing of the robe at their
own head temple, knowing that more than 90 percent of
all Sōtō temples belonged to their faction. It seems that
the bureau might have favored Eiheiji, because nearly 51
percent of all monks who underwent the changing of the
robe between 1641 and 1790 visited Eiheiji for the rite of
passage, while 49 percent did so at Sōjiji.19

In the 1890s, the rivalry between Sōjiji and Eiheiji
worsened, fueling an independence movement at Sōjiji.
But after two years of intense conflict, the two head
temples agreed to reconcile. Sōtō leaders now
proclaimed the doctrine of “two head temples, one
essence” (ryōzan ittai funi 両山一体不二 ). Officially, any
veneration of Sōjiji or Eiheiji was a veneration of both,
and doctrinal differences between the writings of Dōgen
and Keizan were to be considered alternative expressions
of the same essence.20 In this environment, Sōjiji monks
wrote a new kōshiki for Keizan, which will be studied in
the next chapter.

In 1898, Sōjiji was almost completely destroyed by a
fire. The leadership decided to move Sōjiji to Yokohama
but rebuild the original temple on a smaller scale at its



former site. That temple was renamed Sōjiji Soin, while
Sōjiji itself relocated to Tsurumi ward in Yokohama,
where it continues to meet the needs of numerous
parishioners while serving as a flagship training temple
for young monks.

Yōkōji, by contrast, was impoverished by the early
Meiji era. Kohō Hakugan 孤峰白巌  (1845–1909), Yōkōji’s
abbot from 1882 to 1909, worked diligently toward its
rebuilding, and a kōshiki played a role in his revival
movement. Today Yōkōji is a relatively small temple that
is dependent on the donations of other Sōjiji-affiliated
temples that endeavor to preserve it as an important
historical site for their school.

Memorial Service for Keizan at Sōjiji

In the Tokugawa period, the Butsuji kōshiki was
performed during the memorial services for Keizan at
both Yōkōji and Sōjiji. These services were multiday
ceremonies modeled on the memorial service for the
Buddha. At Sōjiji the service was much more elaborate
than at Yōkōji, reflecting the status of the two temples at
the time. A directive issued by the Tokugawa bakufu in
Genna 1 (1615) further ordered all monks of Sōjiji’s
branch temples in the three provinces of Kaga, Noto, and
Etchū to attend the service at Sōjiji.21 However,
according to sources from Genroku (1688–1704) onward,
the monks from these provinces rotated their attendance
so that monks from four to five temples per province
usually traveled to Sōjiji for each service.22 Nevertheless,
with more than one hundred monks living permanently at
Sōjiji, all of whom most likely attended, the memorial
service remained a grand ritual.23 At Yōkōji, on the
contrary, Keizan’s memorial service drew far fewer
monks. The different scales are also indicated by the



number and kinds of manuscripts produced for the
Butsuji kōshiki at the two temples: whereas Sōjiji monks
produced fifty manuscripts written on expensive paper
with decorated covers and in a large format, Yōkōji
monks produced fifteen without any decorations and in a
standard size.

At both temples, the memorial service lasted three
days, from the thirteenth to the fifteenth day of the
eighth month. Unfortunately, we do not have sources that
detail all the activities during the commemoration at
Yōkōji. But one extant source gives us a brief overview.
Rituals of different types, many of them featuring sutra
chanting, were performed by Yōkōji’s resident monks and
monks visiting from its branch temples. On the morning
of the last day, the service culminated with the
performance of the Butsuji kōshiki and formal offerings.24

About the memorial service at Sōjiji, we have detailed
information from several sources. One of them is a record
written by Shunkō, one of Zenzui’s attendants, who listed
the activities and rituals performed in Bunsei 11
(1828):25

8 / 12
– The visiting monks from Kaga, Etchū, and Noto greet the

abbots of Sōjiji
– In the evening, rehearsals for the rituals
8 / 13
– Morning recitation in the Buddha hall
– Sutra chanting for coming together (shūrai fugin 集来諷経)

in the guests’ hall
– Rolling reading of the Great Sutra on the Perfection of

Wisdom
– Breakfast
– Verses and “Sanskrit sound” (kada bonnon 伽陀梵音)26

– Reading of the Sutra of the Teachings Left by the Buddha
(Yiyao jing) and the Lotus Sutra, offering of rice, and
circumambulation of the hall



– Lunch
– Sutra chanting for the cleaning of Keizan’s grave and

circumambulation of the hall during the recitation of the
Heroic March Dhāraṇī (Lengyan zhou 楞嚴呪)27

– Recitation of the Three Dhāraṇī (san darani 三陀羅尼),28

offering of incense, and nine prostrations
– Dinner
– Formal meeting in the main kitchen
8 / 14
– Morning recitation
– Offering of rice gruel
– Breakfast
– Butsuji kōshiki
– Dharma words to the offering of incense
– Recitation of the Heroic March Dhāraṇī and

circumambulation of the hall
– Midday chanting
– Lunch
– Night preceding the memorial day (tsūya 逮夜) at hōji 晡時

[i.e., 2–4 p.m.]:
Grand offering of incense
Prostrations
Communal offering of incense
Heroic March Dhāraṇī in “grand true” reading style
(daishindoku 大真読)29

Sutra chanting in the afternoon before the memorial
day
Recitation of the Three Dhāraṇī

– Dinner
– The resigning abbots visit the various departments and

announce their resignation
8 / 15
– Circumambulation of the hall at dawn
– Sutra chanting to the offering of rice gruel
– Breakfast
– Sutra chanting for the longevity of the emperor in the

Buddha hall
– Ceremonies in the halls as usual



– Three Buddhist rites:
Offering of hot water
Dharma words to the offering of tea
Offering of incense

– Rite of wearing the purple robe for the last time:30

Grand offering of incense
Communal offering of incense

– Recitation of the Heroic March Dhāraṇī in the “grand
true” reading style during the circumambulation of the
hall

– Lunch
– Greetings of the resigning and new abbots
– Ascending the hall ( jōdō 上堂) sermon in the Buddha hall
– The resigning five abbots leave the temple
– The five new abbots take up residence and greet the

abbots of the subsidiary temples (tatchū 塔頭) of Sōjiji

The rituals performed during the three-day memorial
service started on the thirteenth with a morning
recitation and a sutra-chanting service to mark the
monks’ coming together. This was followed by a rolling
reading of the six hundred volumes of the Great Sutra on
the Perfection of Wisdom. On the second day, the Butsuji
kōshiki was performed after breakfast. The service ended
on Keizan’s memorial day, the fifteenth, with more
offerings, recitations, and an ascending the hall sermon.

Most of the texts vocalized were not specific to
Keizan’s memorial service and could be performed on
other occasions as well. The Sutra of the Teachings Left
by the Buddha performed on the thirteenth, for example,
explains the last teaching of the Buddha and is
traditionally read during the days prior to the Buddha’s
memorial day. Similarly, the monks chanted the Sutra of
the Teachings Left by the Buddha two days before
Keizan’s memorial day. Generally speaking, the memorial
service for Keizan was modeled on the Buddha’s
memorial service, suggesting not only that the monks



perceived the two services as parallel, but that Zen
masters, who were thought to have received the
uninterrupted transmission of the true essence of
Śākyamuni’s enlightenment, were seen as equal to the
Buddha. And indeed the Butsuji kōshiki presents Keizan
as a substitute for the Buddha.

Some of the vocalized texts were specific to Keizan’s
memorial service. These were the Butsuji kōshiki, the
Dharma words accompanying the incense offering, and
most likely the transfers of merit vocalized at the end of
each ritual.31 Of these texts, the shikimon of the Butsuji
kōshiki was by far the longest, and it narrated Keizan’s
life and accomplishments in detail. It also added a
narration of Sōjiji’s origins to the service. Musically, the
Butsuji kōshiki contrasted with the sutra chanting and
dhāraṇī recitations, which were vocalized without
melodic embellishment. Significant exceptions were the
Heroic March Dhāraṇī, which was vocalized in “true
grand” style—probably resembling the slow, melodic
chanting of the Dhāraṇī of the Mind of Great Compassion
(Dabeixin tuoluoni 大悲心陀羅尼 ) every morning at Sōjiji
today—and the kada bonnon, which probably featured
shōmyō. Nevertheless, as a long ritual featuring a range
of shōmyō styles, the Butsuji kōshiki must have stood
apart.

Scholars have often emphasized the role of kōshiki in
propagating Buddhist teachings to laypeople.32 This
observation may apply to some cases, but not to the
Butsuji kōshiki. Like Yōkōji, Sōjiji had only a few
parishioners and was located in a very remote area. A
few laypeople may have attended some of the rituals
during Keizan’s memorial service, but the monks would
no doubt have far outnumbered them. The memorial
service for Keizan was a service for and by the monks of
the Sōjiji branch, not a celebration for the laity. In fact,



lay devotees are not mentioned at all in Shunkō’s record.
The Butsuji kōshiki, and Keizan’s memorial service as a
whole, was not performed to proselytize; they served
instead as a means for the monks to remember Keizan,
pay their respects to him, and celebrate their heritage in
a grand manner.

At the same time, Keizan’s memorial service played an
important role in Sōjiji’s administration. Sōjiji had an
abbot rotation system, and the memorial service was the
time when the current abbots turned over their
responsibilities to their successors. This rotation was
central to the administrative system that Sōjiji employed
from the second half of the sixteenth century until Meiji 3
(1870). Every year, five monks from Sōjiji’s branch
temples came to Sōjiji to serve alternating terms as abbot
of Sōjiji for seventy-five days.33 The five prospective
abbots came before the memorial service, attended it,
and when on the fifteenth day of the eighth month the
standing five abbots resigned, they assumed their
positions as abbots of Sōjiji’s five subtemples, with one of
them also becoming the new standing abbot of Sōjiji
itself. The memorial service for Keizan was completely
interwoven with this turnover, as the meetings in the
evenings of the thirteenth and the fourteenth and in the
early afternoon of the fifteenth show.

During the memorial service, the five resigning abbots
served as officiants in the important rituals, and one of
them recited the shikimon of the Butsuji kōshiki.34 This
meant that every year a different monk, who usually did
not reside permanently at Sōjiji, recited this text. Some of
these high-ranking monks may have taken a copy of the
shikimon to their home temple after finishing their tenure
at Sōjiji, and so the texts were disseminated to other
temples, albeit in a limited way.35



For its participants, the memorial service was like a
family gathering. During the three days, they could meet
their distant Dharma relatives, talk with them, perform
rituals together, and experience the fellowship of their
Dharma lineage in a concrete way. As the most elaborate
musical ritual during the memorial service, the Butsuji
kōshiki provided a narration of their founder’s life and a
retelling of the origin of their lineage—a key narrative
around which a distinct community of Sōjiji-affiliated
monks formed.

Butsuji kōshiki

Combining biography and founder worship, the Butsuji
kōshiki embedded a narration of Keizan’s life and the
collective memory of his lineage within the ritual frame of
a kōshiki. Yōkōji and Sōjiji had their own versions of the
kōshiki, which mainly differed in how each temple
accounted for its founding while also diminishing the role
of the other temple.36 The rivalry between the two
temples was thus condensed into competing narratives
that sought to shape how Sōtō monks construed their
own history, tradition, and collective identity.

Origins and Ritual Structure
Like all kōshiki, the Butsuji kōshiki began with the
composition of a shikimon. However, its author and the
date of its composition are unknown, and we have no
sources that can illuminate its origin.37 The oldest extant
manuscripts were produced at Sōjiji in Genroku 7 (1694),
but it is mentioned in an earlier document, written in
Enpō 7 (1679), that lists the regular observances
performed at Sōjiji.38 For this reason, we can assume that
the Butsuji kōshiki was composed before 1679.



It is reasonable to suppose that a Yōkōji monk
originally composed the Butsuji kōshiki and that Sōjiji
monks adopted it later, because a comparison of the
shikimon with extant biographies of Keizan shows that it
is largely based on the biographical account included in
the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, a work containing biographies
of the first five abbots of Yōkōji, namely, Keizan, Meihō,
Mugai, Gasan, and Koan.39 The date of this work’s
composition is also unknown, but most likely an abbot of
Yōkōji or a closely affiliated monk compiled it in the
middle of the Muromachi period.40 Consequently, the
kōshiki reflects the biographic image of Keizan developed
before the Tokugawa period.

The author(s) of the Butsuji kōshiki relied on the
modular structure of kōshiki described in chapter 2. After
composing the shikimon and an offertory declaration,
they inserted these texts into a ritual frame that was
similar to the structure of the Rakan kōshiki, one
difference being the lack of an address of invitation in the
Butsuji kōshiki. The monks at Yōkōji used a simpler form
and did not sing the Four Shōmyō Melodies. In other
words, when they performed the Butsuji kōshiki, the
pieces they vocalized were the Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers, Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, offertory
declaration, communal obeisance, shikimon, and
Universal Transfer of Merit.41 At Sōjiji, however, the
monks did sing the Four Shōmyō Melodies before the
shikimon,42 perhaps because of the greater resources 
available: as many of monks lived there, it must have
been easier for Sōjiji to identify the solo singers that a
more elaborate kōshiki required.

Shikimon of the Butsuji kōshiki
Praising the Three Treasures, the Zen lineage, and
Keizan. Here I introduce the shikimon of the Yōkōji



version of the Butsuji kōshiki before discussing the
differences between the Yōkōji and Sōjiji texts.43 The first
part of the shikimon, the pronouncement of intention,
does not focus on Keizan; instead it gives the reason for
performing the ritual and recounts the transmission of
the Dharma from India to China to Japan. In other words,
by recalling the Zen lineage to which Keizan belongs, it
affirms the authority whereby Keizan is presented as an
equal of the Buddha.

The pronouncement of intention is relatively short and
opens by addressing the Three Treasures—the Buddha,
the Dharma, and the Saṃgha:

Reverently, I address the great compassionate saviors of the world
[i.e., buddhas and bodhisattvas] in the lands [as many as] various
dust motes, all pure teachings of the oceanic storehouse, and the
ordinary and holy monks of the ten directions, and say:44

Keizan is not explicitly mentioned in the first sentence
of the pronouncement of intention. However, he is
indirectly included in the address to the Buddha,
Dharma, and Saṃgha. Then the pronouncement of
intention declares the reason for performing the ritual:

Respectfully, we gather every year on the memorial day of the
founder of this mountain, Zen Master Butsuji, great venerable
Keizan. We prepare this lecture and perform this Buddhist service.
In general, we praise the excellent virtue of the Three Treasures
and so develop the great heart to spread the Dharma and to
benefit all beings. In particular, we praise the original vow of the
venerable great master to propagate the teachings in place of the
Buddha, and so we repay one drop of the milky ocean. (Ozaki
1998c, 59)

The text indicates that it was written to be recited during
Keizan’s memorial service in order to repay the
benevolence received from the master who appeared “in
place of the Buddha.” Keizan’s authority to propagate the
Dharma is based on the idea that he stands in the lineage



of the direct, mind-to-mind transmission of the Dharma
that started with the Buddha. To Zen clerics, the
understanding of each patriarch in this lineage is the
same as the Buddha’s. Hence the pronouncement of
intention lays out the Zen genealogy:

First, [Śākyamuni] left the palace of Tuṣita Heaven. For a time, he
sat on the throne of the king; finally, he went to [Bodh]gayā and
was completely rewarded for [his] way to enlightenment (kakudō
覺道 ) [i.e., his practice] on the snow peaks [i.e., Himalayas]. He
displayed the beauty of the marvelous attributes [of a Buddha] and
manifested eternal life.

As various flowers sent out fragrance, from the tips of the
tongues of many forests gushed the ocean of the boundless
essence of the Dharma body [i.e., the Buddha preached
enthusiastically]. As the crane trees returned to [their] roots, the
full moon of the Buddha nature assembled in the lapis lazuli vase
[i.e., the Buddha left relics when he entered nirvāṇa]. Therefore,
[the Buddha] gathered all sentient beings of the five natures and
explained the one Buddha vehicle. Once on the top of Vulture
Peak, he picked up a flower and made Mahākāśyapa smile. In front
of the Stupa of Many Sons, he transmitted the mind seal [to him]
and let [him] cultivate the wisdom-life of the marvelous Dharma
body.

Kāśyapa hid at Kukkuṭapāda, and Ānanda died at the Ganges.
But they transmitted the robe and belief, which were successively
transmitted face-to-face for twenty-eight generations until they
reached the honorable Bodhidharma. The honorable one first
received the prophecy from Prajñātāra. He went far away to China
and swept away the questions of Emperor Liang [i.e., Emperor
Wu]. Then he obtained the respect and enlightenment of
Shenguang [i.e., Huike]. From then on, Caoxi [i.e., Huineng]
spread out a net, and the house of Dong [i.e., Dongshan Liangjie]
mended the robe.

[The teaching of the Caodong (J. Sōtō) school] was transmitted
over thirteen generations and then reached our nation’s Great
Master Eihei [i.e., Dōgen]. First, he left the peak of [Ten]dai (Tairei
台嶺) [i.e., Mt. Hiei] and entered the room of Kennin[ji]. Finally, he
crossed the southern sea and climbed the Great White Peak [i.e.,
Tiantongshan]. He let go of body and mind in a foreign country
and explained the original face on his home mountain. He revived
the Buddha’s sun and popularized the style of the ancestors. (59)



This central passage describes the transmission of the
Dharma, originating with Śākyamuni, from India to China
to Japan. The pronouncement of intention does not
resemble the daily transfer of merit during the morning
service, in which all the names of the patriarchs of a
lineage and previous abbots of a respective temple are
recited. Instead the Butsuji kōshiki mentions only the
best-known patriarchs—Kāśyapa, Ānanda, Bodhidharma,
Huike, Caoxi, Dongshan, and Dōgen—and gives brief
accounts of their lives, thereby enlivening the Dharma
lineage with concrete examples. The description
envisions Keizan in this lineage without explicitly
mentioning him, giving him a place in the imaginaire of
Zen transmission that is both linear in the sense that
Keizan is one in a sequence of patriarchs, and circular in
the way that the enlightenment of the Buddha and of
each patriarch is thought to be the same.45 As a result,
Keizan and his temple are equally legitimized by the
unbroken lineage starting with the Buddha. Through this
pronouncement of intention, as well as the daily transfer
of merit during morning services when monks recite the
names of the patriarchs, Sōtō monks remember their
lineage and heritage.

In reality, such a simple lineage does not exist, because
monks studied with multiple masters, as a reading of the
biographies of Zen monks immediately reveals and as the
next section of the kōshiki suggests.46 But in the family
tree of Zen, these complex relationships are reduced to a
single line. Nevertheless, these abstract lineages played
a fundamental role in the collective memory of the Zen
tradition, as the pronouncement of intention reminds us.

After the description of the transmission of the
Dharma, the Butsuji kōshiki praises Zen by stating that
“Zen transmits the mind of the Buddha” whereas “the
scriptures transmit the words of the Buddha.” It then



states that Zen and the teaching schools share the same
principle and complement each other, but that foolish
people get stuck in doctrinal debates whereas wise men
understand the truth and widely propagate the true
teaching.

Finally, the purpose of the ceremony—praising the
Three Treasures in general and Keizan in particular—is
restated, and the topics of the following three sections
are introduced, providing listeners with a map of the
narration that follows.

 
Keizan’s past lives, auspicious birth, and
accomplishments. The first and longest section of the
shikimon details Keizan’s life, starting with his auspicious
birth and previous lifetimes and ending with his passing.
The text also narrates the early history of Sōtō Zen in
Japan and the founding of Keizan’s lineage. In their
respective versions of the kōshiki, both Yōkōji and Sōjiji
present themselves as Keizan’s main temple. Here I focus
on Yōkōji’s version and show how it describes Yōkōji as a
special sacred site, thereby expressing its communal
memory.

The section opens by stating Keizan’s name and place
of birth, followed by Keizan’s description of his previous
lives:

First, I explain the accomplishments of the Zen master. The Zen
master’s real name (imina 諱 ) was Jōkin, called Keizan. He was
born in the village Tane in Echizen. He did not explain his family
descent at all. Once he said during a Dharma talk: “In a previous
life I was the deity of a Kubara tree. In the old days during the
time of the Buddha Vipasyin, I realized the state of an arhat. Later
I followed the fourth honorable [arhat] Sohinda and lived with him
together on the snow mountains [i.e., the Himalayas] in [the
northern continent] Uttara-kuru. Because of these causes, I have
now been reborn at the foot of Mt. Haku 白山  in the northern
region [of Japan].” (60)



Keizan’s account of his previous lives reminds us of the
Jātaka stories, tales of the former lives of Śākyamuni
Buddha. Keizan’s practice over these earlier lifetimes is
depicted as the reason he became a great master.
Through the description of his former existences, another
linearity is added to that of the Dharma transmission
described in the pronouncement of intention—namely, the
linearity of Keizan’s previous lives and his rebirth as a
result of his practice during his previous lifetimes.

The section then recounts the auspicious birth of
Keizan. His mother dreamed that she drank sunlight and
became pregnant. She then performed 1,333
prostrations, recited the Kannon Sutra (a chapter of the
Lotus Sutra explaining the virtues of Kannon) thirty-three
times daily, and prayed to Kannon to give birth to a holy
boy. The symbolism of a special birth is rooted in the
biography of the Buddha, whose mother, Māyā, dreamed
that an elephant entered her womb, and she became
pregnant. The Butsuji kōshiki and other biographies of
Keizan maintain the topos of a very devoted mother and
include descriptions of her dreams or prayers. Likewise,
many biographies of eminent monks mention the dreams
their mothers had before becoming pregnant; the
biographies of Gasan and the Gasan kōshiki are other
examples.47 Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki for Dōgen and the
influential Dōgen biography Kenzeiki 建 撕 記  do not
mention dreams but include wondrous events that
accompanied Dōgen’s birth.48 In this way, the hōon
kōshiki of the Sōtō school follow the standard pattern of
Buddhist biographies.

The Butsuji kōshiki describes Keizan as an extremely
intelligent child. It then explains Keizan’s entry into the
clergy and his study under early Sōtō masters, situating
him in a network of masters who had all practiced under
Dōgen:



At the age of thirteen, he secretly developed a wish to leave the
household. Then he entered the room of Master Koun [Ejō] 孤雲[懐
奘 ] (1198–1280) of Eihei[ji] and shaved his head [i.e., became a
monk].

Then, under Jakuen 寂圓  (1207–1299), the master of the stupa
(tassu 塔主 ), he aroused the thought (hosshin 發心 ) [of attaining
enlightenment] and received the [bodhisattva] precepts from Zen
master Gien 義演  (d. 1314). Suddenly, when he heard the phrase
from a sutra, “With the eyes given by their parents, they all see
the three thousand worlds,”49 he awakened. He immediately
instructed (teishō 提 唱 ): “If you change the self, you make all
things, and if you change all things, you make the self.”

Again [Keizan’s] eyes were opened through Master [Tettsū
Gi]kai [徹通義]介 (1219–1309) of Daijō[ji] [when] he practiced alone
“The ordinary [mind] is the way” and rode the black jewel in the
darkness.50 He was appointed the second abbot of Daijō[ji]. (60–
61)

In the pronouncement of intention, a single lineage of
transmission from India to China to Dōgen was sketched
out, and Keizan was imagined in it without being
explicitly mentioned. The first section of the Butsuji
kōshiki now situates Keizan in a complex network of
connections to Dōgen by describing how he studied
under Dōgen’s principal disciple Ejō and the Chinese
monk Jakuen, who had come to Japan to study with
Dōgen, as well as with Gien and Gikai, both of whom had
studied under Dōgen. After Dōgen’s death, Jakuen, Gien,
and Gikai became disciples of Ejō, from whom they
received Dharma transmission. Keizan is therefore
connected to four important monks of the early Sōtō
community and is legitimatized through a horizontal
network connecting him not only to Dōgen but also to
Chinese Chan, via Jakuen and Gikai, who had studied
there.

Another point of interest is the description of Keizan’s
enlightenment experience upon hearing the phrase “With
the eyes given by their parents, they all see the three



thousand worlds” from the Lotus Sutra. This account is
based on the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu:

When he was twenty-two years old, he incidentally read the phrase
from a sutra, “With the eyes given by their parents, they all see
the three thousand worlds,” and reached enlightenment and said:
“If you change the self, you make all things, and if you change all
things, you make the self. The cool breeze and the bright moon are
originally right in front of your eyes.” (SZ 16: 595)

But where that text uses the verb “said” to introduce
Keizan’s statement upon reaching enlightenment, the
author of the Butsuji kōshiki substitutes “immediately
instructed.” According to the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu,
Keizan was twenty-two years old when he had this
experience. But the Butsuji kōshiki describes him already
as a master.

Subsequently, the section describes Keizan as a
religious leader, attesting to his role as the great
popularizer of Sōtō Zen: as his fame spread, many monks
and lay believers visited him. Then the section states that
he composed the Denkōroku 傳 光 錄  (Record of the
transmission of the light), one of the central texts of the
Sōtō school today.51 This is followed by a brief quotation
from the Genkō shakusho 元 亨 釈 書 , Japan’s first
comprehensive Buddhist history, compiled by the Rinzai
monk Kokan Shiren 虎関師錬 (1278–1346). The author of
the Butsuji kōshiki remarked “Was it not at that time that
Shiren said, ‘The teaching of [Dō]gen spreads in the
northern region’?,”52 implying that the spread of Dōgen’s
teaching was due to Keizan’s activities.

The section now describes the founding of Yōkōji in
detail, presenting it as a special sacred site:

One day the master had the idea to resign [from Daijōji]. At that
time, there were, among others, the daughter of the local regent
Sakawa Hachirō Heishi Yorichika 酒勾八郎頼親  of the Taira family
of the province of Nō [i.e., Noto], with the Dharma name Sonin 祖
忍, as well as her husband Unno Sanrō Shigeno Nobunao 海野三郎



滋 野 信 直  of the province of Shin [i.e., Shinano]. They invited
[Keizan] to come to this province. Together they exhausted their
reverence. Moreover, they searched for the tranquility of this
mountain and told [Keizan] about it. It accorded well with the
master’s plan to retire [from the abbotship of Daijōji]. Then they
informed the administration in Kamakura, donated land, and built
a temple. With the help [of the kami] of the Keta 氣多 [shrine], they
allowed the Dharma to be protected and the assembly to be at
ease.

[Keizan] called this mountain Tōkoku 洞谷  and so revered the
old style of Dongshan 洞山 . He called this temple Yōkō 永光  and
venerated the remaining accomplishments of Dayang [Jingxuan] 大
陽[警玄] (943–1027).

[Pilgrims] hung torn straw sandals on the branches of the enoki
tree [in front of the temple gate], and [Keizan] established a very
special place under the pine trees where he arrived. Myōshōgon’in
妙莊嚴院 [i.e., the abbot’s quarters] was opened at a special place,
and a land filled with fragrance (kōshaku kokudo 香 積 國 土 )
manifested itself at this site. Furthermore, Tomosada 朝定  built
Saishōden 最勝殿  [i.e., the Buddha hall] and solemnly opened the
place of practice for prayers for the imperial court. [Fujiwara]
Iemasa [藤原]家方  built the Fukōdo 普光堂  [i.e., the Dharma hall],
and there [Keizan] explained his Dharma lineage for the first time.
The officer [Fujiwara] Yukifusa [藤原 ]行房  (d. 1337) wrote name
plaques and made these protectors of the temple. The nun Sonin
worshiped Kannon and lived in Enzū[in] 圓 通 [ 院 ]; Jōken had a
dream, and the southern emperor [i.e., Emperor Godaigo] sent
questions.

[Keizan] responded nine times to the requests of people and
served as abbot at eight places of practice. On this mountain in
particular, the five elders and the four wise men protect this one
peak; and the three sages and the two heavenly kings push the
two wheels [of food and doctrine]. (61)

This passage praises Yōkōji as a sacred place protected
by the kami of the Keta shrine. Located in Hakui, the
Keta shrine was the main shrine in Noto, at which the
deity Ichinomiya 一宮  was worshiped. According to the
Tōkokuki, Ichinomiya appeared to Keizan in a dream to
request offerings, and asked Keizan to enshrine a
Bishamon 毘沙門 statue as the main object of worship for
the storehouse at Yōkōji. Keizan interpreted this dream
as a sign that Ichinomiya would protect Yōkōji.53



The naming of temples, halls, and mountains has long
been an important means to create imaginative
connections to eminent monks or sacred places, with the
affiliations thus established providing historical and
geographical precedents for the sacredness of temple
sites. This practice was followed in the naming of
Tōkokusan Yōkōji 洞谷山永光寺 , as is evident when the
author of the shikimon explains that the mountain name
Tōkoku was chosen in remembrance of Dongshan
Liangjie, the co-founder of the Caodong school, and the
temple name Yōkō was selected in remembrance of
Dayang Jingxuan, an important reviver of the Caodong
tradition. In his Tōkokuki, Keizan explained:

As the sixteenth-generation heir to the founding patriarch Tōzan
洞 山  [Ch. Dongshan], I revere his house style (kafū 家 風 ).
Therefore, I named this mountain Tōkoku 洞谷 , simply replacing
[the character] mountain (san / zan 山 ) with [that of] valley (koku
谷 ), just as Sōzan 曹 山  [Ch. Caoshan, i.e., Caoshan Benji] was
derived from a change in Sōkei 曹渓 [Ch. Caoxi, i.e., Huineng]. As I
am the eleventh-generation heir to the founding patriarch Dayang
[Jingxuan] 大陽[警玄], I revere the clear vision (meimoku 盈目 ) of
Dayang (Great Sun) and named this monastery Yōkōji 永 光 寺

(Monastery of Eternal Light).54

Although Keizan established a clear imaginative
connection to Dongshan and Dayang in the naming of his
temple, the name Dayang was later crossed out in the
Yōkōji manuscript and next to it “Eihei” 永平, i.e., Dōgen,
was written. In this way, the monks of Yōkōji sought to
affiliate themselves with Dōgen and Eiheiji, shifting their
connections from Dongshan and Dayang to Dongshan and
Dōgen. We do not know anything about the background
of this change, but the new affiliation with Dōgen and
Eiheiji reflected a changing imaginaire and possibly an
attempt to elevate Yōkōji’s status.

In the passage of the Yōkōji manuscript translated
above, we find several other changes that reflected



alterations in the collective memory. For example, in the
sentence stating that Yukifusa wrote the name plaques
for the temple, the term “seven halls” was added later.
This addition emphasized Yōkōji’s high status by
suggesting that it was built according to the Southern
Song model of a seven-hall temple compound (shichidō
garan 七堂伽藍 ), consisting of a mountain or main gate
and a Buddha hall, Dharma hall, monks’ hall, kitchen,
latrine, and bathhouse. Keizan mentions in his Tōkokuki
that temples usually received only one or two name
plaques, but that he fortunately received seven at
Yōkōji.55

The Yōkōji version of the Butsuji kōshiki identifies
Yōkōji as Keizan’s main temple and the source of his
lineage. In the passage translated above, only two
statements hint at the existence of Sōjiji. First, it
mentions Jōken, who entrusted his temple, the future
Sōjiji, to Keizan after having an auspicious dream. Then it
states that Keizan founded eight temples and served as
abbot at nine.56 But only Daijōji and Yōkōji are mentioned
in the passage, leaving Sōjiji, which had long surpassed
Yōkōji in status when the Butsuji kōshiki was written,
among the unnamed. We might suspect that in looking
past Sōjiji, the Yōkōji monks were deliberately
downplaying the position of its powerful rival.

Also mentioned in this passage is a vital source that
was central to Yōkōji’s claim to status and authority: the
questions of Emperor Godaigo. The kōshiki refers here to
the ten questions that Emperor Godaigo is said to have
sent to Yōkōji in Gen’ō 2 (1320); after receiving Keizan’s
answers, he supposedly declared Yōkōji to be an imperial
prayer temple, the first Sōtō temple to receive this
recognition.57 Sōjiji, however, also possesses documents
claiming the same question-and-answer exchange and
recognition, written in Genkō 2 (1322).58 Although both



sets of documents are later forgeries, they nevertheless
played an important role in the intense rivalry between
the two temples, with each claiming for itself the
cherished imperial recognition.

Another statement that hints at Yōkōji’s role as
Keizan’s main temple is that Yōkōji is protected by the
five elders (Rujing, Dōgen, Ejō, Gikai, and Keizan) and
four disciples (Meihō, Mugai, Gasan, and Koan). The text
refers here to the Peak of the Five Elders (Gorōhō 五老峰),
where Keizan is said to have buried the recorded sayings
of Dōgen’s master Rujing, a fragment of one of Dōgen’s
bones, a sutra Ejō had copied using his own blood, pieces
of Gikai’s bones, Gikai’s Dharma transmission certificate,
relics that had been handed down in the Daruma school,
Chinese relic beads, and sutras Keizan had copied
himself.59 These relics endowed the site with the spiritual
authority of the five Zen masters, and Yōkōji with
unimpeachable standing as the center of Keizan’s
ancestral lineage. This statement in the shikimon is
therefore an assertion of Yōkōji’s authority both in
Keizan’s lineage and in the Sōtō school.

The shikimon continues by praising Keizan’s teaching
activities. It explains that Keizan died in Shōchū 2 (1325)
at the age of fifty-eight and that a stupa named Dentōin
傳 燈 院  was built for him.60 This first section of the
shikimon closes by stating that Keizan became a great
master due to accumulated practice during his five
hundred lifetimes before the present manifestation. To
repay the kindness received from Keizan, the assembly is
invited by the officiant to sing a verse and perform a
prostration:

We bow our heads to the honorable Butsuji.
The Dharma nature is pure and clear as the moon.
When the mind of sentient beings is like still water,
The reflection of feeling and response (kannō 感應) will appear in

it.61



Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in Zen Master
Butsuji, who benefits all sentient beings. (62)

Except for the name of the object of worship in the first
line and kannō in the last one, this verse is the same as
the one used at the end of the first section in the Rakan
kōshiki.62 The Sōjiji version of the Butsuji kōshiki uses a
different verse, but it too is taken from the Rakan kōshiki,
which served as a model for many of the new kōshiki in
the Sōtō school.

 
Keizan and his disciples. The second section of the
Butsuji kōshiki, which is considerably shorter than the
first, remembers Keizan as an influential teacher whose
lineage was responsible for the spread of Sōtō Zen all
across Japan. It starts by mentioning those whom Keizan
taught and ordained:

Second, I explain the manifestation in response during his lifetime.
When the Zen master was first at Jōman[ji] in Unbe, he widely sent
out the bright light of the one precept and ordained around
seventy people, such as [Gen]ka Tekkyō 眼 可 鐵 鏡  (d. 1321).
Furthermore, even Butsurin 佛林 [i.e., Kyōō Unryō 恭翁運良, 1267–
1341] and Sankō 三 光  [i.e., Kohō Kakumyō (1271–1361)] of
different schools bathed in the light of the precepts and received a
prophecy. The donors Sakawa 酒勾  [Sonin] and Unno 海野  [Sanrō
Shigeno Nobunao] thoroughly consumed the taste of the Dharma
and took the tonsure.

The four great disciples [Meihō] Sotetsu, Mugai [Chikō],
[Gasan] Jōseki, and [Koan] Shikan were formerly dragons of the
doctrine and tigers of the rules. But finally they entered the
melting pot [of Keizan] and all became great vessels. Thereafter,
the far descendants of the four wise men filled Japan and built
around twenty thousand Zen temples. (62)

This section presents Keizan as an active teacher who
widely administered the precepts and taught many
capable disciples. Among them were Keizan’s four main
disciples, who had been proponents of other traditions
before converting to Zen and becoming pillars of Keizan’s



lineage. Thanks to their effort, Sōtō Zen spread all across
Japan. The monks of this lineage were well aware that it
is their branch that was responsible for the success of the
Sōtō school in Japan, and thus they remembered their
history during Keizan’s memorial service.

The text then highlights the contributions of both
Dōgen and Keizan: Dōgen transmitted Zen, whereas
Keizan established the monastic rules. By presenting
these two masters as a pair, the shikimon presents them
as the two central figures of Sōtō Zen and Keizan as
equally important as the school founder, Dōgen.

The text goes on to describe the sacred protection of
Yōkōji: “At the black stone, the mountain spirit stays for a
long time in the jewel belt. In the deep pine tree grove,
Isurugi shows sweet pears for eternity.”63 The allusions
here to one or more temple legends have remained
obscure, as no source has yet come to light to explain
them. But in suggesting that mountain spirits and kami
protect Zen temples, the statement reflects the
importance of temple legends and demonstrates the
eclecticism in the makeup of the pantheon of Japanese
Zen.64

Finally, this section praises Keizan for his continuous
practice and earnest teaching and invites the monks to
sing a verse, summarizing the content of the shikimon:

The monk who realized enlightenment five hundred existences ago
Completed the practice to reach enlightenment and has an

immeasurable body.
We only wish that he may widely save the world of sentient beings,
May he not abandon the wheel of the correct vow for eternity. (62–

63)

Most verses in kōshiki are quotations from sutras, but
this verse seems to have been specially composed to
praise Keizan, most likely for the Butsuji kōshiki. It



describes Keizan’s enlightenment and expresses the wish
that he will save all sentient beings.

 
Keizan’s influence and repaying his kindness. The third
and final section of the shikimon expresses the monks’
gratitude to Keizan, who is described as eternally abiding
at Yōkōji. The first paragraph once more declares the
intention of the ritual:

Third, I explain the salvation of all beings after his death. Now we
have been born four hundred years later and gather here every
year on the day of [his] passing. Although there is no one [among
us] whose three modes of activity [of body, speech, and mind] are
pure, we are fortunate to have joined the numbers of the disciples
of [Keizan’s] transmitted teaching. We revere his wondrous
remains and hold this memorial service. There are no offerings
from patrons, but we offer as many mountain flowers and
vegetables as we can. [We] are but a few distant descendants from
various provinces; we have walked through rain and frost,
protected by bamboo hats and shoes, and have gathered [here].
(63)

The monks repay Keizan’s benevolence with humble
offerings suited to their station. In noting explicitly that
there are no offerings from patrons, the kōshiki declares
that it is a ritual by and for the monks of Keizan’s lineage.

The sacred nature of Yōkōji is then praised once more,
and Keizan is described as eternally abiding and teaching
there:

If we think respectfully, the bright moon stays long in front of the
Peak of the Five Elders and shows intimately the eternal form of
the Dharma body. The running stream (seisui 逝 水 ) flows for
eternity in the valley of Tōkoku and captures the pure voice and
the sound of the rolling tide. All day long we can hear the talk of
the great master; why always use the guidance of other people?
(63)

The text intimates that Keizan’s voice can be heard at
Yōkōji, still offering guidance to his distant disciples. The



section closes by explaining that the way to repay
kindness is to practice for the sake of all beings:

One step forward, one step backward, and we still do not depart
from the mountain of wholesome roots. One veneration, one
prostration, and together we enter the forest of virtue.

We have a profound mind [deeply seeking enlightenment] and
offer [it] to the worlds as numerous as dust motes. This is called
the offering to repay kindness. We have this aspiration for
enlightenment and extend it to the world. This is called the
salvation of all beings after his death. (63)

The ritual ends with the assembly singing the
Universal Transfer of Merit, dedicating the merit
accumulated through the performance of the kōshiki to
all sentient beings.

Differences between the Two Transmission Lineages

While similar in most passages, the shikimon in the
Yōkōji and Sōjiji versions differ at important junctures.
Both present their own temple as Keizan’s main temple
and neglect describing the other in any depth. But by the
Tokugawa period, the rivalry between Sōjiji and Yōkōji
had lost much of its salience for Sōjiji, which had risen to
the status of one of the two head temples of the Sōtō
school. For Sōjiji, the true rival was Eiheiji. Nevertheless,
the rivalry between Sōjiji and Yōkōji had shaped the
collective memory of both temple communities and is
reflected in the two versions of the Butsuji kōshiki.

The greatest differences between the two transmission
lineages appear in the first section of the shikimon in
connection with the founding of Keizan’s temple. While
the Yōkōji version gives an extensive explanation of how
Keizan founded Yōkōji after he had left Daijōji, the Sōjiji
version, after lightly passing over the founding of Yōkōji,
focuses on how Keizan opened Sōjiji:



In Ōchō 1 (1311), [Keizan] stepped down from the temple affairs
[of Daijōji] and surprised [the monks] with the drum [announcing
the ascending the hall sermon] for [his] resignation.65 The local
regents and the common people yearned from afar and venerated
[him] deeply. Some people built temples, invited the master, and
let him live there. These were Jōman[ji] 城満[寺], Jōjū[ji] 浄住寺, and
Kōkō[ji] 光孝[寺].

Then Shigeno no Nobunao 滋野信直 of Nō province and his wife
of the Taira family respected his virtue, donated one mountain in
the district of Sakai, built a temple compound, invited [Keizan],
and made him the founding abbot. Together they exhausted their
reverence. Therefore, [Keizan] came, and when he arrived at this
temple [i.e., Yōkōji], the peaks were lined up and enclosed a flat
area that was like a grindstone. He truly felt completely pleased.

[Jōken]66 had a wondrous dream of Kannon and [entrusted his]
temple to the master. [Keizan] followed Jōken’s deep request and
changed [the temple] from a teaching to a Zen [temple]. He named
the mountain Shōgaku 諸嶽  and saved the old name [given by]
Gyōki 行基 (668–749). He wrote Sōji on the temple and responded
to the wondrous talisman (reifu 靈符) of the bodhisattva.67

The water of the blue valley river was pure, and [Keizan] put a
twining vine stick on the ground. The moss of the white cliff was
smooth, and [Keizan] mended torn clothes [there]. The gate of the
three pine trees (sanshō 三松 ) [widely] opened like the character
eight 八 . The sweet spring of the one lineage fills one hundred
rivers.

Furthermore, the emperor sent ten questions, promoted [Sōjiji],
and made it a prayer temple of the imperial household. Kakumyō
drank bitterness for three years [i.e., he practiced for three years
under Keizan] and then he received the transmission (kechimyaku
血脈 ) of the bodhisattva precepts. The officer [Fujiwara] Yukifusa
wrote the name plaque and made it a protector of the temple. The
elder Gasan protected the Dharma robe and supported the sagely
guidance.

[Keizan] opened the place of practice for prayers for the fortune
of the imperial court and vigorously set up a Dharma seat for
imperially appointed abbots (shusse no hōseki 出世法席 ). [Keizan]
responded nine times to the requests of the people and served as
abbot at eight places of practice. On this mountain especially, the
five shrines and the four kami protect the Three Treasures; the
three sages and the two heavenly kings push the two wheels [of
food and doctrine]. (61)



This passage recounts the founding of Sōjiji in detail,
presenting it as a special sacred site. But first the text
alludes to the temple that Keizan founded before Sōjiji,
saying that Shigeno Nobunano and his wife invited
Keizan to Noto and that Keizan was pleased with the
location, yet never mentioning Yōkōji’s name. Similarly,
the Yōkōji version is silent about Sōjiji, confining itself to
a brief mention of Jōken’s dream.

The Sōjiji version then turns to Sōjiji itself. First, it
retells the story of Jōken’s auspicious dream, which led to
his entrusting of the temple to Keizan. As in the text of
the Yōkōji version, the mountain name and the temple
name are explained. Shōgaku 諸 嶽  is an alternative
reading of Sōjiji’s former temple name Morooka, a name
supposedly given by the famous monk Gyōki 行基  (668–
749), who is said to have traveled around the country and
preached to a wide range of people; and Sōji refers to the
protection of the bodhisattva Kannon. Through the
connection to Gyōki, Sōjiji claimed legitimacy as a sacred
place with a long history.

The text supports Sōjiji’s claims to power by
mentioning the ten questions that Emperor Godaigo is
said to have sent to Keizan at Sōjiji, and by stating that
Sōjiji was recognized as an imperial prayer temple.
Afterward, Kakumyō is mentioned, who is supposed to
have mediated between Emperor Godaigo and Keizan.68

The passage closes with a description of the sacred
protection that Sōjiji enjoys, stating that “the five shrines
and the four kami protect the Three Treasures,” and “the
three sages and the two heavenly kings push the two
wheels [of food and doctrine].” The latter statement also
appears in the Yōkōji manuscript, but instead of the
former statement, the Yōkōji version says, “the five elders
and the four wise men protect this one peak,” referring to
the Peak of the Five Elders and Keizan’s four main



disciples. Despite my efforts, I was not able to find
another document that mentions the presence of five
shrines and four kami at Sōjiji; hence it seems likely that
the kōshiki originated at Yōkōji and the monk(s) of Sōjiji
who adopted it changed this sentence in the shikimon.

In a similar way, many of the other differences in the
shikimon seem to be the result of emendations of the
original text, assuming it was written at Yōkōji. In the
first section, the Yōkōji version states that Keizan
instructed his four main disciples, Meihō, Mugai, Gasan,
and Koan, and “encouraged the practice of the ‘four
friends,’” whereas the Sōjiji version only mentions Gasan
by name, followed by the same clause about the “four
friends.”69 This slight difference may reflect the different
histories of the two temples: Meihō, Mugai, and Koan
played no role at Sōjiji and were therefore omitted, in
contrast to Gasan, who inherited Sōjiji and whose five
disciples upheld Sōjiji after his death. Yet the Sōjiji
version still mentions the “four friends”—another
conspicuous indication that this text was first composed
at Yōkōji and then edited, however carefully, at Sōjiji.

The second and third sections of the two versions are
almost identical, apart from a few expressions and
passages that describe the unique sacred nature of each
temple. One of the few differences in the second section
can be found in the passage where the Yōkōji version
states: “At the black stone, the mountain spirit stays for a
long time in the jewel belt. In the deep pine tree grove,
Isurugi shows sweet pears for eternity.” In its place, the
Sōjiji text reads: “At the deep green pine trees, [the
dragon king] Sāgara holds high a light of the night for a
long time. At the thickly growing oak tree, the mountain
kami shows sweet pears for eternity.”70

In the third section, the intent of the Sōjiji editors’
emendations appear obvious in the following passage:



If we think respectfully, the bright moon stays long in front of the
Peak of the Five Elders [Sōjiji version: “on top of Shogaku”] and
shows intimately the eternal form of the Dharma body. The
running stream flows for eternity in the valley of Tōkoku [Sōjiji
version: “in front of the gate of Sōji(ji)”] and captures the pure
voice and the sound of the rolling tide. All day long we can hear
the talk of the great master; why always use the guidance of other
people? (63)

The two versions of the Butsuji kōshiki differ in the
events that are included and the explanations of those
events. In general, the competing understandings of
history they offer follow the existing biographies of
Keizan, which can also be broadly categorized into
Yōkōji- or Sōjiji-branch works.71

Additionally, the concluding verses of the first two
sections differ in the two transmission lineages: while
they do not draw on different collective memories, they
do suggest that each temple aimed to create its own
kōshiki distinct from that of its rival. At the end of the
first section, where the Yōkōji version adopted the verse
from the same section of the Rakan kōshiki, the editors at
Sōjiji took a verse from the second section of that work:72

Buddha’s true Dharma has two [sides]:
Namely, doctrine and enlightenment as its essence.
If people live who embrace, explain, and practice [the teaching

accordingly],
[The true Dharma] abides in this world.73

At the end of the second section, where the Yōkōji version
has a verse summarizing the content of the section, the
Sōjiji version adopted a verse from the Nehan kōshiki,
another widely performed kōshiki:

We now offer food
And wish that we may obtain the greatest rewards;
The attachments to all afflictions,
May we overcome [them] and may [they] not be strong.74



If we assume that the Sōjiji version of the Butsuji
kōshiki was based on the kōshiki performed at Yōkōji, we
can surmise that monks at Sōjiji felt compelled to
substitute two verses from other well-known Sōtō kōshiki,
both performed annually at Sōjiji, again highlighting the
intertextual character of kōshiki.

Conclusions

The Butsuji kōshiki was a combination of biography and
founder worship—a “liturgy of memory,” to borrow
Krueger’s terminology. For the Yōkōji and Sōjiji
communities, it was a unique and important ritual that
annually helped renew, through its retelling, the
collective memory of their founder and their temple. The
text offered a narration of Keizan’s life during his
memorial service, and at the same time it praised him.
Additionally, the chanting by the assembly and the
prostrations performed during the ritual physically
expressed the monks’ veneration of Keizan, who, having
descended to the place of the ritual, was thought to be
present.

The singing of verses by the monks and the
prostrations after each verse provided a ritual structure
into which the narrative of Keizan’s biography was set.
The entire shikimon was itself placed within a larger
frame: the typical ritual frame of Sōtō kōshiki, consisting
of liturgical pieces that build a highly musical soundscape
clearly distinct from that of other Sōtō rituals. Thus,
during the three-day memorial service at both Yōkōji and
Sōjiji, the Butsuji kōshiki offered a musical and narrative
expression of religious devotion.

The Butsuji kōshiki and the memorial services for
Keizan played a role in constructing tradition, group
identity, and collective memory. The two transmission



lineages of the kōshiki narrate different versions of the
early history of Keizan’s lineage, with distinct accounts of
temple history and religious authority. When differences
in collective memory induce modifications of liturgical
texts, the changes highlight the fact that rituals and
ritual texts are fluid. In the Meiji era, the two versions of
the kōshiki for Keizan responded to new developments
within the school, a subject to be explored in the next
chapter.
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kyō). Menzan Zuihō wrote a small book entitled Shōsai kichijō
kyō jikisetsu about the merit of the recitation of this dhāraṇī in
Meiwa 6 (1769).

29.  Daishindoku is a special reading of sutras in which the text is
recited very slowly with melodies. The Heroic March Dhāraṇī
also used to be chanted to the playing of drums in prayer
rituals at Sōjiji; see Yamaguchi 2012, 144. However, these two
styles of reciting the Heroic March Dhāraṇī have been lost.

30.  In Buddhism, the purple robe was an indicator of clerical
status loaded with symbolic meaning. The custom of
conferring a purple robe started in Tang dynasty China with
the imperial gift of a purple robe to monks of special merit. In
the eleventh century, the government started to sell purple
robes, turning them into a commodity. According to the
scholar-monk Mujaku Dōchū, Yōsai and Dōgen were the first
monks to receive purple robes in Japan (ZGD, 415). However,
the emperor had conferred purple robes on monks before the
thirteenth century—the Tendai monk Gyōgen 行玄 (1097–
1155), for example, is said to have received a purple robe after
curing the emperor of a severe illness in Eiji 1 (1141) (Kachō
yōryaku, in Dainihon bukkyō zenshō 128, 5). Later, the
conferral of the purple robe became an institutional matter,
and abbots of temples that were acknowledged as imperial
prayer temples could wear one. In the Tokugawa period, the
wearing of the purple robe was strictly regulated by the
bakufu. In the Sōtō school, only the abbots of Eiheiji and Sōjiji
were allowed to wear one; see Sōjiji shohatto, and Mross
20014a, 96–97, for an English translation. See also Kieschnick
2003, 87–107, for a discussion of the robe and its symbolism.
On the robe in Japanese Buddhism, see Diane Riggs 2010; and
on the robe in Sōtō Zen in particular, see Faure 1995, Diane
Riggs 2004 and 2017, and Williams 2009.

31.  Unfortunately, I have not found any manuscript containing the
Dharma words and the transfers of merit vocalized during
Keizan’s memorial service. But the Dharma words during the
offering of incense and the special transfers of merit usually
follow standard patterns, so we can assume they did not detail
Keizan’s life.



32.  See Ford 2005, 45; Ozaki 1998b, 167; and Callahan 2011.
33.  Each branch temple was affiliated with one of Sōjiji’s five

subtemples: Fuzōin 普蔵院, Myōkōan 妙高庵, Tōsen’an 洞川庵,
Denpōan 伝法庵, and Nyoian 如意庵. These subtemples, built
around 1400, represented the lineages of Gasan’s five
disciples: Taigen Sōshin 太源宗真 (d. 1370), Tsūgen Jakurei 通幻
寂霊 (1322–1391), Mutan Sokan 無端祖環 (d. 1380), Daitetsu
Sōrei 大徹宗令 (1333–1408), and Jippō Ryōshū 実峰良秀 (1318–
1405). See Takeuchi M. 1981, 72–73; Itō R. 2005a, 60;
Tamamuro 2008, 88–89; and Nodomi 2011, 60–62.

34.  For lists of the important rituals in which the abbots served as
officiants, see Myōkōan shingi (Kansei 10, 1798) and Kaisan
kokushi Butsuji kōshiki (list written in Tenpō 2, 1831); see also
Mross 2014a, 128–130.

35.  The two extant manuscripts of the shikimon of Sōjiji’s Butsuji
kōshiki have been found not in the archive of Sōjiji or Sōjiji
Soin but in archives of branch temples whose head priests had
served as abbots at Sōjiji and had recited the shikimon during
their time there: Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki (Bunka 3,
1806) and Shogaku kokushi zenji kōshikibon (Kaei 2, 1849).

36.  See Ozaki 1998c and 1999a, and Mross 2010 and 2012d, on
the two transmission lineages. Appendix 1 lists the
manuscripts of the Butsuji kōshiki that have been found in
temple archives.

37.  Other titles were also used for this kōshiki, e.g., Shogaku
kokushi zenji kōshiki, Kaiso kokushi kōshiki, Kaiso kōshiki, and
Taiso Butsuji kōshiki (1892). In the archive of Sōjiji Soin, I also
discovered manuscripts with the titles Taiso kokushi hōon
kōshiki 太祖國師報恩講式 and Dentō kōshiki 傳燈講式. Because
Keizan came to be called Taiso 太祖 (Great Ancestor) in 1877,
these manuscripts must have been written in or after 1877. I
have not seen any other reference to the Butsuji kōshiki under
the title Dentō kōshiki, which is actually the title of a new
kōshiki commemorating Keizan composed by Bukkan Bonjō in
1891.

38.  Shogakuzan Sōjizenji shogyōji, in Muromine 1965, 243–246.
39.  SZ 16: 595–599. Ozaki Shōzen (1999a, 119) was the first to

propose the thesis that monks of Yōkōji originally composed
the kōshiki. However, the oldest extant manuscripts were
produced at Sōjiji in Genroku 7 (1694), whereas the earliest
extant Yōkōji manuscript is dated Shōtoku 5 (1715).

40.  SZ 33: 366; Azuma 1974a, 17–18.
41.  This ritual form is laid out in the Kaiso kōshiki (Shōtoku 5,

1715).



42.  No handbook has yet been discovered that clearly lays out the
ritual structure of kōshiki performed at Sōjiji in the Tokugawa
period. The assumption that the monks at Sōjiji performed the
Butsuji kōshiki using the standard ritual form is based on
liturgical texts included in the ritual handbooks used at Sōjiji
(Butsuji kō kada narabini Shichisan, Kada narabini hōyō, and
San kōshiki narabini hōyō). However, some of the ritual
handbooks include the piece Final Praise, indicating that this
liturgical piece may have been sung during kōshiki at Sōjiji in
the Tokugawa period (Kada narabini hōyō and San kōshiki
narabini hōyō).

43.  Unless otherwise noted, excerpts from the Yōkōji version of
the kōshiki have been translated from an untitled manuscript
stored at Yōkōji that is usually referred to as Butsuji kōshiki
(ca. 1725). Here I call it the Yōkōji manuscript. Since a
complete translation with detailed annotation is provided in
Appendix 2, the annotation in this chapter has been kept to a
minimum. Appendix 7 provides a facsimile of this manuscript
made available by Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai. For a
typographical reprint, see Ozaki 1998c. Page citations for my
translations in this chapter are to Ozaki’s publication.

44.  Since the first part of the Yōkōji manuscript that includes the
beginning of the pronouncement of intention have been lost, I
translate here the opening passage from the Sōjiji version,
Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki (Bunka 3, 1806), stored at
Taineiji and henceforth referred to as the Taineiji manuscript.

45.  Here I follow Bernard Faure’s interpretation of the term
imaginaire, based on Jacques Le Goff’s definition (Faure 1996,
10–12). Ritual practices do not represent an eternal reality but
are products of imagination. Faure suggests that “a ‘purely’
Zen form of imagination, a reservoir of images and exempla
specific to Chan” exists, in which the images and stories “are
topoi, mnemonic devices (like the mantras and dhāraṇī of
esoteric Buddhism) helping in the memorization of essential
points of Chan doctrine” (1996, 11). Similarly, it could be said
that the ritual language and practices of the Butsuji kōshiki
express the imaginaire of the monks of both Sōjiji and Yōkōji.

46.  See Bodiford 1993 on the complex network of horizontal
relationships in the early Sōtō community.

47.  After praying either to Monju 文殊 (Skt. Mañjuśrī) or to
Kannon that she might have a holy son, Gasan’s mother
dreamed that she swallowed a sword and then became
pregnant. See Sōji nidai oshō shōtō, Sōji dainise Gasan oshō



gyōjō, Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, and Nichiiki tōjō shosoden; see
also Mross 2013a, 125, on the Gasan kōshiki.

48.  Hōon kōshiki, ZSZ 2: 724; K, 3.
49.  This is a sentence from the nineteenth chapter of the Lotus

Sutra, T 9: 47c17.
50. This account is based on an exchange between Gikai and

Keizan. Gikai tested Keizan’s understanding of the famous
kōan “The ordinary mind is the way,” and Keizan answered
that the night before he had ridden on a black jewel in the
darkness. See Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595; see also
Azuma 1974a, 93–95.

51.  The Denkōroku was first printed in Ansei 4 (1857) in an
edition by Busshū Sen’ei 仏洲仙英 (1794–1864). Before this
edition, it was handed down in manuscript form, and only a
limited number of monks had access to it. Besides the Tōkoku
goso gyōjitsu, no other premodern biography of Keizan
mentions this work; see Azuma 1974a, 113–118. See also
Bodiford 2015 and 2017 on the Denkōroku; and Cleary 1990,
Cook 2003, and Foulk 2017 for English translations.

52.  Fujita 2011, 128.
53.  JDZ, 393, or KZ 8: 7–12; see Faure 1996, 84, for an English

translation. Dreams played an important role in the lives of
monks. For a detailed study of dreams in Buddhist
biographies, see Quenzer 2000, 185–242. Keizan’s Tōkokuki
suggests that he found legitimation and guidance through
dreams; see Faure 1996, chap. 5. Myōe is especially famed for
the dreams and visions that he recorded in his dream diary
and that guided his practice. For detailed studies of Myōe, see
Girard 1990 and Tanabe 1992.

54.  Translation adapted from Faure 1996, 53; for the original, see
JDZ, 395 or KZ 8: 21–22.

55.  JDZ, 431.
56.  According to the Sansō yuiseki teradera okibumiki, Keizan

instructed his disciples that the eight temples of Yōkōji,
Enzūin, Hōōji, Kōkōji, Hōshōji, Jōjūji, Daijōji, and Sōjiji should
be upheld by monks of his lineages; see JDZ, 416–418, or KZ 8:
171–179; and Yōkōji no meihō, 34, for a photo of this
document. Except for Daijōji, all these temples were founded
by Keizan; not mentioned in this source is Jōmanji. Adding this
temple to the list, Keizan founded eight temples and served as
abbot of nine.

57.  Jūshu gitai; Godaigo tennō shusse dōjō gorinji.
58.  Jūshu chokumon; Godaigo tennō rinji sha.



59.  Tōkokuki, JDZ, 411–416; KZ 8: 129–168. However, according
to the Tōkokusan jinmiraisai okibumi, which was signed by
Keizan and Sonin in Gen’ō 1 (1319), Keizan did not bury sutras
copied by him but rather his transmission certificate; see
Azuma 2002, 20–21; Yōkōji no meihō, 30 and 76–77; and
Tōkokuki, JDZ, 419–420; KZ 8: 182–194. Although Keizan
mainly buried items related to his Sōtō lineage, he notes in his
Tōkokuki that he also buried relics handed down in the
Daruma school. Many monks of the early Sōtō community
were monks of the Daruma school, which had been founded by
Dainichi Nonin 大日能忍 (n.d.). Keizan’s teacher Gikai was also
a former Daruma monk, and through him Keizan inherited the
lineage of the Daruma school. Faure (1987, 26) argues in his
study on the Daruma school: “We may well wonder to what
extent Dōgen was influenced by, rather than influenced, his
new disciples. In other words, who converted whom is perhaps
not so clear as the tradition would have us believe.”

60.  The Butsuji kōshiki is a Tokugawa-period source, so it states
that Keizan died when he was fifty-eight years old. However,
Matsuda Bun’yū (1974) and Yamahata Shōdō (1974) have
convincingly shown that Keizan lived from 1264 until 1325,
dying when he was sixty-two. By stating that Keizan died when
he was fifty-eight and had been a monk for forty-seven years,
the kōshiki implies that Keizan was ordained when he was
twelve. The Tōkokuki and Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, however, state
that he was ordained when he was thirteen and died after
being a monk for forty-six years; see JDZ, 435; KS 8: 209–301;
SZ 16: 595–596. It is unclear whether the statement in the
Butsuji kōshiki is a copying mistake or was already a mistake
in the source that its author used.

61.  This verse is a variation of a gāthā from the Flower Garland
Sutra, T 9: 670c21. It is also included in the Nianfo sanmei
baowang lun, T 47: 137a29–b1, and Qixinlun shubi xiaoji, T 44:
393c25–26.

62.  In the Manzan edition of the Keizan shingi, which includes the
Rakan kōshiki, this verse can be found in T 82: 435b25–26.

63.  Ozaki 1998c, 62.
64.  See Hirose 1988 for a study on the role of legends in the

founding of Zen temples.
65.  Before resignation, an abbot gives an ascending the hall

sermon, which is usually announced with the sound of a drum.
66.  Jōken’s name is not given in the two extant Sōjiji manuscripts.

We can assume that an earlier scribe forgot to copy “Jōken”
and later it was not corrected.



67.  “The bodhisattva” most likely refers to Kannon here because
Morookadera was a temple in which Kannon was worshiped
and Jōken is said to have had a dream of Kannon requesting
him to entrust the temple to Keizan; see Sōjiji kaibyaku no
engi.

68.  Jūshu gitai, JDZ, 376–380; KZ 9: 227–261.
69.  Ozaki 1998c, 61.
70.  Ozaki 1998c, 62.
71.  See Azuma 1974a, 14–20, for a discussion of the two

transmission lineages of the biographies of Keizan.
72.  In the Manzan edition of the Keizan shingi, this verse can be

found in T 82: 435c19–20.
73.  Ozaki 1998c, 62. This verse was originally taken from the

Jushelun, T 29: 152b1–2.
74.  Ozaki 1998c, 63. This Nehan kōshiki is based on the one

attributed to Genshin, which also includes this verse; see
Dainihon bukkyō zensho 33, 184. A very similar verse can also
be found in the Nirvāṇa Sutra, T 12: 612b19–20.



5

Innovations in the Meiji Era

Monks at both Yōkōji and Sōjiji continued to perform
kōshiki in remembrance of Keizan in the Meiji era, but
the two transmission lineages saw dramatic changes. In
the middle of this era, Yōkōji’s abbot, Kohō Hakugan,
revised the Butsuji kōshiki, and a Sōjiji-affiliated monk,
Bukkan Bonjō, wrote an entirely new one. Like the earlier
kōshiki, the new ritual texts expressed the communal
memories of the opposing lineages and sought to shape
each temple’s future in an attempt to establish its version
of history, in which it held the more sacred position, in
the collective memory of the Sōtō school.

Sōjiji aimed to consolidate itself as the equal of Eiheiji,
the other head temple of the Sōtō school. The memory of
Keizan was vital to this goal because he had been
recognized in the early Meiji era as one of the two great
patriarchs of Sōtō Zen, the master who stood next to
Dōgen, the founder of Eiheiji. Yōkōji, in contrast, was in
disrepair and in need of financial support to survive. Its
monks used the memory of Keizan and Yōkōji’s early role
in the Sōtō school to encourage clerics to donate funds
for its upkeep and rebuilding. These intentions formed
the backdrop against which Hakugan and Bonjō compiled
their new kōshiki.

This chapter studies these two new kōshiki. First, I
outline the new developments in the Meiji era. I then
examine the new edition of the Butsuji kōshiki produced
by Hakugan at Yōkōji, which developed in continuity with



the earlier tradition, before turning to the new kōshiki
composed by Bonjō for Sōjiji. I explore the backgrounds
of both works, analyzing for what purposes they were
created, their historical and institutional contexts, and
how they differed from the earlier Butsuji kōshiki of the
Tokugawa period. In this way, the present chapter
illuminates how the kōshiki of remembrance of Keizan
continued to play a vital role in the construction of
communal memory in the Meiji era.

The Sōtō School in the Meiji Era

The Meiji era was a time of tremendous change in all
aspects of Japan’s society. A new government had been
established by a group of samurai whose wish to
reestablish imperial rule led them to overthrow the
Tokugawa bakufu. This development strongly affected
Buddhist temples. The abolition of the parishioner
system, which had been central to the structure of
Buddhist institutions in the Tokugawa period, meant the
sudden loss of the financial security that Buddhist
temples had enjoyed since the seventeenth century. In
the process of forging a national identity, the new leaders
established Shintō as the Japanese religion and promoted
the divinity of the emperor, who was seen as the highest
representative of Shintō. Buddhism and Shintō were
intimately intertwined and had been influencing each
other for centuries. But to establish Shintō as an
independent religion, the new Meiji government ordered
the separation of kami and buddhas (shinbutsu bunri rei
神 仏 分 離 令 ) and the removal of Buddhist images,
implements, and texts from Shintō shrines. This demotion
devolved into a general persecution of Buddhism.
Statues, texts, and implements were destroyed, temples
were merged or dissolved, and temple lands were



confiscated. Sōjiji, to take one example, lost 400 koku 石
of land.1 After the persecution ended, the Buddhist
schools had to redefine their doctrines based on new
ideologies and find alternative methods of institutional
organization.

In the first half of the Meiji era, the Sōtō school also
faced internal struggles, marked by continuous rivalry
and conflict between its two head temples, Eiheiji and
Sōjiji. In Meiji 1 (1868), the abbot of Eiheiji seized the
moment and proposed to the new government that Eiheiji
should be recognized as the single head temple of the
Sōtō school. A year later, in light of Sōjiji’s objection, the
Meiji government acknowledged both Eiheiji and Sōjiji as
head temples but granted Eiheiji higher status at the
same time.2 Then the government ordered Eiheiji and
Sōjiji to resolve their differences. After hundreds of years
of intense rivalry, the two head temples agreed to a
formal truce, signed by the abbots of Eiheiji and Sōjiji in
Meiji 5 (1872). The agreement stated that Eiheiji and
Sōjiji are the two head temples of a united Sōtō school,
but that because Eiheiji was founded by Dōgen, it stands
above Sōjiji. The truce also stipulated that all past
differences will be resolved and the two head temples will
work together to prevent future disputes.3

In the following years, the leaders of the Sōtō school
modernized their institution. In 1877, representatives of
the two head temples issued a directive that declared
Dōgen and Keizan to be the two patriarchs of the
Japanese Sōtō school and announced titles for both: Kōso
高祖 (Eminent Ancestor) for Dōgen and Taiso 太祖 (Great
Ancestor) for Keizan.4 They published biographies of
Dōgen and Keizan in Japanese that could be easily
understood by a wide audience. In this context, a new
biographic image of Keizan was developed, which monks
at Sōjiji soon integrated into a new kōshiki.



Despite the truce, new controversies developed, and
the conflict between Eiheiji and Sōjiji reignited. The
election of officers to serve at Eiheiji from the ranks of
Sōjiji-affiliated temples attracted especially severe
criticism. At the beginning of 1891, a group of Sōjiji-
affiliated monks who had begun to advocate for Sōjiji’s
autonomy submitted a request to that effect to Azegami
Baisen 畔 上 楳 仙  (1825–1901), Sōjiji’s abbot.5
Acknowledging the momentum, Azegami declared Sōjiji’s
independence in March 1892.6 To justify the bold action,
supporters published a series of tracts in which they
made three claims: first, that it was Keizan, not Dōgen,
who was responsible for the spread of Sōtō Zen in Japan;
second, that Keizan was the true founder of the Japanese
Sōtō school, because it was he—rather than Dōgen—who
had established its institutional base and fundamental
religious practices; and third, that the name of the
school, Sōtō, had originated at Sōjiji when Emperor
Godaigo issued to Keizan his edict recognizing Sōjiji as
an imperial prayer temple.7 Of course, Eiheiji opposed
these claims, and its supporters published their own
studies of early Japanese Sōtō Zen in order to refute
Sōjiji’s arguments. Nevertheless, Sōjiji was close to
realizing its plan when, in November 1893, the minister
of internal affairs intervened to rule against Sōjiji’s
independence, based on the truce of Meiji 5 (1872), and
ordered the two factions to reconcile.8

To accomplish a reconciliation, Sōtō leaders
proclaimed the compromise doctrine of “two head
temples, one essence” (ryōzan ittai funi) whereby any
separate veneration of Sōjiji or Eiheiji is a veneration of
both, and any differences between the doctrines in the
writings of Dōgen and Keizan are to be considered
alternative expressions of the same essence.9 This idea
has since shaped the ideology of the modern Sōtō school.



Yōkōji had no perceptible influence on the reformation
of the Sōtō school during this period. Instead it struggled
for survival, and in the early Meiji era its abbot even had
to sell temple lands and buildings.10 When Kohō Hakugan
took over the abbotship in 1882, Yōkōji was dilapidated
and had incurred high debt. He depended on the support
of other Sōtō temples, including Sōjiji, and of lay patrons
to rebuild his temple. Amid this turbulence, Hakugan and
Bonjō produced their new kōshiki for Keizan. The rituals
continued to express the communal memories of Sōjiji
and Yōkōji while reflecting the temples’ altered self-
identities in the new times.

Hakugan’s Revision of the Butsuji kōshiki

Hakugan revised the Butsuji kōshiki for the 550th
memorial service of Emperor Godaigo and performed it
with his fellow monks at Yōkōji in October 1892.11 We
can interpret his revision and its performance as an
attempt to reestablish Yōkōji as Keizan’s original main
temple in the collective memory of the Sōtō school in
order to help secure its survival.12

Hakugan was a well-known Zen teacher who ordained
around fifty monks.13 One of them was Kohō Chisan 孤峰
智 璨  (1879–1967), who would later become Sōjiji’s
abbot.14 From 1882 until his death in 1909, Hakugan
served as abbot of Yōkōji. The temple had become
impoverished by the end of the Tokugawa period, and its
buildings were so dilapidated that Hakugan devoted all
his energy to their restoration. To solicit funds for it, he
used the remembrance of Keizan as the basis of his
appeal to clerics to assist in the repair of Yōkōji so that it
could be maintained as an important historical site of the
Sōtō school.



During his time at Yōkōji, Hakugan was offered the
prestigious position of godō at Eiheiji, but he declined
and instead continued to teach at Yōkōji and Zuiryūji 瑞龍
寺 (Toyama prefecture). In 1891, Hakugan was nominated
for the abbotship of Eiheiji.15 Even though he lost the
election, this nomination reflected his high reputation
and status, which we can assume helped him to secure
financial support for rebuilding Yōkōji.

Hakugan’s Intentions in Revising the Butsuji kōshiki
How Hakugan got the idea to edit the Butsuji kōshiki is
unknown, but the preface he wrote and other notes in his
edition suggest that the kōshiki fulfilled several functions
for him.16 First, it was a means to express gratitude to
Keizan and to pay him respect. In the preface, Hakugan
praises Keizan for having taught many disciples and
helping them attain enlightenment. Hakugan further
expressed his appreciation that it was due to Keizan’s
activities that Sōtō Zen had spread all across Japan. He
also highlights the kōshiki’s pedagogical functions:

I let the monks of the whole mountain regularly perform it, and
wish that the narrow minded among the present-day patch-robed
monks of the Sōtō school [may] bathe in the wind of the ancestors
and open the eye that penetrates all things through the informal
sermon on the venerable Great Master. (Abe 2019, 86)

In this way, he expressed his hope that Sōtō clerics would
learn from the shikimon of the Butsuji kōshiki, since the
narration of Keizan’s life could offer a model for practice.

Beyond those functions, Hakugan aimed to
demonstrate the high status formerly enjoyed by Yōkōji
and its original role as Keizan’s main temple, a fact that
had almost been forgotten by the Meiji era. By reminding
Sōtō clerics of Yōkōji’s place in history, he hoped to enlist
support. Accordingly, his revised edition of the Butsuji
kōshiki was printed and distributed to sponsors,



increasing the audience and helping build awareness of
Yōkōji’s illustrious past.

By revising and introducing the Butsuji kōshiki on the
occasion of Emperor Godaigo’s 550th memorial service,
and not at a memorial service for Keizan, Hakugan subtly
reminded his contemporaries of the imperial recognition
that Yōkōji had received in earlier times. In the preface,
he writes:

The Great Master [Keizan] answered the ten questions of Emperor
Godaigo. [His] logic and righteousness, as well as [his] profound
explanations, deeply satisfied the mind of the emperor, who
bestowed an imperial edict [recognizing Yōkōji as] the first
training place of the Sōtō school whose abbot wears the purple
robe. It is truly a rare honor. (86)

This passage refers to the ten questions that Emperor
Godaigo is said to have sent to Keizan at Yōkōji. Because
the emperor was satisfied with Keizan’s answers, he
recognized Yōkōji as the first Sōtō training center and
declared it to be an imperial prayer temple. Hakugan
refers to documents purportedly bestowed upon Yōkōji
that granted it the highest rank among all Sōtō temples.
As mentioned in chapter 4, Sōjiji also possesses
documents claiming that Emperor Godaigo sent questions
to Keizan at Sōjiji and then bestowed an edict upon Sōjiji.
Both sets of documents are later forgeries, but they
nonetheless played an important role in the rivalry
between the two temples, each of which argued that
Emperor Godaigo had declared it to be the highest Sōtō
temple in Japan.

Hakugan further added brief comments in his edition
that attest to Yōkōji’s former position. In the explanatory
notes, for example, he and his assistants wrote,
“Needless to say, this mountain was the main residence
of the Great Master” (86). They also pointed to the many
original imperial edicts and important manuscripts that



are stored at Yōkōji. And at the end of the ritual
handbook, a stamp with the inscription “The first training
place opened by Zen Master Butsuji” asserts Yōkōji’s
original position.17 These comments suggest that
Hakugan wanted to gain recognition of Yōkōji’s former
status from Sōtō clerics, especially from his supporters.

In explanatory notes, Hakugan and his disciples
expressed their wish that the publication of the newly
revised kōshiki would help increase general recognition
of Keizan’s accomplishments and lead to the official
bestowal of a Great Master title (daishigō 大 師 号 ) on
Keizan. Conferring such honorary titles was the
prerogative of the emperor, and honoring a monk for his
accomplishments gave imperial recognition to both the
monk and his lineage. Thus the editors of the Butsuji
kōshiki wrote:

Earlier in the Hōryaku era (1751–1764), the elder Menzan wrote
the Hōon kōshiki for the Eminent Ancestor. He venerated the
Eminent Ancestor and called [him] Great Master (daishi 大 師 ).
Finally, in the prospering time of Meiji, [the emperor] bestowed on
Dōgen the posthumous title Great Master Jōyō 承陽大師. Here the
words of the elder [Menzan] truly had an effect. Now we do not
yet know [a kōshiki] praising Great Master Butsuji. Will it have an
effect in later days or not? (86)

Hakugan and his disciples suggest here that because
Menzan honored Dōgen by calling him Great Master in
his Hōon kōshiki, Dōgen subsequently received an official
Great Master title from the Meiji emperor. Following this
precedent, Hakugan refers to Keizan as “Great Master
Butsuji” in the preface and throughout the kōshiki
instead of using the correct Zen Master title (zenjigō 禅師
号) with Keizan’s posthumous name Butsuji. Sōjiji monks
had already called for the bestowal of a Great Master
title on Keizan when Dōgen was awarded the title Great
Master Jōyō in 1879.18 Hakugan and his disciples seem to
have hoped that kōshiki could be vehicles with which to



contest authority, and that using the Great Master title
themselves might pave the way to the actual bestowal of
this title by the emperor.

Content and Ritual Structure
In contrast to earlier ritual handbooks, Hakugan’s new
edition of the Butsuji kōshiki was a comprehensive one
that contained all the pieces to be vocalized. Woodblock
printing made this possible. When manuscripts had to be
copied by hand, it would have taken an unreasonable
amount of time to copy an entire shikimon multiple times
when only one monk needed to recite it; but with
woodblock printing, it was relatively easy to reproduce a
text many times.

Printing the Butsuji kōshiki consequently made its
shikimon accessible to a much wider audience. Previously
only clerics who vocalized the shikimon had the
opportunity to read it—most participants only listened, so
for them it was an oral text. Through woodblock printing,
the shikimon gained an additional function as a written
text that could also be read outside the specific ritual
setting.

Earlier printed kōshiki served as a model for
Hakugan’s edition. In the Tokugawa period, the monks at
Yōkōji used separate manuscripts for the choral and solo
parts of the Butsuji kōshiki. The assembly used ritual
manuals that only contained the choral pieces, while the
officiant read a manuscript that contained only the
shikimon, and the monk who recited the offertory
declaration similarly used a manuscript containing only
that text.19 Most printed editions of kōshiki in the Sōtō
school, by contrast, contain all the texts chanted,
together with instructions for the performance and a
diagram showing the sitting order. Following their
example, Hakugan fused the two kinds of ritual



handbooks—choral pieces and solo texts—and added
detailed instructions on how to perform the ritual, as well
as diagrams for the sitting order and for the
announcement of the role allocation. He also included his
own preface, explanatory notes by the editors, and a
postscript by Hasegawa Ten’ei 長谷川天頴  (d. 1923), the
abbot of Jōjūji. Remarkably, the volume also contains
explanatory headnotes about the content, a very rare
feature in kōshiki editions.

Hakugan used the manuscripts of the Butsuji kōshiki
stored at Yōkōji as his model and followed the earlier
ritual structure.20 However, this time he included the
Four Shōmyō Melodies, and the resulting form is
therefore the standard ritual structure of Sōtō kōshiki
except for the omission of the address of invitation: Gāthā
to Scattering Flowers, Hymn of the Four Wisdoms,
offertory declaration, communal obeisance, Four Shōmyō
Melodies, shikimon, and Universal Transfer of Merit.

Hakugan’s Revision of the Shikimon
Although Hakugan only lightly revised the offertory
declaration by changing a few terms and phrases, he
heavily revised the shikimon. In particular, he added
many quotations from historical documents, which served
to contest the status of his temple and remind listeners
and readers of its important role in the early history of
Japanese Sōtō Zen. He also adopted passages from other
kōshiki. All these revisions highlight the intertextual
character of the shikimon.

In the pronouncement of intention and the first section
of the shikimon, he made only minor modifications. For
example, he changed the beginning of the
pronouncement of intention, adding these words of
worship at the outset: “Homage to the Great Master
Butsuji, venerable master Keizan, who protects the



Dharma; may we meet him lifetime after lifetime.”21 No
other kōshiki praising Keizan starts with words of
worship. But the Rakan kōshiki begins with a similar
phrase, so I assume that Hakugan adopted it from the
Rakan kōshiki, the kōshiki that served as the model for
most Sōtō kōshiki.22

After these words of worship, the address that follows
differs from that in the original Butsuji kōshiki:

Reverently, I address the Three Treasures existing eternally in the
three times [of past, present, and future] and the ten directions,
the inconceivable and inexpressible realm of enlightenment,
especially the successive generations of ancestors who
transmitted the light from rightful successor to rightful successor
in the three countries [India, China, and Japan], and especially the
holy spirit of the Great Master Butsuji, the Great Ancestor of the
Japanese Sōtō school, who received the correct transmission in the
fifty-fourth generation of Śākyamuni, the World-Honored One; and
say:23

A comparison with Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki
commemorating Dōgen,24 the only hōon kōshiki for a
Japanese Zen patriarch printed in the Tokugawa period,
shows that Hakugan’s beginning is very similar.
Therefore, we can assume that he adopted it from
Menzan’s kōshiki, slightly abbreviated it, and substituted
Keizan for Dōgen in the list of objects of veneration. With
the exception of this passage, Hakugan’s pronouncement
of intention is almost the same as the one in the earlier
Butsuji kōshiki of the Yōkōji transmission lineage.

In the first section, which details Keizan’s life, we find
only two brief insertions. Hakugan added Keizan’s
remark that the place of Yōkōji is truly pure and that
there would be no hindrances for spreading the Dharma
at this sacred location. He also included the death verse
of Keizan.25

Most importantly, Hakugan greatly expanded the
second and third sections, which were originally much



shorter than the first. The second section is now almost
twice as long as before, and the third section almost
three times longer. To the second section Hakugan added
several quotations from historical documents certifying
Yōkōji’s once-held position and included explanations
about these sources: First, he inserted a statement that
Emperor Godaigo sent ten questions to Keizan, and
because the emperor was deeply satisfied with Keizan’s
answers, Keizan received an imperial edict in Genkō 1
(1321). Hakugan then quoted this order in full, which
declares Yōkōji to be the first imperial prayer temple of
the Sōtō school.26 Next, Hakugan explained that Emperor
Gomurakami bestowed the posthumous title of Zen
Master Butsuji on Keizan.27 He then stated that Yōkōji
received an imperial edict from Emperor Gotsuchimikado
後土御門天皇  (1442–1500) in Bunmei 11 (1479), which
confirmed Yōkōji’s status as an imperial prayer temple,
and provides parts of this document.28 Subsequently, he
recounted that Emperor Kōmyō 光 明 天 皇  (1331–1380)
gave one grain of Buddha relics to Yōkōji for
enshrinement and inserted a quote from the Ashikaga
Tadayoshi kishin jōan (Donation proposal by Ashikaga
Tadayoshi).29 This text refers to the establishment of a
Buddha reliquary to benefit sentient beings (rishō tō 利生
塔) at Yōkōji as part of Ashikaga Takauji 足利尊氏 (1305–
1358) and Ashikaga Tadayoshi’s 足利直義  (1306–1352)
project to build such a stupa in each of the sixty-six
provinces and two islands of Japan.30 Finally, Hakugan
quoted the Moriyoshi shinnō reisen’an 護良親王令宣案
(Order by Prince Moriyoshi), written in Genkō 3 (1333),
in which Moriyoshi (1308–1335) requested the monks of
Yōkōji to perform prayers for the imperial family.31 The
sources Hakugan added—some of which are of highly
questionable historicity—all suggest that Yōkōji had been



an imperial prayer temple that was highly valued by the
court in medieval Japan.

In the third section, Hakugan inserted almost the full
text of the Tōkokusan jinmiraisai okibumi (Will on the
future of Tōkokusan), written by Keizan in Gen’ō 1
(1319),32 in which Keizan identified the relics he
enshrined at the Peak of the Five Elders and ordered the
monks in his lineage to protect the site. This explanation
conveys the idea that Keizan designed Yōkōji to stand at
the center of his lineage. In the same text, Keizan also
emphasized that the practice of the monks is possible
only because of the support of patrons, and the monks
should therefore respect them.33

After this long quotation, Hakugan included three
excerpts from the Sansō yuiseki teradera okibumiki (Will
on the temples I leave behind), in which Keizan declared
his wishes concerning the succession of his eight temples
in Genkō 3 (1323). Of these, Hakugan chose to quote
Keizan’s instructions for Daijōji, Jōjūji, and Sōjiji.34 In the
case of Sōjiji, Keizan wrote that it is the third temple in
the province of Nō and that although the patron still
lacked proper faith, Jōken wished that it should be upheld
by the monks of Keizan’s lineage, who should work
toward its prospering. With this quotation, Hakugan put
Sōjiji explicitly in its historical place: it once was a
branch temple of Yōkōji, and not Keizan’s main temple.
This was most likely one of the most vital arguments in
Hakugan’s revival movement.

Shōun Setsugan’s Reprint of Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki
For the six hundredth memorial service of Keizan in
1924, Shōun Setsugan 松 雲 雪 巖  (d. 1943), Hakugan’s
successor at Yōkōji, reprinted Hakugan’s Taiso Butsuji
kōshiki.35 This is an example of how grand memorial
services every fifty years provided clerics with a chance



to publish and distribute liturgical texts. The content of
the ritual handbook is exactly the same as in Hakugan’s
original edition. Setsugan only added one headnote,
explaining the purpose of the kōshiki and his own
intentions:

This Butsuji kōshiki is said to be a composition to repay kindness
and express gratitude for Zen Master Keizan’s four hundredth
memorial service. The previous master Hakugan printed it for the
five hundred fiftieth memorial service of Emperor Godaigo and
distributed it to the clerics and laypeople of the Sōtō school. In the
fall of Taishō 13 (1924), we commemorate the correct six
hundredth memorial day of Great Master Jōsai and further reprint
five hundred volumes and make these commemorations of
repaying kindness.36

Thus for Setsugan, too, the kōshiki fulfilled the function
of repaying kindness and expressing gratitude. Since
Hakugan’s edition, the Meiji emperor had bestowed the
title of Great Master Jōsai (Jōsai Daishi 常 済 大 師 ) on
Keizan in 1909, so Setsugan used that title in his note.

The distribution of five hundred volumes of the Butsuji
kōshiki suggests that Yōkōji tried to use it as a means to
regain recognition as Keizan’s main temple. Both the
Tokugawa-period Butsuji kōshiki of Sōjiji (discussed in
chapter 4) and the new kōshiki produced at Sōjiji in the
Meiji era talked past this part of history and presented
Sōjiji as though it had been Keizan’s main temple. In
aiming to revive Yōkōji, Hakugan tried to re-establish its
status as the original temple of one of the two patriarchs
of Japanese Sōtō Zen in order to argue that it deserved
recognition and financial support. Setsugan continued
the trajectory of Hakugan’s project, and we can assume
that he used the reprint of Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki for
the same ends that Hakugan worked to achieve.

Today monks no longer perform the Butsuji kōshiki at
Yōkōji, which is maintained as an important historical
temple visited by priests and lay devotees who wish to



remember the origins of the Sōtō school. Because it is a
small temple where only one or two priests live, it is
difficult for them to perform a kōshiki. They might,
however, consider doing so for Keizan’s seven hundredth
memorial service in 2024.

Tōjō dentō kōshiki: A New Hōon kōshiki for Keizan

At the same time that Hakugan edited the Butsuji kōshiki,
Bukkan Bonjō, a Sōjiji-affiliated monk, composed a new
kōshiki for Keizan entitled Tōjō dentō kōshiki (Kōshiki on
the transmission of the light in the Sōtō school), or Dentō
kōshiki for short, to replace the Butsuji kōshiki at Sōjiji.
As another example of the intertextuality of works in this
genre, this kōshiki reveals how an author employs textual
elements from other rituals or texts when composing a
new kōshiki. Bonjō, in particular, was strongly influenced
by new biographies of Keizan that had been written in the
early Meiji era and that presented a new biographic
image of this master. Therefore, I will first describe these
new biographies before introducing Bonjō and examining
the kōshiki itself.

Biographies of Keizan Written in the Early Meiji Era
The impetus for the composition of new biographies of
Keizan came from a meeting in 1875 at which
representatives of the Sōtō school decided that
biographies of Dōgen and Keizan “should be written in
Japanese so that even women and children can easily
read and understand them.”37 The first to be published
was the Dōgen biography Eihei kōso gyōjō tekiyō (Outline
of the life of Eminent Ancestor Eihei), written in 1878 by
Kimura Bunmei 木村文明 (1852–1921). One year later, the
first Keizan biography was published: the Sōji kaisan
Taiso ryakuden (Brief biography of the Great Ancestor,



founder of Sōji[ji]), or Taiso ryakuden for short, by Takiya
Takushū 瀧 谷 琢 宗  (1836–1897). Takiya played an
important role in the re-formation of the Sōtō school and
held many important positions over the course of his life.
When he wrote the Taiso ryakuden, he was the
representative of Sōjiji in Tokyo. Remarkably, a few years
later, from 1885 to 1891, Takiya served as the abbot of
Eiheiji, Sōjiji’s rival, thus becoming one of the most
influential Sōtō monks of his time.38

Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden laid the foundation for a new
biographic image of Keizan. His main source was the
Keizan biography included in the Nihon tōjō rentōroku
(Transmission of the lamp in the Japanese Sōtō school),
or Rentōroku for short, a compilation of biographies of
Japanese Sōtō monks written in the early eighteenth
century.39 But in his introductory notes, Takiya mentions
that he also consulted other biographies and claims to
have used manuscripts that were secretly stored at Sōjiji,
Daijōji, and Yōkōji. Biographies of Keizan written before
the Meiji era can generally be categorized as Yōkōji- or
Sōjiji-lineage works. Takiya’s biography evidently stands
in the Sōjiji lineage, but it includes many details and
episodes that are not mentioned in any extant biography
previous to his. For most of these accounts, it has proved
impossible so far to confirm a historical source. First of
all, Takiya’s biography contains new details about
Keizan’s childhood. For example, Takiya writes that
Keizan put his hands together in prayer and chanted
“Namu, namu” (Homage, homage) when he was three
and took great joy in performing Buddhist rituals with his
mother. But Keizan’s prior lives, which are described by
Keizan himself in his Tōkokuki and recounted in the
Butsuji kōshiki, are not mentioned in Takiya’s biography.
Takiya also omits other wondrous elements but keeps the
dream Keizan’s mother had before his birth. He quotes



many historical documents, including the complete text
of the ten questions that Emperor Godaigo is said to have
sent to Keizan at Sōjiji, making it clear that the Taiso
ryakuden had a clear agenda: to propagate awareness of
Keizan’s historical role in the formation of the Sōtō
school, and to consolidate Sōjiji’s authority in that school.
Thus Azuma Ryūshin characterized Takiya’s work as a
“biography of Great Ancestor veneration” (Taiso sankō no
denki 太祖讃仰の伝記).40

Later biographies of Keizan, mostly written by Sōjiji-
affiliated monks, followed in Takiya’s footsteps.41 One of
these was written by Ōuchi Seiran 大内青巒 (1845–1918),
a very influential Buddhist scholar and thinker who
played a major role in the modernization of the Sōtō
school and was instrumental in the creation of the
Shushōgi 修証義  (The meaning of practice-realization), a
core text of modern Sōtō Zen.42 Ōuchi compiled
biographies of Dōgen and Keizan in a book entitled
Sōtōshū ryōso denryaku (Short biographies of the two
patriarchs of the Sōtō school), published around 1884.

Bukkan Bonjō: Author of the Tōjō dentō kōshiki
The new biographic image of Keizan was soon
incorporated in the Tōjō dentō kōshiki (hereafter Dentō
kōshiki), composed by Bukkan Bonjō. Bonjō played an
active role in the formation of modern Sōtō Zen. From
1871 until 1885, he was the abbot of Myōkōji 明光寺  in
Hakata, a major temple in Fukuoka.43 From 1886 to
1887, Bonjō served at Sōjiji as the principal instructor, or
godō, a prestigious position in the Sōtō school.44

Thereafter, he returned to Myōkōji. Only a few years
later, in 1891, Bonjō, together with Hakugan, was
selected as a candidate for the abbotship of Eiheiji, to
serve as successor to Takiya.45 Although neither was



elected, their inclusion in the list of candidates reflects
their high standing in the Sōtō school of the Meiji era.

Throughout his career, Bonjō had studied Buddhist
doctrine intensively and authored many books. Among
them are a compilation of sayings by Zen patriarchs46

and commentaries on important doctrinal works, such as
Zongmi’s 宗密  (780–841) Yuanren lun (Inquiry into the
origin of humanity)47 and the Shaoshi liumen ji, six
treatises attributed to Bodhidharma.48 Bonjō included the
shikimon of the Daruma kōshiki in an appendix to his
commentary on Bodhidharma’s treatises, evidently
thinking that it would be beneficial to the study of Zen
doctrine and giving it, perhaps for the first time, a
function outside its ritual setting.

Bonjō was also influential in the Sōtō school’s outreach
movement, compiling materials for propagation to
laypeople such as the fourteen-volume Sekkyō rakusōdan
(Discourse on preaching while “falling into the grass”)49

and the two-volume Sekkyō hitsukei: Shurin tekiyō
shitoku shō (“Calf-licking” notes: Essentials from the
Forest of Pearls, a handbook for preaching).50 Bonjō also
compiled biographies of Dōgen and Keizan with
pictures.51 These biographies were published in 1893,
the same year as Bonjō’s Dentō kōshiki.

Composition of the Dentō kōshiki
Bonjō did not decide on his own to compose a new
kōshiki. The abbot of Sōjiji, Azegami Baisen, had asked
him to do so, making the kōshiki, in essence, a
commissioned work.52 In a preface to the ritual
handbook, Azegami wrote that he had thought about it
for years before asking Bonjō to write a new kōshiki.53

What set off the final spark is unknown.
The Dentō kōshiki was written in 1891, but it was not

printed until almost two years later, in August 1893,



probably due to Sōjiji’s movement for independence.54

Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki had already been printed in
October 1892. It is unlikely that Hakugan saw Bonjō’s
manuscript or that Bonjō saw Hakugan’s draft before its
publication. However, since Sōjiji and Yōkōji were only
around 50 kilometers apart, it is possible that Azegami
and Hakugan exchanged news about important matters,
such as changes in liturgy, and thus became aware of
each other’s projects.

Azegami’s preface and a postscript written by Bonjō
suggest that it was Azegami who chose the title Tōjō
dentō kōshiki (Kōshiki on the transmission of the light in
the Sōtō school).55 The transmission of the Dharma has
often been metaphorically described as the transmission
of light or of a lamp, where the light or lamp represents
enlightenment. Records of the transmission of the light
(dentōroku 伝灯録)—or lamp records—form an important
genre of Zen literature, providing biographies of Zen
clerics organized by genealogy. Keizan also gave lectures
on the lives of monks in his lineage, starting with the
Buddha and ending with his teacher Gikai, and these
were compiled by his acolyte(s) in the Denkōroku.56 In
their paratexts, both Azegami and Bonjō repeatedly use
the image of light to represent the transmission of the
Dharma, including this poem in Bonjō’s postscript:

In the past, the Great Ancestor transmitted one light.
The one light was divided into one hundred thousand lights.
The lights continue to burn and the radiance has no end.
Eternally [the lights] break the darkness. This is his [i.e., Keizan’s]

light. (ZSZ 2: 868)

Azegami’s preface includes a very similar passage:

Our Great Ancestor, the National Master, lifted up one light at the
precious temple Sōji[ji], and so he brightened the interior of the
nine levels [of the heavens] above, and illuminated the outer limits
of the eight directions below…. His many children and



grandchildren divided [his] one light and made ten million lights.
Now, around five hundred eighty years have passed and around
fifteen thousand temples have been founded. Everywhere [his
teaching] breaks and brightens the darkness for certain.

Both passages explain the transmission or division of
light and celebrate the idea that Keizan’s teaching is
breaking the darkness of ignorance and leading
practitioners to the realm of enlightenment.

Bonjō and Azegami revere Keizan as the Zen master
whose lineage is responsible for the spread of Sōtō Zen
all across Japan. Knowing that the kōshiki was written
just before the onset of Sōjiji’s movement for
independence, we could interpret the title as a
premonition of the argument Sōjiji would soon make that
Keizan, and not Dōgen, was the true founder of the
Japanese Sōtō school.57 Azegami also states in his
preface that the names of the Sōtō school and the temple
Sōjiji originated with an imperial order, alluding to
Emperor Godaigo’s ten questions and his designation of
Sōjiji as an imperial prayer temple and the highest
temple of the Sōtō school. Another possibility is that the
title is based on the name of Keizan’s mausoleum,
Dentōin, and has nothing to do with Sōjiji’s
argumentation during its independence movement.
However, because the kōshiki and the comments by
Azegami and Bonjō emphasize Keizan’s role as the
popularizer of Sōtō Zen, I assume that Azegami chose the
title to highlight Keizan’s role as the founder of the
largest branch of Japanese Sōtō Zen.

Ritual Structure and Content
Like other rituals, the Dentō kōshiki was not a complete
novelty, and Bonjō relied on established forms in writing
it. He first composed an offertory declaration and a
shikimon. Then he inserted these new texts into the



typical ritual frame of Sōtō kōshiki. In other words, the
resulting ritual form was the Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers, Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, offertory
declaration, communal obeisance, Four Shōmyō
Melodies, shikimon, and Universal Transfer of Merit—
basically the same structure employed in both the
Tokugawa-period Butsuji kōshiki performed at Sōjiji and
Hakugan’s revised edition. After the Universal Transfer
of Merit, however, Bonjō added a reading of the Dhāraṇī
of the Mind of Great Compassion and a final transfer of
merit. For the communal obeisance, he decided to adopt
a verse that had been used in the Gasan kōshiki and
Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki commemorating Dōgen.58

Like Hakugan, Bonjō produced a comprehensive ritual
manual that included all the texts to be vocalized. He also
added information for the monks about how to perform
the ritual, a diagram of the sitting order, and another for
announcing the role allocation, as was customary for
printed kōshiki handbooks of the Sōtō school. The
handbook therefore appears similar to a playscript,
containing all the vocalized parts with other information
required for a performance.59 Both Hakugan’s and
Bonjō’s kōshiki were printed, enabling the texts to reach
a wider audience than the earlier Butsuji kōshiki texts,
which were only available in the form of handwritten
manuscripts.

Shikimon
In composing his shikimon, the longest part of the
kōshiki, Bonjō quoted from the new Keizan biographies
described earlier and incorporated elements from other
ritual texts, including the earlier Butsuji kōshiki. He also
selected verses from influential Mahāyāna sutras. It
seems, however, that his primary model for the new
shikimon he envisioned for Keizan was the shikimon in



Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki commemorating Dōgen. Because
Dōgen and Keizan were officially recognized as the two
patriarchs of the Sōtō school in the Meiji era, and both
were seen as representing the essence of Sōtō Zen, the
composition of the Dentō kōshiki seems to have been an
attempt to create a parallel kōshiki that would equally
venerate the second of the two patriarchs.

First, Bonjō constructed his new shikimon in the same
way Menzan did, distributing the biography of Keizan
over five sections. In both shikimon, the first section
covers the future master’s birth and leaving the
household; the second recounts his visits to Zen masters
and receiving Dharma transmission; the third expounds
his teaching activities; the fourth records imperial
recognition; and the last section describes his death and
heritage. Bonjō even refers to the five sections as “gates”
(mon 門), as Menzan did. The Butsuji kōshiki, in contrast,
consists of only three sections, and the content is
distributed very differently. Moreover, the term “gate” is
never used in the Butsuji kōshiki to describe the sections
of the shikimon. Finally, as mentioned earlier, Bonjō used
the same verse for the communal obeisance that Menzan
used in the Hōon kōshiki. Considering the intertextual
relationship between the Dentō kōshiki and the Hōon
kōshiki, it’s highly likely that Bonjō simply borrowed it
from Menzan’s work.

 
Praising the Zen lineage and Keizan. As in the Butsuji
kōshiki, the pronouncement of intention of the Dentō
kōshiki states the purpose of the ritual and narrates the
transmission of Zen.60 It first addresses the Three
Treasures, all the patriarchs of the Zen lineage, and
Keizan:

Reverently, I address all the Three Treasures abiding eternally
throughout the entirety of the Dharma realms of the three times
[past, present, and future] and the ten directions; the successive



generations of ancestor bodhisattvas of the transmission of the
light of the three countries [India, China, and Japan]; and
especially the venerable spirit of the Great Ancestor, National
Master Kōtoku Enmyō [i.e., Keizan] of the Japanese Sōtō school,
who received the correct transmission in the fifty-fourth
generation of Śākyamuni, the World-Honored One; and say: (ZSZ
2: 858)

The text explicitly addresses Keizan as a patriarch who
received the correct transmission of the Dharma in the
Zen lineage. It is based not on the earlier Butsuji kōshiki,
which addresses only the Three Treasures, but on
Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki (ZSZ 2: 723). Hakugan also
adapted Menzan’s address, but he abbreviated it
differently. The text then narrates the transmission of the
Dharma from the Buddha to Bodhidharma to Dōgen,
more or less following the Butsuji kōshiki.61 However,
Bonjō shortens the description: he abbreviates the
explanation of Śākyamuni’s life, and instead of providing
an account of Dōgen’s life, he praises him:

Later [the Dharma] was transmitted thirteen times, and then it
reached the Eminent Ancestor, Great Master Jōyō [i.e., Dōgen],
and the Buddha’s sun shone for the first time in our Japan. Truly
this [happens only] once in a thousand years. Therefore, it is said
that [this] is good fortune for the country and good luck for the
people. Earlier [Dōgen was given] the posthumous name Busshō
Dentō [Kokushi]62 佛 性 傳 東 [ 國 師 ] (National Master of the
Transmission of the Buddha Nature to the East). Yes, it is truly like
this! (ZSZ 2: 858–859)

Here Bonjō presents Dōgen as the first monk to transmit
the correct Buddhist teaching to Japan, whereas the
Butsuji kōshiki describes him only as a master who
revived the true Dharma. Considering the intensifying
crisis between Eiheiji and Sōjiji when Bonjō was writing
the shikimon, his praise of Dōgen is interesting and
seemingly at variance from the discourse of Sōjiji at the
time, whose representatives were arguing that Keizan,



not Dōgen, was the true founder of the Japanese Sōtō
school.63

After the description of the transmission of the
Dharma, Bonjō’s shikimon continues with a passage
based on the Butsuji kōshiki that praises Zen and goes on
to state that Zen and the written teachings share the
same essence. However, people of lower and middle
capacity get stuck in the net of doctrine, while superior
disciples understand the truth and widely promulgate the
teaching of the Zen school.

In the pronouncement of intention in the Butsuji
kōshiki, Keizan is only mentioned three times. Yet in the
Dentō kōshiki, Bonjō praises Keizan extensively,
describing him as the great popularizer of Sōtō Zen:

Moreover, our Great Ancestor, the national master, had from early
on a strong will, full of energy, which exceeded that of ordinary
people. Finally, he understood the essence (yōki 要 機 ) of
transcending the basic tenets of a particular school and going
beyond the norms (chōshū okkaku 超宗越格). He stayed high on the
jeweled seat of Sōji[ji]. The thunder of the Dharma roared far and
wide between heaven and earth, and he widely disseminated the
correct transmission of Eihei [Dōgen]. The rain of compassion
moistened the whole land everywhere, and now the backward-
flowing waters of [Mt.] Dong (Ch. Dong shui 洞 水 , J. Tō sui)64

expand and spread in the world. This is only his remaining grace.
We are grateful that fortunately we draw from this stream and

fully bathe in the wave of compassion. Surely we should dedicate a
sincere heart and so repay one drop of the milky ocean. Therefore,
we respectfully welcome now the time of the memorial day /
monthly memorial day,65 lead the pure monks of the whole
mountain, and respectfully offer humble food of village herbs. In
this connection we explain and praise the teaching of [Keizan’s]
complete lifetime. So it is a response to the unlimited virtue [of
Keizan]. We humbly wish that [Keizan] may be truly compassionate
and show pity; may he accept [our appeal]. (ZSZ 2: 859)

The second half of this passage states the purpose of the
ritual: to show gratitude to Keizan for having spread the
teaching of the Sōtō school and for showing compassion.



By repaying the benevolence received from Keizan, the
monks hope that Keizan will show pity for them and
accept their appeal. The statement “lead the pure monks
of the whole mountain” suggests that Bonjō thought
about the Dentō kōshiki as a monastic ritual in the same
way the Butsuji kōshiki had been one, and that it
functioned for the clerics in Keizan’s lineage as a means
to express their gratitude to the founder of their school.

 
Keizan’s birth, childhood, and entry into the clergy. The
first section of the shikimon explains Keizan’s birth and
childhood, much of it new information when compared to
the Butsuji kōshiki. Bonjō’s account starts with Keizan’s
family descent, birthplace, and date of birth, based on
Takiya’s and Ōuchi’s biographies. The Butsuji kōshiki, in
contrast, says that Keizan did not reveal his family
descent and instead presents a statement by Keizan
about his previous lives. Besides omitting any mention of
previous lives, Bonjō does not describe Keizan as a
supernatural bodhisattva-like being, depicting him
instead as an extraordinary human.

Both the Dentō kōshiki and the Butsuji kōshiki mention
the dream that came to Keizan’s mother and her prayers
after she became pregnant. Keizan is described as an
extremely gifted child. Then the Dentō kōshiki explains:

His play was also different from [that of] ordinary children. When
he was five, he followed his mother, and they recited the Universal
Gate [of Kannon] (Ch. Pumen pin 普門品 , J. Fumon bon) [i.e., the
Kannon Sutra] and always performed Buddhist services together.
He took great delight in this.

In Bun’ei 10 (1273), when he was just six, he looked up at a holy
statue of Kannon and asked his mother: “What virtue does this
bodhisattva have that [so] many people venerate [it] and make
offerings? Furthermore, is this bodhisattva, too, a human being?”
[His] mother heard [this] and was very amazed.

Then suddenly he developed the ambition to leave the
household and seek the Dharma. In Kenji 1 (1275), he finally
begged [his] father and mother, repeatedly seeking to leave the



household. [So] even [his] father and mother could not refuse.
Then he entered Eihei[ji] under Master Tettsū [Gi]kai and had his
head shaved. At that time, he was eight. (ZSZ 2: 859–860)

The biographies of Keizan prior to the Meiji era had
not provided any details about his childhood. This gap
was filled by Takiya’s biography, and the new information
made its way into the Dentō kōshiki.66 The Butsuji kōshiki
says that Keizan entered Eiheiji under Ejō when he was
thirteen, whereas the Dentō kōshiki states that he
entered Eiheiji at the age of eight under Gikai and
received the precepts from Ejō when he was thirteen.
This is one of the novel aspects of Keizan’s new
biographic image that is reflected in Bonjō’s kōshiki.

The description of Keizan’s entry into monastic life
ends with Ejō’s prophecy that Keizan will become a great
master:

Then in spring, in the second month, when he was thirteen, he
followed Master Kōun [E]jō and received the great precepts. The
master observed his ambition; then he praised [him] and said:
“This child has the capacity to [become] a great man. One day he
will surely become a teacher for humans and heavenly beings.”
[This] prophecy was not an empty one. (ZSZ 2: 860)

The first section concludes with the officiant
expressing gratitude to Keizan and the assembly singing
a verse praising the Buddha and his dedicated practice:

We now answer the good causes of the wholesome roots planted in
previous lifetimes. Gratefully we receive the mercy of the Dharma
milk. Therefore, we should intone a verse and perform
prostrations. We sing a verse:

Long ago the Buddha left the household
Of the Śākya clan and approached Gayā.
He thoroughly studied the bodhisattva path
And was not defiled by worldly affairs.67

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (ZSZ 2: 860)



By intoning the concluding words of worship, the monks
of the assembly express their taking refuge in Keizen.
The verse itself, however, praises the Buddha. In context,
it suggests that Keizan, who left the life of a householder
and wholeheartedly practiced the bodhisattva way just as
the Buddha did, is an equal of the Buddha.

For each section of the shikimon, Bonjō selected a
verse from an influential Mahāyāna sutra—this one from
the Lotus Sutra. All the verses illustrate or echo the
central theme of their section, but they also portray
Keizan as a buddha or an equal of the historical Buddha
by virtue of his having received the direct transmission of
the Dharma. This is a trope embedded in the praise of
Keizan that pulls away from the biographical account
presented in the shikimon, which seems intent on
depicting Keizan more as a human being.

 
Training and enlightenment. The second section of the
shikimon covers Keizan’s early years as a monk,
describing his practice and realization. It starts by
explaining how Ejō, just before his death, told Keizan to
follow Gikai. Ten years later, Keizan left Gikai and visited
Jakuen; then the Rinzai masters Tōzan Tanshō 東 湛 照
(1231–1291) and Hakuun Ekyō 白雲慧暁 (1223–1298); Mt.
Hiei, the center of the Tendai school; and finally Shinchi
Kakushin 心 地 覚 心  (1207–1298), founder of the Hōtō
branch 法燈派 of Rinzai Zen. This passage is largely based
on the Rentōroku, though Bonjō adds the account of
Keizan’s visit to Mt. Hiei from Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden.68

Other extant pre-Meiji-era sources do not mention that
Keizan visited Tōzan Tanshō, Hakuun Ekyō, or Shinchi
Kakushin. Likewise, Keizan’s visits to masters of other
schools are not mentioned in the Butsuji kōshiki, which
only states that Keizan studied with important monks of
the early Sōtō community, who had all studied under
Dōgen. The Rentōroku, Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden, and the



Dentō kōshiki give a very different picture of Keizan’s
early career, suggesting that he had been influenced by
teachers of other traditions as well.

The Dentō kōshiki then describes how Keizan moved
with Gikai to Daijōji and practiced intensely. Like the
Butsuji kōshiki, the Dentō kōshiki says that Keizan had an
enlightenment experience when he encountered the
phrase “With the eyes given by their parents, they all see
the three thousand worlds,” from the nineteenth chapter
of the Lotus Sutra (T 9: 47c17). The Dentō kōshiki
describes how Keizan explained his understanding to
Gikai, and adds that, because Gikai was not satisfied with
Keizan’s answer, Keizan continued to practice intensively
for six more years. The Butsuji kōshiki, in contrast,
explains Keizan’s understanding but does not mention
anything about Gikai. The Dentō kōshiki goes on to
describe how Keizan awakened when he heard a Dharma
talk on Zhaozhou’s 趙州  (J. Jōshū, 778–897) kōan “The
ordinary mind is the way,” and recounts the following
exchange with Gikai:69

Master [Gi]kai said: “What have you understood?” The national
master said: “The deep black jewel runs in the middle of the
night.” Master [Gi]kai said: “Not enough, say more!” The national
master said: “When I have tea, I drink tea. When I have rice, I eat
rice.” Master [Gi]kai smiled and said: “In the future you will surely
spread the teaching of the Sōtō school.” (ZSZ 2: 861)

Here the Dentō kōshiki presents an exemplary Zen
encounter whereas the Butsuji kōshiki only states that
Keizan “rode the black jewel in the darkness,” and the
conversation between Gikai and Keizan is not mentioned.

The Dentō kōshiki continues with a description of how
Gikai transmitted the Dharma to Keizan and gave him
Dōgen’s robe, signifying that Keizan was now an heir and
patriarch of the Sōtō lineage. The kōshiki then praises



the results of Keizan’s teachings, and the assembly is
invited again to sing a verse:

From then on, the wind of truth blew strongly [i.e., the Buddhist
teaching prospered], and the correct rules of the successive
generations of patriarchal ancestors continued for a long time.
The sun of wisdom always shines and opens wide the wisdom eyes
of latter-day students. What a fortune for us! Gratefully, we have
been able to become descendants in [this] lineage. We should
make the great vow and pay our respects generation after
generation. Therefore, we should intone a verse and perform
prostrations. We sing a verse:

When [Keizan] deeply entered the various samādhis
And lived peacefully in the truth of nondiscrimination,
All things were completely pure
And he realized the perfect enlightenment.70

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (ZSZ 2: 861)

Here Bonjō selected a verse from the Wenshu suoshuo
zuisheng mingyi jing (Sutra spoken by Mañjuśrī on the
supreme meaning), attributing to Keizan the
accomplishment of the original subject of the verse.
Because of the narration that preceded, the verse now
describes Keizan’s complete realization and so
summarizes the section.

 
Transmitting the Dharma. The third section of the
shikimon details how Keizan propagated Sōtō Zen. It
starts by explaining how Keizan was invited to the
province of Awa and served as abbot of Jōmanji. Bonjō
underscores that Keizan attracted many people by
stating, “When the national master performed the
consecration ceremony, clerics and laypeople gathered
and it was impossible to count them” (ZSZ 2: 862).

According to the Dentō kōshiki, Keizan returned to
Daijōji, where he taught in place of Gikai and gave the
sermons that were recorded in the Denkōroku. Then he



succeeded Gikai and became the second abbot of Daijōji.
The text states that all kinds of people came and took
refuge in Keizan as their teacher, including Gasan Jōseki,
Meihō Sotetsu, and Mugai Chikō, who are identified as
Keizan’s superior disciples. Bonjō quotes long excerpts
from the biographies of Gasan and Meihō in the
Rentōroku.71 In contrast, the Butsuji kōshiki does not
provide any details about Gasan’s or Meihō’s lives.

The kōshiki continues with an explanation of how
Keizan became abbot of Jōjūji, Yōkōji, and Kōkōji. The
description of Yōkōji is a little longer than those for Jōjūji
and Kōkōji, but Bonjō does not state that Yōkōji was
originally Keizan’s main temple and the one Keizan
designed to be the center of his lineage. Instead, the
account of Yōkōji is embedded between those concerning
Jōjūji and Kōkōji. Thus Bonjō elides Yōkōji’s former
importance and Keizan’s original intentions for it. The
sources that Bonjō used—Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden and the
Rentōroku—give more details about Keizan and Yōkōji
than Bonjō does, but Takiya also obscures Yōkōji’s
original status. He discusses Yōkōji but gives it far less
attention than he gives to Sōjiji, whose image he
burnishes with extensive quotations from historical
documents. Through this strategy, Takiya manages to
create the impression that Sōjiji was Keizan’s main
temple.

Indeed, as Sōjiji gained power and status in the Sōtō
school, most Sōtō monks came to perceive Sōjiji as
Keizan’s main temple. Bonjō naturally follows this
perspective. Yōkōji was hardly a factor: it had lost its
power and had even become a branch temple of Sōjiji
during the Tokugawa period,72 so by the time Bonjō
composed the Dentō kōshiki, Yōkōji’s original status had
been forgotten.



Bonjō explains the founding of Sōjiji in detail,
highlighting the special nature of the site:

Morookadera 諸嶽寺  in Kushihi-shō of the Fugeshi district in Nō
[i.e., Noto] was originally a Vinaya temple. The abbot, Vinaya
master Jōken, had a wondrous dream of the Light-Emitting
Bodhisattvas (Hōkō bosatsu 放 光 菩 薩 ) [Kannon and Jizō]. He
respectfully followed the virtuous words of the national master
and changed the Vinaya temple into a Zen temple. He sincerely
invited the national master and made [him] the founding abbot.
[Keizan] called the mountain Shogaku 諸嶽  and so kept the old
temple name. He named the temple Sōji and so took the Dharma
words that had been advocated in a dream. Then, in Genkō 1
(1321), on the eighth day of the sixth month, he gave the
consecration sermon. (ZSZ 2: 863)

At the end of the section Keizan is praised for his
propagation of the Dharma, and the officiant invites the
assembly to intone a verse:

From the earlier founding of Jōman[ji] until the opening of Sōji[ji]
here, as for the transmission of the Dharma at many places, the
wind of the way bends the grass; and as for the saving of sentient
beings of the five realms, the light of virtue bends the hollyhock.

To praise the great benefit of the propagation [of the Dharma],
we should now intone a verse and perform prostrations. We sing a
verse:

[Keizan] has expounded the essence of all things
And revealed the teaching of the one vehicle.
He has extensively led all sentient beings,
Causing them to quickly attain enlightenment.73

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (ZSZ 2: 863)

This verse praises Keizan’s teaching activities, which are
linked to the spread of Sōtō Zen all across Japan. As in
the first section, Bonjō chose a verse from the Lotus
Sutra, and here too, while not the original subject of the
verse, Keizan is identified with the subject through the
narrative content of the section.



 
Imperial recognition. The fourth section of Bonjō’s
shikimon describes the imperial recognition of Keizan
and Sōjiji in detail. This section can be interpreted as a
discourse demonstrating Sōjiji’s high status, as Bonjō,
following Takiya’s example in his Keizan biography, uses
historical documents to bolster Sōjiji’s claim to authority
and precedence over Eiheiji. The shikimon explains that
Emperor Godaigo sent ten questions to Keizan and
quotes the first and tenth questions. It cites the Godaigo
tennō rinji sha (Edict by Emperor Godaigo), supposedly
written by Godaigo in Genkō 2 (1322), which declared
Sōjiji to be an imperial prayer temple, and the
Gomurakami tennō rinji sha (Edict by Emperor
Gomurakami), attributed to Gomurakami and dated
Shōhei 9 (1354), which confirmed Sōjiji’s status as an
imperial prayer temple.74

These documents had originally played a role in the
rivalry between Yōkōji and Sōjiji, with each temple
claiming to have received imperial protection earlier than
the other. But since Sōjiji had eclipsed Yōkōji by the end
of the sixteenth century, these documents had lost that
role until they gained salience in the rivalry between
Eiheiji and Sōjiji in the Tokugawa period. Then in the
Meiji era, when Eiheiji tried to outplay Sōjiji, the latter
used the same documents to authenticate its high
position and status in the history of the Sōtō school. By
including quotations from these documents in his
shikimon, Bonjō emphasized Sōjiji’s importance as well.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that he was using the
same rhetorical strategy that Hakugan employed—the
quotation of “official” documents—to assert the primacy
of Yōkōji’s status.

Bonjō then states that Keizan’s writings all express the
essence of the buddhas and patriarchs, underscoring that
clerics can still learn from Keizan. Among the writings he



mentions are the Zazen yōjin ki 坐禪用心記  (Instructions
on the practice of zazen), Sankon zazen setsu 三根坐禪説
(Explanation of the three kinds of Zen practitioners), and
Shinjin mei nentei 信 心 銘 拈 提 , a commentary on the
Shinjin mei (Ch. Xinxin ming) said to be written by the
third Chan patriarch, Sengcan 僧璨 (d. 606). The section
closes by praising Keizan for his compassion and
teachings and requesting the monks to sing a verse and
perform prostrations:

Now, in order to repay a drop of the ocean of mercy, we should
intone a verse and perform prostrations. We sing a verse:

Indra and Brahma both pay homage.
Bowing their heads, they wish to inquire
How the Buddha has liberated the beings of this world
And [his] blessing circulates everywhere.75

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (ZSZ 2: 864)

The devas Indra and Brahma pay homage to the Buddha
in the same way that Emperor Godaigo venerated Keizan,
illustrating the imperial protection that Keizan and Sōjiji
enjoyed. Bonjō selected this verse from the
Changshouwang jing (Sutra of the long-life king), and like
the previous verses, it originally had nothing to do with
Keizan, but the new context puts Keizan at its center.

 
Keizan’s heritage. The fifth and final section of the
shikimon in the Dentō kōshiki relates how Keizan
entrusted his temples to his disciples before his death
and the subsequent formation of his lineage, which
became the largest branch of the Sōtō school. Keizan
handed Sōjiji over to Gasan and established ten rules for
the monks there; then he gave a sermon in order to
resign from the abbotship of Sōjiji and returned to Yōkōji,
which he entrusted to Meihō. Jōjūji went to Mugai, and



Kōkōji to Koan. The Dentō kōshiki goes on to explain how
Keizan passed away. Here it quotes the Butsuji kōshiki,
stating that Keizan’s mausoleum was called Dentō and
that Keizan had lived fifty-eight years and was a monk for
forty-seven summers. The name Dentō could be
interpreted as a nod to the title of the kōshiki, but it is
only mentioned casually, with no emphasis. No other
biography states that Keizan was a monk for forty-seven
years; earlier in this text, Bonjō himself wrote that Keizan
entered Eiheiji when he was eight and received the
precepts at the age of thirteen, so the shikimon
contradicts itself, a contradiction that likely resulted from
the fusion of the new Meiji-era sources with the earlier
Butsuji kōshiki.

Bonjō presents both Dōgen and Keizan as expressing
the same truth but in different forms: whereas Dōgen
refused the imperial purple robe, Keizan accepted it.
Bonjō explains that these two different approaches are
expressions of the same underlying principle, chosen
based on the capacity of the audience. The thrust of this
passage shows that the new biographic image of Keizan
was constructed in opposition to that of Dōgen, and
consequently that the Dentō kōshiki was similarly
constructed in relation to Dōgen and Menzan’s Hōon
kōshiki. The passage is also noteworthy in being an early
example of the new concept that the different expressions
of Buddhist doctrine by Dōgen and Keizan are
expressions of the same essence, an idea that was
developed in the Meiji era as a means to reconcile the
head temples.76

Next, the kōshiki details Keizan’s heritage by naming
Keizan’s disciples and the disciples of Gasan and Meihō.
From there the narration continues: “From then on, the
Dharma water has pervaded everywhere in the four
oceans and the true wind blows widely throughout the



whole world” (ZSZ 2: 866), underscoring again the fact
that Sōtō Zen’s dissemination throughout Japan was due
to the activities of monks in Keizan’s lineage.

Bonjō acknowledges that Keizan’s accomplishments
were honored with the posthumous names Zen Master
Butsuji and National Master Kōtoku Enmyō bestowed by
the emperor at the time. In the print edition, we find an
additional entry by brush, stating Keizan’s new
posthumous name: “Further, the Emperor Meiji ordered
and bestowed the posthumous name Great Master Jōsai.”
This entry must have been made in or after 1909, the
year the Meiji emperor bestowed this title. This
demonstrates again the fluidity of ritual texts, and also
that even printed texts can be changed.

Finally, Keizan is praised in a poetic style, and the text
invites the assembly to sing a verse:

Surely you should be deeply delighted and show utmost respect.
Lifetime after lifetime you should continually cultivate the seed of
buddhahood and everywhere raise Dharma banners [to teach].

Reverently, we wish that the moon of brilliant truth may shine
without ever quietly ruffling the original source (hongen 本 源 ).
May the marvelous mind of the Buddha’s compassion feel [with
us], finally understand us, and secretly offer wondrous
responses.77 The Dharma world has no borders and all sentient
beings are included. May we equally reach marvelous
enlightenment and all realize the origin of truth.

Therefore, because we honor the unlimited manifestation in
response, we should intone a verse and perform prostrations. We
sing a verse:

The great teacher of devas and humans
Feels compassion for the world.
The sentient beings of the ten directions
All universally receive benefits.78

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (ZSZ 2: 866)

This final verse, taken from the Lotus Sutra, praises
Keizan as a great teacher of all beings. The kōshiki



remembers him as the great popularizer of Sōtō Zen, and
the last section accordingly highlights his compassion
and guidance of many people.

Intertextuality of the Dentō kōshiki

Comparing the shikimon of the Butsuji kōshiki and the
Dentō kōshiki, we can say that the shikimon of the Dentō
kōshiki describes Keizan’s life chronologically and is
therefore easier to follow. Because of this, it may seem at
first glance that Bonjō composed the Dentō kōshiki with a
lay audience in mind, especially considering that he
actively propagated Buddhism to lay devotees and
compiled multivolume materials for sermons. But a closer
look reveals that his main sources, Takiya’s Taiso
ryakuden and Ōuchi’s Sōtōshū ryōso denryaku, had been
written for laypeople. Therefore, the fact that the Dentō
kōshiki is easy to understand may be more a reflection of
the intended audience of Bonjō’s main sources than an
indication of his own intended audience. Indeed, the
statement “and lead the pure monks of the whole
mountain” in the pronouncement of intention suggests
that the Dentō kōshiki was intended to be a monastic
ritual like the Butsuji kōshiki. And in fact, the Dentō
kōshiki has remained a monastic ritual since its
composition and first performance.

Bonjō modeled his new kōshiki on Menzan’s Hōon
kōshiki, which commemorates Dōgen. As a ritual for
Keizan, the kōshiki he composed may have been
undertaken in an attempt to establish two parallel rituals
paying respect to Dōgen and Keizan, in the same way
that Bonjō wrote a biography of each of the two
patriarchs of the Sōtō school. These works also reflect
the formation of a new collective memory in the Meiji era



in which the two patriarchs have become the central
figures of the school.

Additionally, kōshiki authors heavily quote from other
sources. In the case of the Dentō kōshiki, Bonjō borrowed
statements from Keizan biographies such as the
Rentōroku, Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden, and Ōuchi’s Sōtōshū
ryōso denryaku. He also included passages from the
Butsuji kōshiki, Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki, Godaigo tennō
rinji sha, and Gomurakami tennō rinji sha, all of which
were written in Chinese. Because shikimon were written
in Chinese, it was easy to add Chinese extracts to them.
But Takiya’s and Ōuchi’s Keizan biographies were written
in Japanese, so Bonjō had to translate the passages he
used from them into Chinese. During the ritual itself, the
officiant would then transform the shikimon into a
Japanese rendering of the Sinitic text. In this way, some
passages of the Dentō kōshiki underwent two
transformations: from Japanese into Chinese and then
back into Japanese.

While the shikimon of the Dentō kōshiki quotes
biographies as well as historical documents and was
influenced by other kōshiki, its verses were all taken from
Mahāyāna sutras. This is a common feature of kōshiki,
and verses are often adopted from sutras or other
doctrinal texts. Bonjō carefully selected verses that
foreground the main theme of each section, relating
Keizan to the Buddha and thereby presenting him as an
equivalent of the Buddha.

The intertextuality of kōshiki highlights the central
role of texts in Buddhist rituals. Through the composition
of new texts, kōshiki are invented. But these ritual texts
are not completely new; they quote other ritual texts as
well as doctrinal or biographical works. Although other
performative aspects, such as the vocalization, are
important in the performance of kōshiki—and might even



seem to be more relevant to the efficacy of the ritual—
without texts, kōshiki would not come into existence.

After Bonjō composed his new kōshiki, the new ritual
was firmly integrated into Sōjiji’s liturgical calendar,
replacing the earlier Butsuji kōshiki. Today the Dentō
kōshiki is still performed at Sōjiji on October 14 during
the annual memorial service for Keizan and Gasan, who
are now commemorated together (figs. 5.1 and 5.2). The
Dentō kōshiki remains a monastic ritual and is not
intended to be performed for a lay audience. It is
performed in the evening, a time of day when the doors
of the main hall are closed and no laypeople can enter.
During many years of fieldwork at Sōjiji, I have never
seen a Japanese lay devotee attending this ritual. Instead,
the only people watching were priests visiting Sōjiji to
help during the memorial service or to perform as an
officiant in one of the other rituals during this service.
The Dentō kōshiki has retained its character as a
monastic ritual, performed to repay the benevolence
received from Keizan.

Conclusions

For the monks at Yōkōji and Sōjiji, both the Butsuji
kōshiki and the Dentō kōshiki were first and foremost
rituals to express their gratitude to Keizan. The narration
of Keizan’s life by the officiant during the kōshiki
explained why Keizan deserved veneration, and after
listening to the recitation of the officiant, the monks
expressed their veneration for Keizan by singing verses
and performing prostrations. Therefore, we can interpret
the kōshiki as a vocalized and enacted remembrance of
Keizan, a liturgy of memory.

Moreover, by participating in the memorial service and
the kōshiki, the monks were able to remember and affirm



their own lineage and identity. As a result, Keizan’s
memorial service helped to deepen the lineage
consciousness of the monks and build a community. The
kōshiki itself further strengthened these bonds through
its narration of Keizan’s biography together with the
communal performance of the ritual. In a way, the kōshiki
was a performance and enactment of the collective
memory of a specific community.

Figure 5.1. Three monks circumambulate the hall during the Gāthā
to Scattering Flowers. Dentō kōshiki, performed at Sōjiji on October
14, 2020, when all monks wore face masks due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with permission.



Figure 5.2. Singing a verse during the shikimon. Dentō kōshiki,
performed at Sōjiji on October 14, 2020. Photo by Sōjiji. Used with
permission.

In addition, the biographical narrative in the shikimon
provided a model to Sōtō monks for how to practice, as
Hakugan suggests in his foreword when he writes that he
wishes Sōtō monks would “open the eye that penetrates
all things through the informal sermon on the venerable
Great Master.”79 Likewise, Robert Buswell emphasizes
this function of biographies in his article about the
Korean monk Wonhyo 元曉 (617–686):

East Asian hagiography was principally intended to preserve for
posterity the achievements of an eminent individual who
personified a particular spiritual ideal, cultural symbol, or
religious accomplishment. Hagiography also functioned as a
didactic tool, offering a spiritual exemplar for religious adherents,
a model of conduct, morality, and understanding that could be
imitated by the entire community. East Asians tended consciously
to emulate the lives of past moral paragons, which meant that
religious virtuosi tended to follow strikingly similar patterns in
their vocations.80



Keizan modeled his own life on established ideals for the
life of a Buddhist monk, and the biographies about him,
as well as the Butsuji kōshiki and the Dentō kōshiki,
became models for future generations.

The two transmission lineages of the Butsuji kōshiki,
together with Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki and Bonjō’s
Dentō kōshiki, express different collective memories and
reflect the rivalry between Yōkōji and Sōjiji. Parallel
histories and texts coexisted next to each other and
formed the collective memories of opposing lineages.
These kōshiki were intended to shape the future of Sōjiji
or Yōkōji, each temple trying to gain acceptance of the
version of history in which it held the more powerful and
revered position. Both Hakugan and Bonjō used
quotations from historical documents to support their
claims. In her study of the founding legends of the temple
Tsubosakasan Minami Hokkeji 壺 阪 山 南 法 華 寺 , Katja
Triplett discovered a similar process in which different
legends were transmitted side by side and were used by
different factions to promote their interests.81 Triplett
called this process a politics of memory
(Erinnerungspolitik). In the case of the hōon kōshiki for
Keizan, we do not have different interest groups at one
temple but two interest groups at rival temples.
Borrowing Jan Assmann’s terminology, we could call
these kōshiki rituals of collective remembrance—in
German, “kollektives Gedächtnisritual.”82 Hence the
kōshiki and the memorial services for Keizan played a
role in constructing tradition, group identity, and history.

Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki stood in opposition to Sōjiji,
while Bonjō’s Dentō kōshiki reflected a new biographic
image of Keizan that contrasted Keizan and Sōjiji
primarily with Dōgen and Eiheiji. This opposition is also
reflected in Bonjō’s selection of Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki
as a model for his work, leading him to create a shikimon



for Keizan that uses the same structure as the kōshiki
commemorating Dōgen. In effect, this led to the
establishment of two parallel kōshiki for Dōgen and
Keizan. The Dentō kōshiki presents Keizan as the
counterpart to Dōgen, which Keizan officially became in
1877, when Sōtō leaders designated Dōgen and Keizan as
the two patriarchs of the Japanese Sōtō school and
settled on the titles Eminent Ancestor and Great Ancestor
for them. About the remembrance of Dōgen, Bodiford
writes:

Dōgen’s memory has helped keep Eiheiji financially secure, in
good repair, and filled with monks and lay pilgrims who look to
Dōgen for religious inspiration. Eiheiji has become Dōgen’s place,
the temple where Dōgen is remembered, where Dōgen’s Zen is
practiced, where Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō is published, where
Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō is read, and where one goes to learn Dōgen’s
Buddhism. As we remember Dōgen, we should also remember that
remembrance is not value neutral. It cannot be a product of pure,
objective scholarship. We should perhaps remind ourselves that
the Dōgen we remember is a constructed image, an image
constructed in large measure to serve the sectarian agendas of
Eiheiji in its rivalry with Sōjiji.83

The same can be said for Keizan and Sōjiji. Sōjiji has
become the place where Keizan is remembered, where
Keizan’s writings are published, where Keizan’s Zen is
taught and practiced; and this remembrance keeps Sōjiji
financially stable and attracts a large number of novice
monks and lay devotees alike.

The remembrance of Keizan is also vital for Yōkōji’s
survival: it inspires clerics to support Yōkōji financially,
because of its history as Keizan’s main temple, and also
attracts clerics and lay devotees to visit Yōkōji, albeit in
significantly fewer numbers than Sōjiji or Eiheiji.
Although Yōkōji stands in the large shadow of Sōjiji, it too
depends on Keizan’s legacy. In this way, tensions between
the three temples shimmer in the depths of the kōshiki
commemorating Keizan



The new biographies of Keizan were not the result of
historical scholarship, as this study of the Butsuji kōshiki
and the Dentō kōshiki has shown. Instead they present a
“constructed image,” as Bodiford terms it, and this
biographic image was constructed in the course of the
rivalry between Sōjiji and Yōkōji, and / or Eiheiji. Kōshiki
were not texts that presented new biographic images ab
ovo; they were reflections of already existing or evolving
images. Takiya’s biography was the first text to present a
new biographical account of Keizan in the early Meiji era.
The transformation in Keizan’s biographic image in the
Meiji era, first proclaimed by Takiya, was so pronounced
for the monks of Sōjiji that it entailed the composition of
a new hōon kōshiki for Keizan, not a mere revision of the
Butsuji kōshiki. The new biographic image constructed by
Takiya was adopted by other authors and then promoted
through subsequent biographies and other works, among
them the Dentō kōshiki, all of which helped propagate
this new understanding and established it as the
biographic image of Keizan. The parallel transmission
lineages of the Butsuji kōshiki and the Dentō kōshiki
show that biographic images remain fluid and change
according to the socio-historical environment. This case
further suggests that ritual texts that narrate “history”
stand in close relation to their historical and institutional
contexts and are actually influenced by them. When these
contexts change, ritual texts can also change.

We cannot judge whether it was the Dentō kōshiki or
Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki that was created first, or know
whether Bonjō and Hakugan were aware of each other’s
project when engaged in their own effort. For this reason,
it is impossible to say whether Hakugan’s Butsuji kōshiki
was a response to Bonjō’s new kōshiki or vice versa.
Nevertheless, the two ritual texts demonstrate that
kōshiki still played an important role in the liturgy of
Sōjiji and Yōkōji in the Meiji era. These texts also suggest



that Sōtō monks in the Meiji era still thought that kōshiki
were an effective means to express gratitude to their
temple founder and to form a collective memory that
placed their own temple in a position of power vis-à-vis
rival temples.
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Epilogue

THIS BOOK has explored the evolution of kōshiki in
Japanese Sōtō Zen and illuminated the diversity of ritual
practices within this tradition. The history of kōshiki in
the Sōtō school starts with the school founder, Dōgen,
who is credited with the composition of a kōshiki for the
Sixteen Arhats. The heyday of kōshiki in the Sōtō school
seems to have been during the Tokugawa period, a time
when the production of kōshiki in other schools had long
been in decline. During that time, Sōtō clerics regularly
performed around twenty different works in this genre.
However, no individual cleric performed twenty different
kōshiki; rather, liturgies were highly localized and many
kōshiki were performed exclusively at certain temples.
From the Tokugawa period onward, the widespread
adoption of print culture for ritual manuals led to a
higher degree of standardization; nonetheless, ritual
practices remained local. For example, only clerics at
Sōjiji—and occasionally those at a few affiliated major
temples—perform the Dentō kōshiki, commemorating
Keizan; only temples in Akita prefecture perform a
kōshiki for the bodhisattva Kannon during elaborate
funeral services; and only nuns at the convent in Nagoya
perform a kōshiki for Ānanda.

Kōshiki are not relics of earlier times but rituals that
continue to evolve. The production of new kōshiki did not
end in the Tokugawa period: Bukkan Bonjō composed a
new kōshiki for Keizan in the late nineteenth century, and
around twenty years ago, Inoue Gishin compiled two
kōshiki, one for Hakusan and one for Dōgen. Inoue tried
to create kōshiki that satisfy contemporary interests by
limiting the performance time to around ninety minutes



and integrating goeika (Buddhist hymns) into the rituals.
Additionally, other kōshiki continued to be edited or
revised. For instance, around 2001 Imamura Genshū
edited the Hōon kōshiki, composed by Menzan in the mid-
eighteenth century in remembrance of Dōgen. Imamura
revised the shikimon based both on medieval manuscripts
about Dōgen’s life and on new concerns raised by the
human rights movement in the Sōtō school. These cases
reflect the fact that kōshiki are still part of a living
tradition.

The ritual tradition of Sōtō Zen is highly eclectic. Sōtō
monks adopted several kōshiki composed by authors of
other schools, such as Jōkei’s Kannon kōshiki and Myōe’s
Busshōe kōshiki. Nevertheless, although Sōtō clerics
freely borrowed liturgical texts from other schools, they
adapted them to their own tradition by inserting them
into a ritual structure typical for Sōtō kōshiki—and by
performing them in a Sōtō style.

Such adaption and performance in the style of a
particular school were made possible by the modularity
of kōshiki. A kōshiki author composes a shikimon and
perhaps an offertory declaration, or a cleric selects a
shikimon written by a monk of another Buddhist school.
In either case, the composer or editor then inserts the
shikimon and offertory declaration into the structure of
kōshiki typical for his school. I have described the
structure into which the shikimon is set as a ritual frame
because several liturgical pieces enclose the shikimon in
the same way that a picture frame encloses a picture.
Most Sōtō kōshiki share a similar form, one that can be
regarded as a standard ritual frame. In chapter 2, I
compared the ritual structures of the Rakan kōshiki as
performed in the Sōtō, Rinzai, and Shingon schools and
outlined the different form it takes in each school. While
most of the liturgical pieces vocalized in the kōshiki come
from a shared ritual repertoire, the distinctive structures



—or ritual frames—in which the liturgical pieces are
placed reflect the school’s identity.

In a particular kōshiki, Sōtō clerics also use elements
from other kōshiki or rituals of their tradition. The
borrowing of ritual elements—or modules—of various
dimensions (textual, kinetic, sonic, and material)
showcases the intertextual or interritual quality of rituals.
Like texts, rituals draw from a repertoire of modules.
Thus, clerics employed elements of an established
tradition in the invention of new kōshiki, and a new ritual
would naturally become part of the tradition.
Consequently, the newly composed rituals were easy for
the clerics to perform since they were familiar with their
basic building blocks.

Many scholars working on Buddhist rituals have
privileged written texts and their content. However, as
this book has shown, kōshiki are multidimensional
performances that feature formulaic movements and
gestures, melodic patterns, and various materials. An
exclusive focus on texts limits our understanding of the
power of rituals. The elements of kōshiki described in this
book—ritual frames and modules related to the material,
linguistic, acoustic, and kinetic dimensions—all come
together in a kōshiki performance to form a ritual that is
more than its parts. All these elements contribute to the
aesthetic quality of the ritual.

A large percentage of Sōtō kōshiki have been
composed and performed in remembrance of eminent
monks. Like the kōshiki commemorating Keizan, the
shikimon of these rituals narrate the life of an influential
Zen patriarch. We can consider the texts as expressions
of a collective memory, a memory shared by members of
the school or by a certain faction of the school. These
texts are then set into the ritual frame of Sōtō kōshiki,
and their performance enacts this collective memory



through the vocalization of the liturgical texts and the
bodily expression of veneration.

This book has recognized that life in Zen temples or
monasteries offers a rich soundscape. Within the diverse
repertoire of Zen rituals, kōshiki form the most musical
genre that Sōtō Zen has to offer. The vocalization of texts
in these rituals is not random—nor as simple as a reading
of a sutra on one pitch. Rather, most texts of a kōshiki are
vocalized with prescribed melodies—indicated with a
traditional musical notation in the ritual handbooks—and
sung with a highly controlled use of the voice. The
shōmyō specialists introduced in chapter 3 approach the
study of shōmyō as a musical practice and constantly aim
to refine their skills while keeping in mind the religious
function of their activity. That they value kōshiki and
shōmyō as a cultural property of their school is
demonstrated by their willingness to produce audio and
video recordings to preserve their tradition. Monks of
Eiheiji’s satellite temple in Tokyo, for example, produced
a compact disc containing their newly revised kōshiki for
Dōgen and submitted it to a performing arts competition
organized by the Ministry of Cultural Affairs. Although
they did not win a prize, the very fact of their submission
is testament to the value they attach to their music.

Many Sōtō clerics view shōmyō as the most important
element in the performance of a kōshiki. This has led
them to emphasize the liturgical pieces that are sung to
melodies more than the shikimon that is read without or
with very few melodic inflections, even though the
shikimon was the original center of the ritual. In
contemporary Japan, a cleric reading the shikimon
usually abbreviates the text. Most clerics also read it
relatively quickly, making it difficult for the listeners to
understand its content. The center of attention has
therefore shifted from the shikimon to the pieces that



frame it, with the sonic character of the shōmyō pieces
eclipsing the semantics of the shikimon.

Other elements, such as physical movements, further
contribute to the aesthetic quality of a kōshiki. Although
most clerics do not move much during the ritual, the
movements of the assistants are carefully choreographed
and performed with great precision. Additionally,
offerings are carefully prepared, and often refined ritual
implements are used. As Inoue wrote, kōshiki offer
something for the eyes and ears. They must be
understood holistically, as they are constructed of texts,
movements, melodies, and the deployment of various
materials.

The performance of kōshiki also has a vital
soteriological function. Although publications on Zen
often emphasize zazen as the core practice of Zen, Sōtō
clerics consider a wide range of activities—including
cleaning, cooking, and sutra chanting—to be part of their
practice. This idea forms the basis of the proverb,
“Proper conduct is the Buddha Dharma, and etiquette is
the principle of our school,” often cited by contemporary
Sōtō clerics. Likewise, Maekawa Bokushō suggested that
the performance of rituals and the singing of liturgical
texts are an expression of the realization of buddhahood,
an interpretation based on the idea that practice and
realization are one (shushō ittō). This core doctrine was
promoted at the outset in Dōgen’s writings, and
Maekawa has interpreted the performance of Buddhist
rituals through this lens. Other shōmyō specialists I
interviewed also stressed that shōmyō and zazen share
the same quality and that zazen provides the basis for
singing liturgical texts.

The headquarters of the Sōtō school does not promote
any specific interpretation of shōmyō. Consequently,
individual priests have developed their interpretations
based on their own understanding and practice. A few



have chosen to interpret rituals from a more general
Buddhist perspective and not through the lens of Sōtō
Zen doctrine. One of them is Suzuki Bunmei, introduced
in chapter 3, who emphasizes the devotional function of
kōshiki and shōmyō. These contrasting views illustrate
the multivocality within the Sōtō school.

This book has outlined the wide range of contexts in
which works belonging to the kōshiki genre are
performed. Kōshiki have often been described as rituals
directed toward lay devotees or performed for purposes
of outreach. While there are kōshiki that did serve such
aims, there are also instances of kōshiki being performed
strictly as monastic rituals. The first work in this genre,
the Nijūgo zanmai shiki (Ceremony of the twenty-five
samādhis), was originally performed by a group of
twenty-five clerics who had vowed to help each other
achieve rebirth in Amida’s Pure Land. Another example
can be found in Kakuban, who seems to have composed
kōshiki for his own private practice. As this book has
demonstrated, most Sōtō kōshiki seem to have been
monastic rituals that were not directed to lay devotees.
The kōshiki commemorating Dōgen and Keizan were an
integral part of the memorial services performed by
clerics to pay respect to them. Before the twentieth
century, these memorial services at Eiheiji and Sōjiji were
held by and for the monastic community, and few
parishioners could have been expected to visit the remote
head temples. Today, lay devotees do attend these annual
memorial services, but at Sōjiji the kōshiki for Keizan
remains off-limits to lay devotees as it is performed at
night behind closed doors. At Eiheiji’s satellite temple in
Tokyo, in contrast, the kōshiki commemorating Dōgen is
conducted in the afternoon, and a few lay devotees
attended the kōshiki when I visited. Still, there are some
kōshiki that Sōtō clerics do perform for lay devotees, the
most prominent being the Kannon kōshiki that is



performed during elaborate funeral services in Akita
prefecture. Also, when kōshiki are performed during the
day, the doors to the halls are usually open, and at Eiheiji,
for example, tourists or parishioners who happen to come
by can stay to observe the ritual. The crucial point is that
kōshiki as a genre is defined by its form and not by the
time or occasion when the ritual is performed. Because of
this, kōshiki has been able to accommodate a wide range
of religious functions and performance practices over the
course of its history.

Considering that more than four hundred kōshiki have
been written and performed through the centuries,
scholarship has only scratched the surface of this
important genre. So far, kōshiki written by well-known
figures such as Myōe and Jōkei have received
considerable scholarly attention while those written by
unknown or less-recognized monks have been passed
over. Kōshiki of the so-called New Kamakura schools, in
particular, have not yet been studied thoroughly.

In this book, I have only mentioned the elaborate
kangen kōshiki in which gagaku pieces were performed
between the sections of the shikimon. A study of the
development of these rituals and their performance
practice can provide new insight into elite Buddhist
practices in medieval Japan, as well as the relations
between gagaku and shōmyō and the role of performative
arts in Buddhist rituals. Many premodern sources on
Japanese Buddhist music and ritual practices are
available to shed light on different aspects of Buddhist
chant, including chanting as a Buddhist practice,
doctrinal interpretations of sounds, performance
practice, and ritual change.

Although this book has explored the development of
Sōtō kōshiki in detail, many questions still remain, such
as those pertaining to how Sōtō clerics first came to
adopt this ritual form and the performance practices that



characterized it in medieval Japan. In addition, very few
sources have been found that can elucidate the social
side of Sōtō kōshiki. As more premodern manuscripts and
woodblock prints stored in temple archives become
available for research, we may anticipate discovering
new aspects of the evolution of shōmyō and kōshiki that
will deepen our understanding of these ritual practices
not only in Zen Buddhism in particular but in Japanese
Buddhism as a whole.
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Kōshiki Commemorating Keizan



Appendix 1

Extant Manuscripts of the Butsuji
kōshiki

SEVERAL MANUSCRIPTS of the Butsuji kōshiki commemorating
Keizan have been found in temple archives. The extant
Tokugawa-period manuscripts can be divided into two
groups: first, ritual handbooks that contain a shikimon
and, in one case, the offertory declaration as well, and
second, manuscripts containing the verses sung by the
assembly (all with musical notation). These manuscripts
can be further categorized as texts belonging to the
Yōkōji or Sōjiji transmission lineage.

Manuscripts containing the offertory declaration
and shikimon of the Yōkōji transmission lineage

1. Untitled, but commonly referred to as Butsuji kōshiki
仏慈講式, probably written around 1725. I refer to it as
the Yōkōji manuscript. Concertina-fold book (orihon 折
本). Copyist unknown. It contains the shikimon, whose
verses are written with musical notation, and the
offertory declaration. Archive of Yōkōji. Typographical
reprint in Ozaki 1998c, 59–64. Facsimile available at
the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai
7: 614. Reproduced in Appendix 7.

2. Untitled, but I refer to it as Butsuji kōshiki saimon 仏慈
講 式 祭 文 , written in Bunsei 10 (1827). Handscroll.
Copyist unknown. It contains only the offertory
declaration. Archive of Yōkōji. Facsimile available at



the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai
7: 614.1

Manuscripts containing the shikimon of the Sōjiji
transmission lineage

1. Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki 開山國師佛慈講式, inner
title: Kaiso kokushi kōshiki 開祖國師講式 , written in
Bunka 3 (1806). I refer to it as the Taineiji 太 寧 寺

manuscript. “Bound-pocket” book ( fukurotoji 袋とじ ).
It contains only the shikimon, and the verses are
written without any musical notation. It was copied by
the monk Gihō 義 鳳  (n.d.) of Taiseiin 太 清 院 , a
subtemple (tatchū 塔 頭 ) in the precincts of Sōjiji.
Twenty-five years after Gihō had copied it, Taikō
Ryūdō 大興隆道 (n.d.), the twenty-fourth head priest of
Taineiji (Hyōgo prefecture), used it to recite the
shikimon when he served as rotating abbot at Sōjiji
from Tenpō 1 (1830) to Tenpō 2 (1831).2 After
finishing his tenure, Ryūdō took this manuscript home
to Taineiji, where it is still stored today. Typographical
reprint in Ozaki 1998c, 59–64. Facsimile available at
the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai
5: 359. Reproduced in Appendix 8.

2. Shogaku kokushi zenji kōshikibon 諸嶽國師禅師講式本,
inner title: Kaiso kokushi kōshiki 開祖國師講式, written
in Kaei 2 (1849). “Bound pocket” book. It was copied
by So’myō 祖明 (n.d.), an attendant at Fuzōin 普藏院, a
subtemple in the precincts of Sōjiji. This manuscript
was used by Tōkai Hyakugawa 東海百川 (n.d.), rotating
abbot at Sōjiji from Kaei 1 (1848) to Kaei 2 (1849).3
He was the forty-first head priest of Untōan 雲洞庵
(Niigata prefecture) and took the manuscript home
after finishing his tenure at Sōjiji. Archive of Untōan.



Facsimile available at the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa
Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai 7: 808.

Manuscripts containing the choral pieces of the
Yōkōji transmission lineage

1. Kaiso kōshiki 開祖講式 , written in Shōtoku 5 (1715).
Concertina-fold book. Copied by Ankyō 安教 (n.d.), who
might have been a disciple of Yōkōji’s 485th abbot,
Unkei Antaku 雲渓安宅 (d. 1716). It includes the pieces
Gāthā to Scattering Flowers, Hymn of the Four
Wisdoms, communal obeisance, verses of the
shikimon, and Universal Transfer of Merit (as the last
verse of the shikimon). This manuscript is one of
fifteen produced and used at Yōkōji, where it is still
stored today. Typographical reprint in Ozaki 1998c,
64–66. Facsimile available at the Sōtōshū Bunkazai
Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai 7: 614.

Manuscripts containing the choral pieces of the
Sōjiji transmission lineage

1. Butsuji kō kada narabini Shichisan 佛慈講伽陀並四智讃,
written in Genroku 7 (1694). Concertina-fold book.
Copied by Chimon 智門 (n.d.), a monk of Unkokuji 雲谷
寺 , a subtemple in the precincts of Sōjiji. It includes
the communal obeisance, verses of the shikimon,
Universal Transfer of Merit, and Hymn of the Four
Wisdoms (including musical notation for cymbals and
gong). Fifty copies of this manuscript were produced.
Today forty-two copies are stored at Sōjiji Soin, and
one each at Shōyōji (Yamagata prefecture) and the
Kadono Konzen Library Collection. Typographical
reprint in Ozaki 1998c, 64–65. Facsimiles of copies in
possession of Sōjiji Sōin and Shōyōji are available at



the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai
2: 276 and Bunkazai 7: 429.

2. Kada narabini hōyō 伽陀並法要 , written in Genroku 7
(1694). Concertina- fold book. Also copied by Chimon.
It contains all the shōmyō pieces vocalized during
kōshiki performed at Sōjiji in the late seventeenth
century (Butsuji kōshiki, Rakan kōshiki, and Nehan
kōshiki). Five copies of this text were produced. Today
three copies are stored in the archive of Sōjiji Soin,
and one in the Kadono Konzen Library Collection.
Partial typographical reprint in Ozaki 1998c, 65–66. A
facsimile of a copy stored at Sōjiji Sōin is available at
the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in Bunkazai
7: 429.

3. San kōshiki narabini hōyō 三講式并法要 , written in
Bunka 10 (1813). Concertina-fold book. Copied by
Shinryū 真龍  (n.d.) of Taiseiin 太清院 , a subtemple in
the precincts of Sōjiji. It is based on the Kada narabini
hōyō and contains the shōmyō pieces for the Butsuji
kōshiki, Rakan kōshiki, and Nehan kōshiki. Five copies
were produced at Sōjiji. At least one copy is still
stored in the archive of Sōjiji Soin and one in the
Kadono Konzen Library Collection. Partial
typographical reprint in Ozaki 1998c, 66–67. A
facsimile of the copy stored at Sōjiji Sōin is available
at the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai; listed in
Bunkazai 7: 420.

4. Butsuji kōshiki kada 佛慈講式伽陀, probably written at
the end of the Tokugawa period. Copyist unknown.
Written on separate paper glued to the back side of
the following manuscripts originally produced at Sōjiji
in Genroku 7 (1694): Nehan kō kada narabini
Shichisan 涅槃講伽陀並四智讃 (fifty copies) and Hōyō 法
要 (thirteen copies). Archive of Sōjiji Soin.

5. Dentō kōshiki ino yō 傳燈講式 維那用, written between
1877 and 1892. Copyist unknown. Written on the back



of one copy of the Butsuji kō kada narabini Shichisan,
originally produced at Sōjiji in Genroku 7 (1694). It
includes the pieces Gāthā to Scattering Flowers,
Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, communal obeisance,
verses of the shikimon, and the Universal Transfer of
Merit, as well as detailed instructions for the
performance of the ritual. Archive of Sōjiji Soin.

6. Dentō kōshiki shikishi yō 傳燈講式  式師用 , written
between 1877 and 1892. Copyist unknown. Written on
the back of one copy of the Butsuji kō kada narabini
Shichisan, originally produced at Sōjiji in Genroku 7
(1694). It includes the pieces Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers, Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, communal
obeisance, verses of the shikimon, and Universal
Transfer of Merit, as well as detailed instructions for
the performance of the ritual. Archive of Sōjiji Soin.4

Later editions
In the Meiji era, Kokō Hakugan, Yōkōji’s abbot, produced
a complete woodblock print edition containing all the
liturgical pieces vocalized in the Butsuji kōshiki,
including his revised shikimon, together with detailed
instructions for performance.

1. Taiso Butsuji kōshiki 太祖佛慈講式 , printed in 1892.
Concertina-fold book. A copy is in the possession of
the Kanazawa Shiritsu Tamagawa Toshokan Kinsei
Shiryōkan.

2. Taiso Butsuji kōshiki 太祖佛慈講式 , printed in 1924,
reprint of the 1892 edition. Concertina-fold book.
Copies are in the possession of Yōkōji, the Kanazawa
Shiritsu Tamagawa Toshokan Kinsei Shiryōkan, and
the Kadono Konzen Library Collection. For a
typographical reprint of this edition, see Abe 2019.



The Kōshiki database includes a facsimile of this
edition (no. 361)

1.  The catalogue of the Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai refers to
it by the provisional title Keizan Zenji jijaku daiki saimon 瑩山
禅師示寂大忌祭文.

2.  Satō Shinyū 1973, 97; SZ 32: 1047.
3.  Satō Shinyū 1973, 57; SZ 32: 1041.
4.  See Mross 2014, chap. 5, for a detailed study of these six

different ritual manuals produced at Sōjiji.



Appendix 2

Shikimon of the Butsuji kōshiki
(Translation)

THREE TOKUGAWA-PERIOD MANUSCRIPTS containing the shikimon
of the Butsuji kōshiki are extant, as listed in Appendix 1.
This translation is based on the Yōkōji manuscript, the
oldest of the three, on the assumption that the Butsuji
kōshiki originated at this temple. Textual variants found
in the Taineiji manuscript, the oldest extant manuscript
containing Sōjiji’s version of the shikimon, are indicated
in the notes. I also translate, at the end of the shikimon, a
passage from the Taineiji manuscript dealing with the
founding of the two temples that differs substantially
from the Yōkōji text.

Kohō Hakugan’s revised shikimon from 1892 includes
explanatory headnotes and many new passages from
historical documents stored at Yōkōji. A complete
indication of Hakugan’s insertions is beyond the scope of
this translation, which focuses on the Tokugawa-period
Butsuji kōshiki.

Butsuji kōshiki (Kōshiki on [Zen Master] Butsuji)
[Pronouncement of intention]
Reverently, I address the great compassionate saviors of
the world (daihi kuse sha 大悲救世者 ) [i.e., buddhas and
bodhisattvas] in the lands (sekkai 刹 界 ) [as many as]
various dust motes, all pure teachings (bonpō 梵法) of the



oceanic storehouse (kaizō 海 蔵 ), and the ordinary and
holy monks of the ten directions, and say:1

Respectfully, we gather every year on the memorial
day of the founder of this mountain, Zen Master Butsuji,
great venerable Keizan. We prepare this lecture and
perform this Buddhist service. In general, we praise the
excellent virtue of the Three Treasures and so develop
the great heart to spread the Dharma and to benefit all
beings. In particular, we praise the original vow of the
venerable great master (daiso oshō 大 祖 和 尚 )2 to
propagate the teachings in place of the Buddha, and so
we repay one drop of the milky ocean (nyūkai 乳海).3

If we think about it, the attributes of delusion and
enlightenment (meigo 迷 悟 ) did not exist before the
Buddha Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja,4 but since Śākyamuni
the concepts of ordinary and sage (bonshō 凡 聖 )
completely exist. First, [Śākyamuni] left the palace of
Tuṣita Heaven (soddagu 率陀宮 ).5 For a time, he sat on
the throne of the king; finally, he went to [Bodh]gayā and
was completely rewarded for [his] way to enlightenment
(kakudō 覺 道 ) [i.e., his practice] on the snow peaks
(setsurei 雪嶺) [i.e., Himalayas].6 He displayed the beauty
of the marvelous attributes [of a Buddha] and manifested
eternal life (kuon juryō 久遠壽量). As various flowers sent
out fragrance, from the tips of the tongues of many
forests gushed the ocean of the boundless essence of the
Dharma body (biru shōkai 毘盧性海 )7 [i.e., the Buddha
preached enthusiastically]. As the crane trees (gakuju 鶴
樹)8 returned to [their] roots, the full moon of the Buddha
nature assembled in the lapis lazuli vase (ruri hōbyō 瑠璃
寶 瓶 ) [i.e., the Buddha left relics when he entered
nirvāṇa]. Therefore, [the Buddha] gathered all sentient
beings (gunki 群機) of the five natures (goshō 五性)9 and
explained the one Buddha vehicle (ichijitsu butsujō 一實佛
乘 ). Once on the top of Vulture Peak, he picked up a



flower and made Mahākāśyapa (Daikishi 大龜氏)10 smile.
In front of the Stupa of Many Sons (Tashitō 多子塔),11 he
transmitted the mind seal [to him] and let [him] cultivate
the wisdom-life (emyō 慧命 )12 of the marvelous Dharma
body (myōhōshin 妙法身).

Kāśyapa (Kashō 迦 葉 ) hid at Kukkuṭapāda,13 and
Ānanda (Keiki 慶 喜 )14 died at the Ganges. But they
transmitted the robe and belief, which were successively
transmitted face-to-face for twenty-eight generations
until they reached the honorable Bodhidharma. The
honorable one first received the prophecy from
Prajñātāra (J. Hannyatara 般若多羅 , n.d.).15 He went far
away to China and swept away the questions of Emperor
Liang [i.e., Emperor Wu]. Then he obtained the respect
and enlightenment (haigo 拝悟 ) of Shenguang 神光  [i.e.,
Huike].16 From then on, Caoxi 曹 溪  (638–713) [i.e.,
Huineng] spread out a net, and the house of Dong
(dongjia 洞家 )17 [i.e., Dongshan Liangjie 洞山良价 , 807–
869] mended the robe.18

[The teaching of the Caodong / Sōtō school] was
transmitted over thirteen generations and then reached
our nation’s (honchō 本朝)19 Great Master Eihei 永平大師
[i.e., Dōgen 道元 ] (1200–1253). First, he left the peak of
[Ten-]dai (Tairei 台嶺) [i.e., Mt. Hiei 比叡山] and entered
the room of Kennin[ji] 建仁[寺].20 Finally, he crossed the
southern sea and climbed the Great White Peak
(Dabaifeng 大白峯)21 [i.e., Tiantongshan 天童山]. He let go
of body and mind in a foreign country and explained the
original face on his home mountain (kozan 故 山 ). He
revived the Buddha’s sun (butsunichi 佛 日 )22 and
popularized the style of the ancestors (sofū 祖風).

It is said that Zen transmits the mind of the Buddha
and the scriptures (kyō 教 ) transmit the words of the
Buddha. The buddhas and patriarchs (busso 佛祖) line up



their faces (kutsubami 鑣 )23 and mutually show [their]
reflections in the mirror. Zen and the scriptures share the
same principle (ki 揆 ) and equally show their fists and
palms. Foolish people are momentarily stuck in the net of
doctrine (gimō 義網 ), but wise men certainly open the
gate (yūkan 幽關 ). Here the wind of truth (shinpō 眞風 )
extends afar and unwavering light ( jōkō 定光 ) at once
appears. In other words, this is the spreading of the one
vehicle school (ichijō shū 一 乘 宗 ) of southern India
(nanten 南天) [i.e., Bodhidharma’s teaching].24

And so I generally praised the excellent virtue of the
Three Treasures. [In the following,] I will praise in
particular the prosperous activities (kōke 興化) of the first
master of this mountain, Zen Master [Butsuji],25 and
abbreviate in three sections: First, I explain the
accomplishments of the Zen master.26 Second, I explain
the manifestation in response (ōke 應 化 ) during his
lifetime. Third, I explain the salvation of all beings ( fudo
普度) after [his] death.

 
[First section]
First, I explain the accomplishments of the Zen master.
The Zen master’s real name (imina 諱 ) was Jōkin 紹瑾 ,
called Keizan 瑩山. He was born in the village Tane 多穪 in
Echizen 越前 .27 He did not explain his family descent at
all.28 Once he said during a Dharma talk:

In a previous life I was the deity of a Kubara tree (kubaraju 倶婆羅
樹 ). In the old days during the time of the Buddha Vipasyin (J.
Bibashi 毘婆尸),29 I realized the state of an arhat. Later I followed
the fourth honorable [arhat] Sohinda (J. Sobinda 蘇賓陀) and lived
with him together on the snow mountains (sessen 雪山 ) [i.e., the
Himalayas] in [the northern continent] Uttara-kuru (J.
Hokukurushū 北倶廬洲). Because of these causes, I have now been
reborn at the foot of Mt. Haku 白山  in the northern region [of
Japan].30



One day his honorable mother dreamed that she drank
sunlight and then she was pregnant. Immediately she
prayed to Kannon Bodhisattva, whom she had carried in
her topknot her whole life, to give birth to a holy boy.
Every day she performed 1,333 prostrations31 and recited
the “Universal Gate [of Kannon]”32 thirty-three times. As
a result, the delivery was not difficult.33

When he was young, he was very intelligent and
bright; his mood surpassed [that] of ordinary people.34

[His] face looked angry, but his nature was calm.35

At the age of thirteen, he secretly developed a wish to
leave the household. Then he entered the room of Master
Koun [Ejō] 孤雲[懐奘] (1198–1280)36 of Eihei[ji] 永平[寺]
and shaved his head [i.e., became a monk].37 Then, under
Jakuen 寂圓 (1207–1299),38 the master of the stupa (tassu
塔主), he aroused the thought (hosshin 發心) [of attaining
enlightenment] and received the [bodhisattva] precepts
from Zen master Gien 義演 (d. 1314).39 Suddenly, when he
heard the phrase from a sutra, “With the eyes given by
their parents, they all see the three thousand worlds,”40

he awakened (seigo 省 悟 ). He immediately instructed
(teishō 提唱): “If you change the self, you make all things,
and if you change all things, you make the self.”41

Again [Keizan’s] eyes were opened (tenpa 點 破 )
through Master [Tettsū Gi]kai [徹通義]介 (1219–1309)42 of
Daijō[ji] 大乘[寺] [when] he practiced alone “The ordinary
[mind] is the way” (byōjō ze dō 平常是道 ) and rode the
black jewel in the darkness.43 He was appointed the
second abbot of Daijō[ji] and cut the Baojing sanmei 寶鏡
三 昧  with the branch [of a tree] [i.e., he received the
Baojing sanmei].44

Learned men (gakushi 學士) of other lineages (takō 佗
泓 ) were gushing forth like a spring; the protecting
patrons reverberated as a valley. Further, [Keizan]



answered the requests for instruction of the assembly. He
composed five volumes of the Denkō[roku] 傳 光 [ 録 ]
(Record of the transmission of the light) and [so]
expounded the encounters (kien 機縁) of the buddhas and
patriarchs before ( jūjō 従上)45 [him].46 Was it not at that
time that Shiren 師練  (1278–1346)47 said: “The teaching
of [Dō]gen spreads in the northern region”?48

One day the master had the idea to resign [from
Daijōji].49 At that time, there were, among others, the
daughter of the local regent Sakawa Hachirō Yorichika 酒
勾八郎頼親 of the Taira family (Heishi 平氏) of the province
of Nō 能州 [i.e., Noto], with the Dharma name Sonin 祖忍,
as well as her husband Unno Sanrō Shigeno Nobunao 海
野三郎滋野信直 of the province of Shin 信州 [i.e., Shinano].
They invited [Keizan] to come to this province. Together
they exhausted their reverence. Moreover, they searched
for the tranquility (yūsui 幽𨗉) of this mountain and told
[Keizan] about it. It accorded well with the master’s plan
to retire [from the abbotship of Daijōji]. Then they
informed the administration in Kamakura, donated land,
and built a temple.50 With the help [of the kami] of the
Keta 氣 多  [shrine],51 they allowed the Dharma to be
protected and the assembly to be at ease.

[Keizan] called this mountain Tōkoku 洞 谷  and so
revered the old style of Dongshan 洞山 . He called this
temple Yōkō 永 光  and venerated the remaining
accomplishments (yuiretsu 遺烈) of Dayang [Jingxuan] 大
陽[警玄] (943–1027).52

[Pilgrims] hung torn straw sandals on the branches of
the enoki 榎  tree [in front of the temple gate], and
[Keizan] established a very special place (kongoken 金剛

圈 ) under the pine trees where he arrived.53

Myōshōgon’in 妙莊嚴院  [i.e., the abbot’s quarters] was
opened at a special place, and a land filled with fragrance
(kōshaku kokudo 香積國土 ) manifested itself at this site.



Furthermore, Tomosada 朝定 built Saishōden 最勝殿 [i.e.,
the Buddha hall] and solemnly opened the place of
practice for prayers for the imperial court.54 [Fujiwara]
Iemasa [ 藤 原 ] 家 方  built the Fukōdo 普 光 堂  [i.e., the
Dharma hall], and there [Keizan] explained his Dharma
lineage for the first time. The officer (kō 公)55 [Fujiwara]
Yukifusa [藤原 ]行房  (d. 1337) wrote name plaques and
made these protectors of the temple.56 The nun (ni 尼)57

Sonin worshiped Kannon and lived in Enzū[in] 圓通 [院 ];
Jōken had a dream58 and the southern emperor [i.e.,
Emperor Godaigo 後 醍 醐 天 皇  (1288–1339)] sent
questions.59

[Keizan] responded nine times to the requests of
people and served as abbot at eight places of practice.60

On this mountain especially, the five elders (gorō 五老)61

and the four wise men (shitetsu 四哲 )62 protect this one
peak (ichihō 一峯);63 and the three sages (sanshō 三聖)64

and the two heavenly kings (niten 二天 )65 push the two
wheels [of food and doctrine] (nirin 二輪 ). The so-called
mountain of wholesome roots is a forest of virtue.

The Zen master continuously taught with lion’s speech
(shiku 獅 口 )66 and did not get tired, but physical
weakness (horyū no genshitsu 蒲柳幻質 ) made him gasp
for breath and exhausted him. Here he kindly let Meihō
明 峯  (1277–1350), Mugai 無 涯  (d. 1351), Gasan 峩 山
(1276–1366), and Koan 壺菴  (d. 1341) venerate the high
remains of the five elders and further encouraged the
practice of the four friends (shihai 四輩).67 His last wish
was very important. Then in Shōchū 2 (1325) on the
fifteenth day of the eighth month, Keizan wrote a verse
and passed away. [His disciples] cremated [him] and
received relics. He was fifty-eight years old and had sat
for forty-seven summers.68 His assistant Daichi 大 智

(1290–1366)69 entered Dentōin 傳燈院 and built a stupa.70



The southern court ordered that he be given the title Zen
Master Butsuji 佛慈禅師.71

Thinking about it, if [Keizan] had not fostered the
Dharma and benefited all sentient beings (kōbō rishō 興法
利 生 ) five hundred lifetimes before his present
manifestation,72 then how could he have become a great
master for humans and heavenly beings in this world of
defilements and evil ( jakuaku se 濁惡世 )? Therefore, in
order to repay the kindness received, we should intone a
verse and perform a prostration. We sing a verse:

We bow our heads to the honorable Butsuji.
The Dharma nature is pure and clear as the moon.
When the mind of sentient beings is like still water,
The reflection of feeling and response (kannō 感應)73 will appear in

it.74

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in Zen Master
Butsuji, who benefits all sentient beings.75 (When finished
[chanting] three prostrations.)

[Second section]
Second, I explain the manifestation in response during
his lifetime. When the Zen master was first at Jōman[ji] 城
万[寺] in Unbe 海部, he widely sent out the bright light of
the one precept (ichikai kōmyō 一戒光明 ) and ordained
around seventy people, such as [Gen]ka Tekkyō [眼]可鐵鏡

(d. 1321).76 Furthermore, even Butsurin 佛林77 [i.e., Kyōō
Unryō 恭翁運良, 1267–1341] and Sankō 三光78 [i.e., Kohō
Kakumyō 孤峰覚明, 1271–1361] of different schools (isei 異
姓) bathed in the light of the precepts (kaikō 戒光)79 and
received a prophecy. The donors Sakawa [i.e., Sonin] and
Unno80 [i.e., Shigeno Nobunao] thoroughly consumed the
taste of the Dharma and took the tonsure (teido 剃度).

The four great disciples [Meihō] Sotetsu, [Mugai]
Chikō, [Gasan] Jōseki, and [Koan] Shikan were formerly
dragons of the doctrine and tigers of the rules (giryū



ritsuko 義龍律虎 ).81 But finally they entered the melting
pot [of Keizan] and all became great vessels. Thereafter,
the far descendants of the four wise men filled Japan
(Tōkai 東 海 ) and built around twenty thousand Zen
temples. The bright mirror of the five elders82 brightens
high the northern heaven; [since then] around five
hundred years have passed.

When [Dōgen] fully showed (zentei 全提) the seal of the
ancestors (soin 祖印), the exoteric house and the esoteric
gate (kenka mitsumon 顯 家 密 門 ) recommended his
teaching (shū 宗), which is called the rules (shūgi 宗儀) of
Eihei [i.e., Dōgen]. When [Keizan] popularized the
etiquette (menzetsu 綿蕝 ), the offering of incense in the
morning and chanting in the evening (shinkō yūju 晨香夕
誦 ) follow his regulations (nori 則 ), which are called the
Keizan shingi 瑩山清規 (Pure rules of Keizan).83

At the black stone, the mountain spirit stays for a long
time in the jewel belt. In the deep pine tree grove, Isurugi
石動 shows sweet pears for eternity.84

In the days when the Zen master lived in this world, he
sat on a broken cushion, and for forty years he did not
sleep on the nights of both the seventh and ninth days [of
the twelfth month] (shichiku no ryōya 七九両夜).85 When
he faced the assembly and played with a broken wooden
dipper, he did not spill one drop of the Sōtō spring (tōgen
洞源) for thirty years. [He] taught in alleys and discoursed
in the lanes (kōsetsu kaidan 巷 説 街 談 ) and earnestly
explained practice and realization (gyōshō 行證 ). Even a
brush as big as a mountain and ink as wide as an ocean
cannot exhaust the traces of [his] teaching (keseki 化迹).
Therefore, we intone a verse and praise his manifestation
in response. We sing a verse:

The monk who realized enlightenment five hundred existences ago
Completed the practice to reach enlightenment and has an

immeasurable body.



We only wish that he may widely save the world of sentient beings,
May he not abandon the wheel of the correct vow for eternity.86

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in Zen Master
Butsuji, who benefits all sentient beings.

[Third section]
Third, I explain the salvation of all beings after his death.
Now we have been born four hundred years later87 and
gather here every year on the day of [his] passing.
Although there is no one [among us] whose three modes
of activity (sangō 三業 )88 are pure, we are fortunate to
have joined the numbers of the disciples of [Keizan’s]
transmitted teaching. We revere his wondrous remains
and hold this memorial service (saie 齋會 ). There are no
offerings from patrons, but we offer as many mountain
flowers and vegetables as we can. [We] are but a few
distant descendants (unson 雲 孫 )89 from various
provinces; we have walked through rain and frost,
protected by bamboo hats and shoes, and have gathered
[here].

If we think respectfully, the bright moon stays long in
front of the Peak of the Five Elders (Gorōhō 五老峯)90 and
shows intimately the eternal form of the Dharma body.
The running stream (seisui 逝水) flows for eternity in the
valley of Tōkoku 洞谷,91 and captures (tozasu 鎖す)92 the
pure voice (bonnon 梵音 )93 and the sound of the rolling
tide (kaichō 海潮 ).94 All day long we can hear the talk
(keigai 謦欬) of the great ancestor (taiso 大祖); why always
use the guidance of other people? Stubborn ears (ganji 頑
耳 ) turn away from listening from beginning to end,
whereas wisdom eyes (egen 慧眼 ) end the arising and
going of limited opinions.95

One step forward, one step backward, and we still do
not depart (hanarezu 離れず )96 from the mountain of



wholesome roots. One veneration, one prostration, and
together we enter the forest of virtue.

We have a profound mind [deeply seeking
enlightenment] ( jinshin 深心) and offer [it] to the worlds
as numerous as dust motes. This is called the offering to
repay kindness (hōji kuyō 報 慈 供 養 ). We have this
aspiration for enlightenment (dōshin 道心 ) and extend it
to the world. This is called the salvation of all beings
after his death.

We should intone a verse and transfer the merit
universally. We sing a verse:97

We wish that this merit
Extends universally to all.
May we and all sentient beings
Together realize the Buddha way.98

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the luminous
mirror (heikan 炳 鑑 ) of the Three Treasures and the wisdom
(shōchi 照知)99 of the five elders.100

Textual Variant from the First Section of the
Taineiji Manuscript 101

In Ōchō 1 (1311), [Keizan] stepped down from the temple
affairs [of Daijōji] and surprised [the monks] with the
drum [announcing the ascending the hall sermon] for
[his] resignation (taiku 退鼓).102 The local regents and the
common people yearned from afar (fū o hoshite 風を望て)
and venerated [him] deeply. Some people built temples,
invited the master, and let him live there. These were
Jōman[ji] 城満[寺], Jōjū[ji] 浄住[寺], and Kōkō[ji] 光孝[寺].103

Then Shigeno no Nobunao 滋野信直 of Nō province [i.e.,
Noto] and his wife of the Taira family respected his
virtue, donated one mountain in the district of Sakai 酒井,
built a temple compound, invited [Keizan], and made him
the founding abbot. Together they exhausted their



reverence. Therefore, [Keizan] came, and when he
arrived at this temple [i.e., Yōkōji], the peaks were lined
up and enclosed a flat area that was like a grindstone. He
truly felt completely pleased.

[Jōken] had a wondrous dream of Kannon and
[entrusted his] temple to the master. [Keizan] followed
Jōken’s deep request and changed [the temple] from a
teaching (kyō 教 ) to a Zen [temple]. He named the
mountain Shōgaku 諸嶽104 and saved the old name [given
by] Gyōki 行基 (668–749).105 He wrote Sōji on the temple
and responded to the wondrous talisman (reifu 靈符 ) of
the bodhisattva.106

The water of the blue valley river was pure, and
[Keizan] put a twinning vine stick on the ground. The
moss of the white cliff was smooth, and [Keizan] mended
torn clothes [there]. The Gate of the Three Pine Trees
(sanshō 三松 ) [widely] opened like the character eight
八 .107 The sweet spring of the one lineage fills one
hundred rivers.

Furthermore, the emperor sent ten questions,
promoted [Sōjiji], and made it a prayer temple (kudokuji
功徳寺) of the imperial household. [Kohō] Kakumyō drank
bitterness for three years [i.e., he practiced for three
years under Keizan] and then he received the
transmission of the bodhisattva precepts. The officer
[Fujiwara] Yukifusa wrote the name plaque and made it a
protector of the temple ( jichin 寺鎮).108 The elder Gasan
protected the Dharma robe and supported the sagely
guidance (shōke or seika 聖化). [Keizan] opened the place
of practice for prayers for the fortune of the imperial
court (shukuri 祝釐) and vigorously set up a Dharma seat
for imperially appointed abbots (shusse no hōseki 出世法
席).



1.  This opening statement (before “Respectfully, we gather”) is
missing from the Yōkōji manuscript, so I have supplied it from
the Taineiji manuscript, which goes on to address Keizan not
as “Zen Master Butsuji, great venerable Keizan” but as
“National Master Kōtoku Enmyō, great venerable Keizan.”

2.  The Taineiji manuscript has here “the founder of this temple,
the National Master” (kaisan kokoshi 開山國師).

3.  Nyūkai stands here for Dharma milk (hō’nyū 法乳), a
metaphor that compares the teachings of a Buddhist master to
milk. In the same way that milk aids in the growth of a baby,
the guidance of a great master promotes the student’s
development. The term “Dharma milk” describes the
compassion of a Buddha or Buddhist master that is as vast as
the ocean. According to Sakauchi Tatsuo, it is impossible to
completely repay the kindness received. Therefore, the monks
wish to repay just one drop of the milky ocean (2010a, 271).

4.  According to the twentieth chapter of the Lotus Sutra,
Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja (J. Ionō 威音王) is the name of countless
buddhas who successively appeared a long time before the
Buddha Śākyamuni; see T 9: 50b23–51c07; and for an English
translation, see Kubo and Yuyama 2007, 265–270. According
to the Zen tradition, Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja is the first Buddha
who reached enlightenment in a kalpa without any Buddha
before him.

5.  Soddagu describes the palace of Tuṣita Heaven (J. Tosotten 兜
率天). Tuṣita Heaven is the fourth of the six heavens of the
desire realm. In its inner palace, future buddhas are supposed
to practice and teach. Śākyamuni resided there before his
birth into this world, and now the next Buddha, Maitreya, is
said to await his birth into this world there.

6.  In one of his former existences, Śākyamuni is thought to have
been an ascetic in the Himālayas who practiced the
bodhisattva way (sessen dōji 雪山童子); see the Nirvāṇa Sutra,
T 12: 449b08–b19.

7.  Biru shōkai is a metaphor that compares the limitlessness of
the essence of the Dharma body with the ocean.

8.  Gakuju are the Śāla trees in the grove at Kuśinagara where
Śākyamuni passed away. The leaves of these trees turned
white like crane feathers when Śākyamuni died; hence they
are called crane trees (gakuju 鶴樹).

9.  According to Hossō doctrine, beings are divided into five
groups depending on their capacity for enlightenment. The
five groups are (1) śrāvakas (voice-hearers), referring to



Hinayana followers, (2) pratyekabuddhas (self-enlightened
buddhas), (3) bodhisattvas, (4) those of indeterminate natures,
and (5) those lacking the capacity for enlightenment. However,
this idea was later criticized, especially by proponents of the
one-vehicle teaching of the Lotus Sutra, which proposes that
the distinction between the three vehicles of the śrāvakas,
pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas is only provisional.

10.  Daikishi is another name for Mahākāśyapa (Kāśyapa), one of
Śākyamuni’s closest disciples. He was famous for his ascetic
discipline. In the Chan / Zen tradition, he is regarded as the
first of the twenty-eight Indian patriarchs.

11.  The Stupa of Many Sons was a famous stupa located
northwest of the ancient Indian kingdom of Vaiśālī. In Chan
literature, we find two theories about the place where the
Buddha transmitted the Dharma to Mahākāśyapa: one held
that it was at Vulture Peak, and the other that it was at the
Stupa of Many Sons. Like the Butsuji kōshiki, some texts
combine both ideas and suggest that the Buddha transmitted
the Dharma secretly at the Stupa of Many Sons and publicly
on Vulture Peak. Dōgen held that the Buddha transmitted the
Dharma to Mahākāśyapa at Vulture Peak, whereas Keizan
followed the explanation that the Buddha transmitted the
Dharma to Mahākāśyapa at the Stupa of Many Sons. See
Kurebayashi 1960, Tsunoda T. 1997, Ikeda 2010, and Foulk
2017, 2: 229–236.

12.  Emyō is a metaphor based on the idea that just as the physical
body is nourished by food, the Dharma body is nourished by
wisdom.

13.  Kukkuṭapāda is a place in central India, where Mahākāśyapa
is said to be still living.

14.  Keiki is a translation of the name Ānanda (J. Anan 阿難). He
was a cousin of Śākyamuni and became one of his main
disciples. He is said to have had a perfect memory and thus
was able to retell all of the Buddha’s sermons.

15.  According to Chan / Zen tradition, Prajñātāra was the twenty-
seventh Indian patriarch and the teacher of Bodhidarma.

16.  Shenguang is the birth name of Huike (J. Eka 慧可), regarded
as the second patriarch of Chinese Chan.

17.  I assume that house of Dong refers to Dongshan Liangjie (J.
Tōzan Ryōkai), one of the founders of the Caodong / Sōtō
school, because the following sentence states that after
thirteen generations Dōgen inherited the Dharma.

18.  There are two explanations concerning the origin of the name
Caodong / Sōtō 曹洞. One is that the Caodong / Sōtō school was



named after the sixth ancestor Huineng 慧能, also called Great
Master Caoxi 曹溪大師, and Dongshan Liangjie 洞山良价). This
explanation was developed in Japan and is followed in this
kōshiki.

19.  The Taineiji manuscript has wa 我 (our) instead of honchō 本
朝.

20.  Kenninji was founded by Yōsai 栄西 (or Eisai, 1141–1215), and
Dōgen went to this temple to study Rinzai Zen. There he met
Myōzen 明全 (1184–1225), Yōsai’s disciple, with whom he went
to China.

21.  Dabaifeng (J. Daihakuhō) is another name for Tiantongshan 天
童山 (J. Tendōzan), where Dōgen’s master Rujing 如浄 (J. Nyojō,
1163–1228) served as abbot.

22.  The Buddha’s light or the Buddha’s sun is a metaphor for the
virtue of a Buddha that drives away the darkness of ignorance
like the sun eliminates darkness.

23.  Kutsubami is a Japanese term for the bit of a horse. I have
translated it freely as “faces.”

24.  Nanten ichijōshū 南天一乗宗 (one vehicle school of southern
India) is a term for the school founded by Bodhidarma, who
was originally from southern India.

25.  The Taineiji manuscript has “the founder of this mountain, the
National Master” instead of “the first master of this mountain,
Zen Master.”

26.  Throughout the Taineiji manuscript, Keizan is addressed as
National Master instead of Zen Master. Keizan received the
posthumous title National Master Kōtoku Enmyō in An’ei 1
(1772) before both extant Sōjiji-lineage manuscripts were
copied. Because this is a constant variant, I do not indicate
every occurrence below.

27.  The Yōkōji manuscript states 前越, which I assume is a
copying mistake. Two theories exist about the location of Tane
in today’s Fukui prefecture: one holds that it was in Takefushi
Hoyamachō, the other that it was in Sakaigun Maruokachō
Yamasakisanga; see Azuma 1974a, 21–24.

28.  The account of Keizan’s youth and upbringing in this first
section is based on the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595.

29.  Vipasyin (in Pāli, Vipassin) is the first of the seven Buddhas of
the past. He is said to have taught Śākyamuni and Maitreya in
a former incarnation.

30.  This is a variation of the description of Keizan’s previous
existences in the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu (SZ 16: 595). A more
detailed explanation is in Keizan’s Tōkokuki; see JDZ, 395; KZ



8: 26–33; Kawai 2002, 206–207; and Faure 1996, 30, for an
English translation. Interestingly, the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu
mistakes Sohinda for the eighth arhat, and in the Yōkōji
manuscript the number eight was first written and later
corrected to four.

31.  Keizan mentions his mother’s dream and her devotion to
Kannon in his Tōkokuki, but the two extant manuscripts of the
Tōkokuki give different numbers of prostrations: the older
manuscript in the archive of Daijōji mentions 3,333, whereas
the widely circulating edition (rufubon 流布本) states that she
performed 1,333; see Kawai 1999, 197; JDZ, 405; and Faure
1996, 35, for an English translation. The Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu
follows the latter version, SZ 16: 595, and the Shogaku kaisan
Keizan Butsuji zenji gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 21, gives 333
prostrations.

32.  The Pumen pin 普門品, or in full the Guanshiyin pusa pumen
pin 觀世音菩薩普門品 (J. Kanzeon bosatsu fumon bon), is the
twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 56c02–58b07.
Popularly known as the Kannon Sutra, it explains how Kannon
helps all sentient beings. See Kubo and Yuyama 2007, 295–
302, for an English translation.

33.  This passage is again based on the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ
16: 595. A fuller account of Keizan’s mother’s prayer and his
birth is given in the Tōkokuki; see JDZ, 405; Kawai 2002, 222;
and Faure 1996, 35, for an English translation.

34.  This sentence is a quotation from the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu,
SZ 16: 595.

35.  A passage in the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu states that Keizan’s
mother prayed to Kannon to calm her son’s temper, and then
Keizan became calmer (SZ 16: 595). Keizan himself talks about
it in detail in his Tōkokuki; see JDZ, 406, and Faure 1996, 35–
36, for an English translation.

36.  Koun Ejō, Dōgen’s closest disciple, became the second abbot
of Eiheiji. Originally a monk of the Daruma school, he joined
Dōgen’s community in Bunryaku 1 (1234). He recorded
Dōgen’s colloquial instructions in the Zuimonki 随聞記 and
copied most of the fascicles of Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō 正法眼蔵.

37.  I assume this passage too is based on the Tōkoku goso
gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595.

38.  Jakuen (Ch. Jiyuan) was a Chinese monk, who had also been a
disciple of Dōgen’s teacher Rujing. Some sources suggest that
he first met Dōgen in China. When Rujing died, Jakuen came
to Japan to join Dōgen’s community. After Dōgen’s death, he



became a disciple of Ejō and later founded Hōkyōji 宝慶寺. His
lineage would dominate Eiheiji until the Tokugawa period.

39.  Gien was also originally a disciple of Dōgen and became Ejō’s
disciple after his former master’s death. Later, he served as
the fourth abbot of Eiheiji. This account is based on the
Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595, but that text states that
Keizan developed the wish to visit other Sōtō masters when he
was eighteen and first visiting Jakuen. Gien is not mentioned
until after the insight Keizan attained upon hearing the
phrase, “With the eyes given by their parents, they all see the
three thousand worlds.”

40.  This sentence is from the nineteenth chapter of the Lotus
Sutra, T 9: 47c17.

41.  The two sentences describing Keizan’s awakening are based
on the account in the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595.
However, just before Keizan’s remark, the kōshiki author
inserted the statement, “He immediately instructed” (teishō 提
唱), whereas the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu only says that he
“reached enlightenment and said.” The latter also explains
that Keizan was twenty-two when he had this experience.

42.  Originally a monk of the Daruma school, Tettsū Gikai entered
Dōgen’s community in Ninji 2 (1241) together with other
monks from the Daruma school. After Dōgen’s death, he
became a disciple of Ejō, inherited his Dharma, and became
the third abbot of Eiheiji. Later, he left Eiheiji and founded
Daijōji, where Keizan received his Dharma transmission.
Gikai’s departure from Eiheiji is often interpreted as a stage of
the schism that is supposed to have occurred between
different factions in the early Japanese Sōtō community
(sandai sōron 三代相論).

43.  This account is based on Keizan’s exchange with Gikai as
recounted in the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595. Gikai
tested Keizan’s understanding of the kōan “The ordinary mind
is the way,” a famous kōan included in the kōan collection
Wumenguan 無門關 (J. Mumonkan, case 19, T 48: 295b13–b24).
Keizan answered that he had ridden on a black jewel in the
darkness the previous night. Other biographies of Keizan
narrate this encounter in slightly different ways; see Azuma
1974a, 93–95.

44.  The Baojing sanmei (J. Hōkyō sanmai), a Chan text explaining
the doctrine of the five ranks and the interfusion of the eternal
and the transitory, was written by Dongshan Liangjie.
According to the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, Gikai was satisfied with
Keizan’s understanding. He therefore foretold that Keizan



would popularize Dōgen’s teaching and transmitted secret
initiation texts of the Sōtō school such as the Baojing sanmei
to him (SZ 16: 595). The phrase “cut with a branch”
presumably means that Keizan received and understood these
secret texts.

45.  The term jūjō has been crossed out in the Yōkōji manuscript.
Both Sōjiji manuscripts contain this expression.

46.  The passage on the Denkōroku is based on the Tōkoku goso
gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595. The Denkōroku was first printed in Ansei
4 (1857) in an edition by Busshū Sen’ei 仏洲仙英 (1794–1864).
Before this edition, it was handed down in manuscript form,
and only a limited number of monks had access to it. Besides
the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, no other premodern biography of
Keizan mentions this work; see Azuma 1974a, 113–118. See
also Bodiford 2015 and 2017; and Cleary 1990, Cook 2003,
and Foulk 2017 for English translations.

47.  The scribe of the Yōkōji manuscript mixed up the order of the
characters of Shiren and wrote 練師 instead of 師練.

48.  This citation from the Dōgen biography included in the Genkō
shakusho 元亨釈書 compiled by Kokan Shiren 虎関師錬 implies
that the spread of Dōgen’s teaching was due to the activities
of Keizan; see Fujita 2011, 128.

“At that time” (kono toki 此時) was later crossed out in the
Yōkōji manuscript. The Sōjiji texts follow the original version.

49.  From here until “Jōken had a dream and the southern
emperor sent questions,” the texts of the Yōkōji and Sōjiji
transmission lineages completely differ. A translation of the
Sōjiji version is given at the end of this appendix.

50.  This passage about Keizan’s resignation of his abbotship at
Daijōji and the invitation to become the founding abbot of a
new temple in Noto is based on the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ
16: 595.

51.  Located in Hakui, Keta was the main shrine in Noto and
dedicated to the deity Ichinomiya 一宮. According to the
Tōkokuki, Ichinomiya appeared to Keizan in a dream,
requested offerings, and asked Keizan to enshrine a Bishamon
毘沙門 statue as the main object of worship in the storehouse
of Yōkōji. Keizan interpreted this dream as a sign that
Ichinomiya would protect Yōkōji. See JDZ, 393; KZ 8: 7–12;
and Faure 1996, 84, for an English translation.

52.  Dayang Jingxuan (J. Daiyō Kyōgen) was a Chinese Chan
master who revived the Caodong / Sōtō tradition. Keizan
rendered the name Daiyō 大陽 (Great Sun) as Yōkō 永光
(Eternal Light). The Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu does not elucidate



the naming of Tōkokuzan Yōkōji, but Keizan provides a
detailed explanation in his Tōkokuki and also identifies Daiyō
as the source of the name Yōkō; see JDZ, 395; KZ 8: 21–22;
and Faure 1996, 53, for an English translation. Later, however,
a monk crossed out Dayang in the Yōkōji manuscript and
wrote “Eihei” 永平 [i.e., Dōgen] next to it, seeking in this way
to affiliate Yōkōji with Eiheiji and Dōgen, the founder of the
Sōtō school. Interestingly, even Hakugan kept “Eihei” in his
revised edition of the Butsuji kōshiki (Abe 2019, 88). In his
headnote, Hakugan cites the first half of Keizan’s explanation
of the name in the Tōkokuki, and so he must have been aware
that the kōshiki text deviates from the original account, but he
did not change this passage or add any explanation to it.

53.  This sentence is based on a dream that Keizan recorded in his
Tōkokuki: after he had seen the future site of Yōkōji for the
first time, he dreamed that many monks would come and hang
their straw sandals on the enoki tree close to the gate, an
omen that his temple would prosper; see JDZ, 392 and 397; KZ
8: 2 and 36–37; and Faure 1996, 114–115, for an English
translation. This dream is also mentioned in the Tōkoku goso
gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595.

54.  The first part of the sentence is a slightly changed quotation
from the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 596. “Furthermore”
(shikanominarazu 加旃) at the beginning of the sentence was
crossed out later.

55.  The term kō was also crossed out later.
56.  Later, “seven halls” (shichidō 七堂) was added in front of

“name plaques.” Keizan had mentioned in his Tōkokuki that
Yōkōji was extremely fortunate to have received seven
imperial name plagues, because temples would usually receive
only one or two; see JDZ, 431, and KZ 8: 274.

57.  The term ni was crossed out later.
58.  Jōken, the head priest of Morookadera, was said to have

entrusted this temple to Keizan. This was the origin of Sōjiji.
59.  Godaigo was the first emperor of the southern court. Both

Yōkōji and Sōjiji possess documents claiming that Emperor
Godaigo, after sending ten questions to Keizan and feeling
deeply satisfied with Keizan’s answers, declared the temple to
be an imperial prayer temple. However, both documents are
later forgeries. For Yōkōji’s version, see Jūshu gitai 十種疑滞,
dated Gen’ō 2 (1320), JDZ, 376–380, or KZ 9: 227–261. For
Sōjiji’s version, see Jūshu chokumon 十種勅問, dated Genkō 2
(1322), JDZ, 381–386, or KZ 9: 263–325.



60.  According to the Sansō yuiseki teradera okibumiki, Keizan
instructed his disciples that the eight temples Yōkōji, Enzūin,
Hōōji, Kōkōji, Hōshōji, Jōjūji, Daijōji, and Sōjiji should be
upheld by monks of his lineage; see Yōkōji no meihō, 34, for a
photograph of this document. Apart from Daijōji, where Keizan
had received his Dharma transmission, the other temples were
all founded by Keizan. Jōmanji, however, is not mentioned in
this source. Adding Jōmanji to the list would confirm the claim
that Keizan opened eight temples and served as abbot at nine.

61.  The five elders refers to the five masters—Rujing, Dōgen, Ejō,
Gikai, and Keizan—whose relics Keizan enshrined on the Peak
of the Five Elders (Gorōhō 五老峰) at Yōkōji; see Tōkokuki, JDZ,
411–416; Azuma 2002, 20–21; and Yōkōji no meihō, 30 and 76–
77.

62.  The four wise men (or disciples) are Meihō Sotetsu 明峰素哲
(1277–1350), Mugai Chikō 無涯智洪 (d. 1351), Gasan Jōseki 峨
山韶磧 (1276–1366), and Koan Shikan 壺菴至簡 (d. 1341).

63.  The Taineiji manuscript has this variant: “On this mountain
especially, the five shrines and the four kami protect the Three
Treasures.” If we assume that monks at Yōkōji first composed
the kōshiki, the editor(s) of the Sōjiji version replaced the
characters 老 and 哲 with 社 and 神. They further changed “one
peak” to “Three Treasures.” Of course, kami have been
worshiped at Sōjiji, but I could not find any source that
explicitly mentions five shrines and four kami at Sōjiji.

64.  In the case of Yōkōji, the three sages are Śākyamuni Buddha,
Kannon, and Kokūzō 虚空蔵, who are enshrined as a triad in
the Buddha hall called Saishōden. Keizan adapted the name
Saishō from the title of the sutra Zuishengwang jing 最勝王経
(J. Saishōō kyō), in which Kannon and Kokūzō sit next to
Śākyamuni; see Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 596; Tōkokuki,
JDZ, 395; and KZ 8: 22. Who the three sages are in the case of
Sōjiji is not easy to determine. According to Keizan’s Sōjiji
chūkō engi, the two light-emitting bodhisattvas Kannon and
Jizō were supposed to be enshrined on the second floor of the
main gate. Keizan wrote that the empresses in China and
Japan prayed to these bodhisattvas for a safe birth for their
children and the women who pray at Sōjiji would receive the
same benefits; see Monzenshi 2, 11–12. But these are only two
bodhisattvas. The editor(s) of the Sōjiji version might have
simply copied this phrase from the Yōkōji version without
changing it.

65.  According to the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu and the Tōkokuki, the
two heavenly kings are Bishamon or Tamonten 多聞天 and



Karaten 迦羅天; see SZ 16: 596 and JDZ, 394 and 398; KZ 8: 12
and 37. Of course, the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu describes the life
of Keizan at Yōkōji. Whether the Sōjiji version refers to the
same deities is unclear; other pairings would also be possible.

66.  Lion (shishi 獅子, sometimes written as 師子) is an epithet for
Śākyamuni Buddha, who is the king among humans in the
same way that the lion is the king of all animals. Other
eminent monks, who preach to large audiences, are also called
lions. The “words of a lion” is a metaphor for the teaching of
the Buddha or an eminent monk.

67.  In the Taineiji manuscript, the first part of the sentence reads:
“Here he let Master Jō [i.e., Gasan Jōseki] follow in his
footsteps and respect the Ten Rules ( jūjō kikyō 十條亀鏡).” The
editor(s) of this text probably refer here to the Tōji jūgejō no
kikyō 当寺十箇条之亀鏡, a document laying out the rules for the
monks of Sōjiji. It is dated Shūchō 1 (1324) and signed by
Keizan. It had been assumed that this document was
handwritten by him, but recent research has shown that it is a
later composition. Comparing the two versions, the Yōkōji
version reads more smoothly and its content is more logical,
particularly since the Taineiji manuscript does not mention
Keizan’s four disciples before concluding the sentence with
Keizan’s encouragement of the four friends. This conspicuous
omission supports the thesis that the Butsuji kōshiki was
originally composed at Yōkōji.

68.  The statement here that Keizan was a monk for forty-seven
summers implies that he was ordained when he was twelve.
Other sources, such as the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 596,
state that he sat for forty-six years. To my knowledge, no other
biographical source claims that Keizan sat for forty-seven
summers or was ordained when he was twelve. Even this
kōshiki states that Keizan left the household at the age of
thirteen. Interestingly, Kohō Hakugan did not correct this
statement in his revised edition of the Butsuji kōshiki; see Abe
2019, 88. And even Bonjō, author of the Tōjō dentō kōshiki,
cited this passage without correcting it; see ZSZ 2: 865.

69.  Daichi had studied under Keizan in his youth. Later he visited
many other masters and also traveled to China. Following his
return to Japan, he joined Keizan’s community again, and after
Keizan’s death, he received Dharma transmission from
Keizan’s disciple Meihō.

70.  This sentence is a quotation from the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu,
SZ 16: 596. The Taineiji manuscript does not include this
sentence. Instead, after the sentence that the disciples



obtained relics, we find the sentence: “The stupa is called
Dentō[in].”

71.  Emperor Gomurakami 後村上天皇 (1328–1368) is supposed to
have bestowed the name Zen Master Butsuji to Keizan in
Shōhei 8 (1353). But the bestowal of the posthumous title Zen
Master Butsuji is still a matter of debate, because Gasan is
said to have declined it. For a discussion of this issue, see
Takeuchi K. 1998 and Satō Shūkō 1999, 21–24.

In the Taineiji manuscript, we find an additional sentence
here: “Around four hundred winters later, the present emperor
(kōjō 皇上) especially ordered and bestowed the title National
Master Kōtoku Enmyō 弘徳圓明國師.” Kōjō is a term for the
present emperor. Therefore, we can assume that this sentence
was first added when Emperor Gomomozono 後桃園天皇 (1758–
1779) bestowed this title.

72.  The statement about five hundred lifetimes is a quotation
from the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, SZ 16: 595. Keizan does
mention in his Tōkokuki that he was reincarnated five hundred
times in order to spread the Dharma and bring profit to all
beings after he attained arhatship; see JDZ, 395, and KZ 8: 26–
33.

73.  Kannō describes the communication between a practitioner
and buddhas or bodhisattvas. A practitioner’s feeling evokes a
response in a buddha or bodhisattva, or vice versa. The verse
here refers to the response of Keizan.

74.  This verse is a variant of the verse sung at the end of the first
section of the Rakan kōshiki; only the name of the object of
worship in the first line and “rakan” in the last one have been
changed. See chap. 2, n. 72. In the Taineiji manuscript, we find
another verse:

Buddha’s true Dharma has two [sides]:
Namely, doctrine (kyō 教) and enlightenment (shō 證) as its

essence.
If people live who embrace, explain, and practice [the

teaching accordingly],
[The true Dharma] abides in this world.

This verse is from the Jushelun 俱舍論 (J. Kusharon), T 29:
152b1–2, and it is also used as the verse for the second section
of the Rakan kōshiki. According to the explanation following
this verse in the Jushelun, kyō are sutras (kaikyō 契經, i.e.,
sermons), regulations ( jōbuku 調伏, a translation of the term
vinaya), and abhidharma (taihō 對法, philosophical treatise
collections) (152b03–04). These three stand for the three



categories of Buddhist doctrine (sanzō 三藏). And shō are the
factors of enlightenment (bodai bunpō 菩提分法) of the three
vehicles, i.e., the vehicles of śrāvaka (shōmon 声聞),
pratyekabuddha (engaku 縁覚), and bodhisattva (bosatsu 菩薩)
(152b04).

75.  The Taineiji manuscript does not contain words of worship
after the verses of the sections.

76.  Genka Tekkyō was one of Keizan’s first disciples at Jōmanji in
Einin 4 (1296). He served as the head monk at Jōmanji and
also at Daijōji and Yōkōji later; see Azuma 1974a, 85 and 138.

77.  Kyōō Unryō was a monk of the Hōtō branch 法灯派 of the
Rinzai school who received Dharma transmission from Muhon
Kakushin 無本覚心 (1207–1298). He was a Dharma brother of
Kohō Kakumyō. Unryō received the titles Zen Master Butsue
仏慧禅師 and Zen Master Butsurin Enichi 仏林慧日禅師. He also
studied under Keizan and became the third abbot at Daijōji.

78.  Kohō Kakumyō was a monk of the Hōtō branch of the Rinzai
school who also studied under Keizan. He instructed Emperor
Godaigo and received the title National Master Kokuzai 国済国
師 from him. Later, Emperor Gomurakami 後村上天皇 (1328–
1368) gave him the title National Master Sankō 三光国師, and
it was through Kakumyō’s intermediation that Emperor
Gomurakami is said to have bestowed the posthumous title
Zen Master Butsuji on Keizan.

79.  Kaikō usually describes the virtue that is obtained by
observing the precepts. But here it is an abbreviation of the
previously mentioned ichikai kōmyō 一戒光明.

80.  Many members of the Sakawa family supported Keizan and
the early Yōkōji community. Sakawa here presumably indicates
Sonin, the daughter of Sakawa Hachirō Yorichika. She was the
founding patron of Yōkōji together with her husband Unno
Sanrō Shigeno Nobunao. After the death of her husband, she
became a nun and lived in Enzūin. Her Dharma name was
Sonin. Unno’s Dharma name was Myōjō 妙浄; see Azuma
1974a, 217.

81.  In the Taineiji manuscript the four monks are named Tetsu 哲,
Kō 洪, Seki 碩, and Kan 簡. See n. 62 above.

82.  In the Taineiji manuscript “two treasure moons” was written
instead of “bright mirror of the five elders.” Two moons refers
to a well-known exchange between Keizan and Gasan in which
Gasan was asked whether he knows that there are two moons.
When Gasan said no, Keizan replied that someone who does
not understand this cannot become a Zen master. See Sōji
dainise Gasan oshō gyōjō, SZ 17: 263.



83.  The Taineiji manuscript states “pure rules of the national
master” (kokushi no shingi 國師清規) instead of Keizan shingi.

84.  Isurugi refers to Sekidōsan 石動山, a sacred mountain to the
northeast of Yōkōji that is also called Isurugiyama. Here the
kōshiki hints at the protection Yōkōji is thought to have
received from the kami of Sekidōsan. In the Taineiji
manuscript, we find: “At the deep green pine trees, [the
dragon king] Sāgara (Shakatsu 娑竭) holds high a light of the
night for a long time. At the thickly growing oak tree, the
mountain kami shows sweet pears for eternity.” This must
allude to a legend associated with Sōjiji, but I have not been
able to find a source for any such legend. However, in Sōtō
kirigami 切紙, the deity of Hakusan, who is thought to have
protected Sōtō Zen and was a vital factor in the expansion of
Sōtō Zen, is usually associated with the dragon king (ryūten 竜
天); see Ishikawa 2001, 1: 352–371. Young monks today still
receive from their master a roll entitled Ryūtenjiku 竜天軸
inscribed with the text: “The dragon king, protector of the
Dharma, great good deity. Hakusan, wondrous principle,
daigongen 大権現”; see Sekiguchi 1995: 34–35, and Azuma
1996, 40–41, and 2002: 67. Azuma (1996, 41) assumes that
this custom originated with a text written by Keizan himself, so
the mountain spirit showing sweet pears in the kōshiki could
be an allusion to Hakusan.

85.  The Buddha is thought to have reached enlightenment on the
eighth day of the twelfth month, and Huike is remembered on
the tenth day of the twelfth month for having cut off his arm
and offered it to Bodhidharma to show his sincerity. The zazen
begun the night before these two observances commemorate
the Buddha and Huike. Keizan mentioned his forty years of
nightlong zazen practice on the seventh and ninth days of the
twelfth month in a sermon delivered on the tenth day of the
twelfth month of Genkō 3 (1323); see Tōkokuki, JDZ, 420; KZ
8: 195 and 198; and Kawai 2002, 247. The Keizan shingi also
cites Keizan’s practice and suggests that it should be a regular
observance; see T 82: 449b12–b14.

86.  The Yōkōji manuscript contains a note next to the last line
indicating that the ritual handbook for the cantor reads “wheel
of the true Dharma” (shōbōrin 正法輪), making the last line:
“May he not abandon the wheel of the true Dharma for
eternity.” The Taineiji manuscript has this verse instead:

We now offer food
And wish that we may obtain the greatest rewards;
The attachments to all afflictions,



May we overcome [them] and may [they] not be strong.

This verse is from the Nirvāṇa Sutra, T 12: 612b19–20. It is
also used as the verse of the second section in the Nehan
kōshiki of the Sōtō school, as well as in the Nehan kōshiki
attributed to Genshin; see ZSZ 2: 746, and Dainihon bukkyō
zensho 33: 184.

87.  The Taineiji manuscript has instead “five hundred years.”
88.  The three modes of activity are body, speech, and mind.
89.  The Taineiji manuscript has unjō 雲仍 instead of unson 雲孫.
90.  The Taineiji manuscript has “on the top of Shogaku” 諸嶽

instead of “in front of the Peak of the Five Elders.”
91.  The Taineiji manuscript has “in front of the gate of Sōji[ji]”

instead of “in the valley of Tōkoku.”
92.  In the Taineiji manuscript, we find gensu 現す (manifest)

instead of tozasu.
93.  Bonnon describes a beautiful voice and is used as a metaphor

for a buddha’s voice. It is one of the thirty-two marks of a
buddha. The term also describes the voice of Brahma. Here I
assume that bonnon represents the voice of Keizan.

94.  Kaichō is the preaching of a buddha. Kaichōon 海潮音
describes a buddha’s voice, which is as loud as the ocean and
therefore can be heard widely. The phrase bonnon kaichōon 梵
音海潮音 is a quotation from the Kannon Sutra, i.e., the twenty-
fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 58a26, where it
represents the virtue of Kannon. Here the expression is used
to describe the voice of Keizan, which is thought to still be
present at his temple.

95.  I have translated this sentence freely, because the original
seems to be corrupt. The Yōkōji manuscript has 頑耳反聞入流了
慧眼絶見發見去, and the Taineiji manuscript states 頑耳反聞亡流
了慧眼絶見發見. The original sentence might have been 頑耳反聞
入聞了慧眼絶見發見去.

96.  In the Yōkōji manuscript, 離 was crossed out and 出 (leave)
written next to it. The Taineiji manuscript follows the earlier
version of the Yōkōji text.

97.  In the Yōkōji manuscript, there are a few later entries by hand
around the verse, which I have not translated here (see
Appendix 7).

98.  This gāthā, usually called Fuekō 普回向 (Universal transfer for
merit), is a verse from the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 24c21–22. It is
known to have been chanted in Genshin’s Nijūgo zanmai shiki;
see NSS 4: 254. It is sung in kōshiki and other rituals to



transfer the merit that has been accumulated through the
performance of the ritual. All kōshiki of the Sōtō school use
this verse either at the end of the last section or as the
transfer of merit following the verse of the final section.

99.  In the Yōkōji manuscript, 昭知 is written instead of 照知. I
assume that this is a scribal mistake. Therefore, I provided 照
知 above. Hakugan also used 照知 in his new edition.

100
.  This last sentence is not included in the Taineiji manuscript.

101
.  See n. 49 above.

102
.  Before his resignation, an abbot usually ascends the Dharma

hall to deliver a sermon ( jōdō 上堂), which is announced by the
sound of the large drum.

103
.  In both Sōjiji manuscripts, the order of the characters for

Kōkōji has been reversed (孝光 instead of 光孝). I have
rendered the temple name correctly above.

104
.  Sōjiji’s original name was Morookadera 諸嶽寺. Keizan used

these characters for the mountain name of Sōjiji and changed
the reading to Shogakuzan 諸嶽山.

105
.  According to the Sōjiji chūkō engi, the Morooka Kannon hall

(i.e., Morookadera) was originally built by the famous monk
Gyōki.

106
.  Because Morookadera was a temple for Kannon worship and

Jōken is said in the Sōjiji kaibyaku no engi to have dreamt that
Kannon requested him to entrust the temple to Keizan, we can
assume that “bodhisattva” refers to Kannon here. Sōji is also a
translation of the term dhāraṇī, so the explanation given about
the temple name can also be interpreted as a reference to
dhāraṇī.

107
.  Three pine trees were planted next to the first gate of Sōjiji;

hence it is called Sanshōkan 三松関 (Gate of the Three Pine
Trees); see Satō M. 2011, 8. Before Keizan took over at Sōjiji,
he is supposed to have had wondrous dreams. In one he saw
the main gate of Sōjiji opening like the character 八; see Sōjiji
chūkō engi.



108
.  This is also mentioned in the Sōjiji chūkō engi. However, the

historicity that Yukifusa wrote a name plaque for Sōjiji is
highly questionable; see Azuma 1974a, 246.



Appendix 3

Kohō Hakugan’s Preface to the Taiso
Butsuji kōshiki (Translation)

Preface to the Butsuji kōshiki
All Buddhas appear in this world for just one great
purpose alone (ichidaiiji inen 一大事因縁).1 For us, it is so
again with Great Master Butsuji. Originally from the first
turning of the wheel of Dharma until the evening of the
complete nirvāṇa at Tōkokusan 洞谷山, the Great Master
widely saved humans and heavenly beings. He
surrounded himself with dragons and elephants (ryūzō 龍
象)2 and wanted to let them unfold the Buddha’s wisdom
and obtain purity. He explained the profound and
expounded the marvelous. One blow with a stick and one
shout (ichibō ikkatsu 一棒一喝) and the matter is resolved.
Thus the Buddhist teaching of Jōyō 承 陽  [i.e., Dōgen]
spreads in the worlds as numerous as the sands of the
Ganges. Truly, you have to hear this!

The Great Master answered the ten questions of
Emperor Godaigo. [His] logic and righteousness, as well
as [his] profound explanations, deeply satisfied the mind
of the emperor, who bestowed the imperial edict
[recognizing Yōkōji as] the first training place of the Sōtō
school whose abbot wears the purple robe. It is truly a
rare honor. Now, in the fall of the year of the water
dragon, we respectfully perform the five hundred and
fiftieth memorial service for the emperor.



In this context, I publish the Butsuji kōshiki and offer
[it] to the Peak of the Five Elders. I let the monks of the
whole mountain regularly perform it, and wish that the
narrow-minded among the present-day patch-robed
monks of the Sōtō school [may] bathe in the wind of the
ancestors and open the eye that penetrates all things
(katsugan 活 眼 ) through the informal sermon on the
venerable Great Master. Truly, a ceremonial book [for this
kōshiki] has existed secretly in the treasure house of
Tōkokusan for almost two hundred years.

Recently, with two or three disciples I revised it, gave
it to a woodblock carver, and [now] distribute it in the
world to like-minded men. Further, I wish that it may
allow all sentient beings to enter the way of the Buddha’s
wisdom.

 
Meiji 25 (1892), October 1
Tōkokusan, the Peak of the Five Elders, the keeper of the
stupa, five hundred and tenth abbot, the monk Kohō
Hakugan humbly wrote this.

Hakugan’s revised edition of the Butsuji kōshiki was published in
1892 and reprinted in 1924. The Kōshiki database contains a
facsimile of the 1924 edition (no. 361); for a typographical reprint,
see Abe 2019.

1.  This is a quotation from the “Skillful Means” (Hōben bon 方便
品) chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 7a21–22.

2.  Originally, the term ryūzō (lit. dragons and elephants or
dragon elephant) referred to a great elephant (Skt. hastināga),
but it is often used as a metaphor for superior practitioners.



Appendix 4

Azegami Baisen’s Preface to the Tōjō
dentō kōshiki (Translation)

Preface to the Dentō kōshiki
This kōshiki praises his [i.e., Keizan’s] virtue. Generally,
when there is virtue, then certainly there will be praise.
Thinking about this, you should study the teachings in
prose and verse of the various sutras. Our Great Ancestor
(Taiso 太祖), the National Master, lifted up one light high
at the precious temple Sōji[ji], and so he brightened the
interior of the nine levels [of the heavens] above, and
illuminated the outer limits of the eight directions below.
The term Sōtō and the name of this mountain were both
inaugurated by imperial order. His many children and
grandchildren divided [his] one light and made ten
million lights. Now, around five hundred eighty years
have passed and around fifteen thousand temples have
been founded. Everywhere [his teaching] breaks and
brightens the darkness for certain. His great virtue was
exactly like this.

Why should we not produce a kōshiki? Since the old
times of the rotating abbots, this ceremony has been
performed year after year, but a complete ceremonial
book for it did not yet exist. [I], the mountain monk, have
secretly lamented [about it] for years. Therefore, I asked
the former godō 後堂  of this mountain, Master Bonjō of
Myōkō[ji] in Tsukushi [i.e., Kyūshū], to supplement and



revise it. Then I proofread, published, and entitled [it]
Dentō kōshiki.

Moreover, [the Dentō kōshiki] should spread in the
world. I wish that without interruption [his]
grandchildren value the blessing of the Great Ancestor
and gather at the source of [his] lineage [at Sōjiji].

 
Meiji 24 (1891), on a day of the summer training retreat1

The present abbot of Sōji[ji], Dharma grandchild Baisen,
respectfully wrote [this].

Azegami’s preface to the original woodblock print edition of the Tōjō
dentō kōshiki, published in 1893, is not included in the photographic
reproduction of the kōshiki found in ZSZ 2: 853–869. See Appendix 9
for a photographic reproduction of the preface, shikimon, and
postscript in the original print edition.

1.  At Sōjiji, the summer training retreat was conducted from
April 15 to July 15.



Appendix 5

Bukkan Bonjō’s Postscript to the Tōjō
dentō kōshiki (Translation)

Postscript to the Dentō kōshiki
The abbot of Nōzan1 能山  [i.e., Sōjiji], Zen master Hōun
Fugai 法雲普蓋 [Azegami Baisen], asked me from far away
to compile a Taiso kokushi dentō kōshiki 太祖國師傳燈講式
(Kōshiki on the transmission of the light by the Great
Ancestor and National Master). Because his order was
sincere, I could not refuse. Now, I do not look back on
awkward sentences; I chose this and that and finally
produced a one-volume ceremonial book. I only worry
that it may be difficult to escape the criticism of the wise.
I deeply wish that the superior disciples of the National
Master do not criticize the clumsiness of the sentences.
[May they] only perform this ceremony with sincerity and
thus repay the inexhaustible mercy of the National
Master. If we are not yet able to do this, we are not
descendants of the transmission of the light. We would
only be slaves of Han Yu 韓愈 (J. Kan Yu) and Ouyang Xiu
歐陽脩 (J. Ōyō Shū) in vain.2 Wholeheartedly, I ask that the
Three Treasures verify and the buddhas and patriarchs
clearly witness [this composition]. In this context, I have
composed two verses in lieu of a postscript.

In the past, the Great Ancestor transmitted one light.
The one light was divided into one hundred thousand lights.
The lights continue to burn and the radiance has no end.



Eternally [the lights] break the darkness. This is his [i.e., Keizan’s]
light.

Now the Dentō kōshiki is completed.
For its performance only sincerity is needed.
Stop saying, “The patriarch has no words.”
The running water and the wind in the pine trees are the voice of

the preaching of the Dharma.

In Meiji 25 (1892), on an auspicious day in January
Bonjō, an unworthy distant descendant of the provinces
of Chiku [i.e., Chikuzen and Chikugo], respectfully wrote
[this].

Bonjō’s postscript is included in ZSZ 2: 868–869. See Appendix 9 for
a photographic reproduction of the postscript as it appeared in the
original woodblock print edition of 1893.

1.  Nōzan is another name for Sōjiji because it is the head temple
located in the province of Nō 能州, i.e., Noto.

2.  In the Japanese original, Bonjō uses only the first characters
韓歐 (Han Ou) to refer to the two poets Han Yu (768–824) and
Ouyang Xiu (1007–1072).



Appendix 6

Shikimon of the Tōjō dentō kōshiki
(Translation)

Shikimon
[Pronouncement of intention]
Reverently, I address all the Three Treasures [Buddha,
Dharma, and Saṃgha] abiding eternally throughout the
entirety of the Dharma realms (gūjin hokkai 窮盡法界) of
the three times [past, present, and future] and the ten
directions; the successive generations of ancestor
bodhisattvas (dentō rekidai soshi bosatsu 傳燈歴代祖師菩
薩) of the transmission of the light of the three countries
[India, China, and Japan]; and especially the venerable
spirit (sonrei 尊靈 ) of the Great Ancestor (Taiso 太祖 ),
National Master Kōtoku Enmyō 弘徳圓明國師 [i.e., Keizan]
of the Japanese Sōtō school, who received the correct
transmission in the fifty-fourth generation of Śākyamuni,
the World-Honored One; and say:1

If we think about it, before Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja2 (J.
Ionō 威音王) the concepts (na 名 ) of sentient beings and
buddhas (shōbutsu 生 佛 ) did not exist, but since
Śākyamuni the marks (ato 迹 ) of delusion and
enlightenment (meigo 迷悟) have manifested completely.3

[Śākyamuni] picked up a flower on Vulture Peak and
made the attendant (bōnin 傍人)4 [Mahākāśyapa] smile. In
front of the Stupa of Many Sons (Tashitō 多子塔 ),5 he
transmitted the mind seal (shin’in 心印) [to Mahākāśyapa]



and thus showed the succession (shijō 嗣承) of the gate of
transformation (kemon 化門 ).6 Afterwards [the Dharma]
was successively transmitted from face to face for
twenty-eight generations, and then it reached the
honorable Bodhidharma, the Great Master Engaku
(Engaku daishi 圓覺大師). The Great Master first received
the prophecy from Prajñātāra.7 He went far to China.
Finally, he obtained Shenguang (J. Jinkō 神光 )8 [as his
disciple] and intimately transmitted the robe and the
Dharma (ehō 衣法 ).9 Thereafter, Caoxi 曹溪  (J. Sōkei)10

[i.e., Huineng] (638–713) soon had two supreme disciples
[i.e., Qingyuan Xingsi 靑原行思 and Nanyue Huairang 南嶽

懷讓].11 Then [the Dharma] reached Dongshan [Liangjie]
洞山良价 (807–869) and the style of the school (monpū 門
風 ) became increasingly prosperous.12 Later [the
Dharma] was transmitted thirteen times, and then it
reached the Eminent Ancestor (Kōso 高祖), Great Master
Jōyō 承陽 13 [i.e., Dōgen] (1200–1253) and the Buddha’s
sun shone for the first time in our Japan ( fusō 扶桑 ).14

Truly this [happens only] once in a thousand years.
Therefore, it is said that [this] is good fortune for the
country and good luck for the people. Earlier [Dōgen was
given] the posthumous name (shigō 謚號 ) Busshō Dentō
[Kokushi] 佛 性 傳 東 [ 國 師 ] (National Master of the
Transmission of the Buddha Nature to the East).15 Yes, it
is truly like this!

It is said that Zen transmits the mind of the Buddha
and the scriptures (kyō 敎 ) transmit the words of the
Buddha. The buddhas and patriarchs line up their faces
(kutsubami 鑣)16 and mutually show [their] reflections in
the mirror. Zen and the scriptures share the same
principle and equally show their fists and palms.17 When
people of lower and middle capacity encounter a
problem, they are stuck in the net of doctrine. The
superior disciples certainly open the profound gate



(yūkan 幽 關 ).18 Thus the way of the ancestors has
gradually blossomed and the teachings of the [Zen]
school (shūjō 宗乘) have circulated widely.19

Moreover, our Great Ancestor, the National Master,
had from early on a strong will, full of energy, which
exceeded that of ordinary people. Finally, he understood
the essence (yōki 要機) of transcending the basic tenets of
a particular school and going beyond the norms (chōshū
okkaku 超宗越格). He stayed high on the jeweled seat of
Sōji[ji]. The thunder of the Dharma (hōrai 法雷) roared far
and wide between heaven and earth, and he widely
disseminated the correct transmission of Eihei [Dōgen].
The rain of compassion moistened the whole land
everywhere, and now the backward-flowing waters of
[Mt.] Dong (Ch. Dong shui 洞水 , J. Tō sui)20 expand and
spread in the world. This is only his remaining grace.

We are grateful that fortunately we draw from this
stream and fully bathe in the wave of compassion. Surely
we should dedicate a sincere heart and so repay one drop
of the milky ocean (nyūkai 乳 海 ).21 Therefore, we
respectfully welcome now the time of the memorial day /
monthly memorial day,22 lead the pure monks of the
whole mountain, and respectfully offer humble food of
village herbs. In this connection we explain and praise
the teaching of [Keizan’s] complete lifetime (ikke no
honmatsu 一化之本末). So it is a response to the unlimited
virtue [of Keizan]. We humbly wish that [Keizan] may be
truly compassionate and show pity; may he accept [our
appeal].23

Today’s lecture abbreviates and explains the five
gates:24 first, the gate of [his] birth and [his] leaving the
household; second, the gate of visiting [various] masters
and [his] enlightenment; third, the gate of Dharma
transmission and the saving of sentient beings; fourth,
the gate of the emperor’s sentiment (kōkan 皇感) and the



appointment of the abbot by the imperial court; and fifth,
the gate of the spreading of the aromatic flame (hōen 芳
燄) [i.e., Keizan’s teaching].

 
[First section]
First, I explain the gate of [Keizan’s] birth and [his]
leaving the household. The national master was a child of
the powerful Fujiwara family of the Tane 多禰  district in
Echizen.25 He was born during the reign of the eighty-
ninth emperor, Emperor Kameyama 龜山天皇 (1249–1305),
in Bun’ei 5 (1268), the year of the wooden dragon, on the
eighth day of the tenth month.26 Earlier the holy mother
had dreamt that she drank the morning sun and then she
was pregnant. From then on, she paid homage to the
bodhisattva Kannon of the district, performed
prostrations, chanted, and prayed that she would be
certain to give birth to a holy child.27 Soon she gave
birth.

[His] endowment was excellent as expected. His
magnanimity surpassed [that of] ordinary children by far.
His play was also different from [that of] ordinary
children.28 When he was five, he followed his mother, and
they recited the Universal Gate [of Kannon]29 and always
performed Buddhist services together. He took great
delight in this.30

In Bun’ei 10 (1273), when he was just six, he looked up
at a holy statue of Kannon and asked his mother: “What
virtue does this bodhisattva have that [so] many people
venerate [it] and make offerings? Furthermore, is this
bodhisattva, too, a human being?” [His] mother heard
[this] and was very amazed.31

Then suddenly he developed the ambition to leave the
household and seek the Dharma.32 In Kenji 1 (1275), he
finally begged [his] father and mother, repeatedly seeking
to leave the household. [So] even [his] father and mother



could not refuse. Then he entered Eihei[ji] under Master
Tettsū [Gi]Kai 徹通 [義 ]介  (1219–1309) and had his head
shaved. At that time, he was eight.33 He received the
Dharma name Jōkin 紹瑾  and the name Keizan 瑩山 . Do
these express the character of a beautiful jewel reflecting
and absorbing light?34

Then in spring, in the second month, when he was
thirteen, he followed Master Kōun [E]jō 孤雲[懐]奘 (1198–
1289) and received the great precepts. The master
observed his ambition; then he praised [him] and said:
“This child has the capacity to [become] a great man. One
day he will surely become a teacher for humans and
heavenly beings.” [This] prophecy was not an empty
one.35 Sure enough, it has come about that the waters of
the valley of Tō (Tōkoku 洞 谷 )36 overflow and equally
moisten the withering three grasses and two trees (sansō
niboku 三草二木);37 the clouds cover the gate of the pine
trees (shōkan 松 關 )38 and everywhere in the four
directions [the shadow of these clouds] covers the
sentient beings of the whole world.

We now answer the good causes of the wholesome
roots planted in previous lifetimes. Gratefully, we receive
the mercy of the Dharma milk (hō’nyū 法乳 ). Therefore,
we should intone a verse and perform prostrations. We
sing a verse:

Long ago the Buddha left the household
Of the Śākya clan and approached Gayā.
He thoroughly studied the bodhisattva path
And was not defiled by worldly affairs.39

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (Recite once, three
prostrations.)

[Second section]



Second, I explain the gate of [Keizan’s] visit to other
masters and [his] enlightenment. In the fall of Kōan 3
(1280), in the eighth month, when Master [E]jō was about
to pass away, [Ejō] ordered the national master to follow
Master [Gi]kai. The national master obediently followed
and never forgot [Ejō’s order]. He lifted his robe (kotsui
摳衣)40 and followed Master [Gi]kai.41 This was for around
ten years.42

In the spring of Kōan 8 (1285), the year of the wooden
rooster, he left Master [Gi]kai and wandered from master
to master. First, he passed Hōkyō[ji] 寶慶[寺] in Etsu and
met the eminent Jakuen 寂圓 (1207–1299). Next, he went
to the capital [i.e., Kyōto] in the south and visited many
venerable masters like Hōkaku 寶覺 [i.e., Tōzan Tanshō 東
山湛照 , 1231–1291]43 of Manju[ji] 萬壽 [寺 ] and Hakuun
Ekyō 白雲慧暁 (1223–1298).44 Then he ascended Mt. Hiei
比叡山 and studied Tendai doctrines. Further, he went to
Kōkoku[ji] 興國寺 in Nanki and met National Master Hōtō
法燈國師  [i.e., Shinchi Kakushin 心地覚心 , 1207–1298].45

[Already], at first sight he was greatly praised. In the
following year, he returned and visited the eminent
Jakuen again. Finally, he went home to Eihei[ji] and
returned to Master [Gi]kai.46

In Shōō 2 (1289), the year of the earth ox, he followed
Master [Gi]kai and went to Dajō[ji] 大乘 [寺 ] in Ka [i.e.,
Kaga]. At that time, he was twenty-two.47 Day and night,
he practiced intensively and was not idle for a moment.48

By happenstance, he was reading the Lotus Sutra and
reached [the line], “With the eyes given by their parents,
they all see the three thousand worlds,”49 and he
suddenly had an insight. Therefore, he went to the
abbot’s quarters and explained his understanding.
Master [Gi]kai said: “If you want to study this matter, you
cannot take your realization as complete. Go deeper and
exert yourself diligently.” The national master bowed and



left. From then on, he controlled his mind and did not
rest.50 It was exactly like being in the same place with an
enemy. Six years passed in this manner.51 Whenever he
read the one great Buddhist canon, he completely
understood and penetrated [its] meaning.

In the winter of Einin 2 (1294), in the tenth month, he
awakened (katsunen 豁然) and understood the truth when
he heard Master [Gi]kai raising the story of Zhaozhou’s
趙州 (J. Jōshū, 778–897) “The ordinary mind is the way” in
an ascending the hall sermon. Then he said, “I have
understood.” Master [Gi]kai said, “What have you
understood?” The national master said, “The deep black
jewel runs in the middle of the night.” Master [Gi]kai
said, “Not enough, say more!” The national master said,
“When I have tea, I drink tea. When I have rice, I eat
rice.” Master [Gi]kai smiled and said, “In the future you
will surely spread the teaching (shūgū 宗風 ) of the Sōtō
school.”52

Next spring, in the first month, Master [Gi]kai let the
national master enter his room and transmitted the
Dharma. Further, [Gikai] entrusted to him the Dharma
robe that had been transmitted from the Eminent
Ancestor [i.e., Dōgen] and [ordered him]: “Do not cut off
[the transmission of the correct teaching].”53

From then on, the wind of truth (shinpū 眞風 ) blew
strongly [i.e., the Buddhist teaching prospered], and the
correct rules of the successive generations of patriarchal
ancestors continued for a long time. The sun of wisdom
(enichi 慧日 ) always shines and opens wide the wisdom
eyes (egen 慧眼) of latter-day students. What a fortune for
us! Gratefully, we have been able to become descendants
in [this] lineage. We should make the great vow and pay
our respects generation after generation. Therefore, we
should intone a verse and perform prostrations. We sing a
verse:



When [Keizan] deeply entered the various samādhis
And lived peacefully in the truth of nondiscrimination
All things were completely pure
And he realized the perfect enlightenment.54

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (Recite once, three
prostrations.)

[Third section]
Third, I explain the gate of Dharma transmission and the
saving of sentient beings. In Einin 4 (1296), the year of
the fire monkey, a local officer of the Kaifu district in Awa
province, whose name is unknown and who was related
to Hosokawa 細川, the senior assistant of the minister of
justice, honored the wish of the way (dōbō 道望 ) [i.e.,
aspiration] of the national master. He built the temple
Jōman[ji] 城滿[寺], invited the national master, made [him]
the founding master, and venerated him deeply. When the
national master performed the consecration ceremony,
clerics and lay people gathered and it was impossible to
count them.55

Then in Shōan 1 (1299), the year of the earth boar,
following Master [Gi-]kai’s order, [Keizan] returned home
to Daijō[ji]. He expounded the Dharma in place of [his]
master. The instructions of the Denkō[roku] 傳光 [ 録 ]56

took place exactly at that time.57 Soon he succeeded to
the Dharma seat of Master [Gi]kai and the propagation of
the tradition (kefū 化風) increasingly flourished.58

Then the dragons and elephants (ryūzō 龍象 )59 of the
various schools of the four directions (gōko 江湖),60 feudal
lords, officers, and common people all took refuge [in
him] and flocked together. Men of superior capacity like
Gasan Jōseki 峩山紹磧 (1276–1366), Meihō Sotetsu 明峯素
哲  (1277–1350), and Mugai Chikō 無涯智洪  (d. 1351) all
changed their robes and became disciples [of Keizan].61



Of these the eminent Gasan [Jō]seki had once been at
Mt. Hiei (Eigaku 叡嶽) and had studied the main points of
calming and contemplation (shikan 止觀). He revered the
style of the way (dōfū 道風 ) of the national master and
came to meet [Keizan]. Then he asked, “The liberated
mind (dattai kijō 脱體機情 ) does not acquire delusions
(mōjō 妄情 ). Further, it does not acquire Dharma nature
(hosshō 法性). In nature (shō 性), Dharma nature does not
exist. This is the secret content of the Tendai school. Why
is the essence of the teaching outside the [Tendai]
doctrine different?” The national master smiled and said,
“Different, different!” [Jō]seki said, “What is different?”
Immediately, the national master entered the sleeping
quarters. From then on, [Jō]seki was very strongly
determined and quickly three years passed. One night he
sat in the lotus position facing the moon. The national
master snapped [his] fingers once at [Gasan’s] ear.
[Jō]seki awakened and was completely enlightened.
Finally, he received the seal of approval (inka 印可).62

Also the eminent Meihō [So]tetsu left the household
[and became a monk] at Mt. Hiei. He thoroughly studied
the exoteric and esoteric doctrines and penetrated [their]
essence. Unexpectedly, he came to visit the national
master at Daijō[ji]. The national master appointed him as
an acolyte. He always would call [him] and say,
“Attendant [So]tetsu!” And [So]tetsu would answer. The
national master would say, “What is this?” [And So]tetsu
had no answer. It went on like this for eight years. Finally,
he became one with the profound principle.63

Later there were Koan Shikan 壺庵至簡  (d. 1341) and
Chinzan Genshō 珍山源照  (n.d.). Together they revered
[Keizan’s] style and followed [his] teaching.64 They stood
straight on the field of original existence (hon’u / honnu
denchi 本有田地) and did not drop the many affairs of past
and present.



Then in Ōchō 1 (1311), the year of the golden boar,
because of the request of the retired abbot (seidō 西堂 )
[Gen]ka Tekkyō65 [眼 ]加鐡鏡  (d. 1321), [Keizan] became
the founding master of Jōjū[ji] 浄住[寺] in Ka [i.e., Kaga].66

In the following year, the year of the water rat, he
accepted the appeal of Shigeno Nobunao 滋野信直 of the
province of Nō [i.e., Noto]. He entered the district of
Sakai, built a temple and named it Tōkokusan Yōkōzenji
洞谷山永光禪寺 .67 Also, a local official of Hakui named
Tokuda 得 田  built Kōkōji 光 孝 寺 , invited the national
master [there], and made him the founding master.68

Morookadera 諸 嶽 寺  in Kushihi-shō of the Fugeshi
district in Nō [Noto] was originally a Vinaya temple. The
abbot, Vinaya master Jōken 定賢律師 , had a wondrous
dream of the Light-Emitting Bodhisattvas (Hōkō bosatsu
放光菩薩 ) [Kannon and Jizō].69 He respectfully followed
the virtuous words of the national master and changed
the Vinaya temple into a Zen temple. He sincerely invited
the national master and made [him] the founding abbot.
[Keizan] called the mountain Shogaku 諸嶽  and so kept
the old temple name. He named the temple Sōji 總持 and
so took the Dharma words that had been advocated in a
dream. Then, in Genkō 1 (1321), on the eighth day of the
sixth month, he gave the consecration sermon.70

From the earlier founding of Jōman[ji] until the
opening of Sōji[ji] here, as for the transmission of the
Dharma at many places, the wind of the way bends the
grass; and as for the saving of sentient beings of the five
realms (gosetsu 五 刹 ), the light of virtue bends the
hollyhock.

To praise the great benefit of the propagation [of the
Dharma], we should now intone a verse and perform a
prostration. We sing a verse:

[Keizan] has expounded the essence of all things
And revealed the teaching of the one vehicle.



He has extensively led all sentient beings,
Causing them to quickly attain enlightenment.71

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (Recite once, three
prostrations.)

[Fourth section]
Fourth, I explain the gate of the emperor’s sentiment and
the appointment of the abbot by the imperial court.
Emperor Godaigo 後 醍 醐 天 皇  (1288–1339) thoroughly
revered the style of the way of the national master.72

Then in the year when Sōji[ji] opened, he sent ten
questions through the imperial messenger Kohō Kakumyō
狐峯覺明 (1271–1361).73 The first [question] was: “Are the
intent of the Zen patriarchs (soi 祖意 ) and the intent of
the scriptures (kyōi 敎意) the same or are they different?”
And the tenth was: “I have contemplated Zhaozhou’s
kōan “Mu” 無  for many years.74 That I have not yet
penetrated [it] makes me sorrowful. How can I endeavor
to strive forward?”75 The national master broke [his]
doubts at once. It was just like the spring wind that melts
the ice, leaving not a trace behind in the water. The
answers fit the mind of the emperor and the emperor’s
admiration was deep. Therefore, he promoted Sōjiji
especially and made it an imperial temple.76 Soon he
designated it as the first training place of the Japanese
Sōtō school whose abbot receives the imperial purple
robe (Nihon Sōtō shusse daiichi shishi no dōjō 日本曹洞出

世第一賜紫道塲 ).77 Then [Sōjiji] received the emperor’s
edict stating: “Shogakuzan Sōjizenji in the province of Nō
directly inherited the correct transmission of Caoxi [i.e.,
Huineng] and exclusively propagates the profound style
of the Sōtō school. In particular, it is an unparalleled Zen
garden of Japan. Therefore, I designate [it] as a training
place of the Sōtō school whose abbot receives the



imperial robe (Sōtō shusse dōjō 曹洞出世道塲). It should be
ranked equally with Nanzen[ji] 南禪 [寺 ], the first of the
highest ranked temples. [Its abbot] should wear the
purple Dharma robe and pray for the long reign of the
emperor. Thus, the wish of the emperor is like this and so
the imperial order is as stated above.”78

Further, [Sōjiji] received Emperor Gomurakami’s 後村上
天皇 (1328–1368) edict stating: “The abbot of Sōjiji in the
province of Nō still transmits the correct transmission
from Vulture Peak and corrects directly the excellent
precedent of Caoxi. [Its] rank is the same as Zuiryū[zan]’s
瑞 龍 [ 山 ] [Nanzenji] and the doctrinal essence of the
school (shūkō 宗綱 ) flourishes in the world. [Sōjiji] has
popularized the way of the ancestors and has propagated
the Buddha Dharma, [and the monks of Sōjiji] pray
forever that the plan of the emperor may last ten
thousand springs and one thousand autumns long.
Increasingly, they let the wonderful scent of Shaolin 少林
79 flourish like one flower with five petals (ikke goyō 一華

五葉).80 Thus, the wish of the emperor is like this and so
the imperial order is stated as above.”81

From then on, the beautiful color of Shogaku rose
more and more and the teaching (hōmon 法門) of Sōji[ji]
increasingly prospered. Moreover, the fundamental
principles (kōshū 綱宗 ) that [Keizan] preached, such as
the Zazen yōjin ki 坐禪用心記 (Instructions on the practice
of zazen), Sankon zazen setsu 三根坐禪説 (Explanation on
the three kinds of Zen practitioners), and Shinjin mei
nentei 信心銘拈提)(Commentary on the Xinxin ming 信心銘
written by the third Chan patriarch Sengcan 僧璨), are all
the essence (yōki 要機) of the buddhas and patriarchs. It
is like one bright pearl that fills all the worlds in the ten
directions (jin jippō sekai ikka no myōju 盡十方世界一顆明

珠 )82 and the perfect and boundless space that has no
boundaries.



If we think about it, if he had not developed the great
vow of compassion and wisdom five hundred lifetimes
ago, how could he have become a great teacher of
humans and heavenly beings in [this] degenerate age ( 
jokuakuse 濁悪世)?83 We should venerate the benefit [he
extended] during his lifetime. The rain, bamboo, wind,
and pine tree explain fully the practice and realization
(gyōshō 行證). Even a brush as big as a mountain and ink
as wide as the ocean do not exhaust the traces of [his]
teaching (keseki 化跡).84

Now, in order to repay a drop of the ocean of mercy
(onkai 恩 海 ), we should intone a verse and perform
prostrations. We sing a verse:

Indra and Brahma both pay homage
Bowing their heads, they wish to inquire,
How the Buddha has liberated the beings of this world (dose 度世)
And [his] blessing ( fukuse 福施) circulates everywhere.85

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (Recite once, three
prostrations.)

[Fifth Section]
Fifth, I explain the gate of the spreading of the aromatic
flame. In Shōchū 1 (1324), the year of the wooden rat,
the national master entrusted the Dharma seat of Sōji[ji]
to the eminent Gasan [Jō]seki. He stipulated ten rules and
so admonished the practice of the disciples.86 His last
wish was very important. He ascended the hall and said,
“I stand in front of students and alone cross over to the
realm beyond all things (bubbyō 物表 ). [Like] the steep
green mountain and the moving mountain clouds, father
and child do not part from each other for many years.
The king and subjects unite, and there is no [distinction
between] inner and outer.” Then he descended from the
seat and returned to Tōkoku [i.e., Yōkōji].87



In the next year, the year of the wooden ox, in autumn,
in the eighth month, [Keizan] became ill. Therefore, he
selected the eminent Meihō [So-]tetsu and entrusted him
with the temple affairs of Tōkoku.88 He called the
eminent Mugai [Chi]kō and let him manage Jōjū[ji] 浄住
[寺 ]. He ordered the eminent Koan [Shi]kan and let him
protect Kōkō[ji].89

In the night of the fifteenth day, he called his
attendant, took a bath, and shaved his hair. He uttered a
verse and passed away. The verse was: “This peaceful
field that I have cultivated by myself, how often I have
gone to sell or buy [its fruits], it is still like a virgin land.
At the place where infinite seeds are growing thick,
ascending the Dharma hall, I see people holding a hoe.”90

Then a cremation was done and relics collected. The
stupa was called Dentō 傳燈 . [Keizan] had lived for fifty-
eight years and had sat for forty-seven summers.91

During his lifetime the Eminent Ancestor, Great Master
[Dōgen], refused the imperial purple robe, followed the
rules, and practiced virtue; and so he felt compassion
with the descendants.92 The national master specially
received the imperial edict designating [Sōjiji] as the
training place whose abbot wears the imperial purple
robe (shishi shusse dōjō 賜紫出世道塲 ), and he received
the imperial edict that the monks of one school [i.e., the
Sōtō school] could change their robe and make their
debut [as imperial appointees] (ten’e zuise 轉衣瑞世 ) [at
his temple]. Now, the one great benefit of the gate of
transformation through the changing of the robe is fully
due to the great mercy of the national master. Further,
the different expressions of our school (shūmon 宗門) are
the activities of the two ancestors in accordance with the
capacity of the audience.

The men who succeeded the wheel of the true Dharma
were the five superior disciples Gasan, Meihō, Chikō,



Shikan, and Genshō.93 Gasan had twenty-five superior
disciples, among them Taigen [Sōshin] 太 源 [ 宗 真 ] (d.
1371), Tsūgen [Jakurei] 通幻 [寂霊 ] (1322–1391), Mutan
[Sokan] 無端[祖環] (d. 1387), Daitetsu [Sōrei] 大徹[宗令]
(1333–1408), and Jippō [Ryōshū] 実 峯 [ 良 秀 ] (1318–
1405).94 Meihō had eight superior disciples, among them
Gida Daichi 祇陀大智 (1290–1366) and Shugan Dōchin 珠巖

道珍 (n.d.). From then on, the Dharma water (hōsui 法水)95

has pervaded everywhere in the four oceans (shikai 四
海)96 and the wind of truth blows widely throughout the
whole world. Therefore, in Shōhei 9 (1354), on the
second day of the third month, Emperor Gomurakami
ordered and bestowed the posthumous name Zen Master
Butsuji.97 Further, in An’ei 1 (1772), on the twenty-ninth
day of the eleventh month, Emperor Gomomozono 後桃園
天皇 (1758–1779) ordered and bestowed the posthumous
name National Master Kōtoku Enmyō.98

Fortunately, because of the [good] causes from
previous lifetimes, we are grateful to be distant
descendants. [Keizan’s] mind moistens the water of
wisdom (esui 慧水 ) and flows into the ocean of the six
ways in which monks should live in harmony (rokuwakyō
六和敬 ).99 [His] body bends in the wind of compassion,
settling peacefully behind the clouds of the four offerings
(shikuyō 四供養).100 This is the remaining kindness (ion 遺
蔭 ) of the great compassionate vow of the national
master. [Mt.] Sumeru is lower than his mercy and the
ocean is shallower than his virtue. Surely you should be
deeply delighted and show utmost respect. Lifetime after
lifetime, you should continually cultivate the seed of
buddhahood (busshu 佛種) and everywhere raise Dharma
banners (hōdō 法幢) [to teach].101

Reverently, we wish that the moon of brilliant truth
may shine without ever quietly ruffling the original
source (hongen 本源). May the marvelous mind (myōshin



妙心 ) of the Buddha’s compassion (butsuji 佛慈 )102 feel
[with us], finally understand us, and secretly offer
wondrous responses. The Dharma world has no borders
and all sentient beings are included. May we equally
reach marvelous enlightenment (myōkaku 妙覺 ) and all
realize the origin of truth (shingen 眞源).

Therefore, in order to honor the unlimited
manifestation in response, we should intone a verse and
perform prostrations. We sing a verse:

The great teacher of devas and humans
Feels compassion for the world.
The sentient beings of the ten directions
All universally receive benefits.103

Humbly prostrating ourselves, we take refuge in the Great
Ancestor, National Master Kōtoku Enmyō. (Recite once, three
prostrations.)

This is a complete translation of the shikimon of the Tōjō dentō
kōshiki 洞上傳燈講式, first published in a woodblock print edition in
1893. A photographic reproduction of portions of this edition can be
found in Appendix 9.

1.  The first sentence of the shikimon is similar to the first
sentence of the shikimon in the Butsuji kōshiki edited by Kohō
Hakugan in 1892. Both also resemble the first sentence of the
Hōon kōshiki’s shikimon, written by Menzan, ZSZ 2: 723. We
can assume that Bonjō and Hakugan used Menzan’s text as a
model, and did so independently, because they abbreviated the
text of the Hōon kōshiki differently.

2.  According to the twentieth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9:
50b23–51c07, Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja is the name of countless
buddhas who successively appeared a long time before the
Buddha Śākyamuni; see Kubo and Yuyama 2007, 265–270, for
an English translation. In the Zen schools, however, it is
thought that Bhīṣmagarjitasvararāja was the first Buddha to
reach enlightenment in a kalpa without any Buddhas before
him.

3.  This sentence is a variation of a sentence in the Butsuji
kōshiki (Ozaki 1998c, 59; if not otherwise noted, the passages
that Bonjō quotes are included in both transmission lineages of



the kōshiki). Bonjō changed meigo no sō 迷悟相 to shōbutsu no
na 生佛名 and in the next part of the sentence bonshō no na ari
有凡聖名 to meigo no ato o genzu 現迷悟迹. The two new
expressions shōbutsu 生佛 and meigo 迷悟 can be found in
Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki, ZSZ 2: 723, and we can assume that
Bonjō adopted these words from it.

4.  Śākyamuni’s attendant was Mahākāśyapa, who was famous
for his ascetic discipline. In the Chan / Zen tradition, he is
considered the first of the twenty-eight Indian patriarchs.

5.  The Stupa of Many Sons was a famous stupa located
northwest of the ancient Indian kingdom of Vaiśālī. In Chan
literature, we find two theories about the place where Buddha
transmitted the Dharma to Mahākāśyapa: one says that it was
on Vulture Peak and the other that it was at the Stupa of Many
Sons. Some texts combine both ideas and suggest that the
Buddha transmitted the Dharma secretly at the Stupa of Many
Sons and publicly at the assembly on Vulture Peak. Dōgen held
that the Buddha transmitted the Dharma to Mahākāśyapa on
Vulture Peak, whereas Keizan maintained that it was at the
Stupa of Many Sons. See Kurebayashi 1960, Tsunoda T. 1997,
Ikeda 2010, and Foulk 2017, 2: 229–236.

6.  The passage until “he transmitted the mind seal” is similar to
a sentence in the Butsuji kōshiki (Ozaki 1998c, 59). Only four
characters and the beginning of the conjunction are different.

7.  According to the Chan / Zen tradition, Prajñātāra (J.
Hannyatara 般若多羅, n.d.) was the twenty-seventh Indian
patriarch and the teacher of Bodhidarma.

8.  Shenguang is the birth name of Huike, who is regarded as the
second patriarch of Chinese Chan.

9.  This part is very similar to the Butsuji kōshiki. Bonjō added
“Great Master Engaku” and instead of “sonsha” 尊者 he used
“daishi” 大師 (Ozaki 1998c, 59). Bonjō omitted the account of
Emperor Wudi. Instead he added that Bodhidharma
transmitted the robe and the Dharma, which is not mentioned
in the Butsuji kōshiki. Nakano and Sakauchi provide “the robe
and the bowl” (ehatsu 衣鉢) instead of “the robe and the
Dharma” (Nakano et al. 2002, 442; Sakauchi 1973, 11).

10.  Caoxi is a stream southeast of Shaozhou, near the temple
Caoxi Baolinsi 曹溪宝林寺. The sixth patriarch Huineng (J. Enō)
was active at this temple, and therefore Huineng is also called
the old Buddha of Caoxi.

11.  Qingyuan Xingsi (J. Seigen Gyōshi, also written as 淸源行思, d.
740) and Nanyue Huairang (J. Nangaku Ejō, 677–744) are said
to be two important disciples of Huineng. Qingyuan Xingsi is



considered to be the founder of the Qingyuan branch of the
Southern school of Chinese Chan. From this branch, the
Yunmen 雲門 (J. Unmon), Caodong 曹洞 (J. Sōtō), and Fayan 法
眼 (J. Hōgen) schools emerged. Nanyue Huairang became a
monk at the age of fifteen and is said to have studied under
the sixth patriarch Huineng. Later he moved to the Banyao
temple in Nanyue, where he taught for around thirty years.
From his branch, the Hongzhou 洪州 (J. Kōshû) and Linji 臨済
(J. Rinzai) schools emerged. One of his major disciples was the
influential Chan monk Mazu Daoyi 馬祖道一 (709–788).

12.  There are two explanations of the origin of the name Caodong
(J. Sōtō). One, developed in Japan, is that the Sōtō school was
named after the sixth patriarch Huineng, also called the great
master of Caoxi, and Dongshan Liangjie. This is the
explanation followed in this kōshiki. The Butsuji kōshiki also
mentions Huineng and Dongshan and their contributions to
the spread of Zen (Ozaki 1998c, 59).

13.  Sōtō monks settled on the titles Eminent Ancestor (Kōso 高祖)
for Dōgen and Great Ancestor (Taiso 太祖) for Keizan in 1877.
In 1879, Dōgen was given the posthumous title Great Master
Jōyō by the Meiji emperor.

14.  This passage is based on the Butsuji kōshiki (Ozaki 1998c,
59). However, the short biography of Dōgen in it calls him
“Great Master Eihei” instead of “Eminent Ancestor, Great
Master Jōyō,” because the Butsuji kōshiki had been written
before the title Great Master Jōyō was bestowed on Dōgen.
Additionally, the Butsuji kōshiki explains that Dōgen revived
the Buddha’s sun and not that the Buddha’s sun shone for the
first time in Japan.

15.  National Master Busshō Dentō is a posthumous title given to
Dōgen by Emperor Kōmei 孝明天皇 (1831–1866) in Kaei 7
(1854).

16.  Kutsubami is the bit of a horse. I have translated it freely as
“faces.”

17.  This passage is a direct quote from the Butsuji kōshiki; see
Ozaki 1998c, 59–60.

18.  Here Bonjō changed the Butsuji kōshiki’s “foolish people” and
“the wise” to “people of lower and middle capacity” and
“superior disciples”; see Ozaki 1998c, 59–60.

19.  This passage is a free adaptation of the text in the Butsuji
kōshiki, which also states that the correct tradition still
prevails; see Ozaki 1998c, 59–60.

20.  I translate Dong shui here as “waters of Mt. Dong,” but it
actually refers to a creek or stream in the vicinity of Mt. Dong.



The passage is an allusion to a kōan describing an exchange
between Dongshan and his student Longya 龍牙 (835–923):
when Longya asked Dongshan why Bodhidharma came from
the West, Dongshan’s reply that he would tell him when the
Dong stream flows backward prompted Longya’s awakening;
see Ruizhou Dongshan Liangjie chanshi yulu, T 47: 522c19–20.
In the kōshiki, the statement that the waters of Dong flow
backward and spread in the world presumably means that
Keizan openly teaches and his teaching is available to all who
inquire.

21.  Nyūkai stands here for Dharma milk (hō’nyū 法乳), a
metaphor that compares the teachings of a Buddhist master
with milk. In the same way that milk aids in the growth of a
baby, the guidance of a great master promotes the student’s
development. The term describes the compassion of a Buddha
or Buddhist master that is as vast as the ocean. According to
Sakauchi Tatsuo (2010, 271), it is impossible to completely
repay such kindness, so the monks can only endeavor to repay
one drop of the milky ocean. The last part of this sentence is a
quote from the Butsuji kōshiki (Ozaki 1998c, 59). The
expression “sincere” (suntan 寸丹) earlier in the sentence also
appears in the Hōon kōshiki, ZSZ 2: 724.

22.  The two expressions “memorial day / monthly memorial day”
are printed beside each other in a small font, giving the
officiant the option to choose the appropriate phrase.

23.  The entire passage starting with “Therefore, we respectfully
welcome …” is based on Menzan’s Hōon kōshiki, ZSZ 2: 724.

24.  In this kōshiki, the sections of the shikimon are called gates
(mon 門) as in the Hōon kōshiki.

25.  This explanation is based on Takiya Takushū’s Sōji kaisan
Taiso ryakuden, or Taiso ryakuden for short, written in 1879;
see Taiso ryakuden, 1r (1897 ed., 1). There are two theories
about the location of Tane, one claiming that it was in
Takefushi Hoyamachō, Fukui prefecture, and the other that it
was in Sakaigun Maruokachō Yamasakisanga, Fukui
prefecture; see Azuma 1974a, 21–24.

26.  This is a slightly altered quote from Ōuchi Seiran’s Taiso
kokushi goden (15), included in his Sōtōshū ryōso denryaku,
written in 1884–1885. Interestingly, Bonjō does not use
Ōuchi’s term tanjō 誕生 but substitutes gōtan 降誕, a term
usually used for buddhas and bodhisattvas who come down
into this world to teach sentient beings. In the biographies of
Keizan written prior to the Meiji era, Keizan’s birth date is
only mentioned in the Sōjiji kyūki 総持寺旧記, written between



1661 and 1673. In all other sources Keizan’s birth date is not
mentioned; see Azuma 1974a, 21.

27.  This account of Keizan’s mother’s dream and prayer is based
on the Nihon tōjō rentōroku, or Rentōroku for short, SZ 16:
244. But Bonjō changed “mother” (haha 母) to “holy mother”
(kenbō 賢母), following the Butsuji kōshiki, and he added daishi
大士 to Kannon, using Kannon daishi as Takiya did in his Taiso
ryakuden, 8r (1897 ed., 8).

28.  The source for these three sentences has not been identified.
The Butsuji kōshiki states that Keizan excelled above ordinary
children (Ozaki 1998c, 60), whereas the Taiso ryakuden and
Rentōroku state that Keizan was different from ordinary
children (Taiso ryakuden, 8v [1897 ed., 9]; Rentōroku, SZ 16:
244).

29.  The Pumen pin 普門品, short for the Guanshiyin pusa pumen
pin 觀世音菩薩普門品 (J. Kanzeon bosatsu fumon bon), is the
twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 56c02–58b07,
popularly called the Kannon Sutra (Ch. Guanyin jing 観音経, J.
Kannon gyō). See Kubo and Yuyama 1993, 295–302, for an
English translation.

30.  This account is based on Takiya’s Taiso ryakuden, 9r (1897
ed., 9), and Ōuchi’s Taiso kokushi goden, 15. Ōuchi, however,
does not state that Keizan took delight in it.

31.  This passage is again based on Taiso ryakuden, 10r–v (1897
ed., 10), and Taiso kokushi goden, 15–16. Ōuchi, however,
abbreviated the Taiso ryakuden’s account; he does not
mention that this was a conversation between Keizan and his
mother and shortens Keizan’s questions. Bonjō abbreviates
Keizan’s questions in the same way.

32.  This sentence is based on Taiso ryakuden, 11r (1897 ed., 11),
and Taiso kokushi goden, 16.

33.  This passage about Keizan becoming a monk is based on Taiso
ryakuden, 11v (1897 ed., 11–12).

34.  The source for these two sentences is unclear. Azuma
attributes the choice of the name Jōkin to Gikai but does not
state his source. He also assumes that Keizan gave himself the
name Keizan; see Azuma 1974a, 46.

35.  This passage is based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 244, and Taiso
ryakuden, 13r (1897 ed., 13). Ejō’s comment is a direct
quotation from the Rentōroku. Bonjō only changed the
character 成 to 為.

36.  Tōkoku is the mountain name of Yōkōji.
37.  The term “three grasses and two trees” is based on a parable

in the fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9: 19a18–20b24. Tall



plants represent bodhisattvas, medium-sized plants śrāvakas
and pratyekabuddhas, and small plants ordinary men and
devas. Tall trees represent bodhisattvas of the distinct
teaching of the one vehicle, and small trees bodhisattvas of the
shared teaching. As the rain moistens all plants equally, the
teaching of a buddha enlightens all beings equally.

38.  The gate of the pine trees is a reference to the outer gate of
Sōjiji, called the Gate of the Three Pine Trees (Sanshōkan 三松
関).

39.  This verse was adopted from the fifteenth chapter of the Lotus
Sutra, T 9: 42a01 and 42a05.

40.  Lifting one’s robe used to be a way of greeting a higher-
ranked person; see Dai kanwa jiten 5: 370.

41.  This passage is a slightly altered quotation from the
Rentōroku, SZ 16: 244. To this Bonjō added the year Kōan 3
from the more detailed account in the Taiso ryakuden, 13r–v
(1897 ed., 13–14).

42.  The Taiso kokushi goden states that Keizan became a monk
when he was eight and practiced for ten years under Gikai
before he left to study with other masters (16). Therefore, I
assume that Bonjō took this sentence from Ōuchi’s biography.
But Ōuchi does not mention that Keizan received the
bodhisattva precepts from Ejō when he was thirteen.

43.  Tōzan Tanshō was a Rinzai monk who was given the
posthumous name Zen Master Hōkaku. He first studied Pure
Land Buddhism but then became a Zen monk, receiving
Dharma transmission from Enni 円爾 (1202–1280). Later he
served as abbot of Manjūji, and after Enni’s death, he became
the second abbot of Tōfukuji 東福寺.

44.  Hakuun Ekyō was a Rinzai monk who first studied at Mt. Hiei.
At the age of twenty-five, he entered Sennyūji 泉涌寺 and
became a Risshū monk. When he was thirty-nine, he went to
China. Upon his return to Japan, he received Dharma
transmission from Enni and became the fourth abbot of
Tōfukuji in Shōō 5 (1292).

45.  Shinchi Kakushin (aka Muhon Kakushin 無本覚心) was a very
influential Rinzai monk and the founder of the Hōtō branch of
Rinzai Zen. He was ordained at Tōdaiji 東大寺 and later studied
esoteric Buddhism and Zen at Mt. Kōya 高野山. When visiting
many Zen masters in Kyoto, he is said to have received the
bodhisattva precepts from Dōgen. Later he went to China and
received Dharma transmission from the Rinzai master Wumen
Huikai 無門慧開 (1183–1260). After his return, he went to Mt.
Kōya and became abbot of Kongō Zanmaiin 金剛三昧院. Then



he was invited by the shogun to found Saihōji 西方寺 (later
renamed to Kōkokuji 興国寺). He received the posthumous title
National Master Hōtō Enmyō 法燈円明国師.

46.  This entire passage is largely based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16:
244. Bonjō added to it a new beginning and the account of
Keizan’s visit to Mt. Hiei, probably drawn from the Taiso
ryakuden, 14r–15v (1897 ed., 14–15). The Rentōroku, however,
states that Gikai was residing at Daijōji when Keizan returned
to him, whereas Takiya writes that Gikai was at Eiheiji at that
time. Bonjō follows the latter. Interestingly, of the extant pre–
Meiji era sources, only the Rentōroku mentions that Keizan
visited masters of other schools. In his own writings, Keizan
does not mention this and no medieval source supports this
account; see also Azuma 1974a, 74–76.

47.  The first sentence of this passage is based on the Taiso
ryakuden, 16r (1897 ed., 16). The second sentence might be a
direct quote from the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 244, but the brief
statement of Keizan’s age at that time could be based on the
Meiji-era sources.

48.  I assume that this sentence is based on the Taiso ryakuden,
16r–v (1897 ed., 16). But in that text this description follows
the account of Gikai’s instruction to Keizan to endeavor
further, which comes next in the Dentō kōshiki.

49.  This is a sentence from the nineteenth chapter of the Lotus
Sutra, T 9: 47c17.

50.  The kōshiki gives two readings of the character 寝, one
meaning sleep (inuru), the other meaning rest (yasumu).

51.  The passage starting with “By happenstance, he was reading
the Lotus Sutra …” is based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 244. But
in the last sentence the Rentōroku has seven years instead of
six. Possibly Bonjō was counting the years until Keizan’s next
major enlightenment experience, which occurred when he was
twenty-seven, according to the Taiso ryakuden, 17r (1897 ed.,
17).

52.  This paragraph is based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 244, but
Bonjō altered a few expressions based on the account in the
Taiso Ryakuden, 17r–v (1897 ed., 17–18). I also assume that
Bonjō added the date from the Taiso ryakuden, as the
Rentōroku does not provide a date.

53.  This paragraph is largely based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 245,
but Bonjō added to it “transmitted the Dharma.”

54.  This verse is a quotation from the Wenshu suoshuo zuisheng
mingyi jing, T 20: 817b28–29. While Keizan was not the



original subject of this verse, the context of the kōshiki
establishes Keizan as its new focus.

55.  This account is based on the Taiso ryakuden, 17v–18r (1897
ed., 18). The phrase “venerated him deeply” can also be found
in the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 245, which gives only a brief
explanation about the founding of Jōmanji. See Azuma 1974a,
80–85, on Keizan’s abbotship at Jōmanji.

56.  One of the main texts of the Sōtō school, the Denkōroku is
today considered Keizan’s main work. It was first printed in
Ansei 4 (1857) in an edition by Busshū Sen’ei 仏洲仙英 (1794–
1864). Before this publication, it was handed down in
manuscript form, and only a limited number of monks had
access to the text. Besides the Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, no other
premodern biography of Keizan mentions this work; see
Azuma 1974a, 113–118. See also Bodiford 2015 and 2017 for
studies of the Denkōroku; and Cleary 1990, Cook 2003, and
Foulk 2017 for English translations.

57.  This account is based on the Taiso ryakuden, 19v–20r (1897
ed., 20). The Rentōroku does not mention the Denkōroku.

58.  The expressions differ, but the content here follows the Taiso
ryakuden, 21v–22r (1897 ed., 21).

59.  The term ryūzō (lit. dragons and elephants or dragon
elephant) originally referred to a great elephant (Skt.
hastināga), but it is often used as a metaphor to describe
superior practitioners.

60.  Jianghu 江湖 refers to the provinces of Jiangxi and Hunan. It
can also be a contraction of the expression “three rivers and
five [great] lakes” (sankō goko 三江五湖). The term came to be
used as a metaphor for “the four directions” or “all places
under heaven.”

61.  This account is based on the Taiso ryakuden, 21r (1897 ed.,
21). Bonjō added “feudal lords (shokō 諸侯), officers (daiyūshi
大夫士), and common people (shonin 庶人)” to this passage.

62.  This paragraph is based on the Gasan biography included in
the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 250–251.

63.  This paragraph is based on the Meihō biography included in
the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 249.

64.  Koan Shikan first studied yuishiki 唯識 (consciousness-only
doctrine), Tendai, and other teachings. Later he joined
Keizan’s community and received Dharma transmission from
Keizan. He became the second abbot of Kōkōji and later the
fifth abbot of Yōkōji. Chinzan Genshō first studied under
Genka Tekkyō 眼可鐵鏡 (d. 1321). After Tekkyō’s death, he
became Keizan’s disciple. Koan Shikan and Chinzan Genshō



are both mentioned in the Taiso ryakuden, which states that
they “changed their robes and took refuge in Keizan” (24v
[1897 ed., 25]).

65.  Genka Tekkyō was one of Keizan’s first disciples at Jōmanji,
where he served as head monk (shuso 首座). Later he was head
monk at Daijōji and Yōkōji; see Azuma 1974a, 85 and 138.

66.  This account is based on the Taiso ryakuden, 22v–23r (1897
ed., 23–24).

67.  Here Bonjō might have greatly abbreviated the account of
Yōkōji’s founding in the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 245, and the Taiso
ryakuden, 23r–24v (1897 ed., 24–25).

68.  This passage is based on the Taiso ryakuden, 24v (1897 ed.,
25). The Rentōroku also states that Keizan was invited as the
founding abbot of Kōkōji, and Bonjō might have adapted the
last part of the sentence from the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 245.

69.  According to the Sōjiji chūkō engi, the two Light-Emitting
Bodhisattvas Kannon and Jizō were enshrined on the second
floor of the main gate; see Monzenshi 2: 11–12.

70.  Takiya gives a detailed account of Sōjiji’s founding in the
Taiso ryakuden, 28r–30v (1897 ed., 29–31). Here Bonjō could
be summarizing Takiya’s description.

71.  This verse is from the twelfth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9:
35b10–11.

72.  The Rentōroku includes a similar statement; see SZ 16: 245.
73.  Kohō Kakumyō (1271–1361) was a monk of the Hōtō branch of

the Rinzai school, but he also studied under Keizan. He
instructed Emperor Godaigo and received the title National
Master Kokuzai 国済国師 from him. Later he received the title
National Master Sankō 三光国師 from Emperor Gomurakami.
Through his intermediation, Emperor Gomurakami is said to
have bestowed the posthumous title Zen Master Butsuji 仏慈禅
師 on Keizan.

74.  A monk ask Zhaozhou, “Does a dog have Buddha nature?”
Zhaozhou answered, “Mu” 無 (no). This famous exchange
appears in many kōan collections, including Wumen guan,
where it is the first case (T 48: 292c20–21). See Heine 2014
for a detailed study of this kōan.

75.  The two questions are a quotation from the Jūshu chokumon.
Whether Bonjō consulted the original is unclear, since Takiya
and Ōuchi also quote this source; see Taiso ryakuden, 31v and
37v (1897 ed., 32 and 38–39), and Taiso kokushi goden, 21–22.
Takiya cites the questions and answers in full, whereas Ōuchi
cites only the ten questions. The original was written in



Chinese, but Takiya and Ōuchi provide a Japanese rendering of
the original.

76.  This sentence is a quotation from the Taiso ryakuden, 39r
(1897 ed., 40).

77.  The Taiso ryakuden contains a similar sentence at 39v (1897
ed., 41), but Bonjō could be drawing from the Godaigo tennō
rinji sha, which he quotes in full in the following.

78.  Here Bonjō quotes Godaigo tennō rinji sha, the document
supposedly written by Emperor Godaigo. The manuscript is
dated Genkō 2 (1322).

79.  Shaolinsi 少林寺 is the monastery where Bodhidharma is said
to have spent nine years.

80.  The five petals can be interpreted as an allusion to the five
generations of patriarchs that followed Bodhidharma: Huike 慧
可, Sengcan 僧粲, Daoxin 道信, Hongren 弘忍, and Huineng 慧
能. The term has also been interpreted as an allusion to the so-
called five houses, the five main branches of the Chan lineage:
Guiyang 潙仰 (J. Igyō), Linji 臨濟 (J. Rinzai), Caodong 曹洞 (J.
Sōtō), Yunmen 雲門 (J. Unmon), and Fayan 法眼 (J. Hōgen).

81.  Here Bonjō quotes the entire document supposedly bestowed
by Emperor Gomurakami in Shōhei 9 (1354), the Gomurakami
tennō rinji sha, with one difference: for Sōtō 曹洞 in the
original, Bonjō substitutes Sōkei 曹渓.

82.  “All the worlds in the ten directions are one bright pearl” (盡十
方世界是一顆明珠) is a saying attributed to Xuansha Shibei 玄沙
師備 (J. Gensha Shibi; 835–908), who is said to have used it to
instruct people. The locus classicus is an exchange in his
biography in the Jingde chuandeng lu: A monk asked Xuansha
how a student is supposed to understand this saying. Xuansha
replied by asking what use would there be in understanding.
The next day, Xuansha asked the monk the same question, and
the monk repeated Xuansha’s answer from the day before.
Xuansha then said, “Now I know that you make your living in
the cave of demons under the mountains.” See T 51: 346c16–
21; and Foulk 2017, 2: 118, for an English translation. Dōgen
devoted one fascicle of his Shōbōgenzō, Ikka Myōju 一顆明珠,
to this kōan; see DZZ 1: 76–81.

83.  There is a similar sentence at the end of the first section of
the Butsuji kōshiki; see Ozaki 1998c, 61–62.

84.  This sentence is a quotation from the Butsuji kōshiki; see
Ozaki 1998c, 62.

85.  This verse is from the Sutra of the Long-Life King
(Changshouwang jing, J. Chōjūō kyō), T 3: 388a8–9.



86.  Takiya cites all ten rules and states that Keizan entrusted
Sōjiji to Gasan; see Taiso ryakuden, 40r–41v (1897 ed., 41–43).
Ōuchi and the Rentōroku do not mention the ten rules.

87.  This passage is a quotation from the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 246,
but there the Dharma talk continues after the excerpt quoted
in the Dentō kōshiki.

88.  This is a slightly expanded quote from the Rentōroku, SZ 16:
246.

89.  Here the shikimon gives the characters of the temple Kōkōji
in the wrong order (孝光 instead of 光孝). This was most likely
due to a scribal error, because the correct characters were
given in the third section of the shikimon.

90.  This is a slightly altered quote from the Rentōroku, SZ 16:
246.

91.  This sentence is based on the Sōjiji version of the Butsuji
kōshiki; see Ozaki 1998c, 61.

92.  This sentence is a variation of a passage in the Hōon kōshiki,
SZ 2: 731.

93.  Traditionally, Gasan and not Keizan is said to have had five
superior disciples. Keizan is said to have had six great
disciples: Meihō, Chikō, Gasan, Shikan, Kohō Kakumyō, and
Gensho. Kakumyō is not mentioned in this passage.

94.  The exact source has not been identified, but there is a similar
statement in the Hōon kōshiki, ZSZ 2: 731. Because Gasan’s
disciples were famous and very influential in the history of
Sōjiji, it is difficult to judge whether Bonjō wrote this sentence
based on the Hōon kōshiki.

95.  Dharma water is a metaphor for the benefits of the Dharma:
as water washes away stains, the Dharma erases delusions.

96.  Shikai are the oceans in the four cardinal directions around
Mt. Sumeru.

97.  This sentence is based on the Rentōroku, SZ 16: 246, and the
Taiso ryakuden, 44r (1897 ed., 45).

98.  This sentence is probably based on the Taiso ryakuden, 44r–v
(1897 ed., 45–46), where Takiya quotes Emperor
Gomomozono’s edict in full. In the ritual handbook of this
kōshiki in the Kadono Konzen Library Collection, a monk
added by hand the sentence “Further, Emperor Meiji ordered
and bestowed the posthumous name Great Master Jōsai,” most
likely around the time the title was bestowed in 1909.

99.  The six ways by which monks harmonize with each other are
body, speech, thought, precepts, view, and practice.



100
.  The four kinds of offerings are clothing, food and drink,

bedding, and medicine.
101

.  In India, monks raised a banner at the gate during a sermon.
Likewise, banners are raised in Zen temples during the
biannual training periods and for special ceremonies.

102
.  Because Butsuji is also a posthumous name for Keizan, this

passage can also be translated as “May the marvelous mind of
Butsuji [Keizan] …”

103
.  This verse is from the eighth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, T 9:

23b11–12.



Appendix 7

Butsuji kōshiki (ca. 1725): Yōkōji
Manuscript (Facsimile)





















Facsimile by Sōtōshū Bunkazai Chōsa Iinkai. Used with permission.



Appendix 8

Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki (1806):
Taineiji Manuscript (Facsimile)

















The Taineiji manuscript contains additional entries about the annual
rituals at Sōjiji and other information about the head temple, written
by Taikō Ryūdō (n.d.), who served as rotating abbot at Sōjiji in 1830–
1831, which are not reproduced here. Facsimile by Sōtōshū Bunkazai
Chōsa Iinkai. Used with permission.



Appendix 9

Tōjō dentō kōshiki (1893) (Facsimile)





























This ritual handbook contains all texts vocalized as well as detailed
instructions for the performance. But here only Azegami Baisen’s
preface, the shikimon, the Universal Transfer of Merit, and Bukkan
Bonjō’s postscript are reproduced. From the Kadono Konzen Library
Collection. Used with permission.
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Christianity: Byzantine, 1;
chants, 1;
liturgical “we,” 1

collective memory: expressed in shikimon, 1;
of Keizan, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
kōshiki performances as affirmation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

communal obeisance (sōrai): in Butsuji kōshiki, 1;
in Dentō kōshiki, 1, 2n58;
musical instruments, 1;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2;
vocalization, 1, 2, 3

cymbals (hatsu or hachi), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Dabeixin tuoluoni. See Dhāraṇī of the Mind of Great Compassion
Daifusatsu bosatsu shiki (Grand precepts meeting), 1, 2, 3nn 4,

5n102, 6n115
Daihannya kōshiki, 1, 2n92, 3, 4, 5n81, 6, 7
Daijōji: abbots, 1, 2, 3;

Keizan and, 1, 2, 3n56, 4, 5, 6, 7;
kōshiki performances, 1n82;
proximity to Hakusan, 1;
ritual handbooks, 1

Dainichi Nōnin, 1, 2n59
Daini Sōryū, Myōken kōshiki (Kōshiki for Myōken), 1, 2
Dairyūji, 1
daishindoku (“grand true” reading style), 1, 2n29, 3, 4
Daruma kōshiki (Kōshiki on Bodhidharma): authors, 1;

at Eiheiji, 1, 2, 3, 4;
multivolume editions, 1;
performances, 1n78, 2, 3;
shikimon, 1

Daruma school, 1, 2n33, 3n59
Deegalle, Mahinda, 1n4
denjū (transmission from master to disciple), 1.

See also Dharma transmission
Denkōroku (Record of the transmission of the light), 1, 2, 3
Dentōin, 1, 2
Dentō kōshiki. See Tōjō dentō kōshiki
Dhāraṇī of the Jubilant Corona (Foding zunsheng tuoluoni), 1n28
Dhāraṇī of the Mind of Great Compassion (Dabeixin tuoluoni), 1,

2n28, 3, 4
Dharma transmission: denjū, 1;

light or lamp metaphor, 1;
narration in Dentō kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
Zen lineages, 1, 2
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dōanryō (office of ino assistants), 1
Dōgen: ancestry, 1;

anniversaries of death, 1, 2, 3;
arhat cult and, 1;
Bendōwa (Talk on pursuing the way), 1, 2;
biographies, 1, 2, 3, 4;
bone fragment, 1;
collective memory of, 1, 2;
compared to Keizan, 1, 2;
disciples, 1;
as founder of Sōtō school, 1, 2, 3;
founding of Eiheiji, 1n18, 2;
Great Master title, 1;
Kenzeiki, 1;
kōshiki performed by, 1, 2;
kōshiki performed for, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
lineage, 1, 2;
memorial services, 1, 2;
as patriarch, 1, 2;
posthumous title, 1, 2;
purple robe, 1n30;
Rakan kōshiki, 1n45;
Rakan kuyō shikimon, 1, 2, 3, 4;
relics and, 1n33;
as Sōtō founder, 1;
Tenzō kyōkun (Instructions for the cook), 1;
on zazen, 1.
See also Dōgen zenji kōshiki; Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki; Eihei

shoso Dōgen zenji kōshiki;
Jōyō daishi kōshiki; Shōbōgenzō

Dōgen zenji kōshiki (Kōshiki on Zen Master Dōgen), 1, 2, 3n79
Donge Zenzui, 1
Dongyang Dehui, Chixiu Baizhang qinggui (Imperial revision of

Baizhang’s rules of purity), 1, 2
dreams: monks’ lives, 1n53;

mothers’, 1, 2n47, 3, 4;
rituals, 1n25, 2n27;
temple founding, 1n59, 2, 3, 4, 5

drums: accompanying sutra reading, 1;
large, 1, 2;
mokugyo (wooden fish), 1, 2, 3, 4n28, 5;
use in kōshiki, 1, 2.
See also musical instruments

Eckel, David, 1n35
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Eiheiji: abbots, 1, 2n63, 3n30, 4, 5, 6, 7;
arhats protecting, 1;
as Dōgen’s temple, 1, 2n18, 3;
fieldwork at, 1, 2;
ino, 1, 2;
Keizan at, 1;
memorial services, 1;
novices, 1;
ritual manuals, 1;
rituals, 1, 2;
rivalry with Sōjiji, 1, 2n18, 3, 4, 5, 6;
satellite temples, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
shōmyō teachers, 1, 2;
as Sōtō head temple, 1, 2;
Yōkōji and, 1

Eiheiji, kōshiki performances: Busshōe kōshiki, 1;
contemporary, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
Daruma kōshiki, 1;
by Dōgen, 1;
for Dōgen, 1, 2;
Rakan kōshiki, 1n66;
in Tokugawa period, 1, 2n92, 3

Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki (Kōshiki to repay benevolence received
from the founder of Eihei[ji]): composition, 1;

performances, 1n92, 2, 3;
recent revision, 1, 2;
replacement, 1;
shikimon, 1, 2, 3;
as source for Dentō kōshiki, 1, 2n58, 3, 4, 5;
structure, 1;
sutra readings, 1, 2n82;
use of Great Master title, 1

Eihei shoso Dōgen zenji kōshiki (Kōshiki on Zen Master Eihei
Dōgen), 1

eisanka (Buddhist hymns), 1n10
Ejō, 1, 2, 3, 4
Engakuji, 1n45
Ennin, 1, 2n84, 3n58

Faure, Bernard, 1, 2n45, 3n59
Final Praise (Gobai), 1, 2nn 3
Five Hundred Arhats, 1, 2, 3.

See also arhats
Five Kōshiki of the Sōtō School (Tōjō go kōshiki), 1
Flood, Gavin, 1
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Ford, James L., 1
Four Kōshiki, 1
Four Part Vinaya, 1
Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shika hōyō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
frames, 1

See also ritual frames
Fuekō. See Universal Transfer of Merit
fugin. See sutra-chanting services
Fujiwara family, 1
funerals: invocations of Jizō, 1;

kōshiki performances, 1n56, 2, 3;
for lay devotees, 1;
training, 1.
See also memorial services

fushi, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
See also musical notation

gagaku (court music), 1n18, 2, 3n35, 4
Gasan Jōseki: biography, 1;

disciples, 1n33, 2;
Keizan and, 1, 2, 3, 4;
memorial services, 1, 2, 3, 4n93, 5, 6n21, 7;
protection of Yōkōji, 1;
as Sōjiji abbot, 1n2, 2, 3;
as Yōkōji abbot, 1, 2

Gasan kōshiki, 1, 2n70, 3, 4, 5
Gāthā of Falling Flowers (Sange no ge), 1, 2, 3
Gāthā of Praising Incense (Kōsan no ge), 1
Gāthā of Sanskrit Sound (Bonnon no ge), 1, 2
Gāthā of the Sounding Staff (Shakujō no ge), 1, 2, 3, 4
Gāthā to Scattering Flowers (Sange no ge): in Butsuji kōshiki, 1;

musical instruments, 1;
musical notation, 1, 2;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4;
vocalization, 1, 2, 3

Genkō shakusho, 1
Genpei jōsui ki (Record of the rise and fall of the Minamoto and

Taira), 1
Genshin, 1, 2n16, 3, 4n61, 5, 6n58
Gidō, 1
Gien, 1
Giun, Hokke kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Lotus [Sutra]), 1, 2, 3
Gladigow, Burkhard, 1, 2n8
Godaigo, Emperor: memorial services, 1, 2;

recognition of Sōjiji, 1, 2;
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ten questions sent to Keizan, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
godō, 1, 2n41, 3n42, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
goeika (Buddhist devotional hymns), 1n13, 2, 3
Goffman, Erving, 1
Gomurakami, Emperor, 1, 2
Gotsuchimikado, Emperor, 1
Grand Precepts Meeting. See Daifusatsu bosatsu shiki
“grand true” reading style. See daishindoku
Great Sutra on the Perfection of Wisdom (Mahāprajñāpāramitā

Sūtra), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
guest-host paradigm, 1
Gülberg, Niels, 1, 2, 3n3, 4, 5n16, 6, 7
Gyōki, 1
Gyosan shishō, 1

Haga Jōmyō, 1
hagiographies, 1.

See also biographies
hakase. See musical notation
Hakusan (White Mountain), 1, 2
Hakusan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3n79
Hakuun Ekyō, 1
Halbwachs, Maurice, 1n3
Handelman, Don, 1n6, 2, 3n11
Haruki Shōshū, 1, 2, 3, 4n54, 5n59, 6
Hasegawa Ten’ei, 1
head temples: agreement between, 1;

monastic training, 1, 2n41, 3;
novices, 1, 2;
in Tokugawa period, 1, 2;
“two head temples, one essence” (ryōzan ittai funi) doctrine, 1, 2.
See also Eiheiji; Sōjiji

Heart Sutra, 1, 2n31, 3
Heroic March Dhāraṇī (Lengyan zhou), 1, 2n27, 3, 4n29, 5, 6
Hiei, Mt., 1
Hōenji, 1
Hokke kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Lotus [Sutra]), 1, 2, 3
Hōkōji, 1
Hōkyōji, 1, 2, 3n38
Hōnen, 1
Hōonji, 1
Hōon kōshiki. See Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki
hōon kōshiki (kōshiki to repay benevolence received), 1, 2, 3, 4
Hornborg, Anne-Christine, 1
Horton, Sarah Johanna, 1n16
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Hōshōji, 1, 2n56
hosshiki (ritual procedures), 1
hosshiki kōshiki (ritual procedures and kōshiki), 1
hosshiki shōmyō (ritual procedures and Buddhist chant), 1, 2, 3, 4
Hōyō, 1
hōyō (ceremonies), 1
See also rituals
human rights movement, Sōtō school, 1, 2n98, 3
Hymn of the Four Wisdoms (Shichisan): in Butsuji kōshiki, 1;

in kōshiki, 1;
musical instruments, 1, 2;
omitted from kōshiki performances, 1;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
in Shingon school, 1n109;
text, 1;
vocalization, 1, 2

hymns. See eisanka; goeika; wasan
hyōbyaku. See pronouncement of intention

Imai Gen’yū, 1, 2
Imamura Genshū, 1, 2, 3
ino, 1, 2n43, 3, 4, 5, 6
Inoue Gishin: Hakusan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3n79;

on Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, 1;
Jōyō daishi kōshiki (Kōshiki for Great Master Jōyō), 1, 2, 3n79;
kōshiki by, 1, 2;
on kōshiki, 1n49, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
on postures, 1;
on shikimon reading, 1, 2n6

instrumental music, 1, 2, 3
See also musical instruments

interrituality, 1, 2n3, 3, 4, 5, 6
intertextuality: interrituality as extension of, 1;

of kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
of shikimon, 1, 2

invitation (kanjō), 1, 2n31, 3.
See also address of invitation

Itō Ryōkō, 1

Jakuen, 1, 2
Jakushū Kankō, 1
Jātaka stories, 1
Jien, 1
Jigenji, 1
Jizō, 1, 2, 3
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Jizō kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4
Jōjin, 1
Jōjūji, 1, 2, 3, 4
Jōkei: Jizō kōshiki, 1, 2;

Kannon kōshiki, 1, 2;
Shari kōshiki, 1

Jōken, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Jōmanji, 1n17, 2
Jōyō daishi kōshiki (Kōshiki for Great Master Jōyō), 1, 2, 3n79
Jūmujin’in shari kōshiki (Kōshiki on the relics of Jūmujin’in), 1
Junji ōjō kōshiki (Kōshiki on rebirth in the Pure Land), 1
Jūroku Rakan kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Sixteen Arhats), 1n26, 2.

See also Shiza kōshiki

Kada narabini hōyō, 1, 2, 3n42
Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki (Taineiji manuscript), 1n44, 2, 3, 4, 5
Kakua, 1
Kakuban, 1, 2
Kakumyō, 1, 2
Kakunyo, 1
kami: kōshiki written for, 1, 2;

mountain, 1, 2, 3;
separation from buddhas, 1

kangen kō (lit. assembly of wind and string instruments), 1, 2
kangen kōshiki, 1, 2
kangyō (practicing in the cold), 1, 2n61
Kankai, 1
Kannon, 1, 2, 3, 4n27, 5, 6, 7, 8n67, 9, 10, 11, 12
Kannon kōshiki (Kōshiki on Kannon): of Jōkei, 1, 2;

performances, 1, 2, 3;
structure, 1, 2;
use of title, 1

Kannon senbō (Kannon repentance ceremony): composition, 1n84;
instrumental music, 1n48;
kōshiki term used for, 1;
performances, 1, 2n84, 3, 4n56, 5;
replacement by Kannon kōshiki, 1;
ritual handbooks, 1n115

Kannon Sutra, 1, 2
kanshō bells, 1
karaoke, 1, 2, 3
Kasekison nōke kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Kasuisai, 1, 2, 3, 4
Kawase Genkō, 1
Keijūji, 1
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Keizan Jōkin: arhat cult and, 1n59, 2, 3n25;
biographies, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
collective memory of, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
death, 1, 2n60, 3;
disciples, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
enlightenment experience, 1, 2;
as founder of Sōtō school, 1, 2, 3;
kōshiki performed by, 1, 2, 3n62;
kōshiki performed for, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
life story, 1, 2, 3n60, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9;
lineage, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n59, 6, 7, 8;
mausoleum, 1, 2;
memorial services for, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
as patriarch, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
posthumous names and titles, 1n2, 2n37, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
previous lives, 1n25, 2;
relics buried by, 1n33;
Sansō yuiseki teradera okibumiki (Will on the temples I leave

behind), 1;
temples founded by, 1, 2, 3, 4n56, 5, 6n17, 7;
Tōkokuki (Record of Tōkoku[san]), 1n59, 2, 3n25, 4, 5n53, 6nn 7,

8;
Tōkokusan jinmiraisai okibumi (Will on the future of Tōkokusan),

1n59, 2;
writings, 1.
See also Butsuji kōshiki; Tōjō dentō kōshiki

Keizan shingi (Pure rules of Master Keizan), Rinkō manuscript:
musical notation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;

Nehan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3n62;
Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
use of kōshiki term, 1n46

Kenchōji, 1n45
Kendall, Laura, 1n60
Kenzeiki, 1, 2
Keta shrine, 1, 2
Kimura Bunmei, 1
kinetic modules, 1, 2, 3
Kishigami Kōjun, 1
Koan Shikan, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Kohō Chisan, 1
Kohō Hakugan, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

See also Taiso Butsuji kōshiki
Kojima Shōin, 1
Kokan Shiren, Genkō shakusho, 1
Kōkōji, 1, 2
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kōkyō kō, 1
Komazawa University, 1
Kōmyō, Emperor, 1
Kōsan no ge. See Gāthā of Praising Incense
Kōsen Mujaku, 1
kōshiki: adopted from other schools, 1, 2, 3;

composition, 1, 2, 3, 4;
contemporary, 1, 2, 3;
cultural influence, 1, 2;
definition (broad and narrow senses), 1, 2, 3n46, 4;
English translations, 1;
history in Sōtō school, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
invention and development of genre, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
as living tradition, 1;
localized, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
in Meiji era, 1, 2;
number composed, 1;
objects of veneration, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
scholarship on, 1, 2, 3, 4;
standardization, 1, 2;
use of term in Sōtō school, 1

kōshiki performances: actors, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
before images, 1;
as collective memory affirmation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
in concert, 1;
contemporary, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
diversity, 1, 2, 3;
dress rehearsals, 1, 2;
at funerals, 1n56, 2;
before images, 1;
implements, 1, 2n45, 3, 4n98;
instrumental music, 1, 2, 3;
lengths, 1;
in medieval period, 1, 2, 3;
in Meiji era, 1, 2;
as monastic rituals, 1, 2, 3, 4;
movements, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
multidimensionality, 1, 2, 3, 4;
by nuns, 1, 2;
officiants (dōshi or shikishi), 1, 2;
recordings, 1, 2, 3;
ritual implements, 1, 2n98;
sites, 1;
soteriological function, 1;
soundscape, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
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standardization, 1, 2;
theater techniques and dance, 1;
in Tokugawa period, 1n45, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9n42, 10;
at training temples, 1, 2, 3;
in vernacular language, 1
See also Eiheiji; musical instruments; Sōjiji; vocalization; and

individual titles
kōshiki structure: intertextuality, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

ritual elements, 1, 2;
variations, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
See also modules;
ritual frames

kōshiki texts: amendments, 1;
archives, 1, 2;
authors, 1, 2;
influence on literature in other genres, 1;
languages, 1, 2;
manuscripts, 1, 2;
as material objects, 1;
in medieval period, 1;
in Meiji era, 1, 2;
multivolume editions, 1;
number of, 1, 2, 3;
in Tokugawa period, 1, 2, 3, 4;
transmission, 1, 2;
woodblock print editions, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
See also musical notation; and individual kōshiki

Kōya Kennin, 1, 2, 3, 4
Kōya, Mt., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

See also Shingon school
Kōzanji, 1
Kreinath, Jens, 1n11
Krueger, Derek, 1, 2n5, 3
Kūkai, 1, 2n16, 3, 4, 5n107
Kuonjōin Nisshin, 1n61

Lanxi Daolong (J. Rankei Doryū), 1n45, 2
lay devotees: chanting and hymn singing, 1n13, 2;

in kōshiki audiences, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n6, 6, 7, 8;
memorial services, 1, 2;
participation in kōshiki, 1, 2n29;
rituals performed for, 1;
texts written for, 1

Ledderose, Lothar, 1
Li Longmin, 1
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literature, influence of kōshiki, 1
liturgy: Chinese, 1;

development in Japan, 1, 2, 3;
fluidity, 1;
of memory, 1;
songs of edification (kyōke), 1, 2n11;
use of term, 1n19;
vocalization, 1, 2;
Zen, 1, 2

Lotus Sutra, 1n82, 2n61, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
See also Hokke kōshiki

Machida Muneo, 1n98
Maekawa Bokushō: on bonnon, 1n70;

field research and, 1, 2, 3;
musical notation system, 1, 2;
rituals performed, 1;
students, 1;
teaching activities and methods, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
training, 1, 2, 3;
views of shōmyō practice, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
“Zen Master Dōgen and Religious Rituals” (Kōso Dōgen zenji to

shūkyō girei), 1
Maekawa Hakuhō: influence, 1;

recordings, 1;
students, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
teaching activities, 1;
view of shōmyō practice, 1, 2

Maitreya, 1, 2
Manshōji, 1
Manzan Dōhaku, 1, 2
Marvelously Beneficial Disaster-Preventing Dhāraṇī (Xiaozai miao

jixiang tuoluoni), 1n28
material modules, 1
Matsuda Bun’yū, 1n60
medieval period: kōshiki performances, 1, 2, 3;

kōshiki texts, 1;
socio-political changes, 1

Meeks, Lori Rochelle, 1
Meihō Sotetsu, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Meiji emperor, 1, 2
Meiji era: Buddhist music, 1;

Keizan biographies, 1, 2;
kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
religious policies, 1, 2;
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Sōtō school, 1, 2, 3;
Zen Buddhism, 1.
See also Tōjō dentō kōshiki

Meiji shinkoku Rakan kōshiki, 1
Meiken, 1
Meishū Shushin, 1
memorial services: for Bodhidharma, 1, 2, 3;

for Buddha, 1, 2, 3;
for Dōgen, 1, 2;
at Eiheiji, 1;
for Gasan, 1, 2, 3, 4n93, 5, 6n21, 7;
for Godaigo, 1, 2;
for Keizan, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
for lay devotees, 1, 2;
for monks, 1, 2;
for patriarchs, 1, 2, 3, 4;
ritual forms, 1;
at Sōjiji, 1, 2, 3, 4n21, 5;
at Yōkōji, 1, 2.
See also funerals; kōshiki performances

memory. See collective memory
Menzan Zuihō: arhat cult and, 1, 2n25;

on authorship of Daruma kōshiki, 1;
Daihannya kōshiki, 1, 2n92, 3, 4, 5n81, 6, 7;
on Dōgen’s authorship of Rakan kōshiki, 1;
Hokke kōshiki edited by, 1n63;
Tōjō Rakan kōshiki, 1;
Tōjō sōdō shingi kōtei betsuroku, 1n28.
See also Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki

merit: produced in rituals, 1, 2;
transfer of, 1, 2n14, 3, 4, 5;
Universal Transfer of Merit (Fuekō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Ministry of Cultural Affairs, 1
modularity: of ritual frames, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;

of rituals, 1, 2, 3, 4
modules: acoustic, 1, 2, 3;

kinetic, 1, 2, 3;
material, 1;
textual, 1

mokugyo (wooden fish), 1, 2, 3, 4n28, 5
monasteries, Zen: bells, 1, 2;

funerals and memorial services, 1;
soundscapes, 1, 2, 3

monastic training: in etiquette, 1;
at head temples, 1, 2n41, 3;
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in ritual expertise, 1, 2;
in shōmyō, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
See also godō; ino

monks, Sōtō: annual rituals, 1;
biographies, 1;
changing robes, 1;
as head priests, 1;
memorial services, 1.
See also monastic training; shōmyō specialists

monks, Zen: biographies, 1, 2n8, 3;
dreams, 1n53;
lineages, 1, 2;
memorial services, 1;
novices, 1

Morita Shōkō, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Moriyoshi shinnō reisen’an (Order by Prince Moriyoshi), 1
Mugai Chikō, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Mugaku Guzen, 1
Mūlasarvāstivāda Vinaya, 1
Munakata Gihō, 1, 2, 3
music: Buddhist (bukkyō ongaku), 1;

court (gagaku), 1n18, 2, 3n35, 4;
instrumental, 1, 2, 3;
in kōshiki performances, 1, 2;
melodic change, 1;
rhythm, 1;
in rituals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
traditional Japanese, 1;
as Ur-sound, 1;
use of term, 1;
vocal, 1;
Western, 1, 2

musical instruments: cymbals (hatsu or hachi), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
drums, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
functions in kōshiki performances, 1, 2, 3;
in Genpei jōsui ki, 1;
gongs (shōgo), 1;
gongs, small (nyō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
kangen kō, 1;
monks’ use of, 1;
musical notation for, 1, 2, 3, 4;
quality, 1;
singing bowls (daikei, keisu), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
sounding staff (shakujō), 1, 2, 3, 4;
sounds, 1, 2;
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use in rituals, 1, 2, 3.
See also bells; soundscapes

musical notation: in Rinzai ritual handbooks, 1;
Western, 1, 2

musical notation (hakase): development in Japan, 1;
earliest examples, 1, 2, 3;
functions, 1;
fushi, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
for instruments, 1, 2, 3, 4;
learning to read, 1, 2, 3;
melodic organization, 1;
new style of Sōtō notation, 1, 2, 3, 4;
old style of Sōtō notation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
in ritual handbooks, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
Shingon school notation, 1, 2, 3, 4;
standardization, 1;
systems, 1, 2, 3, 4n36, 5, 6;
Tendai school notation, 1, 2, 3

musicians, professional, 1
Myōe: Busshōe kōshiki, 1, 2n82, 3, 4, 5, 6;

dreams, 1n53;
Jūmujin’in shari kōshiki, 1;
Jūroku Rakan kōshiki, 1;
kōshiki by, 1n13, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6n100;
Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2n34;
Rakan wasan, 1n34;
Shiza kōshiki, 1, 2n26, 3, 4n29, 5, 6n100, 7n34, 8n117;
temple, 1

Myōgenji, 1n68
Myōken (Skt. Sudarśana), 1
Myōken kōshiki (Kōshiki for Myōken), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n81, 6
Myōkōji, 1, 2n43
Myōshinji: Daruma kōshiki, 1n78;

Rakan kōshiki performances, 1;
ritual handbook, 1, 2, 3

Nandimitrā, 1, 2n33.
See also Record of the Perpetuity of the Dharma

Nanzan Shin school, 1
Nehan kō kada narabini Shichisan, 1, 2, 3
Nehan kōshiki (Kōshiki on the Buddha’s passing): attribution to

Genshin, 1, 2n61;
images used in, 1;
of Lanxi Daolong, 1n45;
manuscripts, 1n46, 2, 3, 4n62, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9;
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multivolume editions, 1;
performances, 1, 2n62, 3, 4, 5, 6n82, 7;
shikimon, 1n46, 2;
verses used in other kōshiki, 1.
See also Shiza kōshiki

Nelson, Steven G., 1, 2
New Kamakura schools, 1
New Year’s celebrations, 1
Nihon tōjō rentōroku (Transmission of the lamp in the Japanese Sōtō

school), 1, 2, 3, 4
Nijūgo zanmai shiki (Ceremony of the twenty-five samādhi), 1, 2n16,

3
Nittaiji Senmon Sōdō, 1, 2, 3, 4
novices: at head temples, 1, 2;

young monks’ associations, 1, 2, 3;
Zen, 1
See also monastic training; training temples

Nozaki Taiyū, 1
nuns: disciples of Sawaki Kōdō, 1;

kōshiki performances, 1, 2;
rituals for Ānanda, 1;
shōmyō training, 1, 2

Nyoraibai. See Praise of the Thus Come One
Nyoraibaimon. See Verse of the Praise of the Thus Come One

Ōbaku school, 1, 2
objects of veneration: images, 1, 2, 3;

of kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
See also address of invitation; arhats; communal obeisance

offertory declaration (saimon): in Butsuji kōshiki, 1;
in Dentō kōshiki, 1;
posture of monks, 1;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
in Taiso Butsuji kōshiki, 1;
texts, 1n13, 2n39;
vocalization, 1, 2, 3

Ōjō kōshiki (Kōshiki on rebirth [in Amida’s Pure Land]), 1, 2, 3, 4
Okamura Kōbun, 1
Ongaku kōshiki (Kōshiki on music), 1
Oppitz, Michael, 1
Orzech, Charles D., 1n6
Ōuchi Seiran: Sōtōshū ryōso denryaku (Short biographies of the two

patriarchs of the Sōtō school), 1, 2, 3, 4;
Tōjō zaike shushōgi (The meaning of practice-realization for lay

members of the Sōtō school), 1n42
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Ozaki Shōzen, 1n39

patriarchs: biographies narrated in kōshiki, 1;
Chan, 1, 2n33, 3, 4, 5;
memorial services, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sōtō, 1, 2, 3, 4;
sutra-chanting services, 1.
See also Dōgen; Keizan Jōkin

percussion instruments. See drums; musical instruments
postures, 1
Praise of the Relics (Shari rai), 1, 2n114, 3, 4
Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibai): importance, 1;

length, 1n9;
musical instruments, 1;
musical notation, 1, 2, 3, 4;
omitted from kōshiki performances, 1;
performances, 1, 2, 3, 4;
posture of monks, 1;
text, 1n65;
vocalization, 1, 2, 3

pronouncement of intention (hyōbyaku), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n15, 6, 7n46, 8, 9
proselytization, kōshiki for, 1
Pure Land. See Amida’s Pure Land
pure sound (bonnon), 1, 2n70
“pure Zen” practices, 1, 2

Raihai no ge, 1n58
Rakan kō hossoku, 1, 2
Rakan kō kada narabini Shichisan, 1
Rakan kōshiki (Kōshiki on the arhats): attributed to Dōgen, 1, 2, 3, 4;

of Dōgen, 1n45;
Keizan shingi manuscript, 1, 2, 3;
of Lanxi Daolong, 1n45;
as model, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
multivolume editions, 1;
musical notation, 1, 2;
Myōe’s version, 1, 2n34;
popularity, 1;
in Rinzai school, 1, 2, 3;
ritual handbooks, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
shikimon, 1, 2;
in Shingon school, 1, 2, 3;
sources, 1;
by Yōsai, 1

Rakan kōshiki performances: actors, 1, 2, 3, 4;
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address of invitation (kanjōmon), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
ceremonial space, 1, 2, 3, 4;
communal obeisance, 1, 2;
contemporary, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
at Eiheiji, 1n66;
Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shika hōyō), 1, 2, 3, 4;
Hymn of the Four Wisdoms, 1, 2, 3, 4;
images used in, 1, 2;
instrumental music, 1;
motives, 1, 2;
offertory declaration, 1, 2, 3;
reading of Dharma words, 1, 2, 3;
rehearsals, 1;
ritual space purification, 1, 2, 3;
San-Bon-Shaku, 1, 2, 3;
seating order, 1, 2, 3, 4;
shikimon reading, 1, 2n66, 3, 4, 5, 6;
in Tokugawa period, 1;
transfer of merit, 1, 2

Rakan kōshiki structure: compared to other kōshiki, 1;
comparison among schools, 1, 2;
modules, 1;
ritual frame, 1, 2;
ritual handbooks, 1

Rakan kushiki, 1, 2n34
Rakan kuyō (Offering for the arhats), 1n46, 2
Rakan kuyō shiki, 1
Rakan kuyō shikimon, 1, 2, 3, 4
Rakan pai, 1, 2n31
Rankin, Susan, 1
Rappoport, Roy A., 1
Reader, Ian, 1
reading (yomu shōmyō), 1, 2, 3
recitation (kataru shōmyō), 1, 2
Record of the Perpetuity of the Dharma, Narrated by the Great Arhat

Nandimitrā (Skt. Nandimitrāvadāna, Ch. Daaluohan
nantimiduoluo suoshuo fazhuji), 1, 2, 3, 4n33, 5

Reinan Shūjo, 1n39.
See also Nihon tōjō rentōroku

relics: of Buddha, 1, 2, 3;
in Daruma school, 1n59;
Shari kōshiki, 1n26, 2, 3, 4n100, 5n33;
veneration, 1n33;
of Zen masters, 1

Rentōroku. See Nihon tōjō rentōroku
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Rinzai school: founder, 1;
Hōtō branch, 1;
kōshiki, 1n45, 2, 3n78, 4;
Rakan kōshiki, 1n55, 2, 3, 4;
ritual handbooks, 1, 2;
rituals, 1, 2;
shōmyō, 1

ritual frames: building, 1;
of Butsuji kōshiki, 1, 2;
of Dentō kōshiki, 1;
of kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
modularity, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
nested, 1, 2;
of Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2;
of shikimon, 1, 2, 3, 4

ritual manuals. See kōshiki texts
ritual procedures. See hosshiki
rituals: for Ānanda, 1;

annual, 1, 2, 3;
aural dimension, 1, 2, 3, 4;
changing of robe (tenne), 1;
collective memory and, 1, 2;
daily, 1;
definition, 1, 2n8;
evolution, 1, 2n48;
guest-host paradigm, 1;
interrituality, 1, 2n3, 3, 4, 5, 6;
kōshiki term used for, 1;
modularity, 1, 2, 3, 4;
monthly, 1;
movements during, 1, 2, 3;
shinsanshiki, 1;
sutra-chanting services ( fugin), 1, 2, 3, 4;
theatrical elements, 1;
at training temples, 1, 2;
variations, 1;
in vernacular language, 1, 2;
Zen, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
funerals;
kōshiki; liturgy; memorial services; merit; and specific rituals

ritual space purification, 1, 2, 3, 4
ritual spaces, 1, 2, 3
ritual specialists, 1.

See also shōmyō specialists
robe, 1, 2, 3n30, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
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Rokudō kōshiki (Kōshiki on the six realms), 1
rolling reading. See tendoku
Ryaku kōshiki (Daijō shōin), 1, 2n114, 3, 4
Ryūkan, 1

Saichō, 1, 2n16, 3, 4
Saifukuji, 1
saimon. See offertory declaration
Sakai Tokugen, 1
Sakauchi Ryūyū, 1
Sakujitsu Rakan kōshiki (Kōshiki for the arhats on the first day of the

year), 1
San-Bon-Shaku: handbell cues, 1;

omitted from kōshiki performances, 1;
posture of monks, 1;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
vocalization, 1, 2n8, 3

Sange no ge. See Gāthā of Falling Flowers; Gāthā to Scattering
Flowers

San kōshiki narabini hōyō, 1n82, 2n42
Sansō yuiseki teradera okibumiki (Will on the temples I leave

behind), 1
Sawada Atsuko, 1, 2
Sawaki Kōdō, 1, 2n68
Seigan kōshiki (Kōshiki on [Amida’s] vow), 1
Sengcan, 1
Shakujō no ge. See Gāthā of the Sounding Staff
Shari kōshiki (Kōshiki on relics), 1n26, 2, 3, 4n100, 5n33
Shichisan. See Hymn of the Four Wisdoms
shikan taza (just sitting), 1
shikimon (central text of ceremony): abbreviated readings, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5;
collective memory expressed in, 1;
composition, 1;
in Daruma kōshiki, 1;
in Dentō kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
in Eihei kaisan Hōon kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
functions, 1;
included in ritual manuals, 1, 2;
intertextuality, 1, 2;
kōshiki genre defined by, 1;
languages, 1;
musical instruments, 1, 2, 3;
in Nehan kōshiki, 1n46, 2;
in Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2n66, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
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reading speeds, 1, 2n6, 3;
ritual frames, 1, 2, 3, 4;
structure, 1;
sutra quotations, 1;
in Taiso Butsuji kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4;
vocalization, 1, 2n34, 3, 4n4, 5
See also Butsuji kōshiki shikimon

Shinchi Kakushin, 1
Shingen, 1
shingi (rules of purity), 1
Shingon school: kōshiki performances, 1, 2, 3;

musical notation, 1, 2;
Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2, 3;
ritual handbooks, 1;
rituals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n117;
shikimon vocalization, 1, 2n4;
Shingi branch, 1;
shōmyō, 1, 2, 3, 4;
use of kōshiki term, 1

Shinran, 1
Shinryū, 1, 2
Shintō, 1
Shiza kōshiki (Kōshiki in four sessions), 1, 2n26, 3, 4n29, 5, 6n117.

See also Nehan kōshiki; Shari kōshiki
Shōbōgenzō (Dōgen): Arakan, 1n52, 2n23;

on etiquette, 1n91;
influence, 1, 2, 3n88;
publication, 1;
on zazen, 1

Shōbōji, 1
shōmyō (Japanese Buddhist chant): as artistic expression, 1, 2, 3;

concert performances, 1;
development in Japan, 1;
Four Shōmyō Melodies (Shika hōyō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
genres, 1, 2;
individual interpretations, 1;
languages, 1, 2, 3;
meanings of texts, 1;
melodies, 1, 2;
monastic training, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
musical notation, 1, 2, 3;
oral transmission, 1, 2, 3, 4;
popularity among monks, 1, 2, 3;
reading (yomu shōmyō), 1, 2;
recitation (kataru shōmyō), 1;
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recordings, 1, 2n54, 3, 4n59, 5, 6;
religious meanings, 1, 2;
Rinzai school, 1;
ritual manuals, 1, 2;
Shingon school, 1, 2, 3, 4;
song (utau shōmyō), 1, 2, 3;
soteriological function, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sōtō school, 1, 2;
use of term, 1;
vocal training, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
as Zen practice, 1, 2.
See also Tanbutsue

Shōmyō kihan. See Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan
shōmyō specialists: musical backgrounds, 1;

recordings, 1;
ritual manuals, 1;
on singing goeika, 1;
teaching activities, 1, 2, 3;
views of practice, 1, 2;
vocal training, 1, 2

shōmyō teachers: need for, 1, 2, 3;
notation systems, 1;
private instruction, 1;
recordings, 1, 2;
solo performances, 1;
teaching methods, 1, 2.
See also Baba Gijitsu; Haruki Shōshū; Imai Gen’yū; ino; Kōya

Kennin; Maekawa Bokushō; Maekawa Hakuhō; Munakata
Gihō; Nozaki Taiyū; Suzuki Bunmei; Terakura Shōyū; training
temples

Shōmyō zenshū, 1
Shōun Setsugan, 1
Shōwakai, 1
Shōwa kaitei Rakan kōshiki, 1n47, 2n9, 3
Shōwa kaitei Shōmyō kihan (Regulations for shōmyō, revised in the

Shōwa era): appendix with Western musical notation, 1, 2;
diagram of setup and seating order, 1;
musical instruments instructions, 1n14;
musical notation, 1, 2, 3;
publication, 1;
Rakan kōshiki, 1;
use of, 1, 2n47

Shunkō, 1, 2
Six Kōshiki of the Sōtō School (Sōtō roku kōshiki), 1
Sixteen Arhats, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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See also arhats
Snoek, Jan A. M., 1n11
Sōgenji, 1
Sōjiji: abbot rotation system, 1, 2;

abbots, 1, 2, 3, 4n30, 5;
branch temples, 1, 2, 3, 4;
fieldwork at, 1, 2;
godō, 1;
Hall of the Great Ancestors (Daisodō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;
as head temple, 1, 2;
history, 1, 2, 3, 4;
independence, 1;
ino, 1, 2, 3;
kōshiki manuscripts, 1, 2;
lay parishioners, 1;
in Meiji era, 1;
memorial services held, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n21, 6;
novices, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
rituals, 1, 2, 3;
rivalry with Eiheiji, 1, 2n18, 3, 4, 5, 6;
rivalry with Yōkōji, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
Sanshōkaku, 1;
shōmyō training, 1, 2;
singing bowls, 1, 2n18;
status, 1, 2, 3, 4;
subtemples, 1, 2n33

Sōjiji, kōshiki performances: Butsuji kōshiki, 1;
ceremonial space, 1, 2, 3, 4;
contemporary, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Dentō kōshiki, 1, 2n39, 3, 4, 5;
dress rehearsals, 1;
group photos, 1;
Rakan kōshiki, 1, 2;
ritual handbooks, 1;
sutra readings, 1n82;
in Tokugawa period, 1, 2, 3, 4n93, 5, 6n82, 7n42.
See also Rakan kōshiki performances

Sōjiji Soin, 1, 2, 3n34, 4, 5, 6
Sōji kaisan Taiso ryakuden (Brief biography of the Great Ancestor,

founder of Sōji[ji]): audience, 1;
author, 1;
influence, 1, 2;
in Japanese, 1;
Keizan’s life story, 1, 2, 3, 4;
purpose, 1;
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sources, 1, 2
song (utau shōmyō), 1, 2, 3, 4
songs of edification (kyōke), 1, 2n11
sōrai. See communal obeisance
Sōtō nuns’ association, 1
Sōtō school: Dōgen as founder, 1, 2, 3;

etiquette, 1, 2, 3;
head temples, 1;
human rights movement, 1, 2n98, 3;
Keizan as founder, 1, 2, 3;
lineages, 1, 2, 3, 4;
in Meiji era, 1, 2, 3;
nuns, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
outreach movement, 1;
practices, 1;
reform movement, 1, 2, 3;
rituals, 1, 2nn 3, 4, 5, 6;
shikan taza (just sitting), 1;
spread in Japan, 1, 2;
unity of practice and realization (shushō ittō), 1, 2.
See also kōshiki; monks, Sōtō; patriarchs

Sōtōshū ryōso denryaku (Short biographies of the two patriarchs of
the Sōtō school), 1, 2, 3, 4

sounding staff (shakujō), 1, 2, 3, 4
soundscapes: of kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

of monasteries, vii, 1, 2;
of rituals, 1, 2, 3, 4;
silence, 1.
See also acoustic modules; aural dimension of rituals; music;

musical instruments; vocalization
Sri Lanka, bana ritual, 1n4
Stevenson, Daniel F., 1n6
Sugawara Shigehiro, 1
sutra-chanting services (fugin), 1, 2, 3, 4
Sutra of the Teachings Left by the Buddha (Yiyao jing), 1, 2
sutra readings: in cold weather, 1n61;
drum accompaniment, 1;

in kōshiki performances, 1, 2n82;
rolling, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6n29, 7, 8;
as Zen practice, 1

sutras: enacting scenes from, 1;
verses used in kōshiki, 1

Suzuki Bunmei: musical notation system, 1, 2;
as novice, 1;
teaching activities, 1;
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views of shōmyō practice, 1, 2, 3
Suzuki Eiichi, 1n34, 2n66, 3n4, 4
Suzuki Kakuzen, 1

Taineiji manuscript. See Kaisan kokushi Butsuji kōshiki
Taiso Butsuji kōshiki: collective memory expressed in, 1;

contents, 1;
explanatory notes, 1, 2;
intentions, 1, 2, 3, 4;
models, 1;
offertory declaration, 1;
performances, 1;
postscript, 1;
preface, 1, 2, 3, 4;
printed text, 1, 2, 3, 4;
reprint by Shōun Setsugan, 1;
shikimon, 1, 2, 3, 4;
structure, 1;
writing of, 1

Taiso ryakuden. See Sōji kaisan Taiso ryakuden
Taki Dōnin, Shōmyō zenshū, 1
Takiya Takushū. See Sōji kaisan Taiso ryakuden
Tamamuro Fumio, 1
Tanabe, George J., Jr., 1
Tanbutsue (Ceremony of praising the Buddhas), 1, 2, 3n102, 4, 5n55,

6n56, 7
tantō (head of training), 1, 2, 3, 4n42, 5, 6
tea ceremonies, 1
Teiho Kenzeiki zue, 1
Tendai school: founding, 1;

kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4;
musical notation, 1, 2, 3;
rituals, 1;
shikimon vocalization, 1, 2n4;
shōmyō, 1
See also Twenty-Five Samādhi Society

tendoku (rolling reading), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6n29, 7, 8
Ten Great Vows [of Kannon] ( Jū daiganmon), 1
tenshō bells, 1, 2, 3
Tenzō kyōkun (Instructions for the cook), 1
Terakura Shōyū, 1, 2, 3, 4
Tettsū Gikai, 1n33, 2, 3n50, 4, 5n59, 6, 7, 8, 9
textual modules, 1

See also kōshiki texts
theater techniques and dance, 1
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Three Dhāraṇī (san darani), 1, 2n28
Tōdaiji, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Tōfukuji, 1, 2n100
Tōjō dentō kōshiki (Kōshiki on the transmission of the light in the

Sōtō school): audience, 1;
collective memory expressed in, 1;
commissioning, 1;
communal obeisance, 1, 2n58;
composition, 1;
contents, 1;
intentions, 1, 2, 3, 4;
intertextuality, 1;
as monastic ritual, 1, 2, 3;
offertory declaration, 1;
performances, 1, 2, 3n39, 4, 5, 6, 7;
postscript, 1, 2;
preface, 1, 2;
printed text, 1, 2n59, 3;
purpose, 1, 2;
as replacement for Butsuji kōshiki, 1;
ritual frame, 1;
ritual manual, 1;
shikimon, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
sources, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
title, 1;
writing of, 1, 2, 3, 4

Tōjō Rakan kōshiki, 1
Tōkōji, 1
Tōkoku goso gyōjitsu, 1, 2, 3n60
Tōkokuki (Record of Tōkoku[san]), 1n59, 2, 3n25, 4, 5n53, 6nn 7, 8
Tōkokusan jinmiraisai okibumi (Will on the future of Tōkokusan),

1n59, 2
Tōkokusan Yōkōji shi, 1n35
Tokugawa period: head and branch temples, 1, 2;

kōshiki performances, 1n45, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9n42, 10;
kōshiki texts, 1, 2, 3, 4;
musical notation system, 1, 2, 3;
religious regulations, 1

Tōshōji, 1
Tōunji, 1
Tōzan Tanshō, 1
training temples: contemporary, 1, 2;

kōshiki performances, 1, 2, 3;
rituals, 1, 2;
shōmyō training, 1, 2;
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soundscapes, 1;
zazen training, 1n68.
See also monastic training; shōmyō teachers

Triplett, Katja, 1
Tsubosakasan Minami Hokkeji, 1
Tsuruoka Hakuhō, 1
Turner, Victor W., 1
Twenty-Five Samādhi Society (Nijūgo zanmai e), 1, 2

Uchiyama Kōchō, 1n68
Universal Transfer of Merit (Fuekō), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Verse of the Praise of the Thus Come One (Nyoraibaimon), 1n65, 2,
3, 4n7, 5n9

vocalization: of dhāraṇīs, 1;
history in Buddhism, 1n12;
in kōshiki, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8;
of shikimon, 1, 2n34, 3, 4n4, 5;
of shōmyō, 1;
styles, 1, 2
See also musical notation

vocal training, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

wasan (Japanese hymns), 1n13, 2, 3, 4n12, 5
Watarai Sōjun, 1
Wenshu suoshuo zuisheng mingyi jing (Sutra spoken by Mañjuśrī on

the supreme meaning), 1
Western music, 1
Western musical notation, 1, 2

Xiaozai miao jixiang tuoluoni. See Marvelously Beneficial Disaster-
Preventing Dhāraṇī

Xuanzang, 1

Yakushi kōshiki, 1, 2, 3
Yamada Shōzen, 1n16, 2, 3, 4
Yamahata Shōdō, 1n60
Yinyuan Longqi (J. Ingen Ryōki), 1, 2n28
Yōkan (or Eikan), 1, 2, 3
Yokawa kadaiin geikō kiroku (Record of the mukae kō at Yokawa’s

Kadaiin), 1
Yōkōji: abbots, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9;

buildings, 1, 2;
Butsuji kōshiki and, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5n43, 6;
Eiheiji and, 1;
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Zen Buddhism: collective memory, 1;
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Western scholarship on, 1
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Zen-Kūge Ryūgin Kai, 1
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